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Investigation of Accidents on Alab ama Bridge Approaches

DANIEL S. TURNER AND NEILON J. RCITiIIAN

As part of a research pro¡ect to examine bridge accidents in Alabama, an

invest¡gât¡on was conducted to ascerta¡n the effects of the approach road-
way on bridge accident rate. The obiective of th¡s study was to determine
whether the acc¡dent rate increased near bridges, and if it did, to determine
whether the increase could be described by a standard statist¡cal d¡str¡bu-
t¡on, A sample of approach acc¡dents was prepared by match¡ng county,
highway, and milepo¡nt numbers from Alabama's br¡dge ¡nventory and ac-

c¡dent files. This difficult matchinq process was necessary becaus€ state
acc¡dent-investigat¡on forms do not record structure numbers for bridges
that are ¡nvolved ¡n coll¡s¡ons. More than 24 000 accidents on state-route
highways between 1972 and 1979 were used in the study. A unique dis-
tr¡bution of accidents was observed at br¡dge ends. The average accident
rate doubled over a 0.35-mile d¡stance at the approach to a structure.
This increase could not b€ ¡dentif¡ed as any standard stat¡stical distr¡bution,
primarily because of ¡nvestigat¡ng officers'preference for recording acci-
dents to the closst one-tenth m¡lepo¡nt, Tenth-m¡lepoint locations
dom¡nated the data and masked the true distr¡but¡on. An exam¡nation
of acc¡dent codes revealed that many Alabama bridge accidents are ap-
parently ¡nvest¡gated incompletely, identified improperly, recorded
erroneously, or ignored due to limited space on the invest¡gation forms.

A survey of the nationrs 564 000 bridges shows that
I00 000 structures are seriously deficient (1).
Various estinates have indicated that at least
50 000 bridges need widening or replacing (2,2',.
Such statistics lead to a staggering estimate of the
cost of correcting aII bridge deficiencies. The
1980 Surface Transportation Act established funding
at more than a billion dollars per year for bridge
rehabilitation and replacement but, even at such an
accelerated rate, it may take 25 years t.o cure the
problem (4).

In Alabamar literally hundreds of bridges are
candidates for federal funds. But, from iÈs share
of the billion federal dollars allocated to the
states, Alabama can afford to replace only a few.
The problen is to choose the most dangerous bridges
so that they can be replaced first.

OB.]ECTIVES

This report docunents one phase of a bridge accident
investigation, an examination of the contribution of
approach roadways to bridge accidents. One-way and
tvro-way traffic structures on Àlabar¡a state-route
highways were included in the study. Underpasses
and culverts (with earth cover) were not identifiecl
as bridges.

Specifically, this portiÕn of the research nas
designed to answer questions such as

1. Does the roadway accident rate increase near
bridges?

2. If such an increase occurs, can it be
scribed by a statistical distribution?

3. Should approach accidents be incl-uded
hazardous bridge studies? and

de-

in

4. Can a statistical distribution be used to
define how much of the approach roadway should be
considered?

BACKGROUND

Bridges are inherently more dangerous than the road-
ways on which they åre located. Uitchie generalized
that bridges are 50 times ¡nore hazardous than road-
ways (I). He used 1975 data to compare the ratio of
fatal" ran-off-road, hít-fixed-object type of col-
lisions to gross roadway mileage (5,6). He then
found a similar rabio for fatal bridge or bridge-

barrier acciilents to cumulative bridge mileage. The
bridge fatal accident rate was found to be 50 tines
larger. Although specific inferences should not be
drawn fro¡n such a generalized analysisr it does
serve to deÍlonstrate the drastic increase in the
potential for accidents caused by the structures.

Prediction of Bridge Accidents

Two procedures have been suggested as ways to Pre-
dict accidents: (a) observations of driver be-
haviors and (b) analysis of historical accident
data. Bridges are knovtn to exert an influence on
the behavior of drivers as they approach and to
cause both lateral displacenents and changes in
speed. The i.ateraf novement case has been recog-
nized and studied for so¡ne time (Z--9.). Typically,
these studies involve observation of a vehiclers
Iateral position at sorne distance frorn a bridget
then a second observation near the structure. The
¡novement of the vehicle toward or array from the
centerline has been shohrn to be a general indicator
of how dangerous drivers perceive the bridge to be.
Unfortunately, no strong correlation has been iden-
tified between lateral novernent and bridge width,
nor has the relation between lateral tnovement and
accident rate been quantified. A logical âssumption
would be that these movements could cause an in-
crease in traffic accidents on bridge approaches.

The second method of predicting bridge accidents
is by use of historical accident data. In recent
years, researchers have examined accident records
rigorously in an attempt to isolate those factors
most significant in causing bridge accidents.
Bridge width, approach-roadway width, sight dis-
tancer traffic volumes, alignment, approach barriert
bridge railr traffic control devices, approach
speeds, and pavenent surface conditions have all
been shown to contribute to accidents. The complex
interâction of the nultiple contributing factors has
¡nade it difficult to define a single method to
realistically predict bridge accidents. There has
been a general agreement on major factors such as
the prinary importance of relative structure r¡idth
and traffic volumesi howeverr the najority of fac-
tors that influence bridge accidents has not been
quantitatively defined. At least four of the re-
search projects used accidents on bridge approaches
during their studies (9'lg-À2). Lengths of 500-1200
ft were ¡nost co¡nmonly used in these projects.

The examination of literature showed that bridges
have higher accident rates than the roads on which
they are located' that vehicles frequently shift
Iateral position as they approach structures, and
that previous researchers have used various approach
distances in analysis of bridge accidents.

Accident Rate Transition

The exact role of the bridge approach (and depar-
ture) has not been previously defined. The accident
rate does not change abruptly at the beginning of
the structure. Rather, a transition must occuq as
vehicles approach the nore dangerous location. A

Iogical assunption would be that the increase in
accidents would follow some st.atistical pattern,
such as the normal dÍstribulion shown in Figure 1.
The figure illustrates that a normal curve may be
split at the mean value and one-half placed on each
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Figure 1. Suggested acc¡dent rate for transition curue.
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end of the bridge to form a snooth transition. The
mean value for the distribution would be the rate of
bridge accidents, although Ít is possible that
approach accidents rnight occur more often than
collisions on the structure. The tail of the dis-
tribution would approach the roadyJay accident rate.
The area under the curve would represent the excess
accidents (beyond the roadnay rate) caused by the
bridge structure. Knowledge of the existence, rnag-
nituder and character of the statistical dístribu-
tion of acciclents on bridge approaches i{ould lead to
vastly increased accuracy in bridge studies.

STUDY PROCEDURE

To carry out the study, it was first necessary to
identify approach collisions. A computer program
was prepared to colnpare accident milepoints and
bridge-end nilepoints. The program gathered data
fro¡n the Al"aba¡na bridge inventory file, including
highway nu¡nber, county number, nilepoint of bridge
beginning, and bridge length. The highv¡ay, county,
and milepoint numbers form a unique designation in
the Alabama numbering syste¡n. This cornbination was
cornpared with the highway, county, and rnilepoint
numbers on accident records to match accidents to
bridges. For purposes of this study, the approach
r+as defined as the direction of increasing mile-
points, and the departure was defined as decreasing
¡nilepoints.

During the course of a nor¡nal accident investiga-
tion, Alabama law-enforcement. officers are directed
to specify the accident location by highway and
milepoint. The officerrs training requires that
such infor¡nation be recorded to the cLosest one-
hundredth of a mile (13). À co¡nparison of such
accurate data for accident milepoints and bridge-end
nilepoints should produce a good distribution of
distances for an analysis of approach accidents.
AccidenÈ ¿lata were used for a1l state-route highsrays
for the period 1972 through 1979 to ensure a large
and meaningful sample.

The niJ.epost-matching procèdure was not without
problems, however. One of the complicating factors
is that an accident that occurs between tvro closely
spaced bridges occurs on the approach to one brídge
and on the departure of the other. Establish¡nent of
which bridge rdas the nost signíficant in causing the
accident is very difficuLt. A bridge could cause an
erratic maneuver that results in an accident at the
following bridge. In that case, existing records
would not assign the accident to the correct loca-
tion. In addition to the previously described data,
travel direction, distance betvreen structures, and
many other causal factors would have to be exanined
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to see which of the bridges instigated the acci-
ilent. Even if a ¡nethod could be seLected to review
these datâ anil assign locations' the complexity in
developing a computer progran nakes the procedure
unattractive. For study purposes, indivídua1 acci-
dents were assigned to the nearest bridge-end mile-
point.

To identify exact accident locations, the roadway
was searched in incremental lengths away from bridge
ends. The unit length wâs selected as 0.05 nile
after some initial analyses indicated that such a
l-ength was appropriate. The computer hrould read the
bridge data and calculate beginning and ending mile-
points for the approach, for the bridge, and for the
departure. The progra¡n would then search a sarnple
of 24 000 accident records by milepoint to deternine
how many occurred at the particulâr bridge. Next, a
new bridge record would be input and the process
would be repeated. After aII bridge records were
exanined, the total approach, bridge, and departure
accidents were output for the incre¡nental approach
length under consideration. The program $ras re-
peated for several approach lengths up to 0.35 niles
to develop the desired distribution of accident
distances from bridge ends.

STUDY RESULTS

The conputer program was run for 0.05-rnile incre-
ments seven different tines. When the accidents
within 0.35 ¡ni1e of bridge ends had been merged hrith
the appropriate structures, the results i{ere tabu-
lated for analysis. For example, during the initial
cornputer run for a 0.os-mile incrernent, 696 acci-
dents were found on bridges, 575 were found on
approaches, and 477 were found on departures. 9lhen
the program rras executed with an increment of 0.10
miler 1027 approach accidents and L024 departure
accidents were noted. The additional coLlisions
noted in the second run represented accidents that
occurred betsreen 0.05 and 0.10 mile fron bridges.

Initial Analvsis

The results of the computer analysis are displayed
in Table I and Figure 2. The sample contained
24 000 accidents that occurred on state routes in
Alabana. llore than 25 percent (6049 out of 24 000)
were found to be within 0.35 mile of a bridge. Of
the 6049 natched colLisions, 696 occurred on bridges
(approxitnately 3 percent of alL accidents). The
nu¡nber that occurred on approaches, 2645, vras almost
exactly the same as the 2708 that occurred on de-
partures. Assuming that these accÍdents comprise a
nornal distribution, the nean location would be
0.004 ¡nile from the departure bridge end, and the
standard deviation would be 0.18 mile. Such charac-
teristics seem to reflect the type of distribution
assumed by Figure 1.

Distribution Patterns

Two things are i¡nmediately noticeable about Figure
2. First, the approach accidents follow an unusual
and repetitious pattern. This pattern can be traced
to an obvious cause. Investigating officers tend to
record accident milepoints to the nearest 0.1 ¡nÍle.
This would seem natural since ¡nost mileposts are at
mile intervals and auto¡nobile speedometers measure
in tenths of ¡ni1es. Most officers probably 1ocate
the accident nilepoint by driving from the milepost
to the accídent while observing the auto¡nobile
speedometer. In Figure 2, officers clearly favor
use of 0.l-nile distances, and about half as many
accidents are recorded in beti{een the tenth-miIe
locations as officers estimate to the closest 0.05

ROA,DI.'AY

ACCIDENT
RÀTE...7
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Table 1. Tabulation of bridgB approaci and

departure acc¡dents,
Distance From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

Distance From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.i0
0.1 I
0.t2
0.13
0. l4
0. l5
0. l6
0. l7
0. l8
Subtotal

135
t47
46
50
30

r6'l
33
26
<t
33

316
66
44
40
t9

154
28
3l
38

1455

0
'70

72
104

94
t3'7
7T

127
ll5
100
123
52
48
65
62

109
44
84

109

I 586

0. l9
0.20
o.2l
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.3 5

Total

25
290

40
30
33

r27
29
18
35
2'l

246
54
44
3t
2l

101

2645

57

tt4
38
54
47
83
66
64
53

123
72

109
3l
46
42
45
82

27 t2

Figure 2, Approach and departure âcc¡dent

d¡str¡but¡on.

F
4
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mile fron automobile sPeedometers. A relatively
srnall nunber of accidents vtere recorded to the
closest 0.01 nile. This finding imposes a

constrâint on any statistical inferences drawn from
the data.

Àpproach an¿l Departure Differences

The second thing that draws i¡n¡nediate attention in
Figure 2 is the distinct difference in the apProach
and departure observations. The aleparture clistribu-
tion see¡ns to follovr the tyPe of randon Pattern that
}rould be antlcipated fron accident statistics rather
than the tenth-mile pattern so obvious on the ap-
proach. This is not the caser honever. The depar-
Lure dispersion was caused by the ¡nanner in which
the bridge-ending milepoint vras calculâted. AII
bridge-beginning stations are recorded in Èhe AIa-
bama bridge inventory file to the nearest tenth
miIe, as reflected by the approach accident Pat-
tern. The comPuter calculated the bridge-end sta-
tion frorn the starting Point Plus the bridge
length. The najority of bridge-ending points thus
fall on hundredth-nile stations' instead of tenth-
mile stations, Iike bridge beginning points. If
ending stations are calculated to hundre¿lths and

accidents are to the tenth, a different pattern
could be exPected fro¡n that of the bridge aPProach.

The overall distribution of Figure 2, although
difficult to analyze' indicates an increase in

DEPARTURE DISTANCE IN MILES

accidents at bri¿lges. on the approach side. the
accidents occurring at each 0.l-¡nile location' as
well as at the nidPoints betlteen these locations,
increase as the brictge is approached. A sirnilart
althouqh not as obvious' arrangement rnay be dis-
cerned fron a study of the departure side.

Laraer Class Intervals

The use of 0.0l-mile incremênts tended to confuse
rather Èhan simplify the analysis. For that reasont
the data were grouped into 0.05 nile units to aid in
the interPretation. Figure 3 and the table below
represent such a grouPing.

0.20 0. I0

APPROACH DISTANCE IN MILES

0. l0

Adjusted No.
of Bridoe Acciclents
Approach Departure
575 477

0. 20 0. 30

Stualy Interval
Miles Fro¡n
Bridqe End
0 . 000-0 .0 s0
0. 0 5r-0. 100
0.101-0.150
0. rsr-0.200
0.201-0.250
0.251-0.300
0.301-0.350
TOTAI

460
323
412
263

536
336
408
288

355 421
257 242

2645 2708

The prePonderance of accidents recorded at the
one-tenth points is stilt evident even when the datã
are grouped. The symmetrical pattern of Figure 3,
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nith every other bar raised, clearly reflects the
offÍcerrs preference for tenth milepoints. The
nunber of accidents on bridges and the average
bridge length in the sample were used to calculate
the rate for accidents that occur on the structure,
which is shown by the dotted line on the figure.
The dotted line agrees nicely with the adjacent
approach and departure rates. The number of acci-
dents decrease6 as distance from the bridge end
increases. This is the ânticipated reault and
represents the transition fro¡n the bridge rate to
the roaderay rate. The type of transition is not
intuitively obvious fro¡n either Figure 3 or the
tabLe above. A chi-square test was perforned on the
hypothesis that the data were taken from a popula-
tion that has a normal distribution. The hypothesis
was rejected. A similar test indicated that the
distribution was not linear.

Control Group

In order to further examine the approach and de-
parture disÈribution and to estimate the number of
accidents that $rould have occurred at study sites if
bridges had not been present, a control distribution
was established. An equivalent amount of randomly
selected highway, counÈy, and rnilepoint nu¡nbers was
designated as theoretical bridges and were computer
¡natched against the original sample of accident
records. Two things were accompÌished: (a) a con-
trol distribution was obtained for comparison e¡ith
the bridge accídent distribution, and (b) an average
roadvray accident rate was obtained for randomly
seLected sites. Table 2 contains the raildon control
site resuLts. The tenth-point accidents are even
more pronounced than the bridge-site accident dis-
tribution. This suggests that offÍcers are slightly

Figure 3, Excess accidents caused by bridçs.
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¡nore prone to pinpoint the location of bridge ac-
cidents than roadway accidents. Collisions are not
grouped around the control sites as are bridge-
approach accidents. Thus, the control site distri-
bution accomplishes the first objective by demon-
stratíng the uniqueness of the brídge approach
d i str ibut ion.

Although the same number of bridges were used for
the control group, the randomly generated highway-
county-rnilepost numbers did not alwaya correspond to
hazardous locations on Alaba¡na highways. This
produced a smaller sample size for nerging of
cont.rol site bridges with accident data.

Excess Accidents Caused bv Bridqes

A b€tter analysis of bridge approach and departure
accidents might be to examine only those 1ocations
where the accident rate is higher than the average
roadway rate. Since the roâdway rate was deter¡nined
through the control group, the excess accidents
caused by bridges couLd be identified.

The excess accidents associated with bridges do
not seem to fall into any conventional distrÍbu-
tion. The table below lists the number of accidents
in each distance interval around bridges.

Study Interval
(niJ.es from
bridqe end)
0.000-0.0s0
0.05Ì-0.100
0.I01-0.I50
0.151-0.200
0 . 20 1-0. 250
0.251-0.300
0.301-0.350
Total

Excess Observed
Àccidents
Approach Departure
32I 223
206 282
69 82

158 154
934

101 L67
30

867 942

The mean accident location was 0.0I3 mile on the
departure side and the standard deviation was 0.147
mile. These values are very close to the values for
the initial distribution. For the distance class
used, the one-tenth point collisions continued to
dominate. Two attenpts were made to overcorne the
tenth-milepoint bias of the data and idenÈify the
actual distribution.

Smoothed Distribution

The initial effort involved smoothing the sample by
distributing the one-tenth point accidents to ad-
jâcent intervals. The logic behind the smoothing
was that officers recorded the locations as the
closest tenth poínt, but an accident so recorded
would have an equal probability of actually oc-

Distânce From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

tsz

o

0,4 0.2.

APPRoAfit ordr¡rqcr
IN }IILES

DEPARTURE DISTANCE
IN MILES

THE SHADED AREA INDICATES '.ExcEss'' ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY BRIDGES.

Table 2, Accidents at control s¡te.
Distance From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.0'7
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.1 l
0.12
0.13
0.14
0. 15

Subtotal

0.1 6
0.17
0. 18
0.19
0.20
0.2t
0.22
0.23
0.24
o.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.3 0

Total

58
0 19
3 ll
I 3l

t'7 4 29
ll
05
J+
07

16 13
28
06
0 ll
l7
328

47 5 34'l

4
2
1

I
9
I
I
3
2

215
2
0
2
2

2t

266

l0
'7

4
9
0
8

t0
16
39
25

I
2
4

t2
l2

159

AVERâGE

ROADWAY

ACCIDENT
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F¡gure 4. Grouped accidents.
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outer edge of the observed accident distribution.
The sa¡nple was also comPared with Poisson, Erlang,
and binomial distributions with the sa¡ne result.
FinaIIyr the approach and departure tabulaÈions were
each comPared with the Poisson and a negative ex-
ponential Population. The cotnparisons were again
rejected, although the negative exponential distrl-
bution came closer to natching the sanple than did
any previous distrÍbution.

Larger Data Intervals

An alternative to smoothing the data is the use of
Iarger incre¡nents for the frequency tabulation'
This was done by using a 0.10-míIe grouPing. The

results are shown in Èhe table below and Figure 4'

study Interval Observed
(miles fro¡n Grouped Accidents
bridqe end) APproach Departure
0.000-0. r0r 527 505

ä 4oo
a

B zoo

o

APPROACH DISTÀNCE

IN MILES

DEPARTURE DISTANCE

IN MILES

Table 3. Accident codes for approach accidents.

Alabama Accident Code Frequency Percentage

No entry
Inattention
Run off road
Run off road and overturn
Before overturnilg
Skidding
Other collision
Passing
Avoiding other vehicle
Before vehicle submerging
Hit bridge rail
Hit bridee abutment
Hit culvert o¡ headwall
Hit embankment or ditch
Hit guardrail
Hit median batrie¡
Hit other object
Hit animal
All other codes

22.2
18.4
0.9
o.2
6.4
5.8

34.2
3.8
t.4
0.5
6.'.l
J-Z
0.6
2.'7
2.9
0.5
2.9
4.2
9.7

curring at any of the adjacent hundredth points on

either side of the one-tenth point. The technique
used to distribute the data focused on the dif-
ference in the number of observations ln a particu-
Iar interval and the observatlons in the íntervals
on either side. The tenth Point had a $reight of 0.5
and the adjacent intervals had weights of 0.25 each
for distributing the extra tenth-Point accidents.
The snoothed accidents are shown in the table
below. The total departure accidents, total aP-
proach accidents, mean accident location (0'013 mile
irom departure end of bridge) and standard deviation
(0.149 nile) are almost identical to the dístribu-
tion prior to s¡noothing.

Study Interval
(miles fro¡n Smoothed Accidents
bridqe end) APproach DeParture
0.000-0.500 283 243
0.05r-0.100 20L 2L7

0. r0r-0. r50 ]-26 150
0. 151-0.200 98 106
0.20I-0.250 69 97
0.251-0.300 53 92

o.3ot-0.350 37 42
Total 867 947

The smoothed accident tabulation was tested to
see if it conformed to a recognizable statistical
distribution. The chi-square test was applíed at a

95 percent confidence level to the hypothesis that
the samPle came fro¡n a normally distributed popula-
tion. The hyPothesis $¡as convincingly rejected,
primarily due to the large irregulariÈy near the

864 942

The large increase in collisions at the bridge ends

is i¡unediately obvíous from the figure. The first
0.10 mite do¡ninates the drawing. It also appears
that the figure could be reasonably approximated by
a statistical distribution. The chi-square test was

used to investigate the normal, Poisson, Erlang, and

negative exponential distributions. AII comParisons
weie rejected, as had been the case for previous
atte¡npts to identify the data sanple as a standard
statistícal distr ibution.

TYPES OF ACCIDENTS

An addièional investigation was conducted to see

whether the character of accidents changêd frorn
bridge approâch to departure. The descriptive codes
on Alaba¡na accident reports' collision diagra¡nsr and

explanatory reports were used to compare accidents
at the three locationa (À3-'14). The apProach and

departure collisions i{ere virtually identical in
naturer as would be exPected. epproximately I0
percent of these accidents Ítere identified as types
thut rignt be associated vtith bridges. ExamPles are
hit briàge raíI' hit bridge abut¡nent, before vehicle
subnerged' and hit headwall. A categorical grouping
of approach accident codes is shown in Table 3'
About 6 Percent of the accidents that occurred
betvreen the bridge approach beginning and ending
milepoints were coded âs hit bridge rail or hit
bridge abutrnent. This is 50 percent as large as the
number of corresponding type accidents for bridges'
An additional 5 percent of the table was code¿l such
that bridge accidents were i¡npliedi however, the
vâst majority of the collision co¿les s¡as either
nonco¡nmital or suggested so¡nething other than briclge
accidents. In conparison with apProach accidents,
there were sllghtly fewer entries for the following
codes for bridge accidents: no entryr bit tree, hit
pole, inattentionr and during passing.

That tnost bridge accidents are apparently not
identifíed as such is significant. !'tany collisions
caused by bridges are probably not identified by

officers due to lhe single data entry Point on the
ínvestigation forns. A compLex accident nay have

several causes, or a sequence of events may precede
the wreck. The investigating officers choose and

record only one. officers aPparently do not Place
great emPhasis on identifying the events that sur-
round an accident, since one-fourth of the forms had

blank entries. other reasons for the discrepancy
bêtsreen the nu¡nber of bridge-associated accidents

0. r01-0.200
0.20r-0.300
Total

227
118

236
201

146
L2l

6
I

42
38

221
25

9
J

44

4
l8
l9

3

t9
29
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and the corresponding coded descriptions coul_d be
erroneous data code entries, misidentified mile-
points, and incomplete investigations.

CONCLUSIONS

During the investigation of the effects of bridge
approaches on acciilent rate¡ 24 000 accidents that
occurred in Alabama betyreen L972 and 1979 were
co¡npared by highway, county, and rnilepoint for 960
bridges. The nost significanÈ findings were as
follows:

1. ReEearchers have previously recog¡ized thaf
bridge approaches cause an alteration of driver
behavior through modification of vehicl-e laterat
pLacement and speed. Other researchers have used
various a roach distances during bridge accident
analyses. None of the previous research had identi-
fied a quantifiable relationship between åpproaches
and accident rates.

2. Although Alabarna investigation for¡ns provide
for the recording of accident locations to the
closest hundredth of a mite, officers record then to
0.l-mile points on more than half of the cases.
Around bridges the tendency to neasure them more
closely (to the 0.01 mile) is increased.

3. The recording of accident location data to
the cLosest 0.1 mile ternpers the significance of any
statistical analysis applied to such data.

4. There is an inherent difficulty in assigning
an Àlabarna accident to the correct structure where
bridges are in close proximity due to overlapping
approaches and departures.

5. One-quarter of the traffic accidents in
Alaba¡na occur within 0.33 mile of a bridge.

6. An analysis of nonbridge control sites
indicated that there is a unique distribution of
accidents for bridge approaches and departures.

7. There is a definite transitional increase in
accidents on bridge approaches and departures. The
¡naxi¡num rate occurs at the bridge âbut¡nent and is
more than twice the rate of the adjacent roadway.

8. The increase in accídents apparently reaches
0.35 ¡niles fron bridge ends. The precise beginning
of the transitional pattern could not be identified
due to the complexity of approach and departure
overlap.

9. The grouped tabulation of approach distances
(see Figure 3) could not bê identified as any stan-
dard stâtistical distribution. Nornal, poisson,
Erlang¡ negative exponential, binominal, and Iinear
dÍstributions were rejected. A negative exponential
distribution cane closest to matching the data. The
exact distríbution was masked by the tenth-milepoint
predomlnance, extensive overlap of approaches and
departures at the tail of the distribution, and
inability to establish the absolute base accident
rate for the roadway. The distribution could not be
identified in spite of repeated frequency groupings
and smoothing attenpts.

10. The character of accidents that occurred on
approaches is virtually identical to that of acci-
dents that occurred on departures. The nature of
collisions on the structure is slighÈly different
from that of approaches and departures, with â
greater enphasis on hit bridge rail and hít bridge
abutment types of accidents.

11. For accidents that occurred on bridge struc-
tures as identified by milepoint, only 12 percent
are directly labeled as bridge hits by the data
coded on accident investigation forms.

TransportatÍon Research Record 847

12. ùlany bridge accidents are apparently incorn-
pletely investigatedr Dot properly identified,
erroneously recorded, mislocated, or ignored due to
Iinited room for identifying information on accident
investigation forms.
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Study of Ran-Off-Roadway Fatal Accidents in Louisiana

OLIN K. DART, JR., AND LAWRENCE S. McKENZIE

Thirty ranoff-roadway single-vehicle fatal acc¡dents in an eight'parish area of

Louisiana were studied by an interdisciplinary team' This team consistêd of a

highway eng¡nsor and the resaarch director (authors of this paper), an automo'

tivi specialist, a psychologist, a sociolog¡st, and two state police officers'

Th¡eá-fourths of these accidents occurred on curved two'lane rural highways'

ilbre than one-half of the accident sites hãd roadside hazards within 20 ft of
the payement. No vehicle defects were found to cause any accident' Young,

whiie, male drivers who have no more than a high sdlool education and came

from a working class family were particularly susceptible to an accident of
th¡s typ€, An epidemiological conceptual model of accidents was adopted

to 
""ãlu"t" 

the ¡nteraction of the agent (vehicle), the host (dr¡ver), and the

env¡ronment (physical and social). The evaluat¡on sho\¡ved that, although

the vehicle and highway can contr¡bute to the sevêrity of an accident, the

human factor ¡s the maior contributor to the acc¡dent. Countermeasures to

reduce the number of ran-off"roadway accidents will require strategies for
changing the behavior of suscePtible drivers, primarily through law enforce-

r"ni"nd educational programs, Reduction of the severity of these acci-

dents w¡ll require manipulation of situational (engineering) factors related

to the veh¡cle and physical environment'

I{ithin the past decade the relative number of sin-
gle-vehicle fatal accidents has been increasing in
the nation an¿l state. Single-vehícle accidents
currently account for âpproximately 40 Percent of
highway fatalities nationwide and alnost as large a

percentage in Louisiana.
Ran-off-roadsay fatal accidents in rural areas of

Louisiana have attracted the attention of the Louí-
siana Highway Safety Comrnission because of their
increase since 1973 (Figure 1). Because of the
seriousness of the problem and in Iight of the
paucity of information regarclinq this particular
typ" of accident' the Iouisiana Highetay Safety
Cómmission initiated a preliminaty research Project
of an interdisciPlinary natu.e designed to shed

tight on the factors related to single-vehicle
ran-of f-roadway f ãtal accidents'

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The Louisiana Highway Safety Conmission research
project had several specific objectives, all of
which related to reducing highway accident nu¡nbers

and fatalities in the state and nation.
The first objective was to develop a comprehen-

sive interdisciplinary research aPProach to lhe
investigation of accidents. This was because acci-
dents apPeared to occur because of human responses
and behavior as vJell as because of nechanical and

environmental factors. Therefore, social scientists
were ÍncLuded on the study tean to broaden the base

of accident investigative procedures.
The second objective v¡as to establish procedural

guidelines to ensure the collection of as much data
as possible Pertinent to the study fron each acci-
dent investigated. Certain data critical to the
determination of lhe cause of accidents were not
normally heretofore colLected. For example, very
little information on the behavior of the driver
prior to an accident or on the sociocultural back-
ground of the driver was routinely obtained'

The third and final goal was the development of
strategies and recommendations for accident Preven-
tion programs. Given that human behavior and physi-
cal factors co¡nbine in so¡ne way to produce an acci-
dent, it was considered reasonable to assune thât
educational processes could be devised to raise the
consciousness of drivers to accident-causing fac-
tors. thus, the goal was to obtain as much back-

ground infor¡nation on the driver of vehicles in-
volved in accidents as Possible.

STUDY PROCEDURE AND METHODOIOGY

The study was designed as a pilot investigation' we

decided that the first 30 subject cases' which
occurred in rural areas of the State Police Troop A

region after July t, !977, would satisfy Èhe re-
quirenents for a preliminary study. (Rural vtas

áefined to include all territory outside the incor-
porated boundaries or linits of towns that have a

population of 2500 or greater.) The methodological
procedures for the study were designed accor¿ling1y.

The study area served by Louisiana State Police
Troop A is shown in Figure 2. This area contains
widely differing geographic features. On the west
side of the !'tississippi River and south of Baton
Rouge' the terrain is typical of flood PIains and

contains extensive svramPy areas. By contrast' the
part of the Troop A region that falls to the north
and east of Baton Rouge is characterízed by rolling
hills and expanses of pine and hardwood forests'
Driving conditions are therefore somev¡hat different
in the tvro Parts of the region. Beyond geographic
differences, there are also rather distinct cultural
variations in the region. The inhabitanls of the
delta areas along the l'lississippi River tend to
reflect the cajun culture. That is, they are likeLy
to be of French or Spanish descent, Catholic, and to
have distinct social Pattêrns in such things as food
habits and music. Those Persons who Iive in the
uplanals are more likety to be of Ànglo-Saxon or
Scotch-Irish heritage and to belong to protestant
denorninations. They are characterized as more
puritan in their Iife-styles.

The location of the 30 case accidents is shown in
Figure 2 so that an association with geographic and

cultural features can be ¡nade. A rather easily
followed definition of an accident was essential
since cases had to be determined to be suitable for
the study:

1. The acciclent must have occurred within the
geographical boundaries of the study area,

2. The accident nust have produced a fatafity'
3. OnIy one vehicle was involved in the accident'

and
4. The final accident requirernent was that the

subject vehicle nust leave the roadway totally
(pavement or other surface) at sone time during the
devel-opnent of the acci¿lent.

Since one of the objectives of the study was to
develop an interdisciplinâry approach to accident
investigation' a team of speciatists was recruited
to investigate each accident. This team included
professionally trained and experienced indíviduals
fron the disciplines of psychology, sociology, civil
engineering, and automotive mechanics. The inter-
dísciplinary grouP, as a tea¡n' was given the respon-
sibitity for identifying data reguirements' collect-
ing relevant dâta, and analyzing the data relative
to each accident, both individually and collec-
tively. A research specialist coordinated the
teamrs work and two specially trained state police
sergeants were assigned to work vtith the team' The

Iattêr gave special assistance in the reconstruction
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of each accident and in verification of the dâta
collected at accident sites.

Before the field part of the study was launched,
a protocol lras established to alert and notify the
accident investígation team of the occurrence of an
accident. ÀlI state police troopers were advised to
notify headquarterE r.rhenever they believed a fatal
accident met the study criteria. If the accident
reported was determined to neet the criteria of the
study, one of the two sergeants assigned to the
study team was contacted by state police head-
quarters or by the Louisiana Highway Safety Commis-
sion and given the circumstances of the case. The
project director wås then contacted and he alerted
other t,ea¡n menbers.

Note that several accidents (5) occurred on
parish (county) roads during the study period.

Figure f. Proportion of highway fatal¡ties by select accident categories,
Louisiana, 1972-1978.

Figure 2. Study area and locat¡on of 30 case accidents.
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These cases were investigated by sheriffst deputies
rather than by stâte police. In such lnstances the
team did not receive direct notification of the
accident. The first informatlon on the accidenÈ was
received through news media or fro¡n the fatality
accldent reporting system (FARS) offícer at the
Ipuisiana Highway Safety Corn¡nission. This procedure
had a drawback in that an exten¿led period of tine
elapsed betneen tea¡n notification and the occurrence
of the accident. Once it lras determined that such
an accident net the criteria of the study, the same
foJ.low-up procedure was initiated.

The investigative procedure on an accident may be
briefly described as follows. prinary data on each
case were collected at the scene of the accident.
Standard vehicle accident report forms were useCl to
obtain basic infor¡nation from the driver, occupants
of the vehicle, and witnesses. These for¡ns were
co¡npleted or checked by one of the state police
sergeants assigned to the team. The project. direc-
tor and the engineer generally accompanied the
troopers to the accident scene. They made first-
hand observations and particlpated in the collection
of data. In certaln cases the team psychologist
also visited the scene and intervíewed the princi-
pals involved.

A survey crew under the direction of the project
engineer was dispatched to each accident site as
soon as posslble to map and locate relevant features
inplicated in or caused by the accident. The proj-
ect engineer also obtained the road construction
plans and accident history records of accident sites
from the Louisiana Department of Transportation ând
Development. Some tine after the accident, the
subject vehicle was inspected for nechanical defects
by the automotive specialist. Usually this was done
at the place where the vehicle had been towed.

Detailed infor¡nation about each driver was ob-
tained at a later date through personal intervíew-
ing. The interviews rdere conducted by using a
questionnaire prepared by team members in consulta-
tion rrith representatives of the Louisiana Highway
Safety Commission. In all but tvro cases interviews
were taped. At a later date the tapes were studied
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carefully by team nembers. In those cases where the
driver was killed ín the accídent, interviews were

conducted with persons who knew him or her weII'
Usually this was next of kin, but on occasion more

distan¿ relatives' close acquaintances' or surviving
occupants of the vehicle provlded inforrnation on

dr iver s .
Blood alcohol test results and clriver record

fil-es for drivers were obtaineil through the state
políce, as was vehicle licensing inforrnation'

A1I information obtained about the accident was

enployed !o reconstruct the sequence of events that
Ied to each accident. À Psychological and socio-
logical profile of each driver and the nechanical
condition report of each vehicle were prepared as
part of the study Procedure.

ouring the course of lhe study, periodic confer-
ences were held to discuss accident findings and

research problems. These conferences included all
nenbers of the research team plus representatives of
the Louisiana Highway Safety Com¡nission' The dis-
cussions that took place aided greatly in placing
each accident in a truly interdisciplinary perspec-
t ive.

Altogether, a total of 32 cases were studied frorn
May 1977 to sePtember 1978. The first t\do cases

weie worked in a pretest phåse of the study' The

purpose of the pretest was to verify and correct
deficiencies in the methodology and Protocol and to
refine research Procedures.

the research phase of the study began JuIy 1977

and endecl September 1978. As noted, a total of 30

cases met the accident criteria and were investi-
gated. These cases were antl are consi¿lered as a

tilot t"""utch effort in use of a case-history and

ãn event-reconstruction apProach. The findings and

analyses presented in the remainder of this rePort
must be interpreted accordinglY.

ACCIDENT CHARÀCTERISTICS

Although no 2 of the 30 accidents occurred in pre-
cisely the same way' there were similarities among a

number of the accidents. These similarities provide
points of departure for the understanding and study
ãf ran-off-roadway sin9Ie-vehicle fatal accidents'
The number of cases is too smal1 for statistical
generåIization; however, we think that the findings
generated are highly enlightening'
Place and Tine of Accidents

At Least one accident occurred in each of the
eight parishes in the study area' nine each occurred
in the parishes of East Baton Rouge and Livingston
(see Figure 2).

of the 30 accidents investigated' nearly one-half
(43 percent) occurred on a Saturday and approxi-
mately three-quarters (73 percent) occurred during
the weekend (Friday-Sunday). The preponderance of
accidents on wêekend days was determi'ned to be

related to trip plans associated with leisure activ-
j.ties. This finding suggests an association of
accidents with type of trip and helPs explain the
greater probabiliÈy of alcohol as a contributing
iactor. Nearly one-haIf (4? percent) of the acci-
dents covered in this study occurred after 9:00 p'm'
but before 6:00 a.m. with onty one exception all of
the accidents during this tine period (night) were
on weekends. Forty percent of the case accidents
occurred between 3:00 and 9:00 p.m. These accidents
were nearly evenly divided between weekdays and

weekend daYs.

Driver characteristics

In addition to normal demographic data, the sociolo-
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gist and psychologist on the study team conPiled
additional case history data on nost of the 30

drivers involved. The metlian age of the drívers was

22¡ 40 percent were younger than 2I and only two
were over 40. OnIy two drivers were female' Only
20 percent were black compared with 35 percent of
the area PoPulation.

l{elI over half of the drivers had not finished
high schoot. FifÈy-four percent were classifiecl as
se¡ni-ski1led or unskilled laborers, none as profes-
sional". Thirty-five percent were single, twenfy-
three were narried, and the rest had unstable family
life.

Al¡nost none of the drivers particiPated in formal
organizations. seventy-five Percent belonged to a

church, but only 5 were active members. over half
were engaged in outdoor recreational activity to a

moderate extent. Fifty-ei9ht percent led rather
normal social lives. All drivers came from a work-
ing class background.

Anong the deviant and substance-abuse behavior
found, eighty-nine Percent of the ilrivers consumed

alcoholic beverages; fífty-eight percent were heavy
drinkers. One-third used drugs, nostly marijuana'
More than half snoked. Seventy-seven percent had

one or more traffic violations. weII over half had

unstable work habitsi 40 percent Yrere hi9hly un-
s table.

Attitudinalty, the drivers were classed as non-
pathological (60 Percent). These drivers are not
ãeliberate risk takers and are not overtly hostile
to the law and society. They are disinclined to
clrive defensively with a view to Preventing accident
situations from occurringi they are inclinedr in-
stead, to Place unalue reliance on quick reaction
time to get them out of difficulty.

Quite another attitudinal Pattern $¡as evidence¿l
by those drivers classified as macho (I8 percent) '
These were deliberate risk-takers. Drivers classi-
fied as sociopathological (f4 percent) presented
personal histories etherein active hostility was

directed toward social convention and authority
figures (father, law enforcenent officers' or
teachers).

oLher contributory psychological factors stere

inexperience (only one case) r fatigue (40 Percent)
(estã¡lis¡rea for five and surmísed for seven cases),
psychotic episodes (two cases), acute stress without
psychotic episodes (seven cases), and depressive
peisonatities experiencing acute stress just before
accident (four cases).

Characteristics of vehicles Involved

vehicle characteristics were derived from infor¡na-
tion collected at the scene of the acciden! and fron
follow-up insPection conducted after the vehicle had

been re¡noved fron the accident scene' chevrolet
made 57 percent of the vehicles. Sixty Percent Y¡ere

two-door sedans. l'ledian vehicle age was six years'
The owners drove 70 Percent of the vehicles' None

of the accidents was attributed to vehicle defects'
Two-thirds were being driven above the speed li¡nit'
The seat belts in over half the vehicles were re-
noved or rendered unusable.

Roadrdav CharacterÍstics

The general highway charâcteristics include roadway
type, previous accident history, geo¡netric design
features, and the presence of roadside obstacles'
For the 30 accident sites in this study, 83.3 per-
cent were state naintained and all but two etere

two-laner tvJo-eray highwaYs.

Most of the highway sections (tI míte) did not
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Figure 3, Left"hand curve s¡te of two ran-off.road fatal accidenß,
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Figure 4. Epidemiological model for ran-off-road, single-vehicle fatal accidents,

have a serious accident history (3 years before
study case). Twenty-eÍght percent had more than
three accidents per year. Thirty-tv¡o percent had no
previous ran-off-road accident. Only two sites had
more than one ran-off-road accident.

Eighty-seven percent of the highway sections had
at Ieast one substandard design element. Sixty-
three had substandard pavement width, 70 percent had
substandard shoulder width, and 53 percent were
def icient in both pavement and shoulder widths.
Seventy-seven pêrcent $rere curves (6o median curva-
ture) 3 39 percent had excessive curvature and 44
percent had inadequat.e superelevation. Roadside
hazards and obstacles (i.e., sharp ditches, trees,
poles, culverts, or fences) within ZO ft of the
pavement edge were found at 57 percent of the high-
vray sections. Twenty-three percent of the accidents
happened at bridges, and 7l- percent of these loca-
tions had inadequate guardrails.

Of the curved roadways involvedr 65 percent
curved to the left. This corresponds to previous
studies of this subject Iike that of Wright and
Robertson (I). An exanple of such a site is illus-
trated in Figure 3. This location was the only
section where trr'o fatal accidents occurred during
the course of this study.

ANALYS]S OF ACCIDENT CÀUSAL FACTORS

Obviously many accidents represent a complicated
seguential chain of evènts thåt can be related to
several contributory factors or variables. Thesè
factors are exceedingly complex in that they range
in degree from the physical (road or weather) to the
mechanical (characteristics of the vehicle) to the
human (personality traits and social and cultural_
background). Because of the way these variables
interact, accidents appear to be capricious in and
of thenselvès. But, accidents are a recurring
phenomenon and, as such, have a relatively high
degree of predictability. Horr'ever, predietion
addressed to accidents has usualJ.y been limited to

the nunber and types of accidents, number of fatali-
tiesr and im¡nediate characteristic of drivers. This
study, within t,he limits of its pilot or case nature
and localized setting, presumed to 90 somewhat
further and to isolate, identify, and describe the
predictable aspects of the precrash milieu that more
or less predestine the accident. Said another way,
a certain co¡nbination of physical, nechanical, and
human factors is necessary for an accident to hap-
pen. The object,ive vras not only to determine the
nature and importance of these contributory factors
but also to gain an understanding of the 1ikelihood
of interaction betvreen them that would culminate in
an accident-causing syndrome.

ConceÞtual Framework

The conceptual perspective that provided the initial
orientation for the analysis of study findíngs is
known as the epidemiological modet. This nodel has
been used successfully in many previous studies (2).
Epidemiology, as an investigative and analytical
technique, was developed primarily in the medical
field. This conceptual approach has been ¡nodified
for application to nondisease injury and fatality
experience such as accidents. The rationale for the
use of the ¡nodel in accident investigations is that
human behavior and experience follow some sort of
epidemiological pattern.

The epialeniological conceptual model of accidents
that eras adopted focused on three basic components:
(a) a host, (b) an agent, and (c) an environment
(Figure 4). Within the context of the type of
highway accident under consideration, the host was
the person or persons involved in the given acci-
dent, the agent in the accident was the motor vehi-
c1e, and the environment was the sum of the physícal
and social conditions present that contributed to
the accident. The physical parameters of accidents
included weather conditions and the roadway condi-
tions and design. The social paratneters included
the set of sociological and psychological variables
that comprised the social (or human) aspects of the
accident.

In a given accident all three sets of variables
were investigated. The retevant infor¡nation neces-
sary to ascertain or infer causal relation was
collected. The epidemiological model provided the
frame of reference for the analysis that follows.
This analysis was designed to answer guestions
related to the cause of accidents änd to predict
future accident occurrence.

(',rr"iì,#'i'':i "ffi,'""'*u

u",/Jl'
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Environnen t
(Phys ical/ Soc ia L)
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Relative Inportance of Factors that Contribute to
Accídents

The first anatytical procedure was to determine
which of the overall conponents or factors aPpeared
to be Predomínant in the ca6es under study' Thust

carefuL attention was given to the agent (vehicle),
environment (physical and social) r âDd host
(driver). The factors discovered faII far short of
telling the v¡hole story of accidenL causãtion when

considere¿l independently. Until the factors are
related in some sort of interaction matrix that
provides an understanding of the relative importance
of each component in the specific accidents and for
accidents in general, the picture of accident causa-
tion wiII remain unclear. In keeping with this
thought, each of these sets of comPonents was con-
sidered in turn and evaluated.

vehicle

The vehicle was the agent in which the host (driver
and passengers) experienced an accident that re-
sulted in a fatality. Logically, there is justifi-
cation for suspicion of ¡nechanical malfunction or
failure as the rnajor conÈributing cause of acci-
¿lents. For none of the 30 vehicles associated with
accidents was there positive and unmistakable evi-
dence of prirnary responsibility for lhe accident'
Although so¡ne of the vehicles v¡ere not in the best
mechanical condition (three had more than I00 000

niles) and about half had tires that shovred heavy
wear' no clues were found that would suggest break-
downs or failures possible of leading to an acci-
dent. The vehicles, in and of thensèlves, were

sirnply the agent for the accident and not a rnajor
contributory factor to the accident. This is not'
of course, to rule out some breakdown once the
sequence of the accí¿lent was under way' obviously'
woin tires and tied do$rn seatbelts could add to the
severity of the accident. AIl in allr in terms of
the epiderniological motlel, there was no justifíca-
Èion ior assigning vehicles more than a minor role
in accidents. This conclusion suggested that a

close look be given to the environmental and host
elenents of the model.

Physical Environrnent

Two variables in the physical environment v'ere
carefully investigated, including ambient conditions
and roadway conditions. In both instancest so¡ne

evidence suggested association with accidents'
The most obvious clue to anbient conditions was

that a large Percentage of the accidents occurred at
night. Night driving tends to be nore hazardous
than day driving. other than this variable' no

aspect of ambient conditions appeared to contribute
to accidents. There were no incidents of storms'
very little rain invotvementr and no fog conditions
rdere reported.

noadway conditions at sorne sites vrere deter¡nined
to be potential contributors to accidents' We found
that 26 (87 percent) of the sections of roadway
where accidents occurred had at least one substan-
dard geonetric ele¡nent. These included any one or a

conbination of narrow pavenent' narro¡" shoulders,
sharp ditches close to pavenent' trees and utility
poles close to shoulders, excessive cuEVêsr an¿l

superelevation problems. Curves to the left were

the most troublesone sites.
Roadvtay defects could not, except circumstan-

tialLy' be given direct accountability for acci-
dents. But there was little doubt that in some

instances the unforgiving nature of the road con-
Èributed to the sequences that ended in fatalities"

I1

A tired driverr an inattentive driver' or a driver
under the influence of alcohol or drugs was more

Iikely to have an accident on a substandard roadway
than on one that was in keeping with the safety
standards recommended by highway engineers'

Social Environ¡nent

It vras quite clear that drivers that had certain
sociopersonal charaeteristicÊ and certain social
backgiouncls were involved more frequently in acci-
dents. The more i¡nmediater specific sociopersonal
indicators of accidents nere age' sex, race, educa-
tional attainnent¡ and vrorking class backgroun¿l'
Taken together these characteristics were inPortant
predictors of the drivers involved in the accident
ãases studiecl. In this regard, it aPpeared that a

young, white, male driver who had no ¡nore than a

high schoot education and who carne frorn a working
class family was particularly susceptible to an

acc ident.
Psychological traits of drivers that r''ere found

to be retated to accidents included substance abuse

(pri¡narily alcohol), speeding, deviant behavior
(such as arrest records and unstable v¡ork habits)
and certain attitudinal patterns (¡nacho, hostility,
or inattentiveness). In only one or two instances
were psychopathological conditions suspectèd'

neyona thê sociodemographic an¿l psychological
charact.eristics noted above' the social environment
surrounding an accident included another irnPortant
social variable. This was the in¡nediate precrash
activity of the drivers. $leekend accidenÈs related
closely to precrash activity. APproximately three-
quarters of the accidents were associate¿l with
ieisure precrash activities' nost of which involved
the consumption of alcoholic beverages' The inves-
tigation turned up cases e¡here the subject driver
had left a lounge, Party, outdoor recreational
activity, or was simply joy riding and drinking' In
only two cases were drinkíng drÍvers involved in
work-related precrash activities. Both of these
cases occurred after 5:00 P.m.

Dr iver s

In an overview sense' the sociodemographic and
psychological characteristics of drivers, including
their styles of life, tênded to follow three najor
patterns. The first type of driver was termed the
macho type. !4any of the drivers had internalized
acts such as drinking and sPeeding as an acceptabLe
way to prove their manliness. obviously such icleas
are traceable to a socialization process (i.e' t
learning experiences received in the hone, in work
groups' or in other social groups). The young

appear nore susceptible to such patterns of behav-
ior, which bring recognitíon and acclaim among their
peers' than do older persons. At any rate, drinking
and certain types of risk-taking could be seen as a

part of the style of tife of the macho driver.
The second type of driver clearly identifiable

was classified as an inadequate performance tyPe.
This class of driver was generally described as
moderate' dependable, and conservative in his or her
behavior. The cause of their accidents was a break-
down in their perforrnance as drivers that vras not
directly associated with drinking or speeding '
Beside inexperience, fatigue and laPse of attention
apparently accounted for inadequate performance,
especially in more-demanding situations. The nunber
of drivers in this class was not lârge, about one

out of five, or 20 Percent.
The thj.rd Eype of driver isolated was ter¡ned a

physical or psychological breakdown type' Such

drivers had undergone a complete physical or psycho-
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Figure 5. Accidentfactor interaction model,
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Iogical collapse that rendered them helpless as
drivers. For exa¡nple, one person apparently fell
asleep while driving and a second seemed to have a
ment,al breakdown that placed hirn in a trance. In
the cases of three drivers, there was sone suspicion
of a physical breakdown.

Overall Assess¡nent and Conclusions

We must reemphâsize that broad generalizations
cannot be nade from the study findings because of
the limited number of cases and the limited area of
investígation; however, the information gathered and
analyzed was of sufficient nature to warrant the
design of an accident factor interaction modeI.
This model, shown in Figure 5, is based on the
theoretical (epideniological) model presented in
Figure 4. The nodel shovrs how, in an analytical
sense, a given accident is the result of the inter-
action of factors ín the epideniotogical model.
This interaction, when it achieves a certain state,predestines an accident. In light of study fínd-
ings, the human factor in the model (social environ-
nent and psychological characteristics of the
drÍver) is depicted as the overriding interactíonal
or causal variable in accidents in general.

Given that the engineering and maintenance of
roads and highways, sreather conditions, and vehicle
rnalfunction are situational varíab1es that are
contributory to accidents and ¡nust be addressed if
accidents are to be reduced, the basic thrust of apreventive effort must sti11 be concerned with the
hu¡nan factor. In this regard, we must conclude that
the socialization processes that an indívidual
undergoes and the opportunity structure that he orshe experiences largely account for the behavior
that leads to an accident. In nore precise terns,
none of the drivers was fron a ¡niddle or upper class
background. This pattern may be uníque to the area
studied, but it is one that appears to need inten_
sive study. It strongly suggests that the humanfactor is mainly responsible for accidents. Thus,
accidents will persist at rates that are too hígh to
tolerate unless remedial action can be taken to
change or alter the behavior of accident-prone
i ndividuals.

RECOM¡I,IENDATIONS FOR COUNTERMEASURES

Despite the small sa¡nple size of this study, we canidentify countermeasures and intervention measures
thau might reduce accident freguency. From the
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theoretical standpoint taken, accident reduction is
seen to entail two major countermeasure options that
have both short-ter¡n and long-terrn implications:

I. Education or control of the driver through law
enforcement and

2. Protection of the driver (and occupants) by
nanipulating situational factors related to the
vehicle and physical- environment.

The short-term hu¡nan factors imnediately and
d irectJ.y identified ¡¡ith äccidents included the
following:

1. Alcohol and drugs,
2. Speeding,
3. Inâttention,
4. Fätigue,
5. Inexperience,
6. Poor judgrnent, and
7. Psychopathology.

Short-Èerm physical factors are road and vehicle
design condition. Long-terÍì human factors include
particular socialization experiences of individuals
et ¡ rnore precisely, an inadequate sociocultural
background. Long-term physical factors include the
redesign and inprovement in the standards of vehi-
cles and roads.

Countermeasures to re¿luce accidents in the rela-
tively near future ¡nust address the i¡nmediate human
factor and short-term physical factors that cause
accidents. Counterneasures ai¡ned at long-tern
control must look at programs of an educational
nature administered over ti¡ne and to safer vehicLes
and roads. In recommenaling countermeasures of both
typesr we are keenly aware that what is involved is
the aLteration of hurnan attitudes and behavioral
patterns of drivers and many others. Many of thesepatterns are normative withín given cuLtures and
will be difficult to change. This will make inter-
vention extremely difficult. In this regard some of
the reconmendations include control neasures over
which there may be serious political and social-
philosophical conf lict !

1. Substance abuse control--Individuals !¡hoinsist on driving while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs have been the subject of much study(3.-el. Their preponderance among accident-involved
drivers suggests the need of nore-effective control.
Early revocation of license and other severe penal_
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ties should be carefully considered.
2. Inadequate perfornance control--Counternea-

sures for Chis tyPe of driver ¡nust be directed
toward reducing the incidence of careless drivingt
of driving while fatigued, and of overreaction by

inexperienced PersonÊ. The only feasible counter-
measure aPpears to bê the inPosition of serious
penalties for individuals detected in violation of a

traffic regulation because of such failures. This
may appeâr a harsh nea€¡ure for errors that are not
neãesiãrify wiIIful, but the frequency with which
such behavíor is associated with accidents necessi-
tate6 sone Preventative measure.

3. Vehicle control--The contribution of vehicle
factors to accidents was mini¡nal among the cases
investigated. yet, there apPears to be sorne justi-
fication for tougher legislation and controls re-
lated to the regulation of tire tread dePths, use of
safety restraints, and general vehicle maintenance'
The recom¡nendation is for police to make vehicle
inspectlon a higher-teveI PrioriÈy and enforcement
of violation Penalties nore stringent.

4. Physical environtnent control--The roadway
si!es where accidents occurred were deterrnined to
have a considerable nu¡nber of substandard features.
l¡tany of these features, such as lack of Proper
guardrails or of railings on bridges, can be easily
and quickly remedied. hle thus recomnend that mea-

sures be taken to correct these deficiencies along
all roads as quickly as possible. Attention should
also be given to improving traffic control devices
and delineation of hazar¿lous locations. Priority
should be given to those roads that have higher
rates of accidents. Other needsr such as inproved
shoulders, curves, and grades, should be identified
and ¡nade a part of longer-terrn planning and deveLop-
ment.

Short-Te rm Counterneasures

The issue of control of the problem driver has been

debated since the beginning of automobiles and

continues to be a controversiat subject. However,
legislative requirements for the revocation of
licenses and other penalties that would effectively
lirûit the number of problen drivers would un-
doubteilly reduce accidents. A screening mechanis¡n

for identifying problen drivers would have to be

developed in order to imPlenent this recon¡nendaÈion.
speed has also been a perennial proble¡n related

t.o driver control. The most effective short-term
countermeasure is more-stringent enforcemenl of
posted speeds, particularly on tvto-lane highways'
ihis neusur. entails more Police personnel, but lt
shoulal go someethat further. !¡tultiple offenders
should receive penalties sufflcient)-y severe (ín-
cluding the revocatíon of Ìicenses) to alter their
drlver practices.

Lonq-Te rm Counterneasures

Because of the obvíous association of accidents with
the social and cultural background of individuals, a

massive socialization effort nìust be rnounted to
change driver behavíor. This ¡neans that educational
material must be generateal for use in schools and

the ¡nedia and co¡nprehensive infor¡national programs

must be planned. In this regard, emphasis should be
placed on reaching youngsters from working class
fa¡nilies. Although such a Program is a¡nbitious in
character, it is not unrealistic. Many exanPles of
programs that have changed behavioral patterns' such
as practices related to health and disease control,
can be citeal. HoY¡ever, such an effort must be
planned for long-ter¡n benefits and is quite costly
in nature.

l-3

observations showed that the techniques used by
police in the handling of driving violation cases
ãre not maxirnally effective in dealing with sone

types of drivers. Thus, attention shoutd be given
to the developnent of a simple, rapidly admin-
istered, on-site screening technique to enable the
officer to determine whether he or she ls dealing
with a macho or sociopathic personality. (This
screening is analagous to procedures used in airport
security screening that entails hunân factors' )

further, officers should be given ínstruction in
suitable postapprehension behavior for such viola-
tors. This counterrneasure would involve the use of
social scientists in the develoPment and validation
of tests and in the conduct of training courses.

The recoÍunendation for control of the Physical
environment is simPly that all new and revrorked

roadways be made to confor¡n to standards that will
¡ninimiáe accidents. This would include parish
(county) roads as well as state and federal-aid
hiqhways.

Long-terrn planning in terms of vehicle control
must involve careful study of the mechanical fea-
tures that tend to mini¡nize accidents such as roII-
overs. This type of ¡neasure would eventually in-
volve the establishment of design criteria for
manufacturers. Again, such an accomPlish¡nent is
challenging and would require the enlisting of
informed advice from appropriate specialists and the
support of the PoPulace at large.

CONCLUSION

This study hâs highlighted that ran-off-roadway,
single-vehicle fatal accidents are attributable to
vehicler hunan, and physical and social environ-
mental factors. These factors interrelate in vari-
ous r{ays to trigger a particular accident. Almost
always, however, the human factor is the rnajor
contributor to the accident. For this rêâsonr the
accident rate cannot be reduced unless strategies
for changing the behavior of those individuals most
prone to have accidents is initiated. The planning
and implementation of programs to nodify human

behavior plus the action that ¡nust be taken to make

the physical environrnent of roads and ¡nechanical
characteristics of vehicles less accident Prone Ytill
require a sound fund of infor¡nation and data. The
implication of this preliminary investigation is
that more systenatized research be directed toltard
the accident phenomenon studied.
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Costs of Operating Aircraft for Rural Traffic Enforcement
RICHARD A. RAUB AND BOBBY L. HENRY

This paper describes the cost of operating airplanes for law enforcement, includ.
ing traffic patrol, in rural areas. lncluded are all costs assoc¡ated with owner.
ship and operation of airplanes, cost for p¡lots and support personnel, and the
ground-support costs associated w¡th enforcement of traffic laws. Total costs
are approx¡mately $96/h. Of th¡s,54 percent represent direct operating costs
for the airplane, including fuel, periodic ma¡ntenance, and depreciation. An
additional 34 percent of the costs are for salaries of the pilots, and the re-
maining 12 perc€nt cover the overhead costs. When used for line patrol, the
a¡rplane costs $1.33/mile. Based on producr¡viry of the p¡lots in lll¡no¡s, the
cost per stop initiated by aer¡al patrol is 935. The use of the airplane solely
for enforcement of the speed l¡mit at f¡xed locations costs approximately
$22lstop. Line patrol of highways w¡th aircraft æn be cost effect¡ve when
compared with the same type of patrol by the officer on the ground. For
enforcement of the spæd limit at selected locations, an aircraft is substantially
more expensive than a comparable operation that uses a radaÍ operator and
cttase cars. A team of officers, including a radar operator, can perform the
same task at approx¡mately one.half the costs.

Àlthough the hourly operating costs of airplane
operation are high, the speed and coverage of air-
planes make t.hem practical to use for certaín types
of rural 1aw enforcement. Aircraft are particularly
superior for coverage of large areas. The area
viewed fron an aircraft for manhunts, searches, and
general surveillance far exceeds that fro¡n the
ground. The equipment, hoh'ever, must be operated
for traffic law enforcenenÈ in order to help offset
the cost of purchase and storage.

Except for a report completed for the IIIinois
State Police (ISP) in 1979 (1), most other studies
of aircraft costs have included only the direct
costs of operation. Costs for fixed-wing aircraft
ranged from $7.00-$43.76/h 12,3). Hourty costs for
operating heLicopters ranged fro¡n S23.01-SIf9.64
(Z-5). The higher costs of helicopters tend do
limit their use Èo netropolitan areas where the
ability to hover and land at practically any loca-
tion help outweigh the higher costs. The primary
defect vrith the study for the tsp in 1979, which
incl-uded an hourly operating cost of 5:-37.42, r.ras
that it examined such costs under a specific operat-
ing policy. The costs in this report, which were
derived from the methodology of the 1979 report, are
presented in a more general fashion.

OPERATING COSTS

The operating costs for the aircraft include costs
for depreciation, hangars, commodities, fueI, oi.I,
and maintenance. Personnel costs are separated in
the table below into the fixed cost of the chief
pil-ot and secretary and the hourly costs of the 14

police officers who are

Operating Cost
Fixed

Variable

the pilots:

Iten
Chief pilot and secretary
Hangar and office

insurance
Charts and other
Pilot salaries
Deprec iat ion
Fuel and oil
Periodic naintenance

Ground support officers Drivers
Ass i stants

Excluded from the cost of the potice officers is
their training and supervision on thê basis that
these sarne costs vrould be íncurred if they rdere not
flying. On the other hand, costs for pilot training
are included. Finally, the costs of ground support
are added. Such support is required to cite a traf-
fic violation, investigate a disabled vehicle, or
handle an accident reported by a pilot.

Fixed costs for the fSp aerial patrol in Fy gI
(July I, 1980 to June 30, 198I) were $93 950. Ap-proximately 50 percent of those costs were forpersonnel-. Variable costs added another $594 750,
for a totaL annual_ cost of $678 700. Of the vari-
able costs, 38.3 percent srere costs for pilots.
During FY 81, the sevên aircraft in the fleet $rerê
flown 7080 h in law enforce¡nent. More than 1000
additional hours ,rdere flown for maintenance, profi-
ciency checks, training, and meetings, but these are
considered a fixed cost of operatíon. Thus, based
on the 7080 h of operation, Table L shows an average
hourLy cost of $95.80.

Added to the costs of operating the aircraft are
those of ground assistance associated with enforcing

Table 1. Summary of airplane costs (FY 1981).

Cost per Hour
of Law En- Percentage
forcement ($) of Tofal

Total
Cost (S)

Fixed
Variable
Pilots
Depreciation
Fuel and oil
Periodic maintenance

Total

83 9s0 1 1.86

221 970 32.20
72 290 10.21

166 340 23.49
128 1s0 18.10

6'78 700 95.86

12.4

33. s
lo.7
24.s
18.9
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Table 2. Cost of aerial Patrols,

Item

Airplane
Ground
Court

Total

Line Patrola
($)

Speed Enforce-
mentb ($)

249.24c
105.7 6
140.08

49s.08

Item
Li¡e Patrola
($)

Soeed

-entb

450.54
t64.97
r33.46
'7 48.9'7

Cost
Cost
Cost

per hour 159.36 24'l .54
per stop 35.33 22.30
per mile 1.33

Table 3. Cost for alternate
modes (ground officers),

acost calculations basd ot 4.? h of work, during which
bcost calculatiots based on 2'o h of work, durif,g wfiich
cThe airplane also flies o'6-h t¡ip to ånd from the zof,e.

Item
Line Patrola Rada¡ Teamb
($) ($)

565 miles are drivet and 21.2 stops made.
22.2 slops are made (three officeis each assist at 3.? stops/h)

Line Patrola Radar Teamb
Item ($) ($)

96.1 0
I 1.86

Costs
Cround
Court

Total

t56.07 141.00
6.'70 5 I .l9c

t62.77 192.10

Cost per hour 29.59
Cost per stop 49.32
Cost per mile 1.09

Item
Travel

rime (h)
cost ($)

In court
Tine (h)
Cost ($)

Total cost ($)
Cost per citation ($)

Court AÞÞearance
Ground
of f icer Pi.lot

0.6 r.0
15. 17 95.86

2.L 2.r
25.43 25.13
40.60 r2r.29
1.58 4.73

aCost calculations based on 5.5 h of work, during which
bcost calculatioûs based on 2.o h of work, during which
cRadar operator and a¡resting officer must attend court.

traffic laws and other services to the motoring
public. How the assistance is given makes a dif-
ference in how the cost is assigned. The table
below shows the costs when an officer leaves a
patrol' assists the pilots, then returns. It also
shows the cost where the officer serves as an inter-
ceptor for speed enforcement. The costs are based
on personnel costs of gl-z.II/h and automobile costs
of $0.28/mile. sone costs are also associated vrith
driving to rnake the stoP or to sêt uP a speed-
enforcement detail.

149 miles âre d.iven and 3.3 slops made.
1ó,2 stops are made (th¡ee officers each make 2.? slops,/tt).

COSTS FOR ÀLTERNATE MODES

À single officer on tine Patrol of an Interstate
will cover 149 ¡niles, will initiate 3.3 stoPs for
traffic violations' and will cost $159.36/shift of
5.5 h. As shoetn in Table 3, the cost per hour and

mile of patrot is less than that of the airplane,
but the cost per action taken is 40 percent higher'
Howeverr to match the activity of a Pilot in an

aircraft would require 6.4 officers on the ground at
a cost of $1041.73 conpared vrith the cost of 8748'97
for the airplane.

Item
SingIe Traffic Action

Dr iving
officerrs tine
Total

Two-Hour Speed Enforcement Detail
Driving and set uP
officerrs time
Total

cost ($)

2.80
5.05
7.85

11.03
24.22
35.25

one final element is the cost of court atten-
dance. Data from fSP records show that the officer
spends an average of 2.L h in court,/aPPearance. If
the officer is a Pilot, that aPpêarance often in-
volves a flight to and from the county where court
is held. Therefore, the cost for the Pilot aÌso
includes flight. On the average' 3.9 percent of aII
traffic citations are contested. In 1980, of the
26 600 citations issued by Pilots, 1040 were con-
tested. The table below shows that the average
court cost for each citation is $1.58 for the ground
officer and S4.73 for the Pilot.

COST FOR USE OF AIRCRAFT

ISP have used the aircraf! for two different types
of traffic enforcement: line patrol of Interstate
highways and speed enforcenent at narked zones
(É.,2). The cost for each of these oPerations dif-
fers. For Iine patrol' the pilot will cover 565

miles of highvrays and initiâte 21.2 sÈops for traf-
fic law violations. As shown in Table 2r a shift of
line patrol that includes 4.7 h of flying will- cost
$748.97 or $159.36,/h. on the other hand, a 2-h
segment of speed enforcement by three ground of-
ficers who assist as interceptors will cosu 9247.54/
h. The line patrol costs $35.33 for each stop madet

speed enforcement costs $22.30 for each stop ¡naale.

Although the líne patrol by aircraft may be nore
cost effective than conventional ground patrol, the
same does not appear true for speed enforcenent.
The average cost for a stop use of a radar operator
and three intercepting officersr even though each
officer is Less productive, is estimated to cost
approxi¡nately one-half the anount per stop as the
cost of an airplane. For the airpläne to achieve a

co¡Nnon economic position Ytith a radar and chase car
team vrould require a rninÍmum of a threefold increase
in productivity on the part of officers who ãssist
Èhe airplane. Given the time required for an of-
fÍcer to process a citation, such a threefold in-
crease would not apPear possible. on the other
hand, because the airplane is rarely detected (as
opposed to a radar oPerator), it has an intrinsic
vaLue in terms of identifying flagrant violators who
night otherrdise avoid the radar operator.

ST]I,IMARY

If the airplane is used for law enforce¡nent purposes
of any form, the base cost will be $95.86,/h' Thís
vrould apply to nånhunts, surveillance, photographic
sessions' and other related activity. Use for traf-
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fic enforcement increases the hourly cost, depending
on the type of use. For patrol of a highway, in-
cluding the activity generated, the costs rise to
$59.36,/h. The use of the airplane for speed en-
forcement is ¡nore expensive--9247.54/h (for a twe
hour session). Its use is practical only because it
1s ¡nore covert than radar. The airplane ís superior
for manhunts and related activity. It appears also
to be cost effective for line patrol. I{ithouÈ sub-
stantial inprovement in productivity of the ground
support, its use for speed enforcement may not be
cost effective.
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A L977 ceneral Accounting Office report to Con-
gress stated that 20 percent of all traffic deaths
resulted fro¡n truck and bus crashes and recomrnended
an increase in funds for safety activities (t). A
1979 study by the sa¡ne agency determined that nex-
cessive truck weight is a najor cause of highway
danagerrr but the study did not deal directly with
the relation between truck h'eight and crashes (2).

À study by the National flighi{ay Traffic Safety
Adninistration (NHTSA) found that, between I9Z5 and
1978, fatal crashes that involved heavy trucks in-
creased by 40 percentt 10 percent of aII fatalities
on the nationrs highways were related to accidents
that involved heavy trucksi and fatâI injuries to
the occupants of passenger cars that collíded with
heavy trucks increased by nearly 30 percent (]).

The popular press, newspapers, and magazines have
given considerable attention to crashes that invol,ve
heavy trucks, especially when multiple fataLities
have occurred or vrhen hazardous materials have been
involved. A number of exposé articles have detailed
a calculated disregard for weight and safety reguJ.a-
tions by certain truckers.

In light of the above, officials of the Co¡nmon-
i{ea1th of Virginia requested a study of the staters
safety, regulation, inspection, and enforcenent pro-
grams that deal with heavy trucks.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Truck Safety, Regulation, Inspection, and

Enforcement in Virginia
CHARLES B. STOKE AND CLINTON H, SIMPSON. JR.

An ¡nvest¡gat¡on of state and federal regulations, inspection proqrams. and en_
forcement activit¡es regarding truck safety was cãrried out to ascertaín whethot
there were problems with the state's regulat¡ons and act¡v¡ty ¡n these areas and
to suggest remedial measures for any problems ident¡fied. The research, ca¡ried
out w¡th gu¡dance from a project advisory group, included a review of relevant
l¡terature; a questionnaire survey of state enforcement programs; obseryat¡ons
of on-road safety inspect¡ons; a review and comparison of state and federal
laws and regulations that govern the truck¡ng industry, ¡ncluding those that
deal with hazardous materials; and an analysis of available data concern¡ng
truck accidents, registÌat¡ons, miles of travel, vehicle type, load carried, and
percentage of overloaded trucks. lt was concluded that some revisions to the
regulatory provisions that govern the trucking ¡ndustry and the transportation
of hazardous mater¡als in Virginia were warranted and appropriate. Recom-
mendat¡ons for the revision of some of the state,s tegulat¡ons and enforce-
ment program activities were offered.

A great, deal of attention has been focused on the
safety aspects of the movenent of goods by heavy
trucks. Both state and federal governments have
shown concern about statistics that indicate a sig-
nificant increase in the involvement of heavy trucks
in traffic crashes and fatalitÍes. The response at
the federal level" included the introduction of the
Truck Safety Act of 1978 and the Trucking Competi-
tion and safety Act of 1979. These represent an ef-
fort to reduce crashes, injuries, and property dam-
agei to provide drivers of com¡nercial vehicles with
safe and healthy working conditionsi and to increase
conpliance with current regulations. Legislation
has also been introduced to set national truck
weight and length limits.
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METHODOLOGY

The initiaf task in this study was a revield of the
literature on safety issues concerning heavy truck
transportation. The sources of literature included
feileral and state agencies, the trucking and in-
surance industríes, private and university research
groups, and congressional and legislative hearings.
In an attempt to determine whether truck crashes
constitute a significant hazard to the users of Vir-
ginia highways, national and state data on truck ac-
cidents nere analyzed. A survey was mâde of state
prograns for the enforcement of regulations on truck
weights' safety' and the transport of hazardous
naterials, and Virginia and federal regulations on
the movenent of goods by the trucking inclustry were
ex¿.mined and compared. Because of the special
dangers that attend the transport of hazardous
materials' a significant portion of the study deal't
with regul-ations on the transportation of these
materials.

Because of the complex nature of most of the is-
sues concerning heavy truck safety, the study was

carried out with guidance fron a project advisory
group whose nembers represent.eal the trucking in-
dustry and a variety of state and federaL agencies
charged vrith regulating the industry.

IJITERÀTURE REVIEW

rn 1976, more than 4000 people vrere killed in motor
vehicle crashes that involvecl heavy trucks in the
United States. This number rePresented a 15.7 per-
cent increase over the nu¡nber killed in 1975 and ac-
counted for 8.9 percent of alI traffic fatalities
(4). crashes that involve¿l trucks resulted in twice
the number of fatalities per crash as crashes that
involved only passenger cars. Although the propor-
tion of heaw trucks in the vehicle population is
s¡na1l, their exposure is disproportionâtely 9rêat'
and their increasing involve¡nent in fatal traffic
crashes is a major safety concern (5).

General crash Experience

The most-frequent accident that involves a trãctor
trailer is a collision between such a unit and a
passenger cari this is followed by single-vehicle
crashes ånd collisions with other con¡nercial ve-
hicles (6). Because of the relatively large size
and weight of heavy trucks' collisions between the¡n
and passenger cars are esPecially dangerous for
auto¡nobile occupants (4). only 20 percent of the
people kiLled in atI heavy truck crashes are Èruck
occupants and 80 Percent are occupants of passenger
cars¡ pedestrians, and bystanders (j!). Such statis-
tics suggest the need for a special sensitivity to
issues of truck safety.

Causes of Accidents

Hunan error has been identified âs one of the pri-
nary causes of åccidents involving heavy trucks. A

study by the Uníversity of Southern California' in
conjunction with the California Highway Patrol, of
accidents that involved conmercial vehicles found
that 45.7 percent of the truck drivers involved were
at fault. Anong the chief causes were driving at an
unsafe speed and making unsafe lane changes (7). An

important contributory factor to human error is
driver fatigue. Not only dríving time, but irregu-
lar scheduling, the use of sleeper operations, and
variations in regular daily sleep patterns have been
connec¡ed wíth driver fatigue (!).

!4echanical failures and vehicle defects also play
a significant role in crashes of heavy trucksi they

T7

were identified as the deter¡nining factor in I0.8
percent of the accidents in the California study.
Brake failures and inadequate braking ability ac-
counted for the greatest proportion of mechanical
problerns. Tire and wheel failures rdere also impor-
tant vehicle defects (lr9r10).

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

An analysis of nationwide Bureau of Motor carrier
Safety (B¡t{cS) data ând Virginia data on truck
crashes revealed several characteristics of these
accidents that could be used to generate counternea-
sures. Major findings were as follows:

1. New drivers are nore likely to be involved in
truck crashes than experienced drivers, and the
crash rates for neÌ', drivers increase more rapidly
than those for experienced drivers;

2. Most truck collisions in Virginia involved
passenger vehicles; crashes that invoLved two trucks
ranked second; and

3. The largest percentage of noncollision,
single-vehicle accidents involved either running off
the road or overturning on the roaderay.

Although the data indicated considerably nore
passenger-vehicle-related crashes than truck
crashes, due to the greater numbers of Passenger
cars, truck crashes tended to be more severe.
Trucks were fess likely than cars to be involved in
nonfatal accidentsi however, they are more líkely to
be involved in fatal crashes. Overall, the average
truck hâs more acciclents per year than the average
car but has fev¡er accidents per mile of travel.

Crash-trend data showed that Virginiars truck
crash rates increased significantly between 1975 and
1977. These increases far exceeded lhe rates of
passenger cars during the same time span. rt wäs
also determíned that Virginiars truck crash rates
were increasing nuch nore rapidly than were the na-
tional truck crash rates and the passenger car crash
rates in the state. Finally, fatalities are in-
creasing at a rate greater than that for injuries or
total crashes in the nation. Thusr although the
limitations of the dãta prevent a strong conclusion
that virginia currently has a serious truck accident
problem, the problem clearly exists and ís worsening
at an increasing rate.

SURVEY OF ENFORCEMENT PROGRAIìlS

fn Virginia' three state agencies have responsibíl-
ity for enforcing state laws related to truck weight
and safety and the transport.ation of hazardous
materials. The state corPoration Commission (scc),
State PoIice' and the Department of Highways and
Transportation al-I have roles. In addition, BMCS of
the Federal Highway Administration (FHliA) has the
responsibility for enforcing federal regulations on
truck safety and the transPortation of hazardous
mater ials .

The Department of State Police and the Department
of Highways and Transportation share the responsi-
bitity for enforcing Virginía laws on truck
weights. The latter oPerâtes the eguipment used to
weigh trucks but does not have authority to issue
citations or sutnnonses for violations of weight
Iimits. Consequently' a statè police officer works
with the weigh station personnel to write tickets
and issue citations.

The state police may con¿luct weighing activities
independent of the Virginia Department of Highways
and Transportation. An officer may stop a truck he
or she suspects is overweight and direct the driver
to travel as far as I0 miles to a permanent weigh
station. The police are authorized to weígh such
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trucks at any permanent station, even if it is not
officially open at the time. If the dístance to the
nearest permanent v¿eigh station is greater than 10
miles, the officer may weigh the truck on portable
scales.

The SCC and state police have responsibilty for
safety inspections of motor vehicles in Virginia.
The SCC investigators do not work directly with the
state police, although they do have contact with the
police when working at the weigh stations. They
have authority to enforce the Iaws, rules, and
regulations that govern the operations of motor
vehicles and authority to issue a sumnons or arrest
any person found in viotation. They rnay stop and
exa¡nine the lading and documents of any motor
vehicle, trailerr or seni-lrailer that operates on
any highway in the state.

The SCC investigators conduct safety inspections
at the per¡nanent weigh stations after first checking
vehicles for SCC authority. Investigators will
usually stand at the scales and give the trucks cur-
sory visual inspections. when an investigator sees
a truck he or she thinks is 1ikely to have safety
problens, he or she can order the driver to puII the
vehicle into the inspection areâ for a thorough in-
spection.

The SCC and state police are also responsible for
the enforcement of the hazardous ¡naterials regula-
tions. They have authority to stop and exanine the
lading of any motor vehicle Èhought to be transport-
ing dangerous articles to deternine whether it is in
conpliance with the rules anil regulations that
govern the transportation of dangerous articles.
These investigations are also carried out as part of
the safety checks conducted at the permanent weigh
stations.

To evaluate Virgíniars truck safety enforcement
programs as conpared with those of other areas, a
questionnaire was sent to highway officials of the
other 49 states and the District of CoLumbia. The
questionnaire contained questions about programs for
enforcing regulations on truck weight and safety and
the transport of hazardous ¡naterials. Responses,
which were received from 44 states and the District,
gave a fair).y complete picture of enforcement
activities.

Weiqhinq OÞerations

All of the respondènts had some sort of truck weígh-
ing program, and nost used both permanent and port-
able scales. Frequently, portable scales were usèd
in conjunction with permänent scales in an effort to
detect trucks that attenpted to bypass the pêrmanent
scales.

Most states used the same basic eguipment; how_
ever, the number of scales used and hours of opera_
tÍon varied greatly. One-third of the states
operated at least one per¡nanent scale seven days a
week, 24 h/day, and rnore than two-thirds of the
states had permanent scaÌes open at least five days
a vreek. Many states al-so used irregular scheduling,
particulårly for nobile weíghing teams.

Both stäte police and highway or transportation
departments played a significant role in the opera-
tion of weighing prograns. More than half of the
states named the state police and roughly 40 percent
narned thê highway or transportation departnent as
the agency responsible for the progran. State regu-Iatory commissions and ¡notor vehicle agencies also
had responsibility for weighing programs.

Effectiveness of Weighins prosrans

An attempt was made to determine the relatÍve ef-
fectiveness of the truck weighing prograns. The
number of trucks weighed varíed tremendousl-y. At
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one end of the spectrum, Virginia weighed more than
7 million trucksi at the other end, thê District of
Columbia weighed onl-y 2240. Honever, because the
volume of truck traffic varies consíderably fron
state to state, the nunber of trucks weighed does
not in¿licate a program's effectiveness.

Violation rates were also examined and tended to
increase âs the nu¡nber of trucks vreighed decreased.
This would be expected because a program that has a
reputation of not identifying violators of eeight
limits cannot be expected to deter truckers from
running over the weight 1imit. vùhen the probabiJ.ity
of detection is low, the number of trucks that have
loads in excess of the allowable limits tends to in-
c rease.

The measures that produced the most-consistent
results involved comparison of the number of ve-
hicles weighed to the number of com¡nercial and pri-
vate trucks registered in the state, the anount of
diesel fuêI consumed, and the number of truck ¡ni1es
of travel as estimated by FHWÀ. If the effective-
ness of a truck weighing program increases as the
percentage of trucks weighed increases, r.¡hich should
be true as more trucks that carry weights over the
Iimit should be detected, these ratios should indi-
cate the relative effectiveness of truck weight-en-
forcement programs. Therefore, program effective-
ness increases as these ratios increase.

Tablè 1 shovrs the results of these calculations,
with the states ranked fro¡n best to r.¡orst. Note
that most of the states that have pernanent scales
that operate seven days a lreek, 24 h a day were
anong the states wj.th the nost-effective weigh pro-
grams. AIso, the five states that had no permanent
weigh stations were among the states cited by the
U.S. Departnent of Transportation for inadequate
weight enforcement and were the 1owest-ranked states
according to these calculations.

À11 of these rankings have certain probLens. One
is that the numbers used in the computations are
proxy values and, therefore, are not completely ac-
curate representations of the a¡nount of truck t.raf_
fic in a state. In addition, not all of the states
that have permanent scales weigh every truck that
passes the scales. Consequently, the number of
trucks weighed for those states is lower than if all
trucks were weighed, even though those allowed topass the weigh stations are probably under the
weight Iimits.

On-Road Safetv-Inspection proqrams

Thirty-síx states conducted an on-road safety-in-
spection program. Unfortunately, nany states lacked
data on the nunber of trucks inspected so no attempt
rras made to determine the effectiveness of these
programs.

Alnost one-hatf of the states that performed
safety inspections indicated that they did so in
conjunction with weighing operations. This provided
the opportuníty to mâke â cursory visual ínspection
for obvious safety problems prior to performing a
co¡nplete safety inspection. fn the inspections
thenselves, most states focused on easily accessible
equipment, such as brakes, tires, and lights.

l4ore than 80 percent of the states cited the
state police as having some responsibility for
safety inspections and 50 percent said it was the
soLe responsible agency. Regulatory commissions
werê involved in roughly 30 percent of the stâtes,
and highway departnents had some responsibility in
about 20 percent.

The reported violat,ion rate for safety inspec-
tions was far greater than the violation rate for
truck weighings. For the 19 states that had data on
safety inspections, the average violation rate was
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Table 1. Ranking of late we¡ght programs by effect¡yeness.

19

State
Scale
Classifiætiona

Weighing/ ìileighing/
Weighing/ Fuel Vehicle
Registrations Consumption Miles

Alabama
A¡izona
Arkanss
Califomia
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist¡ict of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaü
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Mæyiand
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolha
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Caroli¡a
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont
Virginiâ
'Washilgton

West Virginia
Wisconsin
\ryyoming

N,C
P,C
P

P

C
M
P
M
N,C

P
N,C
M
C

P
P

N,C
M
c
P
N,C

P

C
P
C
M
C
P

P

M
P

P

M

P,M

44
25

3
20
l5
29
JJ

l1
2l
)¿
3l

9
23
27
26

6

28
43
l8
t2
t9
t4
41
39
36

2
40

7
10
13
38
l6
42
22
30

4
5

34
I
8

24
t7
35

42
28

4
20

9
32
4l
ll
23
29
3l
13
26
25
24

7
JJ

27
44
l8
14
t7
t2
40
36
39

2
38
10
6

l5
34
l6
43
22
30

8
3

35
I
5

2t
19
JI

42
¿6

2
t9
10
33
39
16
27
31
28
13
1a

25
27

6
36
30
44
20
t2
14
lt
3'7

40
38

I
4t

9
5

t7
35
15

43
24
29

7
3

34
4
8

2t
18
32

aP = At least one pe¡manent scale is operated 24hld^y,1 days/week; N = no permanenl scales;
C = cited by U.S. Department of Tra¡sportâtion i¡ February 1978 for inadequate weight en-
forcement; and M = cla$ified as marginal in weight enforcement by U.S. Depa¡tment of T.ans
portâtion iû !-ebruâry 1978.

20.5 percent. Rates ranged from a low of 0.03 per-
cent to a high of 92.5 percent.

Hazardous Materials

Only 24 states actively enforced their regulati.ons
on the transport.ation of hazardous ¡naterials' and
one state reported that it had no such regulations.
Thus, fewer stâtes had hazardous materials programs
than had either weighing or on-roa¿l safety-inspec-
tion programs.

Most states conducted random inspections on the
road as opposed to syste¡natic roadlray inspections or
terminal inspections. A1so, fehrer states inspected
private cärriers than they did for-hire carriers be-
cause sotne state agencies had no authority to in-
sPect Private carriers.

In two-thirds of the states, the state police had
some enforcement responsibility, and state regula-
tory conmissions an¿l highway or transportation de-
partnents each had sone enforcenent responsibility
in one-third of the states. The enforcement re-
sponsibility tended to be more fragmented than that
for the other programs because it v¡as often shared
anong agencies that deal with health, environmental
protection, and emergency services.

In sunrnary' the data obtained on the question-
naire ¿lisclosed that all of the sÈates that re-
sponded (45) had some sort of weighing progran, 36

states had an on-the-road safety-inspection program,
and 24 statês had a hazardous-naterials inspection
program.

REGULATIONS OF THE TRUCKTNG INDUSTRY

In virginia, the SCC is vested with the authority to
supervise, regulate, and control- aII public service
companies that do business in Virginia. This con-
trol includes the authority to regulate the trans-
portation of passengers or property for compensation
by ¡notor carriers, unless the carrier is specifical-
ly exenpt. MoÈor carriers are requíred by Virginia
Code Sections 56-278 and 56-288 to secure approval
from the SCC to operate in the state. The SCC also
has authority over rates, routes, and schedules. In
addition, it' has appointed investígators to enforce
its regulations under Title 56 of the Code and the
general highway Laers that apply to motor carriers
under Title 46.I of the Code.

Another general power of the SCC involves the in-
vestigation and reportíng of accidents. Under Vir-
ginia Code Section 56-332, it has the authority to
require ¡notor carriers that do business in the state
to report informaÈion concerning a1l crashes that
result in injury to persons or in property damage of
any kind. Hoi{ever, it does not require this report-
ing so as to avoid a duplication of recordkeeping by
the Division of Motor vehicles (Dt'lV) .
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Weight and size limitations and equiprnent re-
quirenents are specified in the Virginia Code and
apply to all vehicles that travel on Virginía high-
ways, regardless of lrhere they are licensed. HâuIing
or movíng pernits must be secureil from the Depart-
¡nent of Highways and Transportation for the opera-
tion of any vehicle or vehicle combination in excess
of the statutory size and vreight limits.

The transportation of hazardous materials is
regulated pursuant to the Rules and Regulations
Governíng the Operation of Motor Vehicles Transport-
ing Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles, proÍìul-
gated by the SCC in 1958, which are being revised by
the Department of Health under new legíslative
authority. Exemptions are permítted for materials
transported in accordance with or exempt from fed-
eral regulalions. The central purpose of the regu-
Iations is to prescribe the conditions under which
dangerous articles must be loaded, transported, and
unloaded. These conditions are designed to ensure
lhat hazardous materials are handled and transported
in a manner that is safe for the public and the
notor carrier. Motor carriers of hâzardous
materials must also abide by al1 other laws and
rules that govern transportation in Virginia.

Overview of Fe¡leral Reolr'låtiôns

In 1967 BI\,ICS was established as a part of FHWA. Its
prinary function is to reduce commercial vehicle ac-
cidents, fatalities, injuries, and property l-osses.
To encourage the safe operation of commercial ve-
hicles, the Bureau also initiates research and
developnent projects within FHWA. The jurisdiction
of BMCS stems primarily from four píeces of legisla-
tion.

Congress originally passed the Interstate Con-
merce Act, which established the Interstate Corunerce
Comnission (ICC), in Ì887 and subsequently amended
it several tines, most recently in 1978. In 1935
Congess passed ân amendment known as the Motor Car-
rier Act. Its purpose was to establish a uniform
national system of motor carrier regulation. This
Act authorized ICC to regulate the qualifications
and hours of service of employees and to ensure the
safety of operations and equiprnent of conmon, con-
tract, and private carriers of property engaged in
interstate conmerce. The Act also gives ICC the
authority to promulgate regulations, hold hearings,
and conduct research. In addition, it defines that
agency's very broad inspection and investigatory
aut hor i ty .

In 1966 the Departnent of Transporbâtion Act es-
tablished the U.S. Department of Trånsportation
(DOT) and transferred the functions cited above from
ICC to DOT. Subseguently, authority was delegated
to BI*1CS to carry out the functions authorized by the
Act.

The Noise control Act of 1972, 42 U.S. Code Sec-
tion 491-7, empowers the Secretary of Transportation,
in cooperation with the Administrator of the U.S.
Envirorunental Protection Agency (EPA) to pronulgale
regulations thaÈ govern noise emissions fron cotluner-
cial vehiclês operated by interstate carriers. In
addition, the Act established inspectíon and en-
forcement powers within DOT.

The Hazardous Materiâls Transportation Àct of
L976, 49 U.S. Code Section 1809r consoLidated the
general responsibility to supervise the issuance and
enforcement of regulations on the transportation of
hazardous materials within the Materials Transporta-
tion Bureau of DOT. BMCS, hogrever, retained primary
responsibility for originating regulations and
carrying out the inspection, enforcement, and train-
ing functions related to Írotor carriers.
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Comparison of Virginia and Federal Requlations

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations
(FMCSR), 49 Code of Federal Regulations Sections
386-398, sets the boundaries for the inspection and
enforcenent activities of BMCS and provides a com-
prehensive set of definitions, standards, and pro-
cedures for all aspects of motor carrier safety.
Drj.vers and trucks subject to the FTI{CSR ínclude
those that haul (a) cargo fron overseas, (b) prop-
erty from state to state, (c) cargo across a border,
and (d) loads of interstate cargo within one state.

Although a number of states have adopted the
FMCSR in whole or in part¡ Virginia has not,. Neither
has the state developed a section of Èhe Virginía
Code that deals specifically wíth motor carrier
safety in a topical fashion. Although nunerous as-
pects of the Virginia Code parallel the FIqCSR, the
Iack of a topical approach makes it nore difficuLt
to assess the staters standards for ¡notor carrier
safety. It may also ¡nake it nore difficult for
state officials to educate carriers and enforcenent
personneL concerning safety standards. Consequently,
sorne consolidation or reorganization of sections
that affect motor carrier safety should be helpful.

The following sections discuss differences be-
tween state and federal regulations that affect the
road operations of t.he trucking industry. Some of
the differences prompted reconmendations that the
Virginia regulations be altered to conform with the
FMCSR. Other differences are also noted where the
significance cannot be ascertained without bêtter
data on truck accidents. At present $re cannot
determine which set of regulations better promote
safety in transportation.

QuaIif ications of Drivers

The FMCSR requires that drivers be 21 years o1d,
able to read and speak enough English to understand
highway signs and co¡n¡nunicate with offíciats, and
able to operate a vehicle sâfely. In addition to
the application process and the review of the
driverrs operat,ing record, the driver qualificatíon
procedures include a road test, a written exa¡nína-
tion, and a physical exa¡nination.

The Virginia provisions differ in several re-
spects. Virginiars míninum age for a chauffeurrs
license is only 18. The Code, although it requires
a road test for drivers of vehicles of more than
40 000 lb, does not set. forth requirements for this
test. Also, the test may be waived Íf the applicant
certifies that he or she has driven at least 500
¡niles in the type of vehicLe he or she intends to
drive. Apparently, the waiver is meant for drivers
who have been licensed by other states, participated
in rnotor carrier traíning progra¡ns, or driven with a
learner's pernit under the supervision of a licensed
driver. Hor.rever, the Code contains no provisions on
how drivers can accumulate the 500 miles.

¡lith regard to Virginiats lower minimu¡n age re-
quirements, there are no state crãsh statistics to
indicate whether Virginia truck drivers under 2L
years of age have a higher accident rate than older
drivers. However, there are U.S. data to indicate
that driver inexperience may be a causative factor
in accidents Isee Table 2 (611. In 1975 the BMCS

considered lowering the ¡'l'lCSR minimum age to I8, but
decided agaínst such action because available data
indicated t.hat persons under 2L lack the ¡nâturity,
judgment, and skill to drive heavy Èrucks. In addi-
tion, researchers at the University of North Caro-
Iina have found higher accident involvements for
young truck drivers. Finally, in 1978, the National
Transportation Safety Board recommended that Vir-
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Table 2. lnvolvements by driver experience.

ginia eliminate the 50O-¡nile waiver and expressed
concern about the 18-year-o1d ninimum age.

Driving of Þlotor Vehicles

The federal rules and Virginia lalrs that govern the
operation of trucks are identical, or nearly iden-
tica1, on nany points. However, some differences
exist and a significant one relates to use of seat
belts. FMCSR requires use of seat belts but the
Virginia Code requires only that seat belts be in-
stalled and explicitly states that the failure to
use seat belts is not negligence.

The inspection provisions of FMCSR enphasize the
pretrip inspection of safety devices by the driver.
Although the Virginia Code requires a vehicle in-
spection every six nonths and prohibits operation
with defective equipment, it does not require pre-
trip inspections. Although the Code ímplies a
policy of pretrip ínspection, state officials have
no grounds on which to enforce a day-to-day acci-
dent-prevention progran. Federal regulations, in
contrast, requíre recordkeeping on pretrip pro-
cedures.

Parts and Accessories

Section 393 of F!4CSR describes the scope of safety
checks conducted by BMCS inspectors and establishes
standards that equipment rnust meet. Again, the Vir-
ginia Code, under Title 46.1, parallels many of the
regulations of FITICSR. One difference between fed-
eral and state rules concerns the stopping distance
standards for brakes. FMCSR contains somenhat more
stringent reguirenents. The federal regulations
concerning tires are also more stringent. Federal
tread-depth requirements are stricter and FMCSR also
contains extensive provisions governing tire loads
and pressures. Virginia has no standards for tire
loads and pressures.

A final positive note is that both the sCC and
state police t,ruck-safety-enforce¡nent teams âre
familiar yrith FMCSR and use then and BI'ICS inspection
techniques as the baÊis for their truck-safety-en-
forcement programs. In view of the s¡nall size of
BMCS enforcement staff, honever, it is frustrating
that state inspectors cannot cite obvious violations
of federal law.
Reporting Accidents

Both federal- and stale requirements exist for re-
porting accidentsi however, there are significant
differences in the report forms used. The state
police use a general field note form for all acci-
dents, regardless of the type of vehicles involved.
This for¡n provides a great deal of information, but
there are inadequacies in the data relevant to truck
safety. As a result, the truck accident datâ for
the state are insufficient for making generaliza-
tions in a nunber of significant åreas of inforna-
t ion.

Hours of Service

Under Section 395 of FMCSR, BMCS limits most truck
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drivers to a naxinum of I0 h of driving tine after
accu¡nulation of a mininun of I h of fduty. Addi-
tional regulations of driving ti¡ne apply, based on
the number of consecutive hours on duty and the
number of consecutive days of operation. BMCS en-
sures compliance nith these regulations by checking
a daily log of hours that drivers must keep. If a
driver is detected in violation, he or she may be
pJ.aced out-of-service.

The only Virginia law governing hours of service
applies to aLl drivers and states that it is unlaw-
ful to drive ¡nore than 13 h in a 24-h period. Àp-
parently, this rule is invoked only for deternining
driver negligence âfter a crash, an¿l the state has
no requirernents for keeping a 1og or other nethods
for enforcing the law.

In-Fiel.d Safety Checks

Both federal and state officials con¿luct on-the-road
safety checks. BMCS ínspectors have the authority
to place vehicles out-of-service for violations of
FIrlcSR until repairs are perforned. In Virginia,
however, SCC inspectors responsible for enforcenent
of state laws do not have the authority to declare
unsafe vehicles out-of-service, although they can
cite drivers and carriers for violations that can
result in fines.

HAZARDOUS MÀTERIALS

Definitions of the tern hazardous material generally
tend tovrard extrenes of either vagueness or specifi-
city. Ideally' a compact definítion of hazardous
materials could be fashioned that would indicate
whether a substance in question is hazardous or
not. In practice, however, general criteria to fit
all dangerous substances is difficult to cleveloP.
The annual introduction of chemicals alone accounts
for nearly 500 new substances of varying char-
acterístics and potential for harn. The definition
must anticipate these substances and also aPply to
those already known. Because of the concern for
identification and regulation of all apPlicable
hazardous materials, the definition becomes either
exceedingly specific, and resembles a listing of
materials and their traits, or increasingly gen-
eralized in order to account for all. possibilities.

The broad federal definition in the Hazardous
l¡taterial.s Transportation Act focuses not on the
means by which harm occurs but rather on the fact
that it does occur. Hazardous materials are defined
as a substance or material in a quantity and form
thât may pose an unreasonable risk to health and
safety or property when transported in commerce.
This definition does not attempt to provide a func-
tional guideline for deter¡nining whether a substance
is harmful. whether the risk is unreasonable is
determined by the secretary of Transportation
through the hazardous ¡naterials regulations autho-
rized by the Àct. The regulations contain a list of
1200 substances judged to be capable of posÍng an
unreasonable risk. This Iist includes those haz-
ardous ¡naterials that are (or grere) frequently
transported and is used to determine vthether a sub-
stance in question is a regulated mâterial and to
give the shipper guidance in labeling containers.

Federal and Virqinia Regulations

Federal regulations govern materials transPorted in
interstate corunerce or in a ¡nanner that affects in-
terstate conmerce. Unless the Secretary of Trans-
portation deter¡nines that a staters requirements af-
ford at least as much protection as the federal
regulations, and do noÈ unreasonably burden inter-
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Driving
Experience ls'l't 1976

Change
t97 5-1977
g")t975

0-1
24
5-9

l0-r4
t5-19
20+
Total

14 t82
6 198
4 830
2 190
I l3l
2 032

to-6t

l0 603
6 488
4 024
I 952
I 141
I 795

26 003

9 357 +51.6
6 397 --3.1
3 969 +2t.7
t 8l9 +20.4
1 2t9 -7.2
1958 +3.8

24 7 t9 +23.6
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state cofì:merce, the federal regulations preenpt in-
consistent state requirements. To elininate con-
flicts, Virginia regulations exempt substances
transported in interstate cornmerce according to fed-
eral regulations or exempt. from federal regulations.

Both virgi-úa ãñtl f€deral regulatións prohibit
the shipping or transporÈing of hazardous materials
not in conformity with applicable regulations. Hosr-
ever, the federal regulations also apply to persons
thàt offer or accept nonconfor¡ning hazardous ma-
terials for transportation and to persons that
represent or sell a package as in conpl,iance with
the regulations when it does not. Both sets of
reguLations contain certain exenptions, such as for
U.S. military forces. Virginia specifically exempts
flaÍunable Iiquids fron any regulation, although SCC
does regulate the shipment of petroleurn products.

Civil sanctions of up to $1000/day (state) and
$I0 000,/day (federal) may be inposed for a violation
of these regulations. Crininal sanctions are also
avaiLable; violations are a misdemeanor in Virqinia
and a felony under the federal regulations.

Cargo Regulations

virginia and federal regufations prohibit the trans-
portation of hazardous materials in certain situa-
tions. For example, Virginia prohibits the trans-
portation of explosives in passenger vehicles and
federal regulations prohibit transport of any haz-
ardous naterialsr wit.h certain exceptions, on for-
hire vehicles that carry passengers. Both sets of
regulations prohibit the transport of certain com-
binations of hazardous naterials. The federal regu-
Iations are far nore specific and list 22 categories
of prohibited combinations of hazardous materials.

Cargoes must also be loaded and unloaded in çon-
formance vJith state and federal regulations. In ad-
dition, both sets of rules require the identifica-
tion of cargoes. Federal regulations generally re-
guire that all indívidual containers be marked. In
virginia, if the entire cargo is of the same type of
hazardous materials, then only the vehicle nust be
marked to indicate the contents. compared with those
of Virginia, the federal identificatÍon requirements
are more detailed, broader in scope, and include ad-
ditional placarding provisions.

vehicle Regulations

Both Virginia and federal regulations govern the
condition and construction of vehicles that trans-
port hazardous materials. Virginia requires that
trucks must be strong enough to carry the loa¿l and
be in first class condition. Federal regulations
place responsibility for the vehicle's condition on
both the carrier and the driver and prohibít the
operation of a truck in a hazardous condition.

Both federal and VLrginia regulations require
that the vêhÍcle be inspected prior to each trip. As
in other areas, the federal regulations are morè ex-
tensive and detailed in specifying the itetns to be
checked and the manner of inspection and recordkeep-
ing. Both federal and state regulations are con-
cerned with the eLectrical systen, vehicle lighting,
condition of the cargo area, use of certain ma-
terials in the construction of trucks carrying ex-
plosives, and the carrying of fire extinguishers.
Àgain, thê federal regulaÈions that govern these
areas are ¡nore detailed than those of the state.

The federal and state requirements on pLacarding
diverge substantially. Àlthough both require p1a-
cards that indicate the contents of the vehicle, the
federal rules specify 17 pl-acard designations, but
Virginia rules specify only 7. The federal rules
are more detailed in specifying the design of the
sign and its required visibility.
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Drivinq ReguLations

Regulations on the operation of a vehicle carrying
hazardous ¡naterials cover the place, tine, and man-
ner of operation. For exânple, both federal and
state rules discourage the unnecessary novenent of
hazardous materials through places where there are
Iikely to be high nunbers of people. Federâl regu-
lations require vehicles carrying hazardous na-
terials to avoitl heavíly populate¿l areas, unless
there are no practical alternatives. Another ex-
anple is VÍrginiars- requirement lhat vehicles that
carry explosives or â poisonous gas operate during
daylight hours whenever possible.

Regulations that govern a multitude of other as-
pects of the transport of hazardous materials in-
clude those on following distances, parking, emer-
gency stopping and signaling, procedures at railroad
crossings, the proper documentation of lhe nature
and quantity of hazardous materials carried, the use
of intoxicants or narcotics by drivers, and sleep
and rest periods.

virginia regulations for petroleum trucks differ
from other virginia truck regulations in that they
require the drivers of these trucks to be at leaat
2I years old rather than I8. virginia also requires
that drivers of hazardous materials be experienced,
careful, capable, and able to read and write in
English, and that t.hey possess a valid chauffeurrs
Iicense.

In general, the federal regulations on hazardous
material cargoes, vehicles, and drivers are more
thorough and nore concerned with safety than conpar-
able Virginia regulat,ions. In addition, the pos-
sibility exists that hazardous materials may be
transported on Virginiars highways by carriers or on
vehicles not subject to federal regulations. Be-
cause of these factors, Virginia regulations on the
transportation of hazardous naterials, promulgated
in the 1950s, are undergoing revision.

FINDINGS ÀND CONCLUSIONS

National accident data reveal an íncreasing inci-
dence of crashes and fataLities that involve heavy
trucks. These statistics are of concern to traffic
safety officials because they represent an increas-
ing hazard to truck drivers as eell as to the safety
of other higheray users. ÀIso, indications are that
there is a problem in ter¡ns of the number of crashes
per vehicle and that the problem is worseníng at a
rapid rate.

The relat.ion between the length of experience of
truck drivers and crash involve¡nent is significant.
Data indicate that truck drivers that have less than
one year of experience with their enployers had ¡nore
crashes than drivers that had lnore experience. In
addition, I8- to 2l-year-oJ.d truck drivers had a
substantially higher rate of crash involvement than
did 25- to Ao-year-old drivers.

Differences between the FlrlCSR and state trucking
regulations on operator agê, operator licensing, ac-
cident reporting, hours of off-duty änd driving
time, use of seat belts, and pretrip inspections are
substaneial. There aLso are differences between
FlrlCSR and the virginia regulalions on braking dis-
tance standards, requirements for front tire tread,
and tire load capacity and pressure for the nost
corilnon sizes of tires.

In general, the federal regulations on the trans-
portation of hazardous materials are more thorough
and safety-oriented than comparable virginia regula-
tions. Also, the state imposes nuch lighter penal-
ties for violations of regulations on the transport
of hazardous rnateriais than ¿loes the federal govern-
ment.
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¡4ost states have truck weighing and inspection
programs; however' the effectiveness of these pro-
grams varies widely. Based on an analysis of the
dâta presented in this rePort, virginia has one of
the best programs in the nation.

Safety in truck transportaLion is of concern to
individuals at numerous levels of govêrrunent and
private industry. In virginia, available data indi-
cate a need for close scrutiny of the ínvolvement of
trucks in t.raffic crashes. In addition' it has been
deter¡nined that certain revisions to the regulations
that govern the trucking industry and the transpor-
tation of hazardous mâterials by truck are r.rarranted.

IMPLEMENTATION OF RESEÀRCH FINDINGS

In the tine that has elapsed since the rêsearch was
initiated anal the report published, a number of
events have occurred that can be traced directly or
indirectly to the research reporÈed here, The
¡nost-significant event has been the transfer of rê-
sponsibility for the regulation of hazardous-na-
terial cargoes from SCc to the Departnent of
Health. state regulations on the transport of these
materials, which were pronulgated during the I950s'
are being revised by officials of that departrnent.
Although the final version of the regulations has
not been conpleted, significant changes have been
¡nade in the staters operational procedures.

A second näjor event has been the speciaL atten-
tion given to truck safety by the state police.
Through a safety granÈ, approximately 30 troopers
have been to the Transportation Safety Institute for
courses on truck safety and inspection. These
troopèrs form a core of officers who are carrying
out the statets truck inspection programs. In addi-
tion, the state police have proposed the establish-
ment of an inspection division that will have two
primary responsibilities :

1. The supervision of lhe current periodic notor
vehicle inspection st.ations and

2. The performance of in-fieId inspections of
trucks for compliance wíth vehicle safety and haz-
ardous materials regulations.

And finally, the DMV has initiaÈed procedures for
the modification of the state accident report form,
including the solicitation of input fro¡n various
state agencies. The fornat and data items häve not
bèen rnade final, so it is possible that the new form
will not require the recording of some essential
truck data. If Èhis is the case, Èhen a supple-
mentary forn should be developed to aid in gathering
these data.
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Selection Process for Local Highway Safety Projects

JAMES C. BARBARESSO, BRENT O. BAIR, CHRISTOPHER R. MANN, AND GARY SMITH

This report preænts â procedure (a) to identify accident problem locations, (b)

to devolop ôccident countormeasures, and (c) to rank highway safety prolects
according to their relative cost-effectiveness, The procedure is designed to be
appl¡cable to all highway operating agencies ¡n oÌder to assist them with the
resource-allocâtion decision, The procedure was developed by the Oakland
County Road Commission with assistânce from staff of ths Southeast
Michigan Council of Governments and the Oakland County Transportat¡on
Systems Management Comm¡tteee. The procedure ¡ntegrates tedtniques
used by the Oakland County Road Commission to ident¡fy problem loca-
tions and develop pro¡ect concepts as a means to evaluate thosê concepts for
sãfety ônd other impasts. Although highway safety is the primary concern
of the Oaklard County Road Commission in developing this procedurc. other
variables (e.9., traffic congestion, air quality, and fuel conservationl can also
be included in the process.

The Oakland County Road Commíssion (OCRC), in the
face of growing liability exposure and an ever-
increasing frequency of traffic accidents, has
recently adopted híghway safety as its nunber one
priority. Traffic congestion and flow, although not
ignored in the decisionmakíng process, are to take a
back seat to safety. As a result of this change ín
orientation¡ it became necessary to develop a new
procedure for the allocation of resources that
incorporates safety as the primary goal.

A substantial amount of research has developed
means to identify hazardous locatÍons and to evalu-
ate projects in terms of cost-effectiveness, net
benefits, and so on (l-!). Many of the approaches
suggested are too complex to be imple¡nented by local
highway agencies, which have Ii¡nited resources.
often researchers have described only part of the
process that leads to the resource-allocation de-
cision. For example, a number of reports concerning
the identification of hazardous locations have been
published over the years, but this activity is onty
one step in the decisionnaking process.

The purpose of this study is to present a conpre-
hensive approach to the developnent and implementa-
tion of a highway safety project on the local-
l"evel. The process described is designed to be
applicable to all local highway agencies in order to
assist them with resource-allocation decisionmaking.

The process was developed by OCRC yrith the as-
sistance of staff from the Southeast t4ichigan
Council of Governments (SE¡4COG) and the Oakland
County transportation systems management (TSM)
committee. Some stages in the process have been
used in the past by OCRC to assist in making de-
cisions about safety improvements, but during the
TS¡,1 planning process the various stages of the
process vrere integråted and other factors were
i ncluded.

In summary, the four stages of this process are
as follows:

1. Identification of problen locations,
2. Developnent of project alternativesr
3. Evaluation of project alternatives, and
4. Project progra¡nming.

Although the process is not unique, the stages in
the process present approaches that can be readily
implemented by local hi.gheray authorities, regardless
of size or sophistication. The process places
emphasis on highway safety, but includes other
factors related to traffic congestion, energy con-
sunptíon, and economic and environ¡nental concerns.

IDENTIFICATION ÀND EVALUATTON OF SAFETY PROJECTS

Since oCRC established highway safety as lts number
one priority, numerous technÍques have been used to
identify problern locatíons and for¡nulate project
concepts. Many of the approaches used were too
conplex to integrate into daily operations. Others
were very ti¡ne-consuming or expensive in terms of
the additional resources needed.

The approach presented in this study reduces the
need for extensive data and additional resources.
It is siÍrpl-e enough to be used daily as an opera-
tional tool.

Identification of Problem Iocation6

OCRC and most local highway authorities have at
their disposal computer or manual fil-es of traffic
accidents within their jurisdictions. In lrichigan,
the Office of Highway Safety Planning maintains the
¡4ichigan Accident Locator Inclex (MALI), which can
provide locaI highway agencies with site-specific
accident statistics. Most, other states have sinilar
systems.

The statistics available through these syste¡ns or
¡naintained manually provide the basis for the
identification of probJ.em locatíons. At OCRC t,hree
statistics are used during this stage of the de-
císionmaking process:

1. Average accident frequency per year at a site,
2. Average accídent rate per ¡nillion vehicle

niles of travel (\/ttT) (for links) or million vehi-
clès (for intersections) at a site, and

3. Percentage of injury and fatal accidents to
total accidents at a site.

Three years worth of data are used to compute yearly
averages so that the effects of one abnormal year on
any of these factors is ¡ninimized.

Average accident frequency per year is the pri-
nary measure of a site-specific accident problen at
locations that have similar traffic volumes. When
tvro locations have similar traffic volunes, the one
that has the greater accident frequency usually has
a greater accident problem. Most locations that
have high accident frequency can normally be associ-
atêd with high traffic volunes, low average vehicle
speedsr and a high percentage of property-damage-
only (PDO) accidents. Due to the low severity rate
of accidents a! these locations, the level of soci-
etal costs and liability of the hÍghway âgency may
not be reflected by high accident frequencies.
Other measures should also be considered.

The accident rate per nilLion VMT or ¡niIlíon
vehicles is used to control for the effects of
traffic volumes on accident frequency. Ilhen tr.ro
Iocations have dissinilar traffic volumes, the one
that has the highest accident rate relative to the
amount of traffic may have a greater accident prob-
lem. In other lvords, the frequency of accidents at
this location could be abnormally high relative to
the amount of traffic it carries.

Whereas, the accident frequency measure favors
high-voJ.ume locations, the accident räte measure
favors those that have loi{ traffic volumes. For
exa¡nple, the accident and traffic characteristics of
three intersections are given in the following table¡
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Figure 1. Oakland County traff¡d
accident summary.

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY (ACCIDEN'IS PER YEAR)
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r496465
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l0 32 36 30

9122218
r10158
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02ll
0112
59.1 3

00
61

tl 4

00

20 l5
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23

0

1

I

5

Accidents
Intersection per Year

Accident Rate
(accidents/

AÀDT million VMT)
100 000 2.7 4

20 000 10.96
200 27,40

A
B
c

If accident frequency is used as the only neasure of
an accident problem, then intersection A would be
perceived as having the greatest accident problem.
If the accident rate per million vehlcles is used in
an isolated manner, intersection C would be consid-
ered the worst.

To simplify the process of identifying accident
problem locationsr a 10x10 accident analysis matrix
(6) can be devised, based on statistically deter-
¡nined intervals in accident rate and frequency.
Separate natrices are used for intersections and
road segments. Average yearly accident frequency
and accident rate are used to plot road segments and
intersections within the appropriate mâtrix ceIIs.
The highest priority locations are those plotted in
cetl (10r10). A diagonal reading across the natrix
gives other priority groups. Figure I provides an
example of such a matrix used by OCRC. By locating
within Figure I each of the three hypothetical
intersections in the foregoing exampler intersection
B is given prioríty over the others.

Once locations are ranked into these priority
groups, they are ranked within each priority group
by accident severity:

Severity factor = (Fatal accidents I injury accidents) + total accidents (l)

The accident analysis ¡natrix technique is a good
indicator of priority locatíons, but must be fol-
lohred up by other analyses to determíne possible
accident counter¡neasures and the relative cost-
effectiveness of Inplementing those countermeasures
at various locations.

Develop¡nent of Proiect Alternatives

once problen locatÍons are identified by using the
foregoing technique, OCRC assigns an interdisci-
plinary team to review each problem location and
determine alter'native project concepts. The project
review teams are co¡nposed of staff from traffic
engineering, design engineering, and transportation
planning. The najor objective of this approach is
to nltigate all roadway and envlron¡nental character-
istics that impact negatively on highvray safety.
The teân-review approach uses the interdisciplinary
expertÍse of tea¡n members to devise a variety of
strategies for accident reduction. If constraints

Priqity 2 Priùity I

on staffing present a problem' the general approach
can be carried out by an individual staff member.
The approach is designed to be flexible' although
specific Auidelines for the Iocation review should
be devised by the implementing agency.

In the OCRC approach, a field revie\d of Èhe
problem location is carried out and site conditions
are noted' diagrammed, and photographed. Some
problens in design or geo¡netrics ¡night be obviousi
others may be more nebulous. Often a survey of
property owners adjacent to the site is necessitated
in order to determine the oPeratíonal character-
istics of traffic at the site. If tíne is not a
constraint, a windshield survey can be taken to
record driverst reactions.

Information obtained during this stage of the
team-review process includes the following:

l. Existing and expected traffic volunes,
2. Turning novement counts,
3. ExistÍng right-of-v¡ay'
4. Signing and other trafflc control devices,
5. Roadside obstacles,
6. Vehicle speeds,
7. Pavement or surface conditlon'
8. Shoulder width and condition,
9. Existence of on-street parking,

10. Sight distance,
11. Roadvray design characteristics'
L2. RoadYray geonetricsr and
13. visual evidence of traffic accidents (e.9.'

scarred trees and scraped guardrail).

Sinuttaneous with the fieLd review, an analysis
of the accident history of the site is carried out.
Each reported accident is investigated índividually'
and information for all accidents is tabulated.
Collision diagrams are dravrn and accident patterns
are noted. The final step in the tea¡n-review
process is to relate these accidents to the physical
or operâtional characteristics of the site. By
doing so, alternative sets of accident countermea-
Eures can be determined for each particular location.

Cost esti¡nates are assigned to each alternative
project concept at a specific location. The project
alternatives for â location normally range from
lov,,-cost alternatives to major reconstruction. If a
project at a location is necessaríly deferred, a set
of interim accident countermeasures is devised to
reduce accidents during the period of deferral. The
product of this team-review process is a report that
indicates existíng conditions at the location and
specifies the various improvement alternat,ives
proposed.

r00
80

2
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Table 1. Safety improvement rat¡ng sheet for links.

"Mrltiply by t.o. bMrltiply by 0.5, cMulripry by 0.25.

Evaluation of Safetv Pro'ìect Alternatives

During the team-review process, an abtempt is ¡nade
to relate existing environ¡nentaL characteristics of
a location with the accident history at that loca-
tÍon. The project alternatives deveJ.oped nust then
be evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the
proposed projects. At this point one of the group
of alternatives at a specific location is chosen for
inplernentation. Then each of the chosen alterna-
tives is ranked anong all projects according to its
relative cost-effectiveness.

During the recent development of the Oakland
County TSM plan, a procedure for èvâluating and
ranking project alternatives in terms of cost-
effectiveness nas devised. Although the process
weighs highway safety above aII other ptanning
criteria, traffic congestion and delay, air quatity,
energy conservation, intermodal coordination, and
social and economic impacts can be integrated. The
process assigns points to alternative safety proj-
ects based on the relation between the anount of
safety improvenents the project provides and the
existing level of accident experience at the project
location.

Three variables are used to rneasure a projectts
impact:

l-. Accident frequency,
2. Accident rate, ând
3. Severe accident frequency.

Accident, frequency is the average annual number
of accidents at a particular location. The ranges
indicated in Tables I and 2 (i.e., high, nedium, and
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Iow) were determined by using three years of acci-
dent data for Oakland County roads and intersec-
tions. The high category indicates l-ocations that
experience a critical level of accidents. The
nedium category indicates locations that experience
accident frequencies greater than the average for
aIl locations. The low category lnclucles those
locations that have less than average accídent
frequency åmong aII locations.

Accident rate is the number of accidents at ã
particular location relative to the amount of traf-
fic at the location. Accident rate must be consid-
ered when reviewing locations that have dissimilar
traffic volu¡nes. For exampl-e, a l-mile long road
segrnent that has 10 accidents,/year and 1000 vehi-
cles/day has an accident rate of 27.40 accidents/
million Vl,lT, y¡hereas a I míIe road segment that has
10 accidents/year and 10 000 vehicles/day has an
accident rate of 2.74 accidents/mittion ¡/MT. The
segnent that has 1000 vehicles/day has a greater
accident problem than does its more heavily used
counterpart. Àgain, the high and mediu¡n category
ranges have been determined from a review of data
from all locations in Oakland County.

Severe accident frequency is the averâge annual
number of accidents that result in personal injury
or fatality. A reduction in the frequency of severe
accidents has a dramatic impact on the reduction of
cost to society¡ therefore, the benefits of a proj-
ect are increased.

Tables I and 2 are used to deternine the points
of effectiveness associated with each project. For
example, a project is proposed for a road link that
has more than 50 accidents per year. The proposed
project is expected to reduce accidents by 15 per-
cent. Thereforer the project received five points
for accident frequency reduction. This procedure is
carried out for aLl three impact criteria to deter-
¡nine the final safety effectiveness score for a
proj ect.

The safety-effectiveness score is then divided by
the estimated project cost and nultiplied by one
million to deternine the cost-effectiveness of the
proposed project:

Cost.effectiveness = aib x 106 e)

where a is the safety-effectiveness score and b is
the estimated project cost. projects that have the
greatest scores are given priority for inplementa-
t ion.

In order to ensure consistency in evaluating
alternative projects, a set of uniform accident-
reduction factors (7,8) is used to deter¡nine a proj-
ectrs inpact on accident frequency¡ rate, and se-
verity. The accident-reduction factors shown in
Table 3 are used by OCRC. percentäge reductions in
various types of accidents are related to specific
types of improvements. In addit,ion, each accident
t.ype is associated with a severity factor so that
reductions in severe accidents can be determined.
The average percentage of severe accident,s are as
follows:

Average
Severe Accident

Accident Type (S) Type
Right angle 42 Fixed object
Left turn 43 Overturn
Rear end 26 Pedestrian
Head-on 42 Bicycle
Side-swipe 15 Car-train
Parking maneuver 18

Impact Criteria
Points
Possible

Accident Frequency

Higha Mediumb Lowc

Frequency ¡eduction (%)
>30
10-29
<10

Rate reduction (%)
>30
I0-29
<10

Severity accident reduction (%)
>30

10-29
<10

20.0-49.9 <20.0
20.0-49.9 < 20.0
20.0-49.9 < 20.0

3.44-25 .99 <3.44
3.44-25.99 <3.44
3.44-25.99 <3.44

6.0-24.9 <6.0
6.0-24.9 < 6.0
6.0-24.9 < 6.0

7.5
5.0
2.5

7.5
5.0
2.5

25.0
I 5.0
5.0

50+
50+
50+

26.0+
26.0+
26.0+

25+
25+
25+

"Mrltiplv bv t.o. bMultiply by o.s. cMultiply by 0.2s.

Table 2. Safety improvement rat¡ng sheet for intersect¡ons.

Accident Frequency

lmpact Criteria
Points
Possible Higha Mediumb Lowc

Frequency r eduction (%)
>30
t0-29
<10

Râte reduction (%)
>30
t0-29
<10

Severity accident reduction (%)
>30
10-29
<10

7.5
5.0
2.5

7.5
5.0
2.5

25+
25+
25+

3.50+
3.50+
3.5 0+

15+
l5+
15+

IO.8-24.9
10.8-24.9
to.8-24.9

< 10.8
< 10.8
< 10.8

25.O
I 5.0
5.0

1 .66-3.49 <l.66
1.66-3.49 <t.66
L66-3.49 < I .66

5.0-14.9 <5.0
5.0-14.9 <5.0
5.0-14.9 <5.0

Average
S eve re

36
62
97
86
52

ïn order to determine the estimated reduction in
accidents the following fornula is used:
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R= ÐRi (3)

where R is the total estimateat annual accident
reduction and Ri is the estimated reduction of
type i accidents.

R¡=AixP¡ (4)

where A is the average annuâI type i accidents and
Pi is the estimated fractional reduction of type i
accidents.

Pi= I -(1-Pir)(l-Pi2)(1-Pi3)... (s)

where PiI, PL2, Pi¡ are the estinated frac-
t ional reduction of accident type i caused by
improvenents Lr2 13 ¡....

The percentage reduction in accÍdent frequency is
determined by the following equation:

Percentage reduction = R/E (6)

where E is the existing frequency of accidents at a
Iocation. The percentage reduction in accident rate
equals that for accident frequency. Therefore, no
additional calculation need be performed to defer-
¡nine a project's irnpact on accident rate.

Table 3. Accident reduction fastors.
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To determine the estimated reduction in severe
accidents the following calculation is perforned:

s=ÐSi 0)

where S is the total esti¡nated annual reduction in
severe acciilents and Si is the esti¡nated reduction
in severe accidents of type i.

S¡=R¡xSq (8)

where Sri is the average Percentage of severe tn)e
i accidents,

The safety project-evaluation Process described
above can be itnPlemented easily by locaI highway
agencies regardless of their size or sophistica-
tion. Access to a conputer will facilitate the
process.

Perhaps the biggest advantage to using Tables I
and 2 is that they provide a rather sinplistic
approach that, with littte explanation, can be used
by nontechnical staff of small rnunicipalities. For
this reason a1one, the tables should be retaineil.
However, note thât the selection of the nunber of
columns (low, rnediu¡nr and high) and the selection of
the corresponding multípliers (0.25, 0.5, 1.0) Idas

sonevrhat arbitrary. Although it was designed to

lmproYement

Accident Type

Right
Angle

Left
Tum

Rea¡
End

Sid€- Parking
Head-On Swipe Maneuver Overturn Pedest¡ian Bicycle

Fixed
Object

Car-
Train

Traffic cont¡ol devices
Install new traffic si8nal
Install pedestrian signal
Add sparate left-tù¡n phase
With new left-tum
Without left-tum lane

P¡ohibit left tums
P¡ohibit right turn on red
Upg¡ade signals
Improve timing and i¡terconnect
lnstall fuuy actuated signal
Install l2-in lens
Install advance warning flashe¡s
Remove signal
Upgrade signing
Install special curve wa¡ning signs
Minor leg stop cont¡ol
Install all-way itop
Overhead lane signs
Overhead warning signs
lnstall yield signs
Intersection di¡ectional and wârning signs
Edge markings
Centerline ma¡kings
No passing stripcs
Rajsed permanent rellectorized marke¡s
Rail¡oad crossing gates

Chatrnelization
Add center left-turn approach lane
With left{urn phase
Without left-tum phase

Add right{urn lane and deceleration lane
Add passing lane
Add continuous left-tum lane
Extend lane d¡op and accele¡ation lånc
Âdd median and median barrier

Other
Remove on-street parking
Revise driveways
Remove fixed object
liliden laûe width
Widen shoulders
Install cu¡bing
Resurface
Deslick
I mp¡ove horizontal alignment
Improve vertiøl alignment
llluminate
lmprove supe¡elevation
Install guardrail
lncreaw radü at intersection
Improve sight distanæ at i¡tersection
Widen bridse
Pave app¡oach

0.5

0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.3
+0.34

0.1

o.2

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

+0.54

0.1
0.3
0.9
0.1

+0.24
+0.5â

0.t
0.2

+o.2â
o2

n)

o.2
0.t

o.2

0.1
o.2

o2

o.2
o.2

0.1

+0.5å 0.3o.2
0.4

0.1

0.1

0.I o.2
0. r o.2

0.1

o.2 0.3
0.1 0.3
0.5 0.3

0.3 0.9
o.2

0.3
0.3

0.1
0.1

0.5
0.1

0.1
0t

0.'l
0.4
0.9

0.1
0.1
0.8

0.t 0.r
0.3 0.2
0.t 0.1
0.1 0. r

+o.la +0. ta

0.1 0. r 0.2
+0.14 +0.1å

0.1 0.r 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.2 0.2

o.2 0.2 0.1
0.2 0.3 0.3

0

0
0
0
0

+0. lâ
0.1

0.5 0.3
o.'1 0.5

0.2 0.2
0.3 0.2
0.2 0.1 0.t

o.2 0.1
0.2 0.3
0.3 0.3
0.2 0.2 0.10.1

0.'l 0.2
0.2
o.2
0.3
0.5
0.3

0.1
0.1

o.2
0.1

0. t 0.1
0.4 0, I

o.2
o.2

0.1 0.1
n)

o.2

0.3

0.5

0.1
0.3 0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1
0.1
0.2
o.2
0.1
o.2

0.4

0.8
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.1
o.2
0.1
0.1
o.2
0.4
0.1

0.4

o.2

0.1
0.1
o.2
0.1
0.1
o_2

0t

0.r
0.r
0.1
o.2
0t

0.3

0.3
0.1

0.¡

0.1

0.1

0.t

0.1

0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.3

0.1 0.1 0.1

o.l
0.1
0.4

0.1
0.4

0.1
0.1

slndeæ rslher than reduction.

o.2
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give more credit to increasingly i{orse locations,
the tables could just as easily have been set up
with only tero columns (low and high) or a very large
nu¡nber of colunns, each with multipliers that in-
crease in value. The sane arbitrary situation
exists ín the point spread for giving credit to the
reductions (e.9., for frequency, 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5).

An obvious improvement to Tables I and 2 would be
to develop a function that increases Èhe multiplier
or poínts proportionate to the increase in the scale
under consideration (e.9., íncrease in frequency or
increase in frequency reduction). Equation 9 pro-
vides such a function.

cEij = { [PF(Fj/Fm ax) (FRij/FRma*) + Pn (R¡/R-u*)(RR1¡/RR-"*)

+ P5(S¡/S-¿*XSRi¡/SR^"*)Ì + Ci¡ Ìx lo6 (9)

where

i. = alternatíve inprovernent under considera-

l

L)

t ion,
= Iocation t.o be improved (i.e., intersec-

tion, curve, or Ìink),
= cost-effectiveness of improvement i at lo-

cation j,
Cii = cost of improvement i at locaÈion j,
nf = points (max) for reduction in frequency,
Fj = frequency of accidents at j,

Fma* = maximum frequency possibLe at any 1ocâ-
tion¡

FRij estimated frequency reduction for i at j,
F\nu* = maxi¡nun possible reduction in frequency at

any location,
PR = points (¡nax) for reduction in accident

rate,
R.ì = accident rate at j,

&nrí = nax possible rate at any location,
RRij = estimated rate reduction for i at j,

R&nax = max possible reduction in rate at any Io-
cation,

PS = points (nax) for reduction in severity,
Sj = number of severe accidents at j,

Smax = max possible number of severe accidents
at any location,

SRij = estÍmated reduction in severity for i at,
I r ancl

S\nax = nax possibJ"e reduction in severity at any
location.

As should be readily apparent, the first set of
factors represents the potential credit for accident
frequency¡ the second set for accident rate, and the
third set for accident severity. !'or convenience¡
Pf + Pr + Ps = 100. The multiplier of 106
at the end is included simpty to provide a neaning-
ful cost-effectiveness number for easy comparíson.

The establishment of the maxinums (e.g., F¡nax)
is not as criticâl as might appear, provided Èhe
sa¡ne maximums åre used for aI1 comparisons. One

Table 4. Highway projests listed by cost.effect¡veness,
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approach night be to sinply use the highest value
for the group of alternative projects under con-
sideration. For example¡ if L00 alternative proj-
ects were being considered, the location that has
the highest frequency might be used in setting
Frnax. The säme process would then be followed for
all of the other maximums. Another approach night
be to simply select maximums that are known to be
unobtainable at any location. Again, the key i6 to
use t,he same values for evalualing alt alternative
projects.

Although nunerous values rnust be plugged into
this equation, it is stilt simple enough that it can
be programmed on many hand-held calculators for easy
computation when a large nunber of alternatives are
under consideration. It also provides a rational
application of points or credits among aLternatives
and perhaps a better spread of resulting cost-
effectiveness values.

Integration of Other Factors

During the developrnent of the Oakland County TsM
plan (9), the foregoing safety project-evaluation
procedure was expanded to íntegrate other factors
relevant to TSI{ project planning and programming.
ALthough the enhancement of highway safety was
retai.ned as the primary criterion in the evaluation
process, the following criteria were also considered
(19) ¡

1. Operations improvements, including reduction
in traffic de1ay, importance of the project to the
transportation network, and improvenent in opera-
tions and roadway geometricsi

2. fnprovenent in air quality;
3. Reduction in fuel consumption;
4. Impact on other modesi
5. Impact on social and econo¡nic factors; and
6. Inprovement in maintenance and service

factor s.

Points were awarded to projects for inprovements
in the traffic operations criterÍa that were
weighted by the existing leveI of service (LoS) at
the project location (_Ifr_I2). The improvements in
air quality and fuel conservation that result from a
project were based on the reduction in traffic delay
effectuated by the project. The other evaluation
criteria were scored on a subjective basis. Cost-
effectiveness for a project is det.ermined by sunmíng
the effectiveness points assigned to the project,
dividing by the estÍmated project cost, and nultí-
plying by one million. projects are then ranked by
their cost-effectiveness and budget, constraints are
applied. Table 4 provides an example of the ffnal
product of this procedure.

Project Location Description Safety

Traffic Air Fuel
Opera- Qual- Conser-
tions ity vation

Inter- Socioeco-
modal nomic Mainte
lmpacts Impacts nance

Cost
Total ($)

Cost-Effec.
tiveness

Elizabeth Lake-State to
Telegraph

Main - University

M-59-Crescent Lake
Farmington-Nine Mile
John R Woodwarri

Heights
John R-Nine Mile
Twelve Mile-Middlebelt
Ten Mile-Novi
Pontiac T¡ail Decker

Interconnect signals 8.8

Remove park¡ng, st¡ipe for 23.8
left-turn lane

Add left{urn phas 18.8
Widen fo¡ left-tu¡n lanes 36.2
Widen for left-turn lanes 36.2

lncrease corner rad¡i 5.6
Widen for left-turn lanes 11.5
Widen intersection 22.5
Widen for left-turn lanes 5.0

13.0 00

22

00
20
30

30
l0
00o2

21.8 3 300 8424

53.8 l0 000 5380

21.8 r0 000 2t80
69.2 75 000 923
46.7 r 30 000 359

l 9.6 55 000 356
24.5 75 000 32't
36.1 150 000 245
17.5 80 000 219

13.0 5

3,0 0
2t.0 3
3.5 I

6.0 l
3.0 I
4.2 3
2.5 2
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CONCLUSION

The final product of this entire Process is a líst
of projects ranked according to relative cost-
effectiveness. By applying budget constraints to
this listing of projects, a yearly or rnultiyear pro-
gra¡n is devised. The process explained presents â
sirnple technique for facilitating the resource-
allocation decision. It is designed to be apPlica-
ble to all Iocal lrighway organizations regarclless of
their size or sophistication.
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Analysis of Accidents in Traffic Situations By Means of
Multiproportional Weighted Poisson Model

R. HAMERSLAG, J.P. ROOS, AND M. KWAKERNAAK

This art¡cle describes a model that enables traffic eng¡neers to get insight into
the factors that influence the occurrence of accidents. This model has a multi'
plicative form and describes how the expected number of accidents depends on

road and Îraff¡c character¡st¡cs. Because of the input of observations where no

accidents occurred, a logar¡thmic transformat¡on to linearize the model was im-
possible without biasing the est¡mates cons¡derably' By introduc¡ng the maxi-
mum likelihood est¡mation theory, a model was developed that also analyses

situat¡ons where no accidents occur. This method was first applied successfully

in 1974 for the analysis of actidents on Dutch polderroads. This article also de'

scribes the results obta¡ned by the method from a study that tries to establ¡sh

a relat¡on between road and traff¡c character¡st¡cs on one hand and the safety

of cyclists and moped riders on the other. lnfluenc¡ng factors are (a) motor
car, moped, and cycle traffic flows; (b) w¡dth of cycle lane and median width;
(c) access roads to houses; (d) type of road surface of the cycle lanes; and (el

parking bays and bus stops. A f unher applicat¡on is g¡ven by the study of ¡n'
terurban car traffic. Daily traffic flows proved to be the most imPortant var¡'
able, followed by the presence of obstacles and intersections and crossings of
various kinds.

Traffic accidents are caused by errors of judgment
on the part of road users or by defects in vehicles.
The occurrence of accidents is related to the psy-
chological characteristics of the traffic Partici-
pants as weII as to the physical characteristics
under which Èhey take part in traffic. These physi-
cal characteristics are, for instance, the weather
conditions (e.9.' fog or slipperiness)r the Iight or
dark period of the day' and the road characteris-

tics. One of the tasks of the traffic engineer is
to examine whether the accident rate can be lowered
by improving the traffic situation.

The occurrence of accidents can be analyzed by
means of mathematical models. Regress!.on analysis
is often used; someti¡nes analysis of variance and
factor analysis are also used to ascertain the
effect of road and traffic characterístics (f-l).
Sone have used linear regression. Often, a multi-
plicative model is nade linear (!r!).

The use of multiPle Iinear regression implicitly
assumes that the observation results are clistributed
normally. This assumption is not very realistic
since the analysis is specifically concerned with
traffic situations in rvhich few accidents occur.
The probability that the number of accidents would
become negative is not negtigible in that case.

The drawback of an erroneous assurnPtion with
respect to the sampling distribution is even greater
in the use of the multiPlicative rnodel linearized by
a logarithnic transformation. The logarithn of zero
is not defined, and a zero observation can therefore
not be included in the investigation. The zero
observations are sometines omitted fron the analy-
sis. This seems undesirable because traffic situa-
tions where no accidents occur are of a very real
inportance. Other devices are sometines usedi for
instance, a sma1l number (e.g. ¡ 0.5) nay be added to
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all observations (6-t). Such a pretreatment of
observations can greatly affect the estimate and is
therefore undesirable.

For the nethod we propose it is not reguired
either. This contribution deals with the weighted
nultiprotþrtional Poisson ¡nodel and illustrates this
method with some applications. The number of acci-
dents is used as the dependent variabler whereas the
accident rate is not. fn fact, the rate depends on
Èhe dimensions uged. ?he lengths of road seg¡nents
where accidents have been observed lead to the
introduction of weighted models. Àccidents are
related to road and traffic characteristics by neans
of a tnultiplicative or ¡nultiproportional ¡nodel. The
accidents are assumed to be Poisson distributed.
II{ULTIPROPORTIONAL POISSON MODEL

The multiproportional Poisson model is based on two
assumptions. First, it is assumed that accidents
are Poisson distributed with some expected value.
Subsequent accidents are not correlated and the time
interval between two subsequent accidents has a
negative-exponentiãI distribution. Second, the
expected number of accidents (¡¡) is nultiplicative
(i.e., the product of the effects of independent
variables). This nodel is based on the analysis of
higher-order cross-classifications t'o test whether
the factors (roadway and traffic characteristics) of
influence are independent. In the use of the acci-
dent model, many roadway and traffic characteristics
must be included simultaneously in the analysis.
The multiplicative model introduced here is a logi-
cal continuation of the analysis of cross-classifi-
cations that contain one or two roadg¡ay featuresi
thus, all detailed information available may be
analyzed. Oppe (9) gives so¡ne theoretical and
experinenbal justification for the use of a multi-
plicative model.

In addition, somê road segments, which have a
certain co¡nbination of factors, may differ consid-
erably in length (L) from other seg¡nents, srhich have
a different combination of factors. The experi-
mental design is not balanced. As a conseguence of
the governmental road design policy, these are
combinations of road and traffic characteristics
that do not exist (e.9., roads that have a smal-l
lane width but a high car volume). Moreover, obser-
vations from long road segments are ¡nore reliable
than those from short segments. The Iiterature on
this subject pays little attention to the analysis
of such weighted cross-classifications (6,19). A
comPuter package like Bl¡lDP does not contain software
for the analysis of weighted cross-classifications.

The presence of rveight facÈors is a vital differ-
ence between the method being proposed and the
st.andard J.ogrlinear analysis of cross-classifica-
tions. Note that the ratío betv¡een the number of
accidents and the weighting factor is not suitable
for analysis since, in that case, the analysis wilJ-
depend on the dimensions used (11).

The form of the model is

l-lklmn = ak 'br 'c- 'd' . . . Lkl-. (l)

rdhere

Èkl¡nn = expected nurnber of accidents
rn case the explanatory vari-
ables belong to the categories
krl¡n¡ and n;

Lkl¡nn = length of the segment that be-
longs to the categories k,1r¡n,
and n (if necessary, weighted
by period of observation);

a¡rb1rc¡rd¡... = coefficients (estimate is
indicated by ^);
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a,brcrd = factors (characteristics of the
road and traffic situation); and

k,lrm, and n = classes with k = 112,3¡4¡...¡
I = Ir2,3,4'...i m = !,2,3t
4,...; and n = !,2,3,4,....

Interactions can also be taken into account.
This ¡neans that the influence of several in¿lependent
variables together differs from that of each sepa-
rate independent variable.

Since it is possible to multiply the coefficients
a¡ by 100 and to divide the bl coefficÍents by
100 h¡ithout affecting the number of accidents, a
norrnalÍzation is used. The coefficients are not
unique. The ratios between the coefficients of any
factor are unique. In performing the computations
this conplication is taken into account. The influ-
ence of Èhe traffic volume can be estinated by means
of one of the traffic coefficients. ft is also
possible to include the traffic voluÍe directty as
an independent explanatory variable, ,if so required.
In the latter case, Lklmn becomgé equal to the
product of volune¡ tength, and obsárvation period.

ESTIMAÎION EQUATIONS

The coefficients in the accident nodel are estimated
on the basis of the maxi¡nu¡n Iiketihood nethod.
llaximization of the likelíhood gíves the estimation
equations. As indicated above, the nature of the
occurrence of an âccident is a Poisson process.
Consequently, the probability of yklrnn accidents
at an expected value lklmn is given by the
equation

Pt[yn*,] = lexp (-pn,") 'pkhnnvktmn]/ykrmn I Q)

The nunbers of accidents (yllrnn) are assumed to
be independent for a1l combinations of krl,nrn,....
As a result, the value of the fog-Iikelihood func-
tion (I) becomes

À =X X ) X lnPr[y¡¡""]
klmn

In Equation I the coefficients should be chosen in
such a vray that the 1og-likelihood has a rnaximum
value. Substitution of Equations I and 2 in Equa-
tion 3 gives the J-og-likelihood function3

À = t I ) Ð [-a¡' b1' c-' dn ... Lrm, *yklm,'
klmr
ln(a¡b1c-dn...Ln-n)-ln(yç¡""!)l (4)

The maximum value of the log-likelihood is found
by deternining the first partial derivative for each
of the coefficients and by equating it to zero:

(3)

ôÀ/ðâ*=¡>>(-ü'ôm'¿.
I mn

. Ln-n)+ ) X ) (y¡¡""/â¡)=0; Vk
I mn

(sa)

It is also (equivalently) true that

ôÀ/â6t =6,Y 1

ô!ôô = 0, Vm

ôVðri" = 6' Yn

(sb)

(sc)

(sd)

A set of nonlinear equations is developed, with
which the coefficients are deternined.

Lklm¡; Vk

br =Y.r../) t t âkômdn... L¡6,; Vl
kmn

ô- =y.. -./) ) X â¡li1d. ... L¡6n; Vm
kl n

(6)

(7)

àr=vr.../?ll6'ô*,i"

(8)
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ðn =Y...a/!) Ðâq61ô-...Lu-n; Vn
kl m

In these formulas,

ÐÐ)Y¡¡a¡=Yk...; Vk
I mn
! X E Y¡¡'^ = Y.r. .l Vl
kmn

) Ð Ð Y¡ur. = Y. .m.i Vm
kl n

ÐÐ)Yn.r =Y...ni Vn
k lm

(e)

(l0a)

(10b)

(10c)

(lod)

Yk..., Y.I.., Y..m. , and y...{ì are the
oËåäived màiginal frequency distributions of acci-
dents. The coefficients are deternined by an itera-
tive nethod in accordance with the Gauss-Seidel
pr inc iple .

The nethod being proposed can be ¡nodified, if
necessaryi for exarnple, the Poisson distribution of
the accidents could be replaced wÍth sone other
distribution (gamna, Erlang) if the ernpirical data
¡rould indicate so.

STÀTISTICÀL TESTING

The estimators of the coefficieits aie stochastic
vâriables. Each of these stochastic variables has a

probability distributionr â tTtêâtlr and a standard
devíation. The smaller the standard deviation of
the estirnator, the nore reliable a coefficient is
considered to be. It is exanined by testing whether
certain assumptions concerning the Paraneters of a

distribution (comPrised in the null hyPothesis) can
be rejected in favor of the alternative hyPothesis'
Since a multiproportional nodel is being used here,
it should be examined whether the ratio between the
coefficients of each set of classes per factor
lay/a¡, c^/c1t d¡ld1, ... ) differs sig-
nificantly fro¡n one.

The variation ín the coefficients can be deÈer-
míned by neans of the matrlx of the second deriva-
tives of the log-likelihood function (r). The

negative exPectation of the inverse of this matrix
gives (asyrnptoticatly) the variance-covariance
matrix. The square root of the vâlue of the diago-
nal ele¡nents of this variance-covariance rnatrix
gives the estimated standard deviation ln the coef-
ficients. The Probability distribution of the
ratios layç/a¡, cn/c¡t d¡,/d1r. ") is
skew. As the vJ1ues of thè coefficients are posi-
tive integer numbersr values smaller than or equal
to zero cannot occur. The natural assumPtion to
make in testing is that the estimated coefficients
are log-normally distributed. It häs been ascer-
tained by Monte Carlo sinulation that this assurnP-

tion is very useful Ga,!.l) . Because the Procedure
of drawing random nunbers requires lengthy calcula-
tions, the ¡nethod with the second derivative is
used. The nor¡nalizatíon is done in such a ¡¡ay that
only the estinated values of the norrnalized coef-
ficients greater than one occur.

SEI,ECTION OF FACTORS

In sone studies we estimated the effects of a large
number of roadway characteristics. The results of
the sinultaneous estímation can then be supported. by

some sinple strategies. Depending on the problen, a

distinctíon can be ¡na¿le bet¡{een the various roadway
characteristics. These are sêlected on the basis of
the hypotheses that are to be analyzecl. As a tool
in selecting roadway features, the IÍkelihood-ratio
test statistic (G2) is used Iseer for instance'
Bishop and others (!) I .

6.99€ 2[l* - r(u)] = 2 [ yk1¡nn In (y¡1¡¡/u¡1¡¡)
(su¡n over all the observations)

3I

}¡her e

I(¡) = value of the log-likelihood function
r.rith estimated coefficients (ârÊrêrâr...) i

t* = highest attainable value of the log-Iike-
lihood; Èhis value of the 1og-likelihood
function is attained if the model results
become egual to the observation resultsi
and

c2 = chi-square distributed if the number of
observations ís sufficiently large (i.e.,
asymPtotic) .

The vatue of G2 is catculated for each separate
roadway characteristic. It can be examined by
testing whether the roailway feature in question
contribuÈes significantly to the exPlanation. This
¡nethod can also be continued for co¡nbinations of
roadway characteristics. Table I Presents an ex-
anple of this nethodology. Average daily traffic
volume, obstacle distance' and Pavement' for in-
stance, are significant. The legally permitted
maxinu¡n speed and the gradient are not.

In this way the roadway characÈeristics can be
classified according to their explanatory strength.
It would be incorrect to regard these (simple)
analyses as definitive, since the effects of all
other factors are ignored and the observations are
classified solely on the basis of the one factor
considered. Although these simple analyses indicate
the relative importance of the various factors, the
weighted multiproPortional Poisson model, which
takes account of many factors simultaneously' must
be considered decisive.

The test statistic G2 can also be used when

several factors are considered. In broad outline
the procedure is as follows: After two factors have
been considered and analyzed separately, this is
repeated for the tvro factors together. The effect
of the tldo factors together is then compared with
the sum of the effects of the two factors taken
separately. Tf., for instancer the effect of the two
factors together is found to be considerably smaller
t.han the sum of the tno separate effects, correla-
tion between these factors is obvious--they explain,
in an (almost) identical wâY, the occurrence of
accidents.

COI4PARISON OF OBSERVED AND ESTII4ATED RESULTS

The value of the applicätion of the model is illus-
traÈed by comparing the observation results with the
estÍnation results, for the bicycle traffic study
(one-sided bicycle lanes). The estimation results
have been taken from Table 2.

In practice, two-dimensional tables are often
used to search for independent variables. In the
tabte below the relation between the accident rate
per kilometer per year and the volumes of car traf-
fic and (motorized) bicycle traffic is shown. To

allow comparison with the model results, all obser-
vation results were divided by the nu¡nber of acci-
dents in the uPper left cell.

Ànnüal Àccident Rate per Kilometer
Volume of
Motor i zed
Bicvcles
<250
2 s0-700
700-r000
>1000

<2000 2000-4000 4000-6000 >6000
Motor l,totor Irlotor Motor

The nu¡nber of acci¿lents is expected to increase
with the increasing volumes of the motor vehicles
ancl cycles. In the above tabler howeverr the first

Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles
1.00
0.78
0.00

0.9r
1. s0
2.63

0.77
r.23
3.33

0.94
r.47
4.88

0.52 0.45 s.83 6.27

I
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Table 1. Example of methodology.

Roadway Characte¡istic G2 df Significance Level
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well in line with the expectatlons. An increase
traffic volune results ín more âccidents.

Annual èccident Rate per Kilo¡neter
Volume of
ltotor i zed
Bicvcles
<2 50
250-700
700-I000
>1000

lled ian
v{ idLh
(m)

<2.3
>2.3

847

in

Average daily traffic volume
Points of conflict
Type of obstacle
Ho¡izontal curve
Obstacle distance
Parallel facility
Environment feâtues
Median width
Sight distance
Profile narrowings
Truck percentage
Shoulder width
PaYement width
Pavement
Lane width
Permitted speed
Gradient
Discontinuities

266.90 6
94.32 3

102.00 6
63.81 2
7 5.33 4
54.64 4
40,41 3
49.33 4
49.30 5

9.93 l
12.74 3

15.96 5

10,27 7
18.50 7
l0.l 3 6
0.67 I
0.29 I
0.26 2

>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999

0.997
0.995
0.994

'v0.80
0.99
0.90

'v0.60
.!0.40

"v0.20

<2000 2000-4000 4000-6000 >6000
Motor Motor lr{otor liotor
Vehicles vehicles Vehicles Vehicles
1.OO 1.23 1.56 tJ4
I.27
2.99
3,92

I .56
3 .68
4.82

1.98
4.66
6.12

2.2I
5.20
6.82

Observed results are presented in the table
below. In this tabte the wiilth of the bicycle lane
and the ¡¡idth of the nedian between bicycle lane and
roadway are included:

Accident Rate
by Bicycle
Lane lilidth
<2.7m >2.7m
1.00 l_.68
0.81 0.73line and the first column might suggest that the

accident rate decreases hríth an increase of the
traffic volutne. The second column and last line
also present a rather illogical picture. The reason
ls that other roadway characterlstics also affect
the occurrence of accídents. This effect cannot be
demonstrated in a two-di¡nensional table.

In the first tabl"e in the next colunn, the moilel
results are shown. The tâble is the result of
multiplying the estimated coefficients for notor
vehicle volume by those for motorized bicycl_e volume
(Table 2). The effect of other roadway features was
incorporated in the other esti¡nated coefficients but
is omitted from this table. The ¡nodel results are

Table 2. Estimation results for roads that have a bicycle lane
on one side,

Factor

The wider a bicycle lane with a narrow median width,
the more dangerous it is. This table has led to the
hypothesis of interaction. Consequently, coeffi-
cients i.rere estinated for each cell of the matrix
(so 4). These were included in model results in thefollowing table.

Accident Rate
I'ledian by Bicycle
I,J idth Lane Width
(m) <2.7 m >2.7 m

<2.3 I.00 0.85
>2.3 0.65 0.54

t-Value Between Classes

Class Class I Class 2 Class 3

l. Motor vehicle volume
< 2000
2000-4000
4000-6000
> 6000

2. Bicycle volume
<.250
25 0-700
700- I 000
> 1000

3. Access points, bicycle
lane side

<225 m
>225 m

4. Access points other side
<225 m
>225 m

5. Median bicycle lane
<2.3 m
>2.3 m

6. Width bicycle lane
<2.'7 m
>2.7

7. Pavement bicycle lane
asphalt + concrete
brick pavement

8. Sight distance
I 00 percent
( I 00 percent

9. Obstacle
No obstacle
Othe¡s
Trees, continuous
Trees, discrete * lights

I
2
3
4

I
2

4

t47 66
lsO 98
123 102
129 255

130 105
192 t20
48 83
78 213

135 199
414 232

130 211
4\9 310

31 8 30't
231 214

338 308
211 213

4tl 290
61 73
s5 120
22 38

1.00
1 .23 1.29
1.56 3.02
1.74 3.02

1.00
|.27 1.83
7.99 8.66
3.92 9.69

1.00
0.89 0.64

1.00
0.97 0.17

1.00
0.ó5 3.13

1.00
0.85 0.9ó

1.00
1.2t 2.03

l 00
1 .1 5 1.23

1.00
I .l 5 0.85
t.57 3.84
1.66 2.85

1.68
2.31 0.85

5.35 -9.35 1.94

I
2

2r5 281
334 240

235 230
314 291

I
2

I
2
3
4

1.81
1.5 I 0.33

Note: L=totalsegm-enllength(km)weightedbytheanârysisperiod,y=nuñberofaccidenrspe.clâss,
and C = coelficients estimåled.
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If the cells outside the diagonal are multiplied
(0.85 x 0.65 = 0.55), this value differs little from
the estimated value of 0.54. Consequently' the
assumed interaction apparently does not exist' In
the final estimation (presented in Table 2), there-
forer interaction is not Present.

The estimation results show that wide bicycle
Ianes are safer than narrow ones and that a wide
median is safer than a narroi'¡ oner which is entirely
in line with the expecbations. The ilifference
between model results and observation results must
be attributed to the fact thât apparently, in the
table that shows observational results, other inde-
pendent variables (e.g., volurnes) co¡ne into play as
weIl.

APPLICATION IN SPECIFIC SITUATIONS

In the Netherlands the weighted multiproPortional-

Figure L Bicycle lanes on both sides (T'roads)'

Figure 2. Bicycle lanes on one side (E'roadsl'

Figure 3, Road withor¡t bicycle lanes (Z'roadsl.
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Poisson nodel was used for polderroads in 1974 (14) r

for interurban bicycle traffic in 1978 (IÐ ' antl for
interurban car traffic in 1979 (16).

Interurban Bicvcle Traffic

The study investigated 1774 accidents to motorized
cyclists that resulted in severe injuries, so¡ne of
which were fatal. The accidents hâve been taken
from the nâtional accidents survey of accidents per
road segrnent. The roadway characteristics have been
determined by a direct survey. The role of second-
ary and tertiary roads outside the built-up area
(with a total length of 2439 krn) in these accidents
was studied. Some are roads with bicycle lanes on
both sides (T-roads) (Figure l), some are roads with
bicycle lanes on one side (E-roads) (Figure 2) r and
so¡ne âre roads wíthout lanes (Z-roads) (Figure 3).

The inventory unit used was a road segment' À

segment is a Part of the road between intersections
or junctions wíth public roads within r¡hich there
are no changes in the nost imPortant characteristics
of the roaCl. It has a maxinum length of 200 m' A

distinction was tnade bethreen roads l¡ithout bicycle
facilitiès, roads with a separate (i.e. ¡ reservation
in between) bicycle lane on one side, ancl roads with
separate bicycle lanes on both sí¿les.

Some of the most irnportant results are as follows:

1. The Probability of accidents is greatly influ-
enced by the motor vehicle volutne. Average daily
traffic volumes were usedi the volume at the ti¡ne of
the accident could not be used because data were

lacking. The influence of the volune on accidents
is considerably greater for roatls without bicycle
facitities lfactor I in Tabtes 2 and 3 (for illus-
tration' only the results for E- and Z-roads are
given) l.

2. An increase in the bicycle volume greatly
increases the probability of accidents (Tables 2 and

3, factor 2).
3. The probability of accidents is greater on

roads with a Ítide bicycle lane ancl a narrow nedian
than on roads with a less-wide bicycle lane and a

wider nedian. This is particularly true for roads
that have a bicycle lane on one side.

4. Roads that have nany access Points generate
significantly more acci¿lents than roads that have

few or no access points (factor 3t Table 2r and

factors 3 and 4, Table 3).
5. The influence of parking bays, bus stopst and

so on is not significant on roa¿ls that have bicycle
facilities on one side or on both si¿les as could be

expected because there are no conflicts. On roads
wilhout bicycle facitities the Probability of acci-
dents is increased by more than 20 percent (see

Table 3).
6. The influence of the presence or absence of an

edge marking could not be proved (see Table 3'
factor 6).

No significant Ínfluence could be demonstrated for
other inftuence factors.

The model coefficients found are suitable for
calculating the probability of accldents on a seg-
rnent of a certain tyPe. The ¡nethod can âIso be used

to deterrûine whether no facilities, facilities on

one side, or facilities on both sides are better'

rnterurban Car Traffic

The following data are cited fron Jager and Gijsbers
(LO.). The study was concerned with 1545 accidents
tIãt caused severe injuries, sone of which were

fatal' on two-lane or equivalent roads maintaineil by

the national or provincial governments (I300 k¡n) '
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Table 3. Estimation results for road3 that do not have
bicyde lanes.
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Factor Class C

t-Value Between Classes

Class I Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

l. Motor vehicle volume
<1000
I 00G2000
2000-3000
> 3000

2. Bicycle volume
< 150
t 50-25 0
250-5 00
500-700
> 700

3. Access points
>500 m
225-500 m
<225 m

4. Two lanes width
<5.0 m
5.G6.0 m
6.0-7.0 m
>7.0 m

5. Pavement of the ¡oad
Asphalt * concrete
Brick pavement

6. Parking bays, bus stops
Yes
No

7. Marking
Yes
No

8. Sight distance
100 percent
< I 00 percent

9. Obstacle
No obstacle
Othe¡s
Trees, continuous
Trees, disc¡ete + Iights

I

3
4

I
2
3
4
5

I
2
3

469
318
t99

644
664

675
634

74
180
227

1.00
|.34 2.13
2.05 5.'12 4.28
3.2t 7 .s5 7 .48 4.69

35'7 82
266 110
363 185
161 125
t63 221

356 r 10
399 I 95
553 418

231 87
6t I 304
394 285
72 47

L00
l 6l
1.62
l.9s
2.85

iot -3.11 0.03
5.02 1.38 1.79
6.94 4.16 5.57 i.o,

1.00
t.4t 2.42
1.69 4.60 1 .69

1.00
0.90 0.70
I .09 0.5 5 t .68
0.91 0.44 0.07 0.96

I.00
1.22 | .37

t.00
0.78 2.64

1.00
0.97 0.41

1.00
l.l I I .56

1.00
l.l9 t.'74
1.3 I 2.57 0.95
t.'72 4.68 2.80 1.69

Note: L = total segment length (km) weighted by the analysis period, y = number of accidents per class, and
C = coeffìcie¡ls estimated.

I
2
3

4

I
2

I
2

4

1234
74

I 054
255

657
66

583
140

376
347

308
415

693 301
212 135
253 175
150 112

Figure 4. Road characteristícs of cross section,

To obtain a unit of analysis inventory, the road
neti.rork r.ras subdivided into Lengths of approximately
I00 m. The analysis was carried out on segments of
roads, most of \dhich were 200 n in length. The used
road characteristics in a cross section are given in
Figure 4. Table 4 presents the estimation results.

As may be expected, the average dail-y traffic
volume (factor I in Table 4) is by far the most-i¡rr
portant explanatory variable. The accident density
is approximately a factor 3 highêr on roads that
have an average daily traffic volume of nore than
9000 motor vehicles than on roads that have a volume
lower than 3000 motor vehicles/24 h (provided all
other roadvray features are equal). The accident
density hardly increases r.ríth an increase of the
intensity over 10 000 notor vehicles,/2  h. These

analysis results scarcely differ fro¡n the con-
cLusions that can be drah'n frorn West German and
Danish studies (5,12-19.) .

If the regression coefficients are normalized by
traffic performance (roughly speaking this means
dividing by volume), those roads that have a high
volume are safer than roads that have relatively lovr
üolume, íf all other features are the same.

The two-lane width does not significantly influ-
ence the accident density¡ whereas the pavenent
rdidth and shoulder width do (factor 3), although the
pavenent width less so than the shoulder width. The
two-lanè width, therefore, seems to influence the
accident density nuch less than does Èhe paved
shoulder width. The effects found for the shoul¿ler
width are significant in atl cases. A paved shoul-
der width smaller than 0.85 n produces a greater
probability of accidents than does a wider paved
shoulder. The accident density is not significantly
changed by increasing the wídth of shoulders of
I.8-2.0 m wide. The accident density is as much for
roads that have a shoulder v¡idth of 1.8-2.0 m as for
roads lhat have considerabl-y wider shoulders.
within the classes smaller than 0.9 m, the widths of
0.4-0.5 m appear to be significantly safer than the
slightly wider (0.6-0.8 m) or the slight1y narrower
(<0.3 n) widths. The results found for the lane
vridth are not in line with the concLusion drawn from
other studies; i.e. r that the traffic safety in-
creases with an increase of the lane width.

The various researchers, however, do not cone to
the same conclusion concerning the relation betvreen
lane wídth and accident density: Foody and Iong
(?9) have found a linear relationr Dart and ¡*tann (3)
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Table 4. Estimation results for lane-w¡dú study'
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Factor Class

t-Value Between Classes

Class I Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5

l. Motor vehicle volume
< 3000
3000-3999
4000-5999
6000-7999
8000-9499
> 9500

2. Truck percentage
< 20 percent
>20 petcent

3. Paved shoulder width
>0.85 m
<0.85 m

4. Obstacle distance
Absent
2.5-3.5 m
<2.5 m

5. Median width
Absent
>4.0 m
<4.0 m

6. Type of obstacle
Absent
Other
Open row of trees
Row of [ghting columns

7. Sight distance
> 900 m in both directions
Other

8. Pavement
Concrete
Asphalt

9. Horizontal curvature
> 1500 m
750-1499 m
<7 49 rî

10. Poirts of conflict
Absent + crossings
Access points
Inte¡sections

I l. P¡ofile narrowings
Absent
Present

1

2

256 172 1.00
t77 156 1.23
282 329 1.55
238 329 2.07
tz3 236 2.72
130 323 3.1 I

1003 t253 1.00
204 292 l.l4

l3l 136 1.00
107't 1409 1.22

39 37 1.00
t012 1197 L21
156 31 1 1.43

653
4t2
t43

103 1.00
612 l.l5
230 0.98

l¡r--
4.48 2.37
7.59 5.30 3.5ó
9.83 7.56 6.32
1t.57 9.29 8.48

1_89

i:s , -

1 .13
1.96 2.20

2.29
0.25 1.93

itt -5.05 0.52

I
2

'7 64 829 1 .00
3t2 453 1.03 0.44
87 145 1.26 2.41
4't I l8 1.35 2.62

263 258 1.00
945 1281 1.14

z.o+ -2.4t 0.52

i'o

irs

1.91

I
2

I
2

121 195 1.00
1086 1350 0.85 1.99

982 1t4l 1.00
128 198 1.25 2.29
96 206 |.64 6.29

1073 1261 1.00
I l I 206 1.32 3.45
24 78 2.65 8.25

1178 1487 1.00
29 58 1.48 2.90

Note: L=totalsegmentlength(km)weightedbytheânâlysisperiod,Y=numbe¡ofaccidentsperclass,and
C = coefficients estimated.

and Nilsson (41 have found a parabolic relation;
and Silyanov (22) has concluded a hyperbolic rela-
tion. On the whole the results for shoulder width
and pavement width are in keeping with the con-
clusions drawn from the study of 1itêrature [Bitzl
(I7r18), Foody and Long (29), and Silyanov (22)1.

The type of obstacte (faclor 6 in Table 4) sig-
nificantly influences the accident density. open
rows of trees and rows of lighting columns sig-
nificantly increase the probability of accidents by
26 percent. with regard to the effects of the rows
of lighÈing colunns, a reservation should be made.
In general¡ lighting is used along notorways only if
the traffic volume in conjunction with the road
situation catls for such a provision.

The obstacle distance (factor 4) significantly
influences the accident density. The distance from
the inner side of the edge narking of the lane to
the first obstacle ín the shoulder is used as a

measure for the obstacle distance. The analysis
makes obvious that the accident density decreases
with an increase of the obstacle distance. The
accident density for obstacle distances smaller than
2.5 ¡n was found to differ significantly from that
for obstacle distances greater than 2.5 n. Signifi-
cant differences in acci¿lent density could be found
neither for obstacle distances betv¡een 0 and 2.5 m

nor for those greater than 2.5 m.

The presence of most tYPes of conflict points
(factor 10) significantly íncreases the accident
density. After traffic volune, this road feature
influences the accidênt density nost. A distinction
was made between the following points of conflict:

1. Pedestrian crossings and bicycle crossings,
both with and vrithou! traffic lights, and crossings
for mixed traffic;

2. Residential and agrarian access points and
minor intersectionsi and

3. Type B intersections (intersecÈions without
road signs and without changes in their cross sec-
tions).

Access points and B-type intersections significantly
inftuence the accident density. The presence of
type B intersections increases the accident density
considerably more than that of access Points.

Horizontal curves (factor 9) that have a radius
greater than 1"500 m do not affect the âccident
density. With a decrease in the hÕrizontal radius'
the accialent density increases significantly.

The sight distance (factor 7) significantly
affecls the accident density. À sight distance
greater than 900 m is significantly safêr than a

more-restricted one. !iith a further clecrease of
sight distânces s¡naller than 900 m, the increase of
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the probability of accidents was found to be insig-
nificant. From other studies (5), it ãppeared that
sight distances smaller than 400 rn result in a
higher accident density than do sight distances
greater than this. The literature study showed that
sight distancea greater than 400 m hardly affect the
accident density at all.

Beside the roadway features mentioned, the median
width (factor 5), the type of pavement (factor 8) r
the truck percentage (factor 21, and the profile
narrowings also affect the probabitity of accidents,
though to a less extent. For some features no
reIãtion to the probability of accidents can be
demonstrated. This applies to the legatty permitted
maximu¡n speed and the presence of grades.

EVALUÀTION

The vreighted multiproportional- poisson model pre-
sented here has yielded practical results when used
in t,raffic situations with few accidents. Road and
traffic characteristics affect the occurrence of
accidents substantially. The estimated results
enable the traffic engineer to design and evaluate
safety measures.
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Conceptual Development of Exposure Measures

for Evaluating Highway SafetY

MYUNG-SOON CHANG

An overview of exposure measures such as d¡stance, time, traffic volume, ve'
hicle hours, and vehicle miles used in the past for êvaluating acc¡dents on high'
ways and ¡ntersest¡ons is presented, Their inadequacy and insufficiency are

discussed, The conceptual exposure measures for evaluat¡ng highway safety
are presented for the sections between signal¡zed ¡ntersect¡ons and at ¡ntersec'

tions. Exposure measure is suggested to include all highway and traffic elements

that affect acc¡dents in the highway-traffic-env¡ronment system. Also suggested

¡s thât the number of accidents is the square of the exposûre measure that op'
erates in the highway-traff¡c-envitonment system.

Accident ínfor¡nation is required for a variety of
safety activities undertaken by states and Locali-
ties. This infornation assists in identification of
safety proble¡ns, establishmênt of priority locations
for safety inprovements, and evaluation of specific
accident countermeasures. Although this infor¡nation
is essential' sone basic problems exist. Accurate
accident data are difficult to obtain and, in some

cases, totally unavailable. In addition, accident
data must be co¡nbined with exposure measures in
order to place the accident infor¡nation in perspec-
tive so that the effects of various highway and
traffic elements on accident risk can be explicitly
conpared within or between classifications of inter-
est.

For a long time, highway engineers and re-
searchers have realized the necessity of acci-
dent-exposure measures. Thorpe (l) , in 1967,
pointecl out that the tack of knowledge on accident-
exposure measures severely hämPers accident-reduc-
tion efforts. Unless the exPosure is known, thê
relative hazards of various situations cannot be
compared.

To use accident data without using the appropri-
ate exposure measure can be misleading. Council and
others (!) reported that a sinple tally of accidents
indicates that daytime accidents are more frequent
than nighttine accidents. However' when mileage
driven during the two periods is consideredr the
indication is reversed and bhe risk of a nighttime
accident is about twice thaÈ of a daytine accident.
The use of the appropriate type of exposure measure
not only ctarifies the relation but sometimes alters
the conclusion.

Carroll (3) explained that the primary use of
exposure data was the identification of highway
safety problems and evaluation of various counter-
measures. Exposure ¿lata are needed to determine the
optimun cost-effectiveness with respect to the
classifications of the types of roadwaysr vehicles'
accidents, and the environment.

Carroll and others (4) defined exPosure as the
frequency of traffic events that create a risk of
accidents' tneasured in vehicle miles of travel
(VMT). Vehicle rnil-eage appears to be the prevalent
choice to measure the amount of risk for accidents.
Howevêr' a simple argument shows that this is nei-
ther the always acceptable choice nor necessarily
the best choice. For example, a car that is driven
slower than another car over the same distance' all-
other things being equal, vtitl tneet more on-coming
cars than wiIl the other and will therefore have
nore possibilities of getting into certain types of
accidents. This exa¡np1e points ou! that the time
spent on the roâd aPPears to be a better measure of
the exposure than mileage. However, both are not

perfect exposure measures: The sa¡ne ånount of miles
or tine spent on a road that has fewer intersections
is less dangerous than the same exposure on a road
that has more intersections, as evidenced by the
lower accident rates on 1i¡nited-access highways.
Thereforer Joksch (5) points out that development of
a measure of exposure that conbines tine or mileage
with other relevant factors would be desirable.

Haight (6) refines exPosure further by relating
the size and power of vehicles in the traffic
strean, the age and experience of the drivers,
weather conditíons, time of day, and various classes
of accidents. !'tany factors of the road transporta-
tion system could reasonably enter into a definition
of exposure. The unanswered problem is in determin-
ing what these factors are and what importance
should be attached to each.

Exposure measures to evaluate the number of
accídents experienced by an individual or grouP of
individuals are not of interest in this study. In
other words, the concePt of accident proneness (7)
(i.e., those situations where some individual-s are
more likely to have an accident than others due to
some characteristic property of theirs) will not be
considered.

Highways will be classified into two segments in
this paper: sections between signalized intersec-
tions and sections at intersections. An overview of
exposure measures used ín the Past for these two
segments is Presented. conceptual exposure measures
to account for accj.dent risk ín the highway-traf-
fic-environment system are suggested.

EXPOSURE MEASURES USED BETWEEN SIGNAL]ZED

INTERSECTIONS

several exposure ¡neasures have been enployed for the
area between signalized intersections in the past.
These exposure measures are mainly in the forrn of
distance' tiner traffic volume, and the interaction
(or produc!) of these elements such as vehicle miles
and vehicle hours.

D is tanc e

The exposure measure in terms of distance is ex-
pressed in rniles. Accident rate will be expressed
ín accidents Per rnile as follows!

R= A/L (l)

where

R = accident rate'
A = nu¡nber of annual accidents, ånd
L = section length (¡niles).

we assume by using this measure that longer
sections have a higher risk of âccidents than
shorter sections. However, in highway environnents,
trhen the traffic volume on intersecting driveways
and side streets increâses, lèngths of the noncon-
trolled sections become smaller due to the need for
traffic control devices such as signals. In other
words, the natural evolution of traffic development
makes the shorter highway sections more dangerous
than the longer highway section. This is easily
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seen in the dichotomy of urban and rural highways,
in which the former has shorter sections and the
latter has longer sections. In addition, the mean-
ingful-ness of the exposure measure is reduced as the
distance over which the rate is computed becomes
smaller. This means that, at a single point, the
mil-eage-based accident rates are cornpleteJ.y meaning-
less.

One possible improvement in the expression of an
accident rate in terms of section length is one that
involves both the length of section and the number
of conflicting movements that operate along the
sections. This wiIl be accomplished by using mea-
sures such as the nunber of access points, access
trips to and from commercial driveways, and the
ratio of access trips to through trips (8).

Time

The exposure measure in terns of time is expressed
as the number of hours driven, which can be derived
mathematically by the division of section length by
average speed as foLlows:

R = A(L/s) Q)

where S is the average speed in rnil_es per hour, and
others are defined previously.

The use of time as an exposure measure is based
on the assumption that an increase in time spent on
the road is accompanied by an increase in accident
risk. However, higher speeds are, in general, more
dangerous than lower speeds. Since estimation of
speed on an individual basis is not of interest,
estimation on a highway system basis will 1eãd to
veh;'.cLe hours of operation as follows:
R = A(vM/s) = A/vH (3)

where VI"l is the vehicle mites obtained by traffic
volume times section length and VH ís the vehicle
hours spent on the highway system.

The exposure measure of vehicle hours takes ínto
account the time drivers spend on the highway sys-
tem. Although vehicle hours of operation is usefut
to analyze vehicle reliability among different
transportation modes, it does not appear to be a
good exposure measure for highgray systems. T\ro
reasons can be cited for its inappropriateness (9).
The first is that not aI1 tine spent in travel is of
equal accident risk. The second is that it tends to
neglect those highway accidents that occur during
reJ-atively short time periods.

A possible alternative approach to expressing
accident rates in terms of the effect of tine spent
on the highway would be a technique that adjusts the
numerator as opposed to the denoninator. In other
wordsr the time spent effect can be appropriately
taken into account by the classification of daytime
versus nighttime accidents, dry-pavement versus
wet-pavement accidents, and accidents caused by
different vehicle types due to different speeds.
within this classification¡ vehicle hours may be
analyzed as one of several factors.

Traffic Volume

The exposure neasure in terms of traffic voLume is
usually reported as annual average daily traffic
(A.ADT) , peak-hour volume (pHV), and off-peak-hour
volume (OPHV). The accident råte is defined as
follows:

R=A/v G)

where V is the traffic volume in the form of AÀDT,
PHV, or OPHV.
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Numerous studies show high correlation arnong
AADT, PHV, and daytine OPHV (8,11) r therefore, the
use of one of these three volune classes may be
sat isfactory.

The èxposure measure of traffic volume takes into
account t.he ínteraction effect anong vehicles be-
cause it is assumed that accident risk increases as
volume increases. However, as traffic volume in-
creases toward capacity, accident risk decreases.
In addition, as traffic volume increases, single-ve-
hicle accidents, in generaL, decrease. For example,
Chapman (9) reported the enpirical relation by using
New Zealand data, as follows:

p = exp (-0.000 865V) (s)

where p is the proportion of single-vehicle acci-
dents to aII accidents and V is the traffic volume
per hour in both directions.

The proper approach to express accident rate in
terns of traffic volumê is to separate the numerator
into síngIe-vehicle versus multiple-vehicle acci-
dents, vehicle types such as trucks and cars, and
combinations of these classifications. Within this
classification, traffic volume may be analyzed as
one of several factors.

Vehicle Miles

The most commonly used exposure measure ín accident
rates is vehicle niLes. The expression for this
measure is as follows:

R = A/vM (6)

Note that the magnitude of the consÈant, such as 100
million vehicle miles or million vehicle miles, in
no way affects the relative comparison of accident
r ates .

It is assumed in this exposure neasure that
accident risk increases as more vehicles travel ¡nore
miles. However, conceptually the assumption itself
appears to be incorrect. As is reported by many
studies on accident J.ikelihood, the probability or
possibility of a dri.ver who has extensive driving
experience being involved in an accident is far
lower than that of a younger driver r.rho has less
driving experience. Although part of the reason is
attributable to driver characteristics, creenberg
(f2) showed the existance of an accident-experience
Learning curve. He indi.cat-ed that the number of
accidents per mile decreases as the cu¡nulative
mileage increases and conpares this with industriat
learning curves of occupationat injury as it reÌates
to cumulative volume of production. In addition, an
exposure measure of vehicle ¡niles does not take into
account the different risks associated with híghway
geonetry and their inÈeraction with traffic volumê.

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPIT{ENT OF EXPOSURE MEASURES

From an overview, it appears that conventional
exposure measures of accidents are either inappro-
priate or insufficient. Conventionally, an exposure
measure is treatèd exclusively of highvray geometrics
and the roadway environment. The variables typi-
caIIy used for exposure measures were timer dis-
tance, traffic volurne, and the product of these
elements. However, as pointed out, many aspects of
the highway-traffic-environmênt system enter into
the exposrrre measr¡Ì-e. The question is, What highway
and traffic elements should be included in exposure
measures and of what importance and relation are
these variables to accident risk?

Previously, an induced exposure measure first
suggested by Thorpe (I) and modified by Haight (6)
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hâd received attention due to the difficulty in
estimating accurate exposure ¡neasures by driver and

vehicle types. Howevêr' the induced exposure mea-

sure suggested can only indicate what irnportance
each of the variabtes of interest has relative to
other variables on acci¿lent risk. Aside fron the
validity of the assumPtion and limitations on the
appticabilíty of accident causative factors, it
cannot determine the functional relãtion of the
variables to explain accident risk. As Pointed out
by carr (1I), "The best neasure of exPosure is
clearly some for¡n of site-matching in a rigorously
controlled, exPert investigation. " Accídent rates
âre expressed as follows:

A/E(x) = f(x)

where

A = annual number of accidents,
E(x) = exposure measure as a function of x,
f (x) = accident rate as a function of x, and

x = highway and traffic elements that affect
åccidents.

As nentioned' typical variables used for the expo-
sure neasure function tE (x) I were time ' distance,
traffic volume, and the product of these ele¡nents'
However, many factors in the highway-traffic-envi-
ronment system enter into exposure measures that
represent Potential accídent risk.

Let E(x) in Equation 7 be a linear combi.nation of
variables related to the accident risk. Then,

E(x)=a+b1x1 + b2x2 r... + bnxn

where a¡bi are constant (i = Ir...rn) and xi is
the exposure variable (i = I,...'n).

Then, each bi witl represent the different
weights associated with accident risk that cor-
respond to each exposure variable xi. Further-
more' the function f(x) in Equation 7 is also com-
posed of variables to indicate the different
contribution of accident rate for each exposure
variable that exists in the highway-traffic-environ-
nent system. Therefore, the two functions E(x) and

f (x) should be equal because a variable could not
possess different weights associated with accident
risk. That is,
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due to vehicles attemPts to enter or leave side
streets or adjacent land use activities, (c) lane-
width accidents due to roadway geometry and maneu-

vering skills, and (d) Iane-maneuver accidents as a

subset of lane-width accidents to cover lane-en-
croachnent and lane-changing accidents. It becornes

apparent in grouping accident data that accidents
that involve flow interruptions are not related to
Iane width.

The study analyzed four types of accident ex-
posure measures. These are vehicle accidents per
year, annual vehicle accidents per miIe, ânnual
vehicle accidents per 100 nillion vehicle miles, and
the square root of the annual vehicle accidents.

By using multiple linear regression' the analysis
obtained statistically significant independent
variables and a coefficient of multiple determina-
tion (R2) for various accident modèIs. The depen-
dent variables used are as follows:

RVAPY = sguare root transform of total vêhicle
accidents Per Year'

VAPY = total vehicle accidents per year,
VAP!1 = total vehicle accidents per year per

nile 'VART = total vehicle accidents per year Per 100

million vehicle niles,
RFIAPY = square rÕot trânsform of florrinterrup-

tion accidents Per Year,
FIAPY = florrinterruption accidents per year,
FIAPM = flow-itrterruption accidents per year per

ni le,
FIART = flow-interruption accidents per year Per

I00 million vehicle miles, -

RLhIAPY = square root transform of lane-width acci-
dents Per Year,

LWAPY = Lane-width accidents per year,
LwÀPtrr = Iane-width accidents per year per mile,
LWÀRT = Iane-width accidents per year per 100

million vebicle miles,
RI¡4APY = square root transform of lane-¡naneuver

accidents Per Year'
LMÀPY = lane-maneuver accidents per year,
LltAPl4 = lane-maneuver accidents per year per

míIe, and
L!4ÀRT = Iane-¡naneuver accidents Per year per 100

nillion vehicle miles.

The independent variables used are as follows:

(7)

(8)

E(x) = f(x)

Substitution of Equation 9

A = f2(x) = E2(x) or \Ã= E(x) = f(x)

(e)

into Equation 7 yields

(t 0)

Equation I0 shows that the annual nu¡nber of acci-
dents is the funcEion of the square of the exposure
measure that is the combination of variables. Note
that the concept ís equally âpplicable to both
linear and nonlinear combinatÍons of variables'

Empirical Evaluation of Exposure ltleasure Used Between
s ignalized Intersections

The concept is enpirically supported from the study
by Heimbach and others (8) by using the North Caro-
Iina accident data. The objective of the study was

to investigate the effect of lane width on traffic
operaÈions and accidents on urban four-lane arte-
rials. Sites were limited bet\'¡een signalized inter-
sections that are not influenced by traffic signals.
Accident data were classified into four groups based

on the initial classification of 17 accident types.
They were (a) al-l accidents, (b) flow-interruption
âccidents incLudinq rear-end accidents and accidents

NNINT = nunber of side street
mile,

ATCDW = number of access triPs
rnercial drivewaYs¡

ADT = averaqe daiIY traffic,
HR = squâre root of the sum

horizontal direc!ion'
VR = square root of the sum

vertical elevation,
Lw = total traffic tane widths¡

NINT = nunber of sicle street intersections'
TACR = total access trip conflict ratio (surn

of access triPs divided bY ÀDT), and
NATCDW = number of access trips to an¿l from com-

¡nerciat drivewaYs Per mile.

Table I shows that the models that involve the
square root of the annual nunber of accidents
(RVAPY, RI'IAPY, RL$IAPY, RI¡'!APY) not only had the
greatest explained variation (see R2) but also
dernonstrated the variables attributable to different
accidenb tyPes. For exanple, the flow-interruPtion
accidents (about three-quarters of a1I accidents)
that involved rear-end accidents and accidents due

to vehicLes entering or leaving side streets and

driveways are not associated with highway geometric

intersections Per

to and fro¡n com-

of the changes in

of the changes in
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Table 1. Comparison of accident rate models,
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Grouping
Dependent IndependentVariables
Variables Significant at û = 0.10

R2 Detransformedå
(Vo) R2 (%\

AII RVAPY
accidents VAPY

VAPM
VART

Flow-inter- RFIPAY
ruption FIAPY
accidents FIAPM

FIART
Lane-width RLWAPY
accidents LWAPY

LWAPM
LWART

Lane-maneu- RLMAPY
veracci- LMAPY
dents LMAPM

LMART

NNINT, ATCDW, ADT, HR, LW, VR
NINT, ATCDW, ADT
NNINT, ATCDW, ADT
TACR, NNINT, NATCDW
NINT, ATCDW, ADT, TACR
NINT, ATCD\ry, ADT
NNINT, NATCDW, ADT
TACR
NINT, ATCDW, ADT, LW, VR, HR
NINT, NCDW, ATCDW, ADT HR
NNINT, ATCDW, ADT LW
NNINT, NNCDW, LW, HR, VR
NNINT, ATCDW, ADT, LW, HR, VR
NINT, ATCDW, ADT
NNINT, ADT, ATCDW
NNINT, ATCDW. LW

12 76
69 NA
58 NA
37 NA
69 76
7O NA
56 NA
23 NA
73 65
63 NA
5'7 NA
49 NA
70 66
6I NA
53 NA
38 NA

elenents. A rather significant association rr,ith
those factors that interrupt steady flow such as (a)
the number of intersections¡ (b) the number of
conflicting movenents due to conmercial driveways,
(c) the average daily trafficr âñd (d) the ratio of
conflicting ¡ûovements to ADT is j.ndicated. However,
lane-wÍdth accidents and Iane-maneuver accidents,
which are assuned to be due to not only traffic
volume but also highvray geometry, revealed exact
relations by such variables as lane hridth, hori-
zontal alignments, and vertical alignnents. How-
ever, other accident-exposure neasures, such as
section length and vehicle miles of travel, failed
not only to explain more variation but also to
relate these relations accurately. The study re-
vealed that accident rate per vehicle mile is the
poorest nodel, in terms of both the teast associa-
tion with the variation for all four accident group-
ings and the nisleading relation with classified
accident characterístics contrary to the general
tendency to take it as granted. If others would
analyze the data by using only accident rates per
vehicle nile, their conclusion ¡{ould be erroneous
and misleading.

The most important thing to note in Table I is
that the different types of dependent variables are
assocíated with different indèpendent variables.
Therefore, for different accident-exposure measures
the countermeasure will be different. Thus, differ-
ent exposures vrill adversely affect the efforts to
improve safety.

Exposure l4easures for Intersections

Each year about half of all accidents that occur in
urban areas takê place at intersections, and in
rural areas about a quarter of atl accidents are
intersection related (I¡). Unsignalized intersec-
tions and signalized intersections have different
risks of different accident types. Universally
accepted is that, in general¡ proportionately more
ângle collisions take place at unsignalized ínter-
sections and more rear-end collisions take place at
signalized inÈersections. The accident-exposure
measure for intersections should reflect these
characteristics, âmong others.

Exposure measures used in the past. for intersec-
tions were based on the concept of conflict points,
defined as the points or sections where te¡o-direc-
tional traffic meets together. These will be points
and sections where crossing, mergíng, and diverging
maneuvers occur. Difference wâs found in the defi-
nition of conflicting maneuvers and the combined
forms of traffic volume. Some treated all crossing,
merging, and diverging movernents as conflict trâf-

aDetransformed is lhe p¡ocess of converting RVApy to VApy by using significart figúe.

ficr and others considered one or more of them as
conflict traffic. A1so, sone treated conflict
traffic volume separately and others considered them
as the sum of one or more approach-Ieg traffic
volunes.

Note that these exposure neasures, based on
collision points, are only applicable to muttivehi-
cle accidents and not to single-vehicle accidents.
Of course, single-vehLcle accidents should be looked
on as a function of a traffic volume not of a pair
of conflicting volumes. In both cases, other ele_
ments that operate at the intersectionr such as
traffic control devices, speed, and geonetry, should
be examined.

Unsígnalized Intersections

crossman (I4) defined collision points as conflictpoints in crossing maneuvers only. The exposure
index at an intersecÈion is defined as the total
surunation of the pairs of traffic volumes (ÀOf¡ ¿¡these collision poj.nts. Surti (lg) üsed the samecollision-points concept but ad¿ed the nerging
maneuver. He used the product of the pair of traf_
fic volu¡nes at collision points by using peak_hour
volurne. However, he did not differentlate Èhe
different likelihood of accidents for different
maneuvers.

Peleg (ll.) proposed collision points as the
conflict points for crossing, merging, and diverging
naneuvers. He consi.dered an exposure measure as the
product of the total nu¡nber of vehicles per hour and
the total nurnber of collision poinÈs. Howeverr this
approach neglects that not alt of the traffic at the
intersection is in conflict at every collision point.

some researchers approached intersection accídent
exposure as two intersecting conflíct zones instead
of conflictÍng points. From this concept, Chapman
(lZ) proposed an exposure measure at a single con-
flict zone as follows:

E= [1 -exp(-q1t)] [1 -exp(-qrt)]T/t (1 t)

where

E = accident exposure over time T,
q:-rq2 = flows per unit time, and

t = tine taken for a vehicle fron direction I
to pass in front of a vehicle fro¡n direc-
tion 2 plus the time for a vehicle fro¡n
direction 2 to pass in front of a vehicle
fro¡n direction 1.

Holland (fg), who independently used a simllar
aPproach, added overall conflict zones withín a
four-leg intersection and derived the basic equation



+ {[1 -expGq^ta)] [ -exp(-qste)]/t¡]l

where

E=Vr'Vz

The generalization of this equation would be

E=K(Vr'Vz)"

wherecisaconstant.
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below for a range of volunes and turning flows.

E = KVr uVzb (12)

where

E = accident exposure per time unit'
V1rv2 = hourly aggregate najor and ninor

traffic volune' and
Krarb = constants.

Richardson (19) generalized the chaP¡nan (17) and

HoIland (I8) aPProaches by allowing that èither a

direction A vehicle could conceptually hit a direc-
tion B vehicle or vice versa and the directional
speeds could both be different. Richardsonts theo-
retical exPosure formulation is as follows:

E = Tft tl - exp(-qats)l [1 - exp(qsts)]/tg]

4l-

Extension of Exposure Þleasures for Intersections

A logical assu¡nption nay be that different conflict-
ing naneuvers have different accident rísk. Tlto
approaches nay be possible to reflect this assump-
tion. One is to differentiate the different traffic
conflicts and the other is to differentiate the
functional form of interactions between different
traffic confliets. For example, crossinq ¡naneuvers
at intersections rnay have greater accident risk than
other conflicting ¡naneuvers and can be reflected by
the product form while others are reflected as the
su¡n¡nation for¡n. Àlso necessary is lhat the inter-
section geonetric features and other traffic ele-
ments, including traffic control devicesr be in-
cluded for measure¡nent of intersection exposure.
Therefore, the suggested measure of intersection
exposure vrill be oriented as follows:

f{(vi . vi)P ô1i¡r (vi + vi)Q ôii¡,
anã othér intéisection géometric and traffic ele-
ments )

where

p,q = constant (ProbablY, 0 < P < 1)r
k = type of conflict maneuver (crossing,

merging, and diverging), and
6i.ik = 1 if i and j having rnaneuver type k

- are in conflicting directionsr 0 if i and
j having maneuver type k are not in con-
flicting directions.

Signalized Intersections

At signalized intersections, the magnitude of acci-
dent risk dePends not only on conflicting traffic
volumes but aLso on site paraneters such as signal
phases, cycle length, sPlits, Iens size, signal
mountings, and the tyPes of signal actuation. These
components of traffic signals are found to be sig-
nificantly related to traffic accidents at signal-
ized intersections (23,24).

Àn accident exposure neasure is desirable that
can incorporate as many factors as is reasonable to
distinguish varyíng accident experiences at signal-
ized intersections. Thus, the suggested exposure
measure at signalízed intersections vtiII be oriented
as follows¡
r{ (vi ' vi)P 6ii¡, (vi + vj)Q 6ii¡,

otËer iátersãðÈion geoneÉric añd traffic elenents,
and conponents of traffic signals and their opera-
tion )

Note' again, that the exPosure rneâsures for both
unsignalized and signalized intersections should be

developed fro¡n the relation of A = f'z(x) presented
in Equation 10. A v¡ord of caution is added to the
boundary of intersection acciclents that is different
fron study to study. So¡ne studies did not even
nention what distance from the intersection vJas

defined as the point where accidents become inter-
section related. The definition of intersection
accidents with respect to distance to the boundary
should be explicitly established for both the major
and minor streets.

CONCLUSIONS

An overview of exposure measures such as distancer
time, traffic volune' vehicle hoursr and vehicle
mites used in the past for evaluating accidents on

highv¡ays and intersections revealed that they are
inadequate and insufficient primarily for the foL-
Iowing two reasons:

(1 3)

E = acciclent exposure over tine T,

9A,98 = direction A and B flows per unit time,
and

t¡rtg = tine for an A vehicle to clear the
conflict zone and the time for a B vehicle
to clear the confl-ict zone, respectively.

Hodge and Richardson (20) atternpted to evafuate
Richardson's (19) theoreticaL exposure formulation
by using a si¡nulation model. Their si¡nulation
results suggest that the exposure level between tv,o

crossing novements is sinply Proportional to the
product of the intersecting volurne. That is,

(1 4)

(ls)

Tanner (!!) found that c equals 0.5, Leong 122)

suggested c equats 0.42, and Hodge and Richardson
(!!) found c to be equal to I. rn sun¡nary, exPosure
*ã"u."" suggested for unsignalízed intersections in
the past v¡ere as follows. For sinplicity, these are
shordn in mathe¡natical form.

¿ (Vi + vi) ôii Grossman (!!) ,
r (V¡ . vj) 6 { I Surti (þ) ,
ñ'i'v.. . 'p"iåd rrel ,
(V1..-ü2)a Tanner Q!) and others, and
vl- b ' v2 c Horland (!Q) .

where

V = traffic volune,
iri = traffic direction,

N = total number of conflicting points,
vl = major traffic volune,
V, = ninor traffic volume,

arbrc = constants, and
ôi¡ = I if i and j are in conflicting

Pointsr 0 if i and j are not in
conflicting Points.

Note in the âbove sun¡nary that exposure measures
suggested in the past were exclusive of intersection
geometry and other traffic elements except traffic
volume. Also note that the conventional approach
treated crossing, merging, and diverging naneuvers
as having the sãne accident rísk.
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I. Conventional exposure measures 9rere used
exclusive of highway geonetric ând other traffic
elements that affect accident risk and

2. Conventional exposure rneasures failed to
recognize that accident rate ís an equivalent ex-
pression of accident-risk exposure, which operates
in the highway-traffic-environment syste¡n.

For sections between signalized intersections,
the conventional exposure measure of using a single
variable is to be replaced as an exposure rneasure
that can encompass all highway and traffic ele¡nents
that affect accidents. For intersections, the
conventional exposure measure that treats the dif-
ferent traffic conflicts as the sane accident risk
is to be replaced as an exposure measure that can
distinguish the propensiÈy of accident risk of
different traffic conflicts.

Eor both highways and intersections, exposure
measure should contain all highway geonetric and
traffic elements that affect accidents. The number
of accidents is the sguare of the exposure measure
operating in the highway-traffic-environment syste¡n.
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StandardStudy

Abidgment

Road Markings as an Alcohol Countermeasure for

Highway Safety: Field of
and Wide Edgelines

NICHOLAS D. NEDAS. GERALD P. BALCAR, AND PRESTON B. MACY

Reflector¡zed road markings have long been recognized as a cost€ffest¡ve

means of reducing road accidents, part¡cularly at n¡ght. ln recogn¡tion, f¡rst, of

the need to reduce the 50 percent offatal road accidentsthat ¡nvolve alcohol'

impaired drivers, and second, of the high incidence of alcohol ¡mpairment at

night, th¡s study sought to determine whether wider'than-standard edgelines

would serve as an alcohol counte¡measure. A vehicle pos¡t¡onal study was

conducted on two-lane rural roads in northern New Jersey in which four
edgeline width conditions (0,4,6, and 8 in) were evaluated. From lateral po'

s¡tioh measurements taken photographically every 100 ft, driver performance

was analyzed by using six different methods. The 16 male test subiects

each drove twice-once after they consumed placebo drinks [0.00 blood

alcohol concentratrion (BAC)l, and the other t¡me afte¡ they consumed

either placebo dr¡nks or a controlled alcohol dosage (0.05 or 0.08 BACI.

Pr¡or research was corroborated ¡n that the test sub¡ects showed improved

driving performance when edgelines were present and reduced performance

when they were alcohol impaired. The presence of wideÌ'than-standãrd

edgelines was found to ¡ncrementally enhance the benefits derived from

tandard 4-¡n wide edgelines for both unimpaiÌed and alcohol'impaired

drivers. When alcohol is present, even at the relat¡vely low BAC levels ex-

amined in this research, the visual communication l¡nk between the road-

way and the driver is ¡nterrupted. The improved driving performance of

the test sub¡ects in the presence of wide edgelines indicates that strengthen-

ing the visual signal at the road edge may compensate to some degree for
alcohol impairment and hence reduce the risk of accidents, S¡nce the ef-

fects of alcohol on driver vision are similar to the effects of fat¡gue, drugs,

and reduced visual ability due to old age, wide edgelines are likely to also

benêfit those with these other types of impairment.

ÀIcohol is a factor in up to 50 percent of aII fatal
accidents (l) and has historically been counteracted
in the Uníted States by highway safety programs
based on law enforcement, health therapyr and public
education. However, despite the best efforts of
these prograns, the alcohol problem stiIl frustrates
highway safety planners¡ and it is likely that, if
major progress is to be made, new approaches to
solving the problem must be developed.

Recent highway safety research has developed two
basic propositions that are relevant when consider-
ing new solutions (2):

1. It is the abilíty of the driver to negotiate a
hÍghway that is the ultimate consideration in
whether or not an accident wi1l occur, and

2. The most-inporÈant single effect on driver
behavior is the safety Potential of the road itself.

ay using these two propositions as a starting
point, researchers at Potters Industries asked
whether a traffic engineering approach to the road
environ¡¡ent would be effective in combating the
safety problerns of the alcohol-irnpaired driver.

RESEARCH REVIEW

À review of research on alcohol inpairment indicates
that, although the unimpaired driver generally
maintains good visual conmunication with the road-
way, the presence of even small quantities of alco-
hol tends to block this visual J.inkage. Since at
least 90 percent of all guidance information re-
ceived by drivers comes from visual sources (3),
this bLockage creates a critical problen.

Previous research indicates that alcohol affects
drivers through various nechanisns, aII of which
interreact with one another. For exanPle ' the
alcohol-irnpaired driver has relatívely low sensi-
tivity to contrast, so that â1I objects seen along
the highvtây tend to nerge into the sane shading' and

the driver's ability to distinguish one object frorn
another is reduced. In addition, alcohol impairnent
reduces peripheral vision, so that the driver tends
to receíve visual infornatíon only fron the center
of the roadway.

Another result of alcohol impairment is a tun-
nel-vision effect, in that the driver sees the road
as if he or she were looking at it fro¡n inside a

tunnel. Sinultanèously, the irnpaired driver's
visibility dístance is shortened' so that visual
search is concentrated on objects close to the front
of the vehicle. Hence, the driver is not able to
anticipate situations as well as when in an unim-
paired condition.

These problens are compounded because alcohol
reduces the ability to process information. In
addition, the inpaired driver has a relatively
Ínflexible searching strategy when viewing objects
in the roadway. He or she concentrates his or her
visual search strategy on a few items for relatively
long periods of time; in an unirnpaired searching
strategy he or she acquires infor¡nation fron many

objectsr each viewed for relatively short tirne
períods. The atcohol-impaired driver also suffers
so¡ne loss of dynarnic visual acuity, so that objects
in the periphery that are in motion relative to the
vehicle, such as signs and signals, aPpear blurred.
FinatIy, the alcohol-iropairetl driver is relatively
indifferent to deviations in the dríving path. ÀII
drivers tend to lteave to so¡ne extent in the driving
lane, but the vreaving on the part of an irnpaíred
driver is nuch more pronounced, as a result of
taking corrective action rather late' and such
corrections tend to be over-corrections.

AIl of these effects of âlcohol inpairment di-
rectly ímpact the visuat link between the road and

the driver. Potterrs researchers hypothesized that
inproved delineation, particularly at the edge of
the roadvray, would improve the visual Iinkage be-
tvreen the roadway and the atcohol-impaired driver
and reduce the probability of road accidents.
Controlled tests conductecl in both the United States
and Europe have shown that continuous 10-cm wide (4

in) reflectorized road markings at the road edge are
a highly cost-effective rneans of reducing road
accidents. Since these markings are particularly
effective at night, when the highest incidence of
alcohol impairment occurs, it is likeIy that they
are already acting as an alcohol counterrneasure; the
presence of a stronger pattern at the road edge was

considered likeJ.y to have an incre¡nental benefit for
the alcohol-irnpaired driver.

STUDY DESIGN

In order to safely conduct a realistic controlled
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study, it was decided not to conduct either a be-
fore-and-after accident study or a simulator study.
Instead, surrogate ¡neasures of driver perforrnance on
two-lane rural roads vrere studied. Vehicle position
reflects driver performance, and prior research has
shown positional data to be usable in pl_ace of
before-and-after accident data to predict accident
probability.

Research conducted at pennsylvania State Univer_
sity in 1969, by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) ín 1977, and by lllinois in Ig7g, showed
accident rate to be a function of the dríver posi-
tional variabÍ1ity, vehicle positioning in the
center of the lane, and driver-to-driver grouping
14, pp. 276-283¡ !, pp. 85-99; !.). The potrers
Industries research analyzed these performânce
measurements as lrell as measures of driver path
range and average vehicle speed. rn a refinement of
the techniques used Ín the príor research, thís
study evaluated vehicle position photographicatly
every L00 ft in each of the 14 0.8-k¡n (0.5-mile)
test sections. The prior research had measured
vehicle position electronically at only two loca-
tions in each test section.

The study evaluated four edgeline conditions--no
edgeJ,fnes and edgelines 10, 15, and 20 cn (4, 6, and
I in) in width. Thrêe dosage levels of alcohol were
applied--a placebo leve1 of 0.00 blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) and 0.05 and 0.08 BAC. Sixteen
test subjects were selected from among male students
aged 2I-25, who were representative of the híghest-
risk group in the driving population.

During the conduct of the test betrrreen nidníght
and 3¡00 a.n., the test course was closed to traffic
by the police, who were positioned out of sight of
the test subjects. These subjects drove in dual-
controlled test cars and were accompanied by 1i-
censed driving instructors. Each subject drove
terice, and his trÍals vrere separated by one v¡eek.
One trial was in a control condition r.rith the sub-ject only having placebo (0.00 BAC) drinks; the
other trial wâs conducted after the subject consu¡ned
either another placebo or a controlled alcohot
dosage (0.05 or 0.08 BAC).

DATÀ ANALYSIS

More than 9200 neasurements of vehicle position were
collected from the 14 test sections, and the results
of the data analysis illustrate the vital role that
reflectorized edgelines play in visual communication
between the roadway and the drÍver. These benefi-
cial effects are apparent in the fol-Iowing analysis
of the síx measures of driving perfornance for the
l0 curved test sections. Since examínation of the
data for the 4 tangent test sections yielded no
strong concl.usions, they have been o¡nitted from the
subsequent discussion.

Analysis of the driving range was conducted by
segmenting the range into its centrãI 70 percent
increment as well as separate consideration of its
left and right 10 and 5 percent extremes. The
effect of alcohol on the drivers, regardless of
edgeline condition, was Èo increase the range at
both the left and right extremes (Figure I). When
edgeline width was considered, Ít i.ras apparent that
the effect of increasing edgeline wldth was to move
the drivers avray from the edgeline toward the cen-
terline. This occurred for both the placebo-dosed
drivers (0.00 BAC) and drivers dosed to the 0.05 and
0.08 BAC levels. However, this shift tovrard the
centerline did not increase the number of centerline
incursions. Rather, the range was conpressed
against the centerline, so that more dríving was in
the Iâne and centrality of positioning was greater.

When analyzing the statisticaL significance of
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these data (Figure 2), it can be seen that, when the
edgel.ine width increases fron l0 cm (4 in) to 20 cn(8 in), there are no statistically significant
positional changes at the left extreme of the range.
Conversely, only at this increased width of 20 cm
does the right extreme 5 percent of the range show å
statistically significant novement away fro¡n the
edgeline and toward the centerline. This indicates
that, for the best improvenent in driving perfor-
mance, the mini¡num incre¡nental width desired is a
further 10 c¡n rather than merely â 5 cn (2 in)
i ncrement.

The results confírm that alcohol is a safety
hazarð,, and that a standard l0 c¡n-wide ectgeline,
when compared with no edgelines, improves road
safety. However, the analysis also shows that wider
edgelines serve to decrease the driving range even
further than does a standard edgeline, and this
benefit does not cause incursions into the opposite
lane.

lfhen considering positional variability, or the
arnount of vehicle weaving along the roadway, it is
apparent that the affect of alcohol is to increase
the amount of weaving (Figure 3). This, again,
confirms prior research, and sinilarly, the benefits
of standard edgelines conpared ¡¡Íth no edgelines are
confirmed in Èhat a 10-cm wide line reduces vari-
ability for both unirnpaired anil alcohol-impaired
drivers. The presence of a wider edgelÍne serves to
decrease variability even further. The maximum
reduction occurs in the presence of a 20-cn edge_
line. This increnental reduction in variability is
only found consistentJ.y in the presence of a 20-cn
wide edgeline¡ wíth a 15-cm (6-in) wide edgeline
there are sone instances where no reduction in
variability occurs.

Earlier stualies indicate that road safety is
pronoted when drivêrs centralize their position in
the driving lane. Analysis of vehicle mean position
indicates that alcohol acts as a decentratizer by
moving drivers toward the edgeline. Hoerever, for
boÈh the pJ-acebo and dosed drivers, the presence of
standard and wider edgelines was found to move the
driver away from the edgeline and toward the center_
line (FÍgure 4). t¡owever, this movement reaches its
maximurn when a ls-c¡n wide edgeline is present. As
the edgeline width increases to 20-c¡n, drivers shift
back tor.rard the edgeline, although their finalpositions were found to be closer to the centerline
than they had been in the presence of lO-cm edge_
Lines. The potters researchers believe that this
movement results fro¡n drivers being actively aware
of the presence of a 20-cn wide Line at the left
side of a two-lane roadway. As drivers approach the
centerlíne, they are probâbly responding to the
presence of this left side and hence shift back in
their lane tov¡ard a central, position. This effect
vias apparent for all groups of drÍvers and indicates
the superior benefits derived fro¡n a 20-cm wide
edgeline for both the alcohol-impaired and the
unimpaíred drivers, as cotnpared with the lower-in-
cre¡nental benefits of a 15-cm wide edgeline.

Research conducted at pennsylvania State Univer_
sity indicates that, when drivers perform like one
another, the road involved has a high safety poten_
tial because drivers are perceiving the road simi-
1ar1y and hence respond similarly. In this study,
sínilarity or grouping of performance was analyzed
ín terms of individual nean positions. When evalu-
ating these groupings, two effects are apparent
(Figure 5). First, the location of the group shifts
toward the centerline as edgeline width increases,
with the same maximum shift in the presence of a
15-cm wide edgeline as noted when analyzing individ-
ual driver mean positions. Second, the size of the
group is sharply reduced in the presence of wider
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lines for both the alcohol-inpaired and the uni¡n-
paired drivers. In contrast, when standard-width
ãdgelines or no edgelínes are Present, the size of
the group either does not cbange or, in fact, shows

6ome increase in size due to alcohol impairnent'
The reduced group sÍze again denonstrates the bene-
fits of wider edgelines.

Figure 1. Dr¡Yer Path range:

effest of edgelines.

Figure 2. Dr¡ver path range:
analysis of positional changes

at the 80 percent conf¡dence
level.
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Flnallyr the average speed of ¿lrivers in the test
sections ytas analyzed by subject grouPing. No

correlations of speed erith either average position
or driver variabillty were found; the only signifi-
cant conclusion was t¡at, with ealgelines of any
widthr fewer drivers exceeded the Poste¿l speed limit
than when no edgelines $ere Present.
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Figure 4. Driver mean positíonl

Edgsline
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Figure 5. Driver to driver grouping,

FoIlowing the conclusion of the potters posi-
tional and speed analysis, FHWA performed their own
evaluation of the base data. A measure of good
driving was created and analyzed in terms of edge-
line width and degree of alcohol impairment. Two
concLusions were drawn:

1. when drivers were undosed, the presence of
edgelines of any width resulted in more good driving
then occurred without edgelines; and

2. When drivers were dosed to the 0.05 or 0.0g
BAC level, there wäs nore good driving in the pres-
ence of wide edgelines than Ín the presence of
either standard or no edgeJ-ines.

CONCLUSION

If further major progress is to be made in reducing
the annual toll- of fatal highway accidents, then new
efforts must be made to eli¡ninate that half of atl-
fatal accidents that invotve alcohot. This research
exa¡nined an engineering approach to what has tradi-
tionally been considered a law enforcement, health,
and public education problen.

AlcohoL impairnent is known to have an adverse
effect on road safety. The data analysis confirmed
thãt, for alL performance measures, there was a
detrimentãL effect on driver performance when alco-
hol was present. A standard 10-cm (4-in) wide
edgeline, when compared with no edgeline, was found
to provide significant safety benefits, and this
confirmed the results of earlier before-and-after
accident studies on the effectiveness of edgelines.
Wide edgeJ-ines¡ particularly those 20 cm (B in)
wide, were found to provide incremental benefits as
compared with standard-width edgelines, ând these
benefits were provided for both the alcohol-impaired
and thè unimpaired driver (see table below).

0.08 BAC
G roup

0.05 BAC
Group
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Effect of Effect of
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Effect EdgeLine Edgeline

Increase Decrease Decrease
fur the r
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further

Shift to- Shift to- Further shift
ward ward cen- toward cen-
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good more good
driving driving

Beneficial More

Location

FHWA data

Overall

Move
r ight

Reduces
good
dr iv ing

Adverse
benef icia I

A1cohol impairment may wel_I relate to other forms
of impairment, such as fatigue, the use of drugs,
and the reduced visual ability common among older
drivers. Hence, the beneficial effects of wider
edgelines found for the alcohol-impaired driver may
well- extend to drivers who have other types of
impairnent, since the improved driver performance of
our têst subjects in the presence of wide edgelines
indicates that strengthening the visual signal at
the road edge may compensat.e to some degree for
impaÍrrnent and, therefore, reduce the risk of acci-
dents. These results not only corroborate prior
resêarch, but also provide new insight into the
safety benefits of roadway delineation.
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Causal Factors in Railroad-Highway Grade

Crossing Accidents

WI LLIAM D. BERG, KARL KNOBLAUCH, AND WAYNE HUCKE

This study examines the contr¡buting factors of rail-highway grade crossing

acc¡dents at crossings tfiat have flashing light or crossbuck warning devices'

A conceptual model of driver behavior was adapted to the rail-highway grade

doss¡ng situat¡on so that a vehicle'train accident could be dlaracterized in

terms of the event sequence that led to the collision and the prevailing con'

dit¡ons that were believed to have contr¡buted s¡gn¡ficantly to the occurrence

of the accident. A total of 79 veh¡cle'train acc¡dents that occurred in North

Carolina and Wisconsin were reconstructed and analyzed for patterns of

driver error and contribut¡ng factors. The findings revealed thât, at cross'

in$ that have flashers, the credibility of the warn¡ng device is a more im'
portant problem than ¡ts consP¡cu¡ty. Lack of credibility occurs because

of unnecessarily long warn¡ng t¡mes. At crossings that have crossbucks,

driver failure to recognize the presence or approach of a tra¡n was the

most-common problem. The pr¡ncipal contr¡but¡ng factors were low
driver expectancy of a hazard and inadequate quadrant-sight distance.

Potential safety countermeasures were identified based on the contribut'
ing factor patterns.

Despíte extensive research, clifferences in opinion
still re¡nain regarding the major causes of vehicular
accidents at rail-highway grade crossings. Factors
frequently considered as najor contributors to
crossing accidents are (a) inadequate signing and

signals, (b) lack of credibility and conspicuity of
warning devicesr (c) driver inattention or risk-tak-
ingr and (d) alcohol-

The purpose of this study (I) was to identify
patterns of contributing factors for vehicle-train
accidents by using a case-study approach. The term
contributing factor was used in lÍeu of causal fac-
tor to denote a set of prevailing conditions that'
when present, can lead to or be associated with a

type of accident. À causal factor would denote that
the factor was the cause of the accident and once it
vJas present an accident must occur or, converselyr
in its absence an accident wouLcl not occur' The

scope of the research was limíted to crossings that
have crossbuck or flashing-light warning devices
that had recently experienced a vehicle-train acci-
dent. Àccidents that involved alcohol or a stalled
vehicle were excluded. The Presence of aLcohol was

considered to dominate any other contributing fac-
tor. Stalled-vehicle accidents were assumed to be

due to a vehícle breakdown rather than to a driver-
refated error.

RESEARCH APPROACH

A driver behavior moclel was devetoped for the rail-
highway grade crossing situatíon so that a vehicle-
train accident could be characterizecl in terms of
the event sequence that led to the collision and the
prevailing conditions that were believed to have
contributed significantly to the occurrence of the
accident. The assignment of contributing factors
for any given accident required that the operational
steps in the driving guidance ånd control process be

specified futly. Fundamentally, an accident occurs
because a driver is unable to select an aPpropriate
speed and path through a roadway segment or is un-
able to successfully carry out that decision'
Driver error is not the essential considerationt
rather, the prevailing conditions interacted to
create the opportunity for driver error. These pre-
vailing conditions can encompass the fulI range of
driver, vehicLe, and roadway characteristics.

Driver Behavior Model

A useful model for conceptualizing these behavior
relations is one for¡nulated by l4ichaels (21 and

shown in Figure 1. The nodel dePícts the opera-
tional steps in the driving guidance and control
process in the context of a driver-vehicle-roadway
systen. The btocks labeled sensory detection, per-
ception, analytic oPerationsr decisionmaking, and

control resPonse constitute the basic chain of the
driving guidance and control process. A breâkdovtn at
any one of these tasks cån lead to an accident'

The perfor¡nance of these tasks is shown to be a

function of a variety of inforrnation inputs fron the
driver-vehicle-roadway system. In the context of the
rail-highway grade crossing, roadway geonetry in-
cludes the various design features of the street or
hiqhway as well as the crossing itself. Visual field
structure refers to the objects, lines, edges' road
textures, and contrasts within the driverts visual
field. Traffic information includes the velocities
and positions of other vehicles, including approach-
ing trains. Infor¡nation about vehicle response to
adjustments in speed and path are transmitted to the
driver by neans of physical sensations or visual
reading of dashboard instruments. Weather and 1ight
conditions affect the driving process by altering
the avaílable tire-roadway friction as weII as the
anount of information that can be seen and used for
vehicle control.

Traffic control devices, including warning de-
vices at the rail-highway crossing, inform or mis-
inform the driver, depending in part on their con-
spicuity and credibility. The driver's prior knowl-
uãg" influences expectancy regarding various
rail-highway crossing situations and, therefore, the
way in which he or she responds to the hazard pre-
sented by the crossing. VehicLe lype and condiÈion
also influence the response of drivers to hazardous
situations. FinaIIyr the driver's own physioLogical
and psychological state wilI modify the entire guid-
ance and control Process.

Possible driver-vehicle-roadway interactions are
numerous and conplex. If reasonable countermeasures
to accidents at grade cross'ings are to be developed,
then the príncipal interaction patterns that are ac-
tive in the case of vehicle-train accídents nust be

identifiecl, categorized, and interpreted in the con-
text of a systenatic model of driver behavior' For
the purposes of this study, the basic tasks in the
driving guidance and control process rr'ere agqregated
into three ele¡nents: recognition, decision' and ac-
t ion.

ii¡e hypothesized that the occurrence of a vehicle-
train accident was the result of a recognition, de-
cision, or action error. A recognition error was

defined as a breakdown in the detection or percep-
tion of information necessåry to (a) recognize the
presencè or approach of a train and (b) identify the
available actions that i{ould avoid a collision. A

decision error was defined as a breakdown in either
the analysis of that infornation or the selection of
an appropriate co11isíon-avoidance maneuver. For
this type of errorr we assumed thaÈ the necessary
information to perforn these tasks has been detected
and perceived in sufficient tine to make a decision
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Figure 1. Operational steps in dr¡ver gu¡dance and control,
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CLEAR BLOCKS. INFOHMATION INPTJTS
HATCHED BLOCKS - DRIVER GUIDANCE AND CONTROL PROCESS

and cotnplete the maneuver successfully. An action
error was defined as the failure to successfully
execute what would have been an appropriate colli_
sion-avoidance maneuver.

rnformation-Handling Zones

The evaluation of the possible presence of recogni-
tion, decisíon, or action errors associated with
rail-highway crossing accidents reguired that these
basic tasks be considered within the context of a
specific set of tirne-space relations for a vehicle-
train encounter. The principles of infornation-
handling zones as defined by positive-guidance con-
cepts (3) were used for this purpose.

The approach to a grade crossing h,here an acci-
dent had occurred was divided into three zones, as
illusÈrated in Figure 2. An area that extended 15
ft on either side of the centerline of the tracks(centerline of outside sets of tracks in the case of
a multíple-track crossing) rdas defined as the hazard
zone, or the area in which impact between a vehicle
and a train could occur. An area lmnediately up-
stream of the hazard zone e¡as defined ås the non-
recovery zone. The length of thís zone was equiva_
lent to the mininum stopping-sight distance based on
the prevailing surface conditions of the roadway and
the reconstructed initial approach speed of the ve-
hicle prior to the accídent. Located imrnediately up-
stream of the nonrecovery zone was the approach
zone. Its length was equivalent to the difference
between the decision-sight distance (-l) tor theposted or assu¡ned speed limit and the computed
length of the nonrecovery zone.

The rail approach on which the involved train v¡as
noving was also divided into zones. Two critical
zones were defined based on the sight-distance re-
quirements of the involved motorist. The criticat
track zone for a moving vehicle reprêsented the dis-
tance that the involved train would travel during
the time required for the subject motor vehicl€r âp-proaching at the reconstructed initial speed, to
traverse the nonrecovery and hazard zones. The
critícal moving vehícle track zone, therefore, con-

stituted the minimu¡n desirable quadrant-si9ht dis-
tance under the conditions that prevailed for agiven vehicle-traín accident. In the context of thepreviously defined recognition, decision, and action
tasks, safe driving performance would reguire that
the driver recognize an âctivated signal (if pres-
ent) or the approaching train before he or she
entered the nonrecovery zone. If the train had
entered the critical track zone by the time the
driver reached the beginning of the nonrecovery
zone, the appropriate clecision would be to stop. If
the train had yet to reach the critical zone¡ the
driver could maintâin vehicle speed and safely tra-
verse the crossing ahead of the train.

The crÍticaL track zone for a vehicle stopped in-
nediately in advance of the hazard zone represented
the distance that the involved train would travel
during the time required for the motorist to decide
to proceed and then to accelerate and träverse the
hazard zone. The critical stopped vehicle track
zone, therefore, constituted the minimum desirable
stop-line sight distance (9) for the conditions as-
sociated with a given vehicle-train accident. Safe
driving performance would require that a driver who
had stopped at the beginning of the hazard zone must
recognize lrhether or not the approaching train was
within the critical track zone. If the train is in
the critical zone, the appropriate decision would be
to wait until the train has passed. If the train
has yet to enter the critical zone, the driver could
accelerate and traverse the crossing ahead of the
train.

Pre-Crash-Event Seguences

The basic recognition, decision, and action steps of
the driving.guidance and control process ¡,ere inte-
grated within the ínfornation-handling zone frame-
work to produce a set of logic flowcharts that char-
acterize the critical sequence of events that pre-
cede a vehicle-train accident. Each unique event
sequence was to be examined for predoninant pâtterns
of contributing driver-vehicle-roadway factors.
These joint patterns of event sequences and con-

SI,JRFACE CONDITIONS
AND FORCES DUE
TO SPËEO ANO
GEOMETRY

DRIVER PHYSIOLOGICAL
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
SIATE
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Figure 2. Dr¡yer informat¡on'handling zones,
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tributing factors would then serve as the foundation
for charâcterizing the behavorial causes of various
types of vehicle-train accidents' the frequency with
which these patterns apPeared, ând potential coun-
termeasures that might be considered.

Flgure 3 illustrâtes the togÍc flowchart for
event sequences anal categories of driver error at
crossings that have crossbuck warning devices. The

chart shoers an event sequence that goês fron toP to
bottom. At each recogniÈion, decision, or action
point' the alternåtlve Paths are identified. The

chârt, therefore¡ appears as a tree lthose branches
terninate with collislon between the vehicle and
traln. Because each Path or branch is unique¡ the
driver error that resultêd in the accident is iden-
tifleal both by lyPe (recognition, decisionr or ac-
tion) r and by a nurnber that references the specific
event sequence.

For exampler three Possible decision errors were
deflned: D!, D2, ând D3. In each case, the driver
iE believed Èo have recognized the train fro¡n the
approach zone. For the DI and DZ eÊÍots, the driver
recognizes the traln but decldes to naintain hls or
her initial speed and enters the nonrecovery zone.
once withÍn the nonrecovery zoner the driver elther
decides to attempt to traverse the crossing ahead of
lhe approach train (error DI) or decides to nake an
emergency stop by placing the vehicle into a skid
(error D2). fn tbe case of ä D3 error, the driver
stops in advance of the hazaril zone but decldes to
traverse the crossing after the apProaching train
has entered the crÍtica1 track zone. In each of the
above situations, a decision error has been ¡nade.
The prevailing driverr vehlcler and roadway condi-
tions must then be exanined to determine if there is
a plausible exPlanation for the driverrg behavior.

In addition to the three types of decision êElof,¡

Figure 3 iltustrates the event sequences for four
types of recognition errors and tv¡o types of action
errors. Flgure 4 ¿lepicts the similar even sequences
and drÍver errors associated with crossings thaÈ
have flashing-Iight warning devices.

DATA COLLECTION

Case-Êtudy accidents were selected from Wisconsin
and North Carolina because of the completeness and
accessibility of poLíce accident rePorts for 1978
and I9?9 vehicle-train accidents. Crossings that had
experienced accidents were sorted first by type of
warning device (flashing light or crossbuck) and
then by county. In Wisconsin, accident sites were
only identified for the six contiguous southeastern
counties of !¡lilwaukee, Waukeshar Dane' Jeffersont
Rock, and Dodge. This selection was ¡nade to Li¡nit
travel tine between crossing locations during the
field investigations.

The Federal Railroad Ad¡nínistration (FRÀ) was
then contacted to procure the U.S. Departnent of
TransportatÍon-Association of A¡nerican Railroads
crossing inventory informaÈÍon printouts and the FRÀ

rail-highway grade crossing accident-incident re-
ports for each of the accident sites. These rePorts
were subsequently merged with the PoIice accident
reports provided by each state. Based on time and
resource constraints, approxinately 80 accidents
were to be selected for reconstruction and causation
analysis.

rn älisconsin, a random sanple of 22 flashing-
light crossings and 14 crossbuck crossings wås
selected. Ihe 22 flashing-1ight crossings hacl 24

âccidents during 1978 and 1979. The f4 crossbuck
crossings experienced 16 accidents in 1978 ând 1979.

In North Carolina, 19 flashing-Iiqht crossings
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Figure 3. Logic flowchart for dr¡ver error at interactions that have crossbuck warning devices.
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Figure 4. Logic flowchart for driver error at intersections that have flash¡ngl¡ght warning devices.
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were chosen on a rando¡n basis. A sâmple of 20
crossbuck sites was then chosen so that these cross-
ings would cluster around the selected flashing-
light crossings to minimize travel time during the
field studies. Each crossing experienced only one
accident during the tr.ro-year study period.

Each accident site was then visited to collect
data on sight distance, roadway design features' and
roadside conditions that rnight influence driver be-
havior. In additionr each accident wa6 recon-
structed in the cÕntext of the event sequence charts
shown in Figures 3 ancl 4. Procedurallyr this ín-
volved use of skidmark data, reported vehicle and
train approach speeds, and the accident report nar-
rative to establish the action taken by the driver
and the corresponding positions of the vehicle and
train at the critical decision and acÈion points.
Notations were also ¡nade regarding those factors
that night have influenced driver behavior and,
therefore, contributed to the cause of the accident.

CONTRIBUTING FACTOR PATTERNS AND COUNTERI'IEASURES

Each accident vras assigne¿l to one of the pre-crash-
event sequences shown in Figures 3 and 4. In so¡ne

cases, an alternative event sequence was defined due
to incomplete infor¡nation about what the driver
actually recognized and vrhat decision Yras made. By
using information from the site investigations and
accident-reconstruction analyses' the next step was

to list the principal factors that erere believed to
have contributed tÕ the occurrence of each accident.
Based on the relative frequency with which various
factors were cited' patterns of predoninant con-
tributing factors and potential counterneasures were
then identified. The results of this process are
sunmarized in Tables I and 2 and discussed below.
Action errors do not åppear because none of the in-
vestigated accidents was attributable to this type
of error.

Recoqnition Errors at Crossinqs That Have Flashers

of the 43 vehicle-train accidents investigated, 33-
44 percent involved sorne form of driver recognitlon
error, and 53-71 Percent were attributed to some
form of decision error. The range in frequency is
due to uncertainty in assignÍng type of driver error
for sone of the accidlents.

The information presented in Table I reveals that
the ¡nos!-frequent recognition error involves a
driver's failure to detect the presence of either
the signal or the train. Of the accidents that in-
volved recognition errors, 79-84 Percent of the
drivers did not detect the signal when they were Ín
the approach zone and had the opportunity to bríng
their vehicles to a safe stop without Placing the
vehicle into a skid.

The principal contributing factors for those ac-
cidents that involved recognition errors reveal
several patterns that have similar potential coun-
terneasures. External distractíons that can produce
an information overload or divert a motoristrs at-
tention fro¡n the driving task s¡as a recurring fac-
tor. Typical distractions included visual clutter,
heaw traffic, adjacent intersections, multiple
lanes, rough crossings, and slippery Pavenent (i.e.'
wet, snow- or ice-covered). This factor often aP-
peared in combination with the Presence of an
elderly driver who may have reduceil information-pro-
cessing abilities (error tyPe Rl) and with situa-
tions in which the signal is obscured fro¡n view due
to inadequate approach-sight distance or adverse
weather conditions (error types RI and R2). counter-
measures for these types of accidents include in-
creasing signal and possibly train conspicuity. Sig-
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nal conspicuÍti ¡night be increased simply 'by instal-
J.ing additional signals, such as on cantilevers, or
by increasing their target val.ue through the use of
12-in roundels or supplenentary strobe lights. À1-
though no inforrîation eras avaiLable to determíne
whether train conspicuity was a Problenr the use of
roof-¡nounted strobe Ií9hts and high-target-value
locomotive paint schemes constitute potentially ef-
f ective countermeasures.

Rêcognition error type R4 rePresents a unique
problern where inadequate sight distance is available
to drivers of large trucks that have slopPed at the
crossing. The sight obstruction is created by the
combination of an acute crossing angle and a large
truck that has restricted visibility to the side and
rear. Possible countermeasures to this problem in-
clude the use of gates at crossings that have a high
percentage of trucks and an acute crossing angle or
driver-education materials specifically oriented to
truck drivers that would explain precautions that
should be taken at this type of grade crossing.

Design Errors at Crossings That Have Flashers

The rnost-frequent (53-71 percent) type of driver er-
ror noted at crossings equipped with flashers gras a

decision error. In 9l-93 percent of these acci-
dentsr the driver had recognized the activatetl sig-
na1 from the aPProach zone and either failed to stop
or delayed the decision to stoP until the vehicle
was in the nonrecovery zone. The predominant pattern
of contributing factors to these accidents involved
extended signal warning time (in excess of 30 s).
This factor $¡as usually accomPanied by one or more
of the following: conpeting inputs such as multiPle
tracks and heavy vehicular traffic volume, limited
quadrant-sight distance' or inexperienced or elderly
drivers.

warning times in excess of 30 s rePresented an
unnecessarily long advance warning of the aPProach
of a train. Thus' åIthough the activated signal
cLearly indicated that a train was in the vicinity
of the crossing, the train could still be suffi-
ciently far away that ít did not constitute an in-
mediate hazard to rnotorists. The frequently ob-
served pattern of motorists crossing railroad tracks
while flashers are operating is believed to be due
in large part to extended warning times. Based on
the length of the track circuit as measured cluríng
the field studiesr warning tines provided for the
accident-involved trains were found to average about
70 s and ranged uP to almost 9 ¡nin.

The cause of the extended warning times was due
primarily to the presence of a lold-speed train v¡ith-
in a track circuit that had been designed for
higher-speed operations. This incompatibility be-
tween train speed and track cÍrcuit could occur in
two ways. First, there night be a wide range in
train speeds over the crossingr as could occur near
yard areas where switching movements are comnon. A1-
ternatively, the track circuit ¡nay originally have
been designed on the basis of high-speed Passenger
trains that no longer oPerate over the crossing.
Based on the inventory data available for the samPle
accident sítes' the existence of extended warning
times was probably a co¡ûnon occurrence at these
crossings. This would have an adverse effect on the
credibility of the warning device, especially for
those motor vehicle oPerators who tend to drive ag-
gressively and avoid delays or lost tirne. The Pres-
ence of heavy traffic flow also creates pressure to
rnaintain speecl and avoid stopping.

The frequent presence of limited quadrant-sight
distance often effectively delayed the point at
which the driver was actually able to observe the
train. This tended to cornpound the extendeal warning
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Table 1. Driver errors, astociated contributing facton. and possible countermeæures at crossings tfiat have flæhers.

Type of Driver
Eror' Pre-Crash-Event Sequence

Frequency
(%) Principal Contributing Factors Possible Countermeasures

RI DriYer does not detect sig-
nal or t¡ain

I2-t6

7-9
Driver recognizes signal 5-7

o¡ train f¡om non¡e-
covery zone, attempts
to stop

Driver recognizes signal 2-5
or trair from nonre-
covery zone, does not
stoP

Driver stops, does not 7
detect train, attempts
to cross

Driver recognizes signal 9-14
from approach zone,
does not stop, does not
detect train

5-7

Driver recognizes signal 1 6-1 9
from approach zone,
does not stop, recognizes
trai¡ from nonrecovery
zone, attempts to stop

Driver recognizes signal 9-14
from approach zone,
does not stop, recognizes
trai¡ from nonrecoyery
zone, does not stop

9-12

DriYer recognizes signal 5

from approach zone,
brakes to stop, recog-
nizes train, attempts to
cross

Elderly driver, external dist¡ac-
tions, limited quadrant-sight
distanæ

Visibility of signal obscured
Visibility of signal obscured
due to adverse weather,
slippery pâvement

Internal distractions; external
distractions-multilane high-
way, heavy traffic, slippery
pavement

Limited stop-line sight distance,
l¿rge yehicle, acute crossing
angle, heavy traffic

Extended waming time; com-
peting inputs-multiple
tracks, slippery pavement,
limited quadrant-sight dis-
tance

Inexpe¡ienced or elderly
driver; competiag inputs-
heavy traffic, adjacent i¡ter-
section, multiple tracks;
limited quadrant-sighf
distance

Extended warnirg time,
limited quadrant-sight dis-
tance, truck driver; com-
peting inputs-heavy traffic

Extended waming time; com-
peting inputs-low train speed,
multiple tracks

Extended waming time, inex-
perienced or elderly driver,
limited quadrant-sight dis-
tance, competing inputs

Extended warning time, low
train speed, inexperienced
driYer, limited visibility

Increase signal and train conspicuity

Same as Rl
Same as R I

Same as Rl

Install gates, driver edu€tion

Reloüte beghning of track cir-
cuit, provide constant warning
time detection, install gates,
driver edumtion

Install gates, driver educâtion

Same as D I

Same as D I

Same as D I

Install gates, driver education

R2

R3

DI

D3

aSee Figure 4.

Table 2. Drive¡ eÌrors, ass,oc¡ated contribut¡ng factors, and possibfe countermeasures at crossings that hâve crossbucks.

Type of DriYer
Er¡o¡a Pre-Crash-Event Sequence

Frequency
(%) Principal Contributing Factors Possible Countermeasures

RI

R2

Driver does not detect
train

Train on crossitg, driver
recognizes train f¡om
nonrecovery zone, at-
tempts to stop

DriYer recognizes train
from nonrecovery zone,
attempts to stop

Driver recognizes train
from nonrecovery
zone, does not stop

Driver recognizes train
from approach zone,
does not stop

Driver recognizes train
from approach zone,
enters nonrecovery
zone, attempts to stop

Driver rccognizes train
from approach zone,
brakes to stop, attempts
to c¡oss

Limited quadrant-sight dlstance,
acute crossing angle, low train
speed, low expectancy

Limited visibility-darknes,
restricted sight distance; in-
experienced or elderly driver,
slippery pavement, internal
distractions

Limited quadrant-sight dis-
tance, low expectâncy

Limited sight distance,
acute c¡ossing angle,
darkness

Inexpe¡ienæd or truck driver,
slippery pavement

High approach speed, acute
crossing angle, low train
speed

Heavy traffic, multiple lanes,
low train speed, limited
visibility

Remove sight obstructions, add!
tional motorist i¡formation,
automatic waming device

Reflectorization of rolling stock,
additional motorist furf ormation,
crossing iuumination

Same as R I

Same as R1

Driver education

Driver edumtion

Driver educ¿tion

31-36

l9

t9

8-l I

6-8

8

3

R3

R4

DI

D2

D3

asee Figu¡e 3,
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tine problem because, even though the activated
signal indicated that a train was in the vicinity of
the crossing' ân unnecessarily long warning interval
elapsed before the hazard became visible.

similar countermeasures exíst for each of the
identified decision errors. The credibility problem
created by the extended warning times can be mini-
¡nized either by adjusting Èhe l-ength of the track
circuit to provide an approximately 25-s warning
time or by installing constant warning time detec-
tion equipment where the range of train operating
speeds is large. In sone cases, it may be desirable
to install gates to renove the driverrs option of
proceeding across the tracks ahead of the train.
Finallyr so¡ne benefits might be derived over the
Iong run through driver education activities that
would emphasize thê function and operation of grade-
crossing signals and train-detection systems.

Recoqnition Errors at Crossings That Have Crossbucks

Of the 36 vehicle-train accidents investigated that
occurred at crossings that have only standard cross-
buckr 7?-85 percent involved errors of driver recog-
nition. of these' 22-25 percent involved late
recognition of a train that vras aLready on the
c ross ing .

The predorninant contríbuting factors associated
with the recognition of an apProaching train was
Ìimited quadrant-sight distance due to (a) vegeta-
tion, terraín features, or person-made objects or
(b) low driver expectancy as reflected by a very low
train volume. Low hazard exPectancy discourages
drivers from actively searching for a train. If a
visual search is conductedr the presence of sight
obstructions prevents the train fron being detected
in sufficient tine to bring the vehicle to a safe
s top.

The principal contributing factor for those acci-
dents that involve a train already on the crossing
was Iimited visibility due to darkness or roadway
approaches whose alignment restricted vÍsibility of
the crossing from the approach zone. This situation
eras often compounded by an inexperienced driver, a
driver who had reduced visual acuity due to age' or
possible internaL distractions due to the presence
of passengers.

Potential countermeasures for acci¿lents that in-
volve recognition errors associated with an ap-
proaching train range from removal of the sight ob-
structions to the installation of autonatic-warning
devices. The forner is often i¡npractical, and the
Latter may not be cost effective. An alternative
countermeasure would be to provide the ¡notorist with
some type of addiüional information regarding the
nature of the hazard and an appropríate approach
speed to the crossing. For example, specíal ailvance-
warning signs (!), as shown in Figure 5' couLd be
used to indicate the presence of limited sight dis-
tance, an acute crossing angle¡ or high-speed
trains. These could be supplemented with advisory
speed plates that indicate the ¡naximum speed at
which adequate quadrant visibility would be avail-
able. In sone situations, the use of a sToP sign
might be warranted (6).

countermeasures for accidents that involve fail-
ure to recognize a train already on the crossing re-
late principally to improving either the conspicuity
of the train or the visibÍlity of the crossing. Re-
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flectorization of railroad roLling stock and illumi-
nation of crossings have been studied previously
(7r!), and both would appear to offer potentially
effective countermeasures for those accidents that
occur at night. For those accidents that occur dur-
ing daylight, the recognition proble¡n was generally
created by ínadeguate visibil.ity of the crossing
from the approach zone. Because improvement of the
alignment of the roadway is often difficult, special
advance-warning signs with advisory speed plates
might reduce the likelihood of this type of accident.

Decision Errors at Crossinqs That Have Crossbucks

Decision errors comprised only 17-19 percent of the
accidents investigated thåt occurred at crossings
that have crossbucks. The principal contributing
factor patterns were (a) an inexperienced driver or
a truck driver traveling on a pâvenent that is slip-
pery and (b) crossings that hâve high-volume or
high-speed vehicular traffic in conbination with low
train speeds. Both situations can lead to inde-
cisiveness or risk-taking on the part of the driver
due to the desire to avoid unnecessary delay.

Given the typically low train volumes found at
this type of crossing and that the train was recog-
nized fron the approach zone, the principal counter-
neasures to this type of accident would appear to be
driver-education materials oriented tovrard better
understanding of the hazards posed by grade cross-
ings and the appropriate actions that should be
taken once a train has been sighted.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study reveal a number of con-
tributing factor patterns associated with driver
recognition and decision errors at rail-highway
grade crossings. Because of the relatively smalI
sanple of vehicle-train accidents that were recon-
structed, it ís difficult to generalize on the fre-
quency with which any given conbination of driver
error and principal contributing factors would occur
on a nationwide basis. Nevertheless, the results
are useful in explaining a behavioral basis for ac-
cidents at grade crossings and in identifying Poten-
tiaL counter¡neasures.

Regarding vehic.Ie-train accidents at crossings
equipped with flashing-Iight signals, the study re-
sults suggest that the credibíIity of warning de-
vices is a nore-important problem than conspícuity.
This is baseil on the approximately two-to-one ratio
in driver decision-to-recognítion errors. Lack of
credibility occurred principally due to unneces-
saril.y long warning ti¡nes Prior to the actual ar-
rival of the Èrain. Potential counterneasures to
the credibility problem include reduction in the
length of track circuits to ensure comPatlbility
with existing train operations and installation of
constant-warning-ti¡ne devices where the range In
train speeds is large.

For grade crossings that have crossbucks as the
single warning device¡ the study findings revealed
that approxinately 80 percent of the investígated
accidents at these crosslngs involve driver-recogni-
tion errors. The principal contributlng factors
yrere lack of quadrant-sight distance and low driver
expectancy of the presence of a train. these fac-
tors create a behavior pattern in which drivers tend
not to look for a traln. lfhen an active visual
search ís made, the traln is often hidden fro¡n view
at the last point where the driver must rnake the
decision'to stop. Because removal of sight obstruc-
tíons and installation of autornatic-warning devices
are often found to be inpractical or not cost effec-
tive¡ a reasonable counterrneasure would be to Pro-
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vide the motorist nith more-complete information
about the nature of the hazard and an appropriate
safe approach speed. Thís could be accornpLished
with the use of special-message advance-warning
signs coupled with speed advisory plates.

!'inally, the results of the study indicate that
driver-education activities (such as O¡reration-Life-
saver) should offer an important contribution to the
safety problen at grade crossings by rnaklng motor-
ists more auare of hazards at grade crossings and
how to respond to then. This includes an understand-
ing of the function and operatlon of the various
types of warning devices.
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PEDESTRIAN CROSS FIOWS

Cross floi{s of pedestrians are ubiquitous. Corri-
dors, passages, and hallways in schools, bookíng
offices, cine¡na theaters, art galleries, museums,
and places of entertainment, are instances where such
cross flows are comîonly observecl. llhere pedestrian
densitÍes are low, cross fLo$¡s of pedestrians seldom
create problemst but when the pedestrian densities
ín one or both streâms are heavy, the probabii.ity of
conflicts is high.

Corridors, for instance, dominate the space
configuration in buildings. When tvro corridors
cross one another, their users have to use a co¡nmon
area, si¡nilar to an uncontrolleal highway intersec-
tion. Corridors in school and coLl-ege buildings
serve to circulâte their users when class schedutes
require movement of students and faculty on an
hourly basis. ConflÍcts of two pedestrian streams
at the junction of two corridors are aII too common
in such sÍtuations. $lhen corridor widths are narrow
and the pedestrian concentrations are high in both
streams, pedestrian walking speeds, particularty in
the ninor flow¡ come to a standstill and queues
build up. In the major flow there is evidence of
extremely restricted walking speeds, shuffling, and
frequent conflicts. One of the reasons for this
condition is Èhat corridor widths are usually deter-
mined by buildÍng codes rather than with respect to
pedestrian traffic de¡nand. Even those guidelines
and design criteria currently used for corriclor
design do not takè cognizance of cross-flow con-

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

Pedestrian Cross Flows in Corridors
C.J, KHISTY

An ¡nvest¡gation ¡nto the nature of pedestrian cross flows in corr¡dors at r¡ght
angles to one another is described. This study was undertaken by using t¡me-
lapse photography to determ¡ne the effect of a minor pedestrian flow crossing
a ma¡or pedestr¡an flow. Such cross flows of pedestrians are common in major
activity centers and in special event transportat¡on systems, such as universities,
bus stat¡ons, art galleries, museums, and places of entertainment. The results
of th¡s study were compared with those obtained from theoretical gap and
collision analysis. The comparisons were found to match closely. A design
criterion for facilities where cros flows of pedestrians occur is developed
based on the data gathered from the films and the theoretical analys¡s.

This paper describes a study undertaken at Washing-
ton State University to examine the charact.eristics
of pedestrian cross flows in corridors, passagerùays,
and hallways and to determine the effect of one
pedestrian fLow crossing another. Statistical
analysis was used to expJ-ain these characÈeristics
and to establish a design criterion for facilities
rdhere such cross flows of pedestrians occur. Flow
characteristics of pedestrians in single channels
have been studied and docu¡nented by several re-
searchers (À-4). However, investigations into the
nature and characteristics of pedestrian cross flows
is very limited (5).

Pedestrian crossÍng move¡nents in this study were
observed by using time-lapse photography. Speêd-
density-flow relations were established fro¡n data
derived from fil¡ns. pedestrían conflicts at cross
flows were also observed and analyzed from films.
Subsequently, a theoretical gap ânalysis was used to
verlfy the experimental work. A design criterion
based on this investigatíon ís suggested for pedes-
trÍan facilíties.
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Figure 1. Location map.

Figure 2. Den¡ity and speed relation of majorflow.
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Figure 3. Dsnsity and speed relation of minor flow.

Figure 4. Cross-flow traff¡c confl¡sts.

where the peilestrian flow in the corridor crossing
had a large variation, and this afforded an opportu-
nity to nake observations in a variety of flow
conditions. The main corridor Ís 3.66 rn wide and
the minor corridor is 2.44 m. The area considered
for analysis was 2xL.5 m, and this was clearly
narke¿l on the floor of the two intersecting corrl-
dors. The nunber of pedestrians crossíng this
deÍ¡arcated area and their speeds vras câlcu1ated
based on this area. This avoided the problem of
conteniling with the edge effect (see Figure 1).

For 3-5 nln every hour there ls a heavy surge of
pedestrians (95 percent students) in the najor flow,
prealominantly in the Eame direction. A similar flow
of sonehrhât weaker proportion atternpts to cross the
rnain flow at about the same tirne. Time-Iapse pho-
tography was used in filning this location at a
speed of 18 frames/s. Although this speed irras not
necessâry for thi6 study, the equipment availabLe
necessitated use of this speed. Filning ¡¡as done on
tero different days: Thursday, Novenber 6, and
Tuesday, December 2, 1980, during the 12:00 noon and
1:00 p.m breaks. Dâta were gathered on two ro1ls of
filn--super 8¡ each 15 m long. The analysis of the
fil¡n was done by using a hand-operated editing
machine. AII tining measurements were initially
¡nade in frames and subsequently converted to real
t i¡ne.

Data

The fil¡ns yielded two sets of data: first, the flow
(q)-density (k)-speed (v) information for the najor
and ¡ninor strearns of pedestrians who cross the study
area, and second, the nunber of conflicts observed
between pedestrians at different densities.

Flow-Denslty-Speed (S-k-v) ReIãtions

The q-k-v relations were established for two condl-
Èions. fn the flrst case the najor flow was ob-
served just before it intersected the minor flow.
Thls is shown as curve A in Figure 2. In the second
case, the rnajor flohr was observed with the minor
flow and the corresponcling curve is narked B.
Figure 3 shovrs the q-k-v characteristics for the
ninor flow crossing the major flow.

Conflict Study

The number of collisions or near coll"isions were
counted nhen the najor and mínor strea¡ns were cross-
ing at various densities. Figure 4 shows the rela-
tion between pedestrian densitÍes and the percentage
of collisions that occurred ín the study area.
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flicts beÈween pedestrians. Generalty, two corri-
dorg cross one another, where one of the corridors
serves the nâin stream and t.he other the minor
stream. As densities in the nain stream rise higher
and higher, there is a correspondlng increase in
conflicts. These confllcts are obviously a function
of walklng speeds and peilestrian spacing in the main
strean. For the purpose of this investigation a
conflict is deflned as any stopping and shuffling or
breaking of the normal walking pace due to a close
confrontation with anoÈher pedestrian. Such con-
frontation naturally requires i¡n¡nediate adjustment
ln speed and direction to avoid collisíons (1).

LOCATION ÀND TECHNIOUE

A].though the campus buildings of lfashington State
University abound with locations vrhere moderate-to-
heavy cross flows of pedestrians occur, a locâtion
that was suitable to photograph eras not easy to
find. Basically' a fairly sínp1e l"ocatÍon was
desired, erhere two pedestrian flows croEs preferably
at right angles and where nâtural boundaries to each
flow prevent people from spreading out all over. we
desÍred that eâch individual flow be predoninantly
in one dÍrection (in contra6t to being two-way). A
location that matches these preferences was found

DËilstry - PEDESTRIA¡s Pen So. ll¡ren

<-o
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Analysis and Discussion

An exa¡nination of curves A and B in Figure 2 indi-
cates no significant change in the major flow pat-
tern because of the ¡ninor flow up to a pedestrian
density of about 0.8-1.0 pedestrians/m2. Beyond
this density the difference between curves À and B

for flow and speed increases progressívely. The
curves shown ín Figure 3 for the mÍnor flow appear
to confírm that the ninor flow suffers when the
den6ity reaches 0.7-0.8 pedestrians/m2. Notlce
that speeds for the ninor flow are slightly hÍgher
than speeds for the major flow when the densities
are 1o$r. this is probably because pedestrians in
the minor flow have to be ¡nore aggressive in cross-
ing the major flow.

An important observation made fro¡n the fil¡ns was
that the speed and density of the major flow were
more or less índepenilent of the minor flow. In
fact¡ the minor flow was heavily dependent on the
characteristics of the ¡najor flow. Evident, for
exarnple, is that pedestrians in the minor flow
waited outside the major flow until a large enough
gap appeared, and then accelerated their pace to get
across. The streams hardly mixed, except for a very
s¡nal1 nunber of pedestrians who turned right or
Ieft. Also, the major flow appeared to be honoge-
neous and continuous as opposed to the ninor flow,
which was in so¡ne cases discontinuous or stationary.

The films also brought out that, when the density
in the najor flow reached levels beyond about 1.0
pedestrians/¡n2, the minor flow reduced drastically
and queues built up. In fact, one foundl high densi-
ties building up in both the major and ninor streams
s inuJ.taneously.

conflict Study

The analysis of pedestrian conflicts shown in Figure
4 connects the density of pedestrians in the study
area rdith the percentage of conflícting pedestrians.
In a sense the curve supports that, at density of
about 0.8 pedestrians/rn2, the conflicts are 80
percent. A close exa¡nination of the films revealed
that restricted passâge of the ninor flow through
the main flow could be accornplished at densities
even higher than 0.8 pedestrians/m2 but pedes-
trians, in such cases, invariably turned thenselves
sideways to expose the mini¡num profile position in
order to pass.

Gap Analysis

In order to verify the conclusions drawn from the
fi1ms, an analysis of cross flows by using gap
analysis was used. If two pedestrían streans, one
rnajor and one ninor, cross one another, what is the
flow in the ¡nain stream that will ¡nake it unco¡nfort-
able for pedestrians in the minor sÈream to cross?

The analysis assu¡ned that pedestrians crossing
the ¡ninor strean constitute a Poisson process, and
that the width of the main stream is I m. Àlso
assu¡ned was that the speed of pedestrians that cross
the main stream is I.22 n/s. The number of t-second
intervals in an hour ís 3600/t, whereas in an inter-
vaI of t seconds, the probability of no pedestrians
passing through the area is e-vt, where v is the
pedestrian speed. Based on these assu¡îptions, the
number of pedestrians who can cross the maín strea¡n
was tabulated and the results are given ín the fol-
lowing table:
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Capacity of Pedes-
trian Cross FLows
[ (pedestrians/min) /¡nl
Major
FloYt

Minor
Flow

width, width,
AB
30 30
40 28
50 25
60 22

TOTAI
câpacity
(pedestrian/

¡nin )

60
68
75
82
89
97

70 19
80 r7

Reêognize that the6e results indicate, in effect,
sone capacity values of pedestrians in a ¡ninor
strea¡n to cross a najor pedestrian stream based on
queuing theory (7). The major and minor cross flows
shown in the table match the experi¡nental results
fairly closely. when the values of the pernissible
flows in the rnajor and ninor streans shown in the
tâble are ådded, it appears obvious that this figure
could be used for practical design purposes.

Design Criterion

When this study vras undertaken, one of the important
objectives was to gather sufficient data about the
character and nature of tv¡o pedestrian cross flows
to suggest an acceptable design críterion. Design
and perfornance criteria are the preferred meâns of
control where they can be admlnistered capably.

Based on the discussions and also on the general
objectives of providing continuity, convenience, and
comfort (1), the following values are suggested:

I. Minimu¡n speed of 60 ¡n/¡nin,
2. Maximum flord of 75 pedestrians/ninr/n for the

total of the two flow rates, and
3. Maxi¡num density of 0.8 pedestrians/m2.

This suggestion compares well $rith that recommended
by Weston and Marshall (5).

ST'MMARY ÀND CONCLUSION

The investigation described in this paper deterrnines
the characteristics of pedestrian cross flows in
corrídors. The data ancl analysis from this study
were cornpared with results derlved fro¡n a theoreti-
cal gap analysis. A design criterion suggested is
to limit the maximu¡n density in such cross fl-ows to
0.8 pedestrians/m2.
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Portable Intersection to Accelerate Travel Training of
Mentally Handicapped Children

LOUISJ. PIGNATARO AND JOSE ULERIO

This paper describes the design and construction of a portable ¡ntersestion
system to fac¡litate the travel training of severely and moderately mentally
handicapped children, lt also descr¡bes the procedures used to evaluate the
effect¡yeness of the portable ¡ntersection as a teadr¡ng tool, The test results

showed a statistically significant ¡mprovement in test scores w¡th the inter-
sect¡on trainer, both relat¡ve to pretraining scores and posttrain¡ng scores of a

control group trained in the conventional way.

t¡tost of us cross an intersection several times a day
without thinking about it' but for thousands of
mentally handicapped children this is a hazardous
and someti¡nes inpossible task to accornplish. Many
handicapped children have learned to board a bus or
train and reach their destination but cannot travel
independently because of an inability to cross
streets safely with consístency. Flashing DONrT

WALK signs, traffic lights, street noise, and novlng
vehicl-es often confuse rnentally handicapped chllilren
and create a potentially hazardous condition not
only for the child but also for the motorlst.

The New York City Board of Educationrs travel
training program teaches handicapped students to
travel indepenClently on the public transportation
syste¡n. The progratn is designed to provide inilivid-
ualized instruction in transportation skiIls to
handicapped students. Incluiled ln this instruc-
tional program are the following skills:

1. Safe crossing of streetst
2. Identification and boarding of the correct bus

or subway¡
3. Exiting of bus or subway at the correct stopt
4. ObÈaining assistance when necessary (i.e. t

lost situations) r and
5. Appropriate behavior.

Travel Training is a citywide progran that offers
instructíonal services to handicapped students who
attend special classes in schools throughout the
city. Handicâpped studentE who recelve these ser-
vices are tâken out of their classroons by specially
trained travel trainers and return to their class-
rooms after completing the instructional program.
Frequently these students have had litt1e or no
experience or specific instructlon in travel or
travel-related skills Prior to entering the program.
Thereforer the Travel Training staff uses consid-
erable instructional tirne in teaching baslc pre-
requlsite travel skillsr such as street crossing.
Over a IO-year periotl, 85 percent of the hanilicappecl
students who participated in the Travel Training
progrâm have successfully achieved independent
travel. As a result of the prograrnrs success, the
New York State Education DePartment validated the

progra¡n in 1976 and granted funds for the Progra¡n to
assist school districts throughout the êtate to
replicate the program. The lnabillty to cross
streets safely nith consistency is a major factor in
the failure of thode students who are not successful
in travel training. The speclalized nature of the
progra¡n ¿loes not provide sufficient time for any of
these students to acquire these basic skllls. The
present nethod of teaching street-crossing skiJ-ls in
the classroo¡ns allows for little exposure to an
actual. intersection for safety rêâgotìs¡ especiâ1Ly
when the students are young children or severely
hand icapped.

À method of exposìng the childl to a real inter-
section had to be ileveloped if a child Ìras to behave
in a rational manner when approaching an intersec-
tion. He or she would have to know that when the
signal change¿¡ to green he or she had the chance to
cross the street. He or she would have to know that
when he or she approached an intersectlon that clid
not contaln a traffic signalr he or she would have
to look in both directions before crossing when no
cars were coning. The best way to accompLísh this
type of trainÍng was to build an intersection that
could be placed Ínside a classroo¡n where the train-
ing could be done by the teacher or an instructor.
The intersection had to be relatively easy to as-
semble and disasse¡nble, compact, and, nost
inportantly' portable.

The Transportation Training and Research Center
at the Polytechnic Institute of New York undertook
the effort of designing and constructing a portable
intersection to facilitate the travel training of
severely and ¡noderately ¡nentalIy handicapped stu-
dents.

The projectrs aim was to design, build, and test
a s¡nall portable intersection that could be as-
se¡nbled and taken apart with relative ease and that
could be stored within a relatively small areâ.

The project was dividecl into three phases:

Phase I: Development of prellminary construction
plans and construction of prototype mo¿lel,

Phase 2: Construction of portable intersection,
and

Phase 3: Testing and evaluation of the portable
intersection.

The intersection systen is nade up of fiberglass
modules that simulate sidewalks, traffic signals,
and pedestrian crosswalkst traffic signs; a ¡ninia-
ture car and bicycle; barricades to sÍt{ìulate con-
struction areasi a tape recording of traffic noise
at an intersectioni and a video recording for t,rain-
ing instructors and students on how to set up the
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intersection and training procedures. A prototype
¡nodel. was designed and built (see Figure 1) to aid
in the ileveloprnent of the assembly procedures and
for use by the training instructors.

The progran for the evaluation of the ¡nethods and
procedures used to assess the effectiveness of the
portable intersection as an ínstructional tool was

Figure 1. Prototype model used ¡n development of assemHy procedures and
also used by training insûuctors.

Figure 2, Posible ways to arrange modules to simulate different intersect¡on
confígurations.
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developed by the staff of the New York City Board of
Educationr s Travel Training for the Handicapped
Program. The lesson plân, the construction drawing,
and other naterials are available to interested
parties.

CONSTRUCTION OF PORTABLE INTERSECTION

The portable intersection consists of the following
conponents, whÍch attenpt to simulâte real-life
conditions.

The sidewalks are simulated with twelve 4.5-ft
square nodules and eight 4.5-ft right triangular
modules ¡nade of reinforced fiberglass. The fiber-
glass modules can be put together to resemble a
number of different crossing zone6 and street
corners. Figure 2 shows possible ways of arranging
the ¡nodules to create dífferent configurations at an
intersection. Fiberglasa was chosen because of its
high strengthr durabilityr and weather resÍstance.
The portable intersection is assenbled by a crew of
nentally handicapped students under the supervision
of a school instructor. It can be easily assembled
in approxinately 25-30 mín in any rnultipurpose room
or gymnasium that occupies an area of approxirnately
50x50 ft. The assembly of the intersection by the
students is used as a workshop class in which the
students learn to put the modules together.

Tero miniature traffic signals and pedestrían
crossing signals are provicled to si¡nulate real
traffic signals that the sÈu¿lent nlght encounter on
a trip to or from school. The sígnals can operate
auto¡natically on a 30-s cycle length and also can be
operated manually.

A miniature car and bicycle are provided to
simulate noving traffic within the intersection and
to educate the students about the dangers of a
noving vehicle.

Various traffic signs that the students night
encounter on a trip to school are provided so that
they may be trained to respond to the different
traffic situations that correspond to the alifferent
signs. Figure 3 shows the various signs used in the
trainer.

Two A-fra¡ne barricades are provided Èo simulate
construction areas. The students are instructed
about the dangers involved in and around construc-
tion areas that might alter their behavior at an
i ntersection.

Temporary marking tape is provided to create the
pedestrían crossgralk where the students are taught
to cross. Backdrops, 3.5x3.5 ftr nade of plywood
covered with si¡nulated bríck-vinyl a¿lhesive paper
were provided to simulate walls of buildings at the
intersecting siilewalks.

A portabLe tape recorder and a recording of
traffic noise at an intersection is provicled to
familiarize the students with the noise at an inter-
section.

A v:Idéo-cassette iecorcling wás made for thé
training of instructors and students on how to
assemble the modules. It also contains ínformation
that can be used for the training of the students in
crossing streets. A prototype (sca1e) model was
designed and built to aid in the development of
place¡nent of traffic control ilevices, assernbling and
disassenbling procedures, intersêction configura-
tions, and a lesson plan.

Figure 4 shows the assembled intersection wíth
sone of its components as it appeared in a multipur-
pose room at the Polytechnic Institute of New York.

EVALUATION DESIGN

The portable intersection hras field-tested at a
school for severely and moderately mentally retarded
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Figure 3, Var¡ous traffic s¡gns that can be used to represent
on c¡ty streets.

lhos encountered

Figure 4, A$s¿mbled ¡ntersect¡on w¡th its var¡ous component!.

adolescents, the AduIt Skills Training Center in
Brooklyn.

The evaluation phase was a cornparison of a pre-
test and posttest of selected students based on
their leveL of street crossing skills before and
after a given instructional period. Students were
divided into two groups--a control group and an
experinental group. The experimental group received
instructíon in street crossing by using the portable
intersectioni the control group continued to receive
instruction in street crossing with the nethod
currently used by the Board of Education, whích
includes color recognition, worcl recognition, and
class tríps.

The Ne¡f York City Board of Educationrs travel
traíning progran developed a test to evaluate
street-crossing skilLs. The street crossing and
related skills test assesses the following:

1. Studentrs knovrl-edge of skil1s related to
street crossing through picture identificatíon
(i.e., colors and words) and
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2. Studentrs âbility to cross streets under
specific conditions (i.e., no trâffic signals,
traffic signals¡ and obstructions in street).

Forty-four severely to moderately mentally retarded
students were tested on the street crossing and
rel-ated skill,s test. Each student was tested indí-
vidually. The testing procedure was carried out in
the following manner.

Each student was brought into a roorn and asked to
participate in a special project. The student was
presented with a set of three pictures and asked to
select the picture that identified a particular
situation. After the selection was nade, the three
pictures were re¡noved and another set of three
pictures was presenteal. A totat of six sets vras
used to assess each studentrs knowJ.edge of colors,
WALK-DONTT WALK sÍgns, one-way streets, thro-way
streets, polÍce, ancl use of a crosswalk.

Each student was taken outside the building to
the streets adjacent to the school. Students were
told to cross city streets that represented four
street situations: no traffic slgnals, red signal
at corner, green signal at corner, and double-parked
car obstructing the crosswalk. Because there are no
traffic signals in the i¡nmediate vicinity of the
Adult Skilts Training Center, the signals from the
portable intersection were set up at two street
corners, and a car was double-parked at. the cross-
walk of the thircl corner. A Travel Training staff
person stood near each of the four corners to ensure
the students¡ safety.

Each student v;as sent around the square individ-
ualLy and given the direction, rrCross the street
when it ís safen as he or she approached the street.
The first street crossing had no traffic signal; the
second street I s crosswalk was obstructed by a
double-parked car; the third crosswalk had a red
signal indication; and the fourth crosswalk had a
green signal indication. The use of the portable
intersection perrnitted control of the trafflc sig-
naLs to confor¡n to the test situation.

Characteristics of Sarnple Population

The 44 students were all between the ages of 19-20.
Their intelligence quotients (IQs) vrere below 50.
The students yrere ilivided equally into an experi-
mental and control group. The groups yrere matched
as closely âs posslble in the following areãs: IQ,
language, sexr livíng situation, and pretest score
on the street-crossing test.

In the control group the range of IQ scores was
from 24 to 46, with a ¡nean of 36.4. Of the 22
students, 2l spoke English and 1 spoke Spanish¡ 2
lived in a state developmental center,3 lived in
group homes for the mentally retarded, and 17 lived
at, homei 9 were female and 13 ivere nalei the iange
of the pretest scores on the street-crossing test
was fro¡n 2.3 to 19.7r with a mean score of 7.89.
The naxirnum attainable score on the pretest was 23.
These characteristics are shown in Table 1.

In the experimental group, the range of IQ scores
was frorn 29 to 47 with a mean IQ of 36.6. Of the 22
students' 19 spoke English, I used sfgn Language, I
spoke Turkísh, and I spoke SpanÍsh; 4 lived in a
state developnental center, 4 lived in group hones
for the mentâ1"Iy retarded, and 14 livecl at ho¡ne¡ l0
were female ancl 12 were ma1e. The range of the
pretest scores on Èhe street-crossing test was from
I.7 to 20.0, with a nean score of 8.59. These
characteristics are Êhoi{n in Table 2.

Instructional Program

After the pretesting wâs conpleted and the students

-=.-t
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Table 1. Characterist¡cs of students in control group.

Sco¡e

LivingSituation Language Pretest Posttest
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The travel trainer brought a group of four stu-
dents to the room at a time and conducted individual
and small group training activities. The length of
the instructional period varied according to the
studentrs needs and abilities, ranging fron I h to
I0.25 h of instruction over the six-week period.
Eight students received less than 3 h of instruc-
tion. Of these, four achieved skill rnastery on the
intersection, three presented behavioral problems or
refused to participate, and the fourth was absent
frequently. The renaining 14 students received a
minimun of 3 h of instruction each, spread out over
the instructional period. These students received
approxinately 0.5 h of instruction one to three days
per week over the six-week period. Specific
streèt-crossing skills r.¡ere taught, including
stopping at corners, using the crosswalk, responding
appropriately to traffic signaLs, and looking for
and responding to cars. The 22 students in the
conbrol group continued to receive instruction in
traffic safety and street crossing from their class-
room teachers in the usual manner.

At the completion of the six-week instructional
period, the 44 students were again tested outside by
using the street-crossing and related skills test.
The fornat and procedures for the posttest were
identical to those for the pretest.

Statistical Proce¿lure

The t-test was selected to conpare the pretest and
posttest scores for the control and the experirnental

Pretest Scores

IQ

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M
M

40
30
Unknown
32
36
Unknown
46
28
Unknown
40
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
36
40
Unknown
40

Unknown
45

Home
Home
Home
Group home
Home
Group home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Developmental

center
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Developmental

center
Home
Group home

Spanish
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

English
English

10.2
4.0
4.3
2.3

19 .7

6.0
9.0
7.0
8.2
2.5
6.0

t7.0
6.0

t 1.0
10.0
4.3
4.7
9.3
6.3

9.2
t 1.0

8.1
4.8
8.7
0.7

20.0
5.5

12.O
12.0
3.2
1.8
3.5
6.5

22.O
5.0

10.5
8.0
2.7

2.8
18.7

ll.8
5.2

Table 2. Characteristi6 of student ¡n experimental group.

S core

LivingSituation Language Pretest Posttest I rouPs 'IQSex

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M

30
Unknown
28
33
40
Unknown
47
Unknown
Unknown
39
42

30
40

Unknown
47

Unknown
40
30
40
34

29
Unknown

Group home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Group home
Home
Home
Home
Developmental

center
Group home
Developmental

center
Home
Developmental

center
Home
Home
Home
Home
Developmental

center
Group home
Home

Control
tqgoup__

L9.7
l-7.0
lr.0
1r.0
ro.2
r0 .0
9.3
9.2
9.0
8.2
7.0
6.3
6.0
6.0
6.0
5.5
4.7
4.3
4.3
4.0
2.5
2.3

Experimental
Group
2 0.0
16.0
15. 0
15.0
13.3
12. 0

11. 5

10.0
10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.5
5.7
5.0
5.0
4.5
3.7
3.0
2.0
1.7

English
Eng¡sh
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

8.0
9.0

l1.s
3.0
1.7
5.0

16.0
15.0
5.0

15.0
10.0

7.0
t4.0
23.0
14.0
4.3
9.0

23.0
23.0
14.0
22.0
8.0

16.0
9.0

8.5
11.0

17.5
20.0

3.3
20.7
2.0

7.0
10.0

M
M

M
M

M
M
M
M
M

M

EngJish 4.5
Sign 2.0

language
English 7.O
English 10.0

English 12.0
Spanish 20-0
Turkish 5 .7

English I 3.3
English 6.0

English 3.'l
Enslish 5.5

were divided into the control and experimental
groups, instruction on the portabte intersection was
initiated for the experirnental group. A travel
training paraprofessional developed the instruc-
tional nodel, which was stårted on Decenber 3, 1980,
and completed on February 6, 1981. Due to school
holialays and personnel absences, instruction lasted
for a six-week period.

The portable intersection was asse¡nbIed each
morning by a crew of mentally retarded students.
The only space available was the combination lunch-
roo¡n ând gymnasiun. The space vras shared lrith the
physical education instructor who conducted s¡naIl
group activities in half of the room while the
portable intersection activities vrere going on in
the other ha1f. The hours available for instruction
were 9:30 to 1l:00 a.m. because the space was needed
for lunch servíces åt 11:20 a.m.

In the above table, because there is a computed
difference between the means of the pretest scores
for the control group (7.89) and for the experi-
mentâ1 group (8.59), the t for testing the differ-
ence betv¡een uncorrelated neans in two sarnples of
equal size r¿as used. The conputed value of t is
0.496r and there were 21 degrees of freedom. At the
a = 0.01 level of confidencer the tabulated t =
2.831 for a te¡o-sided test, which is appropriate.
Therefore, the t-score of 0.496 shows that there is
no detectable difference between the pretest scores
of the control and experirnental- groups. The stan-
dard deviation is 4.30 for the control group and
5.02 for the experimentaL group.

To determine the sígnificance of the difference
between the pretest and posttest scores for the
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Table 3. Comparison between pretest and posttest scor€s.

Notd: Forthecont.olg¡oup,thesta¡darddeviatiorofXis4.30,ofYis6.05,andof
Y-X is 4,1 9. For the experimental goup, the standard deviation of X is 5.o2,
of Y is 6.81, and of Y-X is 4.58.

aFo¡ paired t-test, t = 0.132.
bFor paired t-test, t = 4.53.

control and experimental groups, the t-forrnula for
testíng the dlifference between correlated Pairs of
¡neans lrås used by using a one-sided test because one
would expect a positive inprovement in each case
(see Table 3). Further, a leve1 of confidence of
a = 0.0I was used in each case, to ensure greater
power to the result if the hypothesis of no differ-
ence were rejected. (The procedure was taking only
1 in 100 chance of rejecting a true hypothesis of no
difference. ) The results may be summarized as
foIlows.
Control GrouP

The ¡nean for the control grouprs Pretest was 7.89
and for the Posttest hras 8.00. The ilifference in
nean scores was 0.12. At the 6 = 0.01 level of
confidencer the cornputed t = 0.132r and there were
21 degrees of freedom. The tabulate¿l t = 2.52¡
thereforer the t-score of 0.132 reveals no stãtisti-
cally significant difference between the pretêst and
posttest scores for the control grouP.

Experimental GrouP

The ¡nean for the exPerimental grouprs Pretest was
8.59 and for the Posttest was 13.01. The difference
in ¡nean scores was 4.43. The comPuted t = 4.53, and
there were 2l degrees of freeilon. At the a = 0.0I
Ievel of confidence, t = 2.52¡ therefore' the
t-score of 4.53 causes one to reject the hyPothesis
that there is no difference in the Pretest and

Posttest means.

Compar ison

Thus, there is a clear indication that the portable
intersection trainer was an effective instructíonal
nechanism for the target population. l¡toreoverr for
the partÍcular evaluation procedure used, it vtas

shown to be nore reliable than the exÍEting necha-
nismr for no improvenent in the aggregate control
grouP hras detected. (fnsPection of the data in
Table 3 does show individual successes with each
mechanis¡nr but a more-conslstent pattern occurred
with the portable intersection).
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safe street crossing is a conplex task. Achieve¡nent
of this skill Provides benefits to children in other
areas of their livesr such as the following:

1. uaking decislons for thenselvesi ln order to
cross a street safely, a child must decide vthen to
wait anil when it is safe to cross the street. This
is often the first major decision children learn to
tnake for thernselves.

2. Assuming resPonsibíIity for thenseLvesi in
deciding when to cross a street, a child assumes
responsibility for getting across the sÈreet safely.

3. Achieving a sense of indepentlencei in learning
to cross a street safely' children take a steP
toward being able to ¡nove around the communiby on
their own.

The portable intersection can be an effective
tool in helping mentally handicaPped children adaPt
to cotnrnunity life. By learning basic safety and
street-crossing skills ånd by increasing their
awareness of traffic and pedestrian ru1es, the
mobility of the children can be increased. Class
trips should be easier for classroom teachers and
shopping trips should be easier for Parents.

The results of the exPeri¡nent of using a portable
intersection in a simulate¿l environ¡nent to teach
street-crossing skilts to severely and noderately
mentally retarded adolescents show that the skills
acquired were transferable to actual conditions on
city streets. The difficulty in using the Portable
intersection is its size, bulk, and the nunber of
people required to assemble it. However, the need
to stand up to intensive use nandates so¡ne sturdi-
ness. At the Adu1t Skills Training Center a crew of
five nentally retarded young men learned to assemble
the intersection in 0.5 h and to disasse¡nb1e it in
20 ¡nin. The learning experience of assembling an¿l

disassembling the system is valuable in itself for
students old enough and strong enough to do the task.

The a¡nount of time and number of people required
to assenble the unit woulcl prohibit its use in some

circumstances, such as a single-unit classroom of
handicapped younq children and one teacher. The
portable intersection coul¿l best be used as an
educâtional tool by moving it to schools that have a

large poPulation of students and with sufficient
support staff. Because of its size and weight, we

recomnend that the intersection be semipermanently
set up. Instead of setting it uP claily, seÈting it
up on a weekly basis might be better. This would
depend, of course, on the a¡nount of room available
to a Particular school.

The travel-training observers and instructor
thought that the students in the experimental group
benefitted greatly from the experience. The Porta-
ble intersection has been shown to do what it was
developed to dot that is, to serve as an educational
tool to accelerate the teaching of nentally hancli-
capped students to safely cross streets.
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Control G¡oup Experimental Group

Before (X) After (Y) Y-Xa Before (X) After (Y) Y-Xb

t9.1
t7.0
I 1.0
I1.0
to.2
r0.0
9.3
9.2
9.0
8.2
7.0
6.3
6.0
6.0
6.0
5.5
4.7
4.3
4.3
4.0
2.5

20.o
22.0
r 0.5
5.0
8.7
8.0
2.8

l 1.8
12.0
t3.2
12.0
t8.7
5.0
3.5
5.5
6.5
2.2
2.7
8.7
4.8
1.8
0.1

20.0
23.0
23.0
22.0
20.7
17.5
23.0
8.0

11.0
14.0
7.0
8.5
2.0

10.0
3.3

14.0
9.0

16.0
'1.0

t 4.0
9.0
4.3

0.0
7.0
8.0
7.0
7.4
5.5

I 1.5

-2.0
1.0
5.0

-1.0
1.5

*4.0
4.5

-2.4
9.0
4.0

I 1.5
3.3

1 1.0
7.O
2.7

0.3 20.0
5.0 16.0

-0.5 I 5.0
-6.0 I 5.0
-1.5 13.3
-2.0 12.0
-6.5 I 1.5
2.6 10.0
3.0 10.0

-5.0 9.0
5.0 8.0

12.4 7.0
-1.0 6.0
-2.5 5.s
-0.5 5.7
1.0 5.0

-2.5 5.0
-1.6 4.5
4.4 3.',7

-0.8 3.0
-0.7 2.0
-1 .6 1.0
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Effect of Pedestrian Signals and Signal Timing
on Pedestrian Accidents

CHARLES V. ZEGEER, KENNETH S. OPIELA, AND MICHAEL J. CYNECKI

The purpose of th¡s study was to determine whether pedestrian acc¡dcnts are
significantly affected by the presence of pedestr¡an signal indications and by
different strategies for signal timing. Data related to pedestrian acc¡dents, ¡n-

tersect¡on geometrics. traffic and pedestrian volumes, roadway env¡ronment,
and signal operat¡on were collected for 1297 traffic-signalized ¡ntersections ¡n

15 cities throughout the Un¡ted States. The data were analyzed by using vari-
ous stat¡st¡cal tests, wh¡ch included branching analysis, correlat¡on analys¡s,
chi-square analysis, and the analysis of variance and covariance. The results
showed no significant difference in p€destrian accidents between intersections
that had standard-timed (concurrent walkl pedestrian signals compared with
intersect¡ons that had no pedest¡¡an signal indimtions. ln addil;on, exclusive-
timed locâtions were found to be associated with lower pedestrian acc¡dent
experience for ¡ntersect¡ons w¡th moderate-to-high pedestrian volumes when
compared w¡th both standard-t¡med ¡ntersect¡ons and ¡ntersect¡ons that had
no pedestrian signals. ln some cases pedestr¡an accidents were also found to
be s¡gn¡f¡ently ãffected by other variables, includ¡ng street operation (one-way

and two"way streets). presence of local bus operat¡ons, and area type.

Recent pedestrian safety research has uncovered
nulerous problems regarding current peilestrian
signalization practices. The lack of uniforrnity in
strategies and devices for pedestrian signal tining
has been thought to contribute to the ineffective-
neËs of the signals in achieving inproved pedestrian
safety. Further, pedestrians have exPresseal consid-
erable confusion and misunderstanding regarding the
neaning of the flashing DoNrT WALK indication (or
flashing hand) for the clearance ínterval and the
flaehing WALK indication (or flashing ¡nan) to etarn
pedestrians of turning vehlcl'es. such confusion
over the neaning of pedestrian traffic-control
devices may also contribute to pedestrían safety
problens.

Although many problems have been attributeal to
the current uses of pedestrian signals, a literature
review failed to find conclusive studies that ade-
quately quantified the effect of pedestrian signals
on pedestrian accidents. The effect of pedestrian
signals on safety must be understood in order to
determine erhether the continued use of pedestrian
signals is justified. The results of this analysis
can help to determine $rhether changes are neecled in
the desígn and deployment of pedestrian signals.

The inpact of the various pedestrian slgnal-
timing schemes on operational strategies also nee¿l

to be evaluated. Schemes for pedestrian signal
tíming include the followinS (!):

I. Concurrent (standar¿l)--a1lows pedestrians to
walk concurrently with the move¡nent of traffic;

2. Eârly release--allows pedestrians to leave the
curb before vehicles are permitted to turn;

3. Late release--holds pedestrians (with respect

to vehicles) until a certain portion of the phase
has been given to turning vehíclesi

4. Exclusive--traffic Ís held on all approaches
to allow pedestrians to cross any streeti scramble
(or Barnes dance) ti¡ning is a form of exclusive
ti¡ning that also allows for diagonal crossings; and

5. Other--variations of the above where pedes-
trians are given different indications on parallel
crosswalks to protect them during special Èraffic
phases (i.e., special Left-turn phases, or split
phasing) .

The purpose of this study was to determine
whether pedestrian accidents at signalized intersec-
tions are affected by different uses of pedestrian
signals and signal-tining sche¡nes. We hoped t,hat
the results of this anal.ysis would (a) help to
identify the types of intersections or situations
where pedestrian signals are most (or least) desir-
able from a safety standpoint and (b) aid in deter-
nining whether changes are needed in the design of
pedestrian signals to irnprove their effectiveness.
Such information should be of conslderable value to
the traffic engineering comnunity, which is respon-
sible for the instaLlation and timing of peilestrian
s ignals.

BACKGROT,ND

Àlthough in recent years considerable research has
been conducted regarding pedestrian safety, Iittle
has been published specifically on the issue of
pedestrian signals and safety. In terns of the
effect of pêdestrian signals on accÍdents, Fleig and
Duffy found no significant reduction in the propor-
tion of unsafe acts or pedestrian accidents after
the installation of scrambLe-tirned pedestrian sig-
nals at I1 locations (!). Their accldent data were
limited to 27 accidents in the before period an¿l 25
accidents in thê after period, with each of these
periods only one year in cluration. The authors of
the study concluded that pedestrian signals are not
effective in reducing pedestrian accidents, but thê
limited data used raise questions about the statis-
tical validity of this conclusion.

Several studies have been conducted concerning
the effect of pedestrian signals on pedestrian
conpliance and behavior, whích are sonetimes consid-
ered to be indirect measures of pedestrian safety.
A study by Abrams and Snith in 1977 concluded that
higher pedestrian compliance rates are associated
with late-release techniques and that early-release
timing may provide an additional measure of safety,
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but the benefits were not deternined precisely (3).
Scra¡nb1e timing was found to be associated with
higher violation rates than were other tirning
schemes (3). Mortirner conducted a study in 1973 to
test conpliance raÈes at pedestrian crossings with
and without pedestrian signals (!). He found better
signal compliance rates and fewer serious pedes-
trian-vehicle conflicts at intersections }¡ith pedes-
trian signals than at those without them.

Several other related studies have been conducted
outside the United States regarding the effect of
pedestrian signals on safety. A 1979 study in
Englanil by Inwood and Grayson found that Push-button
pedestrian signals (termed pelican crossings) are no
more effective than blâck-and-white-striped cross-
walks and flashíng beacons (terned zebra crossings)
in reducing pedestrian accldents (5). Howevêrr a
study in Australia by Witliarns rePorted thât acci-
dents dropped by 60 percent at a grouP of locations
that had pedestrian-actuated signals that erere
installed at forner zebra crossings (6). The pre-
cise effect of each of these countermeasures etas not
deternined. These studies yrere also inconclusíve on
the safety benefits of pedestrian signals.

Many sÈudies conducted in the United States and
abroad have used ¡neasures of effectiveness such as
pedestrian co¡npliance and behavior to evaluate the
effect of pedestrian signals on pedestrian safety.
However, a clear relation has not yet been estab-
lished between pedestriân accidents and such surro-
gate measures. Although these Past studies provide
useful insights about pedestrian control at inter-
sections, they do not provide sufficient ínforrnation
to establish the safety benefits of pedestrian
signals. We therefore decided that a nore-co¡nPre-
hensive analysis was ¡rarranted that would use sev-
eral years of pe¿lestrian accident data at a large
number of urban intersections.

IT{ETHODOLOGY

The evaluation approach selected for this research
involved the use of pedestrian accident experience
instead of pedestrian behavior, conpliance measurest
or other åccident surrogates to determine the effect
of pedestrian signals and timing on pedestrian
safety. The two tyPes of accident analysis consid-
ered were (a) the analysis of Pedestrian accident
before and after the installation of a Pedestrian
signal and (b) a comparative analysis of accidents
at locations erith anal without pedestrian signals.
Before and after analyses can be used to determine
cause-and-effect relations, preferably by using
conparison sites and looking at accident trends over
time in order to ¡nininize the connon threats to
evaluation validity (i.e., regression-to-the-mean,
changes in accident trends over timer compounding
effects of other locational factors, and data insta-
bility). However, Èhis analysis approach was re-
jected for thís study due to (a) the snall accident
sânples per site, (b) the difficuLty in finding
suitable sites (with several years of accident data
before and after Èhe installation of a pedestrian
signal) and comparison sites, and (c) the problern of
isolating the true effect of the pedestrian signals
on pedestrian accident.s from other locational fea-
tures.

The comparative analysis aPProach involves the
selection of a large sample of sltes with and wÍth-
out pedestrian signals and the representation of
various timing schemes. Intersections that have
si¡nilar geornetric or operational features are
grouped together and accident data are compared for
each group. This approach usually allows for the
creation of a large data base without relying on
sites where pedestrian signals have been added in
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recent years. The possible disadvantâges with a

conparative analysis are that no two intersections
are exactly aliker so a large nunber of trafficr
geonetric, and operational data variables are needed
for each site to help ensure reliability of results.
À comparative analysis does not show cause-and-ef-
fect relation but does al1ow for determining rela-
tions among variables 1f the ProPer statlstlcal
tests are uaed. A conParative analysis apProach etag
subsequently selected for Èhis study.

Data Needs

Data needs were established based on the findings of
the literature review, the objectives of the study,
and the need to assess pedestrian accident experi-
ence and to characterlze intersection locations to
pernit the isolation of lnfluencing factors. The
basic analysis approach was designeil to cornPare the
pedestrian accident experience between signalized
locations with and without pedestrian signal indica-
tions. since a variety of signal-timing schenes are
used for pedestrian signalsr it yras deemeil imPortant
to âssess individually the effect of the various
schemes on pedestrian accidents.

Independent variables were defined that would be
appropriate for classifying each candidate intersec-
tion in terms of its design, operation, and environ-
ment. The prime requirenent of such variables was
that they represent different levels of oPportunity
for pedestrian accidents or should have so¡ne influ-
ence on the potenÈial for an accident. since Pedes-
trian accidents are dírectly related to traffic and
pedestrian volumes, these two variables were consld-
ered to be of major inportance. Thêrefore, data on
traffic and pedestrian volumes grere collected for
each intersection by leg (if avaÍlable) within the
period for which the âccldent datâ vrere available.

Additional independent variables used Èo describe
the inter6ection characteristics $tere also identf-
fied. These variables included the followings

1. Design factors--number of lanesr intersection
skewnessr use and type of Pedestrian signal, nunber
of turn lanes or turn prohibitions, and street widthi

2. Environ¡nental factors--cityr land user areâ
type' and functional classificationi and

3. operational factors--signa1 timing and phas-
irg, provision for right-turn-on-redr bus oPera-
tions, speed Iirnits, one-yray or two-way street
operations, and parking.

The data analysis plan addressed the question of
how nany years of accident data would be necessary
to provide sound statistical resul.ts. Although the
use òf pedestrian accldent data was deternined to be
the nost desirable method of neasurÍng directly the
effectiveness of pedestrian signalization optíons'
the relative infrequency of pedestrian accitlents at
any locatlon was recognized to create a proble¡n in
the statistical analysis of the dâta. Therefore, a
conservative estimate indicated that about 1000
intersections were necessary, and 3 to 6 years of
accident datã per síte, to ensure statistical reli-
abí1ity.

Copies of accident reports ylere obtained and
reviewed before coding. ALI basic infor¡nation about
each accidentr includlng who was at fâult, the
accident type, severity, conÈrlbuting circu¡nstances,
and 20 other accident details, were entered into the
dâta base. Accldents were included in the analysis
only if they were within the lnfluence of the inter-
section and thought to be related to a crossing
maneuver at the signal. For exanple, highly unusual
accidents (i.e., pedestrian falls from moving car,
pedestrian is hit while standing on sidewalk' or
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police officer direcÈing traffic) were not included.
Computerized accident files were used in 2 of the 15
cities because the accident report forns were not
readily available.

Site Selection

The seLection of suitable sites for this stu¿ly
required that candidate cities first be chosen to
satisfy the following criteria:

1. Cities should be willing to cooperate in the
study and provide necessary data¡

2. Pedestrian and traffic volu¡ne data should be
available at a large nu¡nber of locations fron counts
conalucted within the past five years;

3. other required locational data (i.e., signal
timing sheets, land use naps, bus maps, and dates of
when any major locatlonal changes were rnade) should
also be readily available;

4. Accident data should be of high quality,
accidents should be referenced accurately to the
proper location, and accident-reporting Levels
should be relatively consistenti

5. Candidate cities should cover a wide geo-
graphic range throughout the United states and
represent a variety of typesr ilensity, trâffic laws,
and pedestrian attitudes¡ and

6. Cities should have an adequate sa¡np1e of types
of pedestrian signals and sígnal-tining schemes.

Of the rnore than 70 U.S. cities originally con-
tacted for use in the stu¿ly, 15 were selected after
we deterrnined that they substantially ¡net the above
criteria. The only city found that had ¡nore than 20
exclusive-timed intersections was Denver, Colorado.
A few exclusive Íntersections nere found ín New
Haven, Connecticut; ltlalthamr l,lassachusetts¡ Washing-
ton, D.C.; Kansas City, !¡lissourí; West Hartford,
Connecticuti Richmond, Virqiniat and Tampa, Florida.

Problems were also encountered ín identlfying
sites that had early- or late-release tirning. only
a very few locations that use this sche¡îe were found
in discussions with city traffic engineers. trlost
engineers were of the opinion that, after flows of
either automobiles or pedestrians were initiated, it
is difficult to interrupt thetn on the same phase.
Hence, very little use is ¡nade of this timing scheme
within the cities contacted. The resulting cate-
gories of pedestrian signa1 tining included the
following:

I. No pedestrian signal,
2. concurrent tining,
3. Exclusive (including scranble) timing, and
4. other timing (split phasing or early or late

release) .

Cities were selected fron several geographic
regions to elininate unwanted biases in the acci-
dents related to climate, driver attitudes, system-
wide accident characteristÍcs, areawide safety
enphasis, lifestyles, anil local highway design
standards. Furthermore, an attempt rras ¡nade to
avoid cities thât were considered to be highly
unusual in terns of pedestrian activity, attitudes,
and behavior. A total of 1297 íntersections in 15
cities across the United States were selected for
inclusion in Èhe study, as indicated in Table I.

vlithin each of the cities selected for data
coltection, candidate signalized intersections with
and without pedestrian signals yrere selected for
analysis. The selection sras based on the avâiI-
ability of the required intersection data and the
need for a relatively uniforn sanple of typical
intersection situations. Therefore' aII of the
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locations selected for inclusion in thi6 study had
the following features:

1. All intersections had four approach legs
without unusual featuresi offset intersection ap-
proaches' multiple 1e99ed intersections, and traffic
cÍrc1es were not selected.

2. AII intersections had traffic signalst sone
had pedestrian signal indications and others did not.

3. À11 intersections were in urban or suburban
areas.

The Locations were different to some degree in terms
of

L. The use of pedestrian signal-timing schemes
(concurrent, no pedestrian signal, or exclusive),

2. The range of pedestrian volune (about 50-
50 000 pedestrians/day crossing all approaches) and
traffic volu¡nes (about 1600-78 000 entering vehi-
cles,/day) '3. Land uses (commercial, residential, or recrea-
tional) ' and

4. A variety of other roadway features (nurnber of
lanes, turn prohibitions, or presence or absence of
r ight-turn-on-red) .

Data Collection

The data collection effort usually involved one or
¡nore vÍsits to the appropriate offices in the se-
lected cities. Data i{ere co¡npiled fron traffic,
acci¿lent, and roadway data filest maps; and computer
outputs. The unavailability of certain data ín sone
of the cities necessÍtated field surveys and pedes-
trian volume counts at most of the intersections.
After the data erere coded, they were checked by a
series of manual and computerized reviews of the
data files to ensure integrity. The corrected data
file was condensed and refornatted to facilitate
analysis by using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) and Statistical Analysis
system (SÀS) statistical packages.

DATA ÀNAI.YSIS

À comprehensive statistical analysis was unilertaken
on the ilata files to deter¡nine the effects of pecles-
trian signals on accidents. It was recognized at
the outset that small samples of pedestrian acci-
dents per site i{ould exist, which }rould produce a
skei{ed (nonnormal) distribution of accidents by
site. this requirêd the sefection of not only a
Iårge nunber of sites and three to six years of
accident data but also the selection of appropriate
statistical tests. The analysis first included a
review of accident characterisèics to provide an
understanding of the factors associated with pedes-
trian accidents. Next¡ correlation analysis was
used to determine what traffic and roadway variables
were most híghly related to pedestrian accldents. À
branching anal.ysis was used to indicate variables
that explained the nost variation in pedestrian
accidents and to identify the breakpoint levels that
were important in subsequent statistical tests.

Based on the results of the correlation and
branching analysis, chi-square and analysis of
variance and covariance tests were applied. The
chi-square test was used to cornpare the distrÍbu-
tions of accidents for locations with and without
pedestrian signals and for clifferent timing schenes
(i.e., concurrent versus exclusive tirning) for
various data groups. Finally, analysis of variance
and covariance tests were usecl to isolate the effect
of pedestrian signals and tining on accidents while
controlling for other influencing variables.
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Table 1. Summary of intersections from
each city used in the study.

City

Albany, NY
Chicago, IL
Columbus, OH
Denver, CO
Detroit, MI
Grand Rapids, MI
Kansas City, MO
New Haven, CT
Richmond, VA
Seattle, WA
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Waltham, MA
lilashington, DC
West Hartford, CT
Total

0
t12
46
16

108
9

z8
0
2

99
2l

113
0

104
0

65S

0
0
0

39
0
0
I

l3
ll

0
t6
0

1l
l0

5

tos

0
t2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

0
5

0
n

1976-1980 17
t977-1980 635
1978-1980 54
1978-1980 34
1978-1980 222
1978-1980 l0
1978-1980 1 I
t9'17-t979 43
1978-1980 55
t974-1979 342
t977-1980 33
1976-1980 198
1977-1980 2
1974-1979 425
1976-1980 0

2081

characteristics of Pedestrian Accidents

The accident data collected and analyzed consisted
of 2081 accidents thât occurred at the 1297 inter-
sections shown in Tabfe L. The analysis perioil
ranged from three to six years in each city based on
the availability of historical accident data. I'lost
of lhe accident data used in this study was associ-
ated vrith intersections in five large urban areas
(Chicago, Illinois; Washington, D.C.r Toledo, ohioi
Detroit, Michigant and Seattle, washington) that
represented more than 70 percent of the locations
and 88 percent of the accidents in the sample.

The characteristics associated vtith the pedes-
trian accidents are surnmarized in Tab1e 2, including
details on accident severityr pedestrian age and
sex, collísion type, pedestrian action' and driver
action. only 29 (I.4 percent) of the 208I accidents
resulted in a pedestrian fatalityt the vast majority
(93 percent) of the accidents vJere injury accidents.
In addition, 98 collisions (4.7 percent) involved no
injury to the pedestrian.

surn¡naries of accidents by age and sex of pedes-
trians indicate that more than 40 percent of the
accidents involved young and êlderIy persons and
nales are hit nore often than are femâIes. The
designation of accident tyPe was based on driver
intent at the intersection (i.e., straight or turn-
ing right or left). The nost conmon type of pedes-
trian accident involved a through vehicle (60.3
percent). Right-turning movements accounted for
14.8 percent of the accidentst left-turning vehicles
were involved in 22.5 percent of the accÍdents.

The determination of pedestrian and driver action
involved revield of hard copy accident reports to
determine whether the accident was caused by a

hazardous pedestrian action (i.e., walking or run-
ning against the signal) or a hazardous driver
action (i.e., run red light or failure to yield on a
turn) . The investigating officerr s remarks and
descript!.on of the accident and site condition were
the basis for this deternination. For those acci-
dents where the Pedestrian action could be deter-
mined' the pedestrian was crossing with the signal
ín 49.2 percent of the accidents. For the 1446
accidents where the driver action could be deter-
mined, 41.5 percent were judged to be driving safely
at the time of the accident and were not judged at
fault in the accident. This indicates that approxi-
nately one-half of the pedestrian accidents at
intersections are caused by pedestrians in violation
of the traffic or pedestrian signal. In the other
one-half of the Pedestrian accidents' the pedes-

trians were following the instructions of traffic or
pedestrian signals but nere struck by motorists who

failed to observe or yield to pedestrians in ti¡ne.

Correlatíon Analysis

The purpose of this analysis was to cleter¡nine which
independent variables (i.e., traffic' roadway, and
signal variables) to incLude in subsequent anälyses
based on their relations to each other and accident
data (dependent variables). Pearsonrs correlations
vrere computed for various combinations of continuous
dependent and indepenclent variables to determine
those combinatíons that have the strongest interre-
Iations. The correlations between key dependent
variables and independent variables were generally
1ov¡ (r-values of less than 0.6). The strongest of
these relations were found between nean pedestrian
accidents per year and both pedestrian volumes and
vehicl-e volumes. Generally loYr correlations were
expected due to the wide variety of features of the
intersections that influence the pedestrian accident
experience at a location. No attempt was made to
improve the correlations through the inclusion of
muttiple independent varíables by sÈepi{ise linear
regression analysis or through data stratification.
The decision was ¡nade to Proceed to other analysis
techniques (branching analysis and analysis of
covariance) to further quantify the effect of indi-
vidual variables on pedestrian accidents.

Branchinq Anâlvsis

A branching analysis was conducted on 1289 signal-
ized intersections to determine what traffic ând
roadway variables explain the most variation in
pedestrian accident experience. AIso' we hoPed that
the analysis wouJ.d identify breakpoint levels of
pedestrian and traffic volurnes, based on pedestrian
accident experience, for data stratification in
subsequent analyses. The resul-ts of the branching
analysis (shown in Figure I) indicated the following:

1. Pedestrian vol.u¡ne is the variable that ex-
ptains the greatest anount of variation in pedes-
trian accident.s (14.9 percent of variance explained).

2. After several groupings of pedestrían volune
were tested, the most-important breakPoin! in pedes-
trian accidents occurs for a pedestrian average
daily traffic (ADT) Ievel of 1200. In fact, for the
609 locations that had Pedestrian ADTS less than
]-2oo, the mean annual pedestrian accidents Per
location was 0.178' compared with 0.553 for loca-

Total

9
236

47

170
t6
39
43
97

140
58

184
1i

187
5

]u91

9
t12

I
0

62
'l

l0
27
84
4t
21
66

0
68

0
508

Locations

Concurent Exclusive Other
Timing Timing Timing

No Pedes-
trian Signal

Accident Data- Total No.
Collection of Pedestrian
Period Accidents
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tlons that had pedestrian ADT of 1200 or ¡nore.
Another breakpoint occurred at a pedestrian ADT of
3500.

3. The nost-important breakpoints in the traffic
volune data (in terns of pedestrian accidents)
occurred at ADT levels of 2Z 500 and lg 000.

4. Beside pedestrian and traffic volume, other
variables that were found to be of some irnportance
in explaÍning pedestrian accidents included bus
operation (a buE route on one or more of the streets
at the inÈeraection), street operation (one-lvay
versus two-eray streets), percentage of vehicle
turns, intersection design¡ area type (CBD, fringe,
or residential), and street approach vridth.

Table 2. Summary ofpedestr¡ân accident data.

Classification Characte¡istics No. Percent
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5. Although all intersecÈions in the analysis had
a traffic signal, the presence or absence of a
pedestrian signal indication had no significant
effect on pedestrian accident experience.

Further branching analysis was conducted sepa-
rately for the following three groups of intersec-
t Íons :

1. The 507 intersections that did not have pedes-
trian signals,

2. The 652 locations that
trian signals, and

3. The I09 locations that
trian slgnal ti¡ning.

had concurrent pedes-

had exclusive pedes-

The following general conclusions vrere found:

1. The presence of buses was found to be an
important factor in pedestrian accidents for loca-
tion groups above 1000 pedestrians,/day for locatÍons
that had concurrent pedestrian timing and also for
locations that did not have pedestrian signals¡

2. For exclusive-tirned signals that had pedes-
trian ADT above 8000, pedestrian accidents were nuch
lower at the intersectíon of tno one-way streets
than for Íntersections of two-way street äpproaches,

3. For intersections that did not have pedestrían
signals on bus routes and ÀDT above 1000, a higher
accident experience y¡as found at residential inter-
sections conpared with nonresidential areas; and

4. The presence of a wide street vridth (i.e.,
greater than 50 ft) vras associated with higher
pedestrian accidents for some categories of roads
that had pedestrian ADTS above 1000.

Three classes of traffic volu¡ne vrere chosen based
on breakpoints deternined from the branching analy-
sis to assess the sensitivity of pedestrlan acci-
dents as a function of pedestrian and traffic vol-
ume, as illustrated ln Figure 2. fntersection
classes of pedestrian and traffic volune v¡ere
grouped together and the pedestrian accidents for
three years were plotted. Three traffic volume
groups and ll pedestriân volume groups were used to
illustrate the expected number of pedestrian acci-
dents at an intersection for a Èhree-year period.

Accident seYe¡ity

Age group"

Sex of pedestrian

Driver intent

Pedestrian actionb

Driver actionc

Fatal irjury
Nonfatal injury
No injury
Unknom
Total
0- l5
16-59
<60
Unknown
Total
Male
Female
Unknown
Total
Straight
Right tum
Left tum
Other or unknown
Total
No hazardous action
Hazardous action
Unknown
Total
No hazardous action
Hazardous action
Unknown
Total

29
I 935

98
l9

208 1

225
504
186
106

1021
546
465
l0

to21
1256
308
468

49
208 I

475
449
42

966
600
805
4t

r446
aExcludes âccidents from washington, DC, and Chicago, IL.
o*Excludes accidents from Washinglon, DC; Chicago, IL; and Richmond, VA.cËxcludes accidents from Wâshington, DC.

Figure 1. Branching analysis by using mean pedestr¡an accídents per yeâr.

t.4
93.0
4.7
0.9

22.0
49.4
t8.2
10.4

53.5
45.5

1.0

60.3
14.8
22.5

2.4

49.2
46.5
4.3

41.5
55.7

2.8
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the plots include intersections that ¿lid not have
pedestrian signals an¿l also those that had concur-
rent pedestrian signals (since no significant dif-
ference i{as found in pedestrian accidents betvreen
these tyro groups). The curves show the sensitlvity
of pedestrian accidents to traffic and pedestrian
volumes. calculatton of. correlation coefficients
(Peâraonrs r) is not appropriate in this case be-
cause each data point repreaents the mean accident
experience of nunerous intersections in a Particular
volume cLass.

Figure 2. Relat¡on between pedestrian volume and pedestrian acc¡dent exper¡ence for three levels of vehicle volumes'

3000 5000

P'DESTRIÀN VOLUIIE (LOG SCALE)

Table 3. Su mmary of pedestrian accidents per year per site by pedestrian signal type and volume class.
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Based on the results of the branching analysis, a

breakdown analysis was used to summarize averaqe
pedestrian accidents for various classifications of
traffic volune, pedestrian volume, and signal-ti¡ning
scheme (Table 3). This table provides a sirnplistic
description of the trends in pedestrian accidents in
relation to Pedestrian signalization and volune
factors. These results are not sufficient, holtevert
to make conclusive statements relative to these
trends etithout further testing of the true effects
by using nore soPhisticated analysfs of varlance
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a High VebicI€ Voluñe {>27,500}

o Mediuh Vehicte voluFe tì8,000-27,500)

o bY vehicle volune (<18,000)

No Pedestrian Siglal Indication Concurrent Pedestrian Signal Timing Exclusive Timing

Volume Class

Mean
A¡ìual
Pedestrian
Accidents
per Intersction

Mean
Annual
Pedestrian
Accidents

Intersections perlntersection

Mean
Annual
Pedestrian
Accidents

Intefsections per Intersection Intersections

Low pedesirian volume, G.l200, and low
vehicle volume, 0-18 000

Medium pedestrian volume, I 201-3500,
and low vehicle volume, G'18 000

Hieû pedestrian volume, >3500, and low
vehicle volume, 0-18 000

Low pedestrian volume, O-1200, and
medium vehicle volume, 18 001-27 500

Medium pedestrian volume, 1201-3500,
and medium vehicle volume, 18 001-27 500

High pedest¡ian volume, >3500, and medium
vehiclevolume, 18 001-27 500

Low pedestrian volume, 0-1200, and high
vehicle volume, >27 5O0

Medium pedestdan volume, l20l-3500, and
high vehicle volume, > 27 500

High pedestrian volume, > 3500, and high
vehicle volume, >27 500

0.09

0.28

o.2s

0.19

0.41

0.65

0.23

0.52

0.88

t20

27

22

78

61

89

92

'19

90

t27

46

16

84

5l

37

74

47

26

0.14

0.25

0.50

o.2l

0.41

0.52

0.28

0.73

0.91

0.1 I

0.40

0.29

0.08

0.20

0.21

0.1?

0.66

T2

8

2l

l0

8

25

12

l3
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Table 4. D¡stribution of locations by pedestrian accident
exper¡ence and s¡gnal liming scheme.

Table 5. Summary of results from the chi-square analys¡s.
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Pedestdan Pedestrian
Volume Accidents
per Day per 3 Years

Intersectionswith Intersectionswith Intersectionswith
No Pedestrian Concurrent-Timed Exclusive-Timed
Signals Pedestrian Signals Pedestrian Signals

No. Percent Percent

<1200

>1200

0
>0to I
>1 to 1.5
> 1.5
Total
0
>0to I
>l to 1.5
>l.5to2
>2.25
Total

t77
71
t4
23

285
57
64
29

25 28
45

223

62.1
24.9
4.9
8.1

25.s
28.7
13.0
12.6
20.2

53.4
2'1.9

5.9
t2.8

17.4
26.9
12.5
15.8
27.4

73.5
t47

5.9
5.9

42.7
33.3
4.0
9.3

10.7

25
5

2
2

'T32
25

3

1
8

75

155
81
17
37

2n
64
99
46
58

l0l
368

Comparison
Pedestrian Difference
Volume Distributionsa t df

Level of
Significance

No pedestrian signal versus concur-
rent-timed pedestrian signal

No pedestrian signal versus exclu-
sive-timed pedestrian signal

Concurrent-timed pedestrian signaJ
versus exclusive-timed pedestrian
signal

<l200ld.ay No
>l200lday No
<1200lday No
>1200lday Yes
<1200lday No
>12O0lday Yes

5.630 3
8.664 4
2.197 3

13.492 4
5.410 3

32.240 4 0.01

aSignificant at the 0.05 level of confidence.

tests or considering in greater detail the influence
of the many other geonetric, traffic, and locational
factors.

Chi-Sguare Ànalysis

The chi-square test was used to test for a statisti-
caIIy significant âssociation between pedestrian
accidents and pedestrian signal timing schemes
(incLuding the no-pedestrian-signal situation). The
chi-square test, was deter¡nined appropriate for use
in this study because it can relate a continuous,
nonnormal variable (i.e., Poisson distríbution of
accidents) to one or more categorical variables
(i.e., categories of pedestrian signal timing).

Distributions of locations that had various
pedestrian signal schemes were established sepa-
rately for locatíons that had pedestrian volutnes
less than L2O0/day and locations that had 1200 or
rnore pedestrians/day (Table 4). Four to five ranges
of pedestrian accidents (per three-year period) were
developed for use in the chi-square analysis. The
nunber and percentage of Locations thât falI into
each category are given in Table 4, which indicates
a highly skewed (i.e., Poisson) distribution for
each group of locations. The break point of 1200
pedestrians/day was used to separate the data set
because of its importance in explaining variation in
pedestrian accidents (as found from the branching
analysis).

The results of the chi-square ânalysis are suÍì¡na-
rized in Table 5 and indicate the following:

J.. No significant difference was found in pedes-
trian accident distributions when comparing loca-
tions that did not have pedestrian signals to loca-
tions that had concurrent pedestriân signals. This
was true for both groups of pedestrian volume (i.e.,
<1200 and >1200 pedestrians/day).

2. îor intersections that had fewer than 1200
pedestrians/day, no significant difference was found
in pedestrian accident distributions when comparing
exclusive-timed pedestrian signals with both the
no..pedestrian-signal groups and also Locations that
had concurrent pedestrian signals. The lohr nu¡nber

of exclusive-timed signals (34) in this volu¡ne
category nay have caused this result.

3. For intersections that have 1200 or more
pedestrians/day, a significant difference was found
betereen accident distributions for exclusive-timed
pedestrian signals cotnpared with locations that did
not have pedestrian signals as weLl as locatíons
that had concurrent pedestrian signals (0.01 level
of confidence in each case). A higher proportion of
exclusive-timed locations were in the l-ow accident
groups than in the concurrent signal group or the
no-pedestrian-signal group.

Anâlvsis Õf Våriãnce and Covariance

The statistíca1 investigations were pursued to a
stiII higher level in an atternpt t'o expl_ain the
findings of the previous analyses. This involved
the use of analysis of variance and covariance
techniques. The analysis of variance nethod was
used to divide the observed variation in experi-
¡nental data into parts, and each part is assigned to
a known source or variable. The purpose of the
analysis v¡as to determine whether a particular part
of the variation is greater than would be expected
by chance. The nul1 hypothesis generally assumed
for the analysis of variance was that the rnean of
the sample data is not significantly different.

The analysis of covariance is similar to the
analysis of variance, but it al-Iows for the ínclu-
sion of covariates in the analysis to adjust the
dependent variable (i.e., pedestrian accidents per
year) for continuous variabìes where appropriate.
For example, the continuous covariates selected and
used in most of the analysis of variance tests were
pedestrian volume and traffic volume. This attovred
for determining the true effect of pedestrían sig-
nals on pedestrian accidents while controlling for
the effects of varying levels of pedestrian and
traffic volumes. Examples of the discrete (noncon-
tinuous) variables included in the analysis incluclecl
street operation, absence or presence of right-
turn-on-red regulations, bus operation, area type,
and others.

The final selection of variables used in the
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analysis of variance analysis was based on the
results of the correlation analysis, the branching
analysis, and preliminary anâlysis of variance
runs. The dePendent variables used the analysis of
variance runs included various types of mean annual
pedestrian accidents, including total accidentsr
right-turn accidents, l-eft-turn accidents, and total
turn accidents.

The independent variables used in one or more of
the analysis of variance runs as covariates included
the following:

I. Totat traffic volume [annual average daily
traffic (AÀDT) L

2. Right-turn traffic volu¡ne (AADT),

3. Left-turn traffic volune (AÀDT),
4. Total turning traffic volume (AADT), and
5. Total petlestrian volume (AADT).

The analysis of variance runs were ¡nade with varying
cornbinations of the foltowing classification vari-
ables:

I. Area tYPe code,
2. Street operation,
3. signal operation coder and
4. city codê.

Numerous analysis of variance tests were under-
taken by using the SPSS program to address severaL
basic issues.

Issue 1: Are ttlean Pedestrían Accidents per Yeêr
significantl-y Affected by the Presence of various
Types of Pedestrian Signal Timing Schemes?

The ¡nean Pedestrian accidents per year are si9-
nificantly affected by the presence of various
pedestrían-timing schenes (at the 0.00I level) when

adjustrnents are made for pedestrian vo].umes, traffic
volume, ând street operation. The lowest adjusted
mean accidents per year occurred for exclusive
tiroing lO.22l, and the highest was for concurrent
pedestrian signals (0.40). other values included no
pedestrian signal (0.36) and other seni-exclusive or
protected signals (0.38).

Similar comparisons were also ¡nade for the mean

turning pedestrian accidents per year. The indepen-
dent variables included operation code (i.e., one-
way or two-way combinations), Pedestrian volune, and
total vehicle turning volume. There were signifi-
cant differences in the nean Pedestrian accidents
for the various signal timing schemes. For both
types of pedestrian acci.'ents, exclusive-tined
locations had the lovrest ¡nean accidents per year.
Details of the results are given in Table 6.

Issue 2 ! Is there a Significant Difference in
Pedestrian Àccialents between Intersections that Did
Not Have Pedestrian Signals and Intersections that
Had Concurrent Pedestrian Signal Timing?

The total mean Pedestrian accidents are not signifi-
cantLy different (at the 0.05 level of confidence)
betrrreen intersections with no pedestrian sígna1s
compared to intersections with standard pedestrian
signals, when adjust¡nents are nade for pedestrian
volurne' traffic volumer and street operation code.
This finding agrees with the findings from the
chi-square test.

Simitar conparisons were also ¡nade for mean

turning pedestrian accidents per year. The indePen-
dent variables included operation code, Pedestrian
vofume, and total vehicle turning vol"ume. There r4tas

a significant difference (at the 0.05 level) between
no pedestrían signal locations and locations that
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had concurrent pedestrian signals for the mean
pedestrian turning accidents per year. The analysis
also indicated that locations that did not have
pedestrian signals had significantly feerer Pedes-
trian turning accidents than those that had concur-
rent pedestrian signals. HovJeverr the sample size
for turning accidents is small, and further in-depth
testing should be done to verífy thÍs apparent
affect. Details of the results are given in Table
6. This finding mây be the resutt of pedestriansr
failure to be cautious of turning vehicles at loca-
tions with pedesÈrian signal heads.

Conparlso¡¡Þ of ¡nean annual pedestrian accidents
were made between locations that did not have pedes-
trian signals and those that håd concurrent Pedes-
trian signals for the cities of Chicago' Detroit'
äashington' Toledo, and seattle (individually and as
a group) to deternine whether similar results were
found in each major city. Again, the independent
variables were traffic volume' pedestrian volume,
signal operation' and street operation. No signifi-
cant difference in pedestrian accidents was found in
any city betirteen intersections that diil not have
pedestrian sígnals versus intersections that had

concurrent Pedestrian signals. This fin¿ling tendls
to indicate that regÍonal differences did not bias
the results. The concurrent signal tining fared
best in seattle than in any other city when compared
with tocations that did not have pedestrian signals
(although the difference in accident ¡neans was not
significant in any city). This trend night be
explained, since Seattle probably has lower Pedes-
trian violation rates (and better compliance to
pedestrian signals) compared nith the other large
cities in the sanpLe. As signal co¡npliance in-
creases, their effect on Pedestrian safety should
inprove. I{hen a si¡nilar analysis was conducted for
the five cities combined (also controlling for the
differences in the loca1 accident experience), no
significant differences were found in either the
total, ¡nean pedestrian accidents or the mean turning
pedestrian accidents. These findings are summarized
in Table 7.

Issue 3: Is the Difference Significant in Pedestrian
Àccidents between Intersections that Did Not Have
Pedestrian Signals and Intersections that Had Exclu-
sive Pedestrian Signal Timing?

The mean Pedestrian accidents per year are signifi-
cantl-y different between intersections with exclu-
sive timing schemes conpared with intersections Y¡ith
no pedestrian signals (ât the 0.001 level) vrhen

controlled for street operationr Pedestrian volune,
and traffic volune. The nean adjusted pedestrian
accidents at exclusive locations (0.\5/year) is
significantly lower than for no pedestrian signal
(0.33/year). The chi-square analysis confirned this
finding for locations that had pedestrian ÀDTs above
12 00.

Si¡nilar comparisons were also nade for mean-turn-
ing accidents per year. The independent variables
included oPeration code, pedestrlan volume, and
vehicle turning volume. In each case' the rnean

adjusted accidents per year v¡ere significantly lorter
at exclusive-time locations than at locations that
did not have pedestrian signals (at the 0.0I leveI
of confidence). Detâils of the results are given in
Table 6.

rssue 4z Is there a Significant Difference in
Pedestrian Accidents Between Intersections that Have

Concurrent Pedestriân signal Timing and Intersec-
tions Ehat Have Exclusive Pedestrian signal Tining?

The total mean pe¿lestrian accidents are signifi-
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cantly different (at the 0.001 Level) between inter-
sections that have standard pedestrian signal timing
and lntersections that have exclusive pedegtrian
signal timing when accounting for the effects of
street operation, pedestrian vol,uÍne, and traffic
volune. The mean adjusted pedestrian accidents at

Table 6. summary of analysis of variancr results for different pedestrian signal alternatives.
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exclusive locations (0.27/yearl 1s slgniflcantly
lower than the mean pedestrian accidents for stan-
dard signal tÍning (0.43lyear).

Si¡nllar conrparisons were also made with mean
turning accidents per year. The independent vari-
ables included street operation, pedestrian volurne,

Dependent
Comparison Variable Alternative

Adjusted Control
Mean Variables

Significant
Diffe¡encee

Level of
Significance

All pedestrian signal Mean pedesttian accidents
alternatives per year

Mean pedestriân turning
accidents per year

No pedestrian signal Mean pedestrian accidents
indication versus per year
concurent pedes-
trian signal timing

Mean pedestrian turning
âccidents pe¡ year

No pedestrian signal Mean pedestrian accidents
indication versus per year
exclusive pedes-
trian signal timing

Mean pedestrian tu¡ning
accidents per year

Mean pedest¡ian turning
accidents per year

No pedestrian signala 0.36
Concunentb 0-40
Exclusi.vec 0.22
otherd 0.38
No pedestrian signalâ 0.1 3
Concurrentb 0- I ?
Exclusivec 0.01
otherd o.z0
No pedestrian signala 0.36
Concurrentb 0.40

No pedestrian signala 0.12
Concurrentb 0. I 5

No pedestrian signala 0.33
Exclusivec 0.15

No pedestrian signalâ 0.1 I
Exclusivec 0.00

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffíc volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedest¡ian volume, total
traffic yolume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal altematives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.001

0.001

0.1 30

0.048

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Concurrent pedes- Mean pedestrian accidents Concurentb
trian timing versus per yer Exclusivec
exclusive pedes-
trian signal timilg

0.43
0.27

0. l7
0.03

Yes

Concurrentb
Exclusivec

an = 5o8- bn = 658. cn = tog- d¡ = 22.

Table 7. Summary of analys¡s of variance results by city.

eSignificant al the 0.05 level of confidence.

Dependent
City Variable Alternâtive

Adjusted Sample
Mean Size

Significant
Differenceo

Level of
Significance

Control
Variables

Chicago Mean pedestdan accidents
per yeâr

Detroit Mean pedestrian accidents
per yeâr

Seattle Mean pedestrian accidents
pef yeat

Toledo Mean pedestrian accidents
pè¡ year

r¡Vashington Meanpedest¡ìânaccidents
per yeâr

Chicago Mean pedestrian accidents
Det¡oit per year
Seattle
Toledo
Washington
Chicago Mean pedestrian turning
Detroit accidents per year
Seattle
Toledo
Washington

No pedestrian signal
Concunent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestdan signal
Concunent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestrian signal
Concur¡ent

0.44 62
0.44 108

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volums, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedest¡ian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
ope¡ation, pedestrian
signal alternatives, city
code

Pedestrian volume, tot¿l No
traffic volume, street
operatiofi, pedestrian
signal alternatives, city
code

0.60
0.72

0.4s
0.39

tt2
112

41
99

0.1 37

0.919

0.443

0.078

0.5 91

0.3 75

0.1 93

0.15 66
0.25 I 13

0.37 ó8
0.40 104

0.41 349
0.44 536

0.15 349
0.17 536

asignificant at the O,05 level of confidence
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and total vehicle turning volume. The exclusive-
timed intersections had significantly lower acciilent
experíence than the sÈandard-timed signal locations.

Issue 5: What Traffic, Geometric, anil OperatÍonal
Variables Have a Signíficant Effect on Pedestrian
Accidents at Signalized Urban Intersections?

Based on nu¡nerous analysis of varíance runs, vari-
ables that have a significant effect (at the 0.05
level) on total pedestrian accidents for sone inter-
section groups include the following:

I. Urban area tyPe (suburban streets had sÍgnifi-
cantly higher Pedestrian accidents than did those of
other areas,

2. Street operation (intersections of ti{o one-way
streets had significantly lower .pedestrian accidents
than intersections of two, two-way streets) r and

3. The presence of bus routes on one or both
streets of the intersection was associated 9rÍth
higher pedestrian accidents for so¡ne intersection
suþroups.

SI'!4MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper summarizes the study undertaken to deter-
nine the safety benefits derived from the use of
pedestrian signals. The research approach involved
the collection, reduction' and analysis of accident,
traffic, and design data for 1297 urban intersec-
tions (which had 2081 pedestrian accidents over a
three- to six-year period) in 15 citíes. The sig-
nalization options included no pedestrian signalsr
standard (concurrent) timing, exclusive timing, and
other tining sche¡nes. Insufficient satnpLes were
available fro¡n the other category for statistical
analysis.

The use of concurrent-timed pedestrian signals
was found to have no significant effect on Pedes-
trian accident distributiona (based on chi-square
test) or pe¿lestrian accident frequencies (analysis
of variance and covariance) for a sample of more
than 1100 locations that representetl these two
groups. This finding was also true for the five
Iargest cities in the data sanple (chicago, Washing-
ton, D.c., Detroitr Seattle, and Toledo) .

The presence of exclusive-tined, protected Pedes-
trian intervals (including scramble-tirned intersec-
tions) was associated with signiflcantly lower
pedestrian accident experience when conpared with
locations with either concurrenÈ-timed pedestrian
signals or no pedestrian signals, hthen controLled
for other important data variables (analysis of
covariance). This finding was supported by the
result of the chi-square test for intersections that
have pedestrian volu¡nes above 1200. HorÍever' this
fÍnding ytas not found for intersections that had
pedestrian volunes less than L200/day, possibly due
to the 1i¡nited samPle of exclusive-ti¡ned signal
locations within that volune category.

The number of pettestrian accidents that involved
lurning vehicles was found to be significantly
higher for locations that had concurrent-tined
pedestrian signals than for locations that did not
have pedestrian signals when other inportant vari-
ables nere controlled (analysis of covariance).
Howeverr this finding is not conclusive anil cannot
be strongly supPorted due to a small sanple of
turning pedestrian accialents. Further testing is
needed to confirm this finding, but such a trend
could possibly be exptained by the possibiliÈy that
pedestrians are often less cautious or fail to look
around for turning vehicles at locatíons that have a
WALK signal, Particularly if they feel an added
sense of Protection vrhen they see the WALK signaL.

7I

several operational variables were found to have
a significant effect on pedestrian accidents at
urban signalized intersectlonE. The branching and
regression analysis indicated that pedestrian volu¡ne
is the single-nost-important variable in explaining
the varíation in pedestrian accidents and a signifi-
cantr clirect relation exists. The nosÈ-ínPortant
breakpoints occur at pedestrian volu¡ne levels of
1200 and 3500 pedestrians/day (branchíng analysis).

Traffic voÌume is the second-tnost-important
variabte in explaining pedestrian accidents, and iÈ
also has a significant, direct relation to pedes-
trian accidents (branching analysisr regression, and
analysis of covarlance). The important breakpoints
occur at traffic volume levels of 27 500 and I8 000
vehicLes,/day. other variabLes were also found to
have an important effect on pedestrian accidents.

RECOM¡4ENDATIONS

The results of the analyses show that standard-tined
(concurrent) pedestrian signals have no significant
effect on pedestrian accidents conPared h'ith locâ-
tions that do not have Pedestrian signals. In fact,
one analysis indÍcated that a significantly hlgher
number of turning accidents are associatedl rrith
concurrent pedestrian signal timing conPared e¡ith
intersections that do not have pedestrian signals
(although not conclusive). The presence of exclu-
sive-timed pedestrian signals are associated with
significantly lower gedestrian accidents conpared
with the absence of pedestrian signals and the
presence of stan¿lard-ti¡ne pedestrian signalsr par-
ticularly for locations that have noderate-to-high
pedestrian volunes (more than L20o/dayl. However'
many U.s. cities discourage the use of exclusive-
tined (or scra¡nble) pedestrian signals, since in-
creased pedestrian and vehicle delay have been
associated with such timing.

Concurrent timing is by far the most commonly
used pedestrian signal timing. However, the use of
pedestrian indicat.ions with concurrent tining was
not found to be effective in reducing peilestrian
accidents. several possible reasons for their lack
of effectiveness in reducing pedestrian accidents
include the following:

I. Pedestrian resPect for and conpliance with
pedestrian signal indications is poor in most
cities. violatÍons of the DONrT WALK message are
higher than 50 percent in many cities. This disre-
spect and violation of the pedestrian signals is a

major reason for their ineffecÈiveness in reducing
pedestrian accidents.

2. The presence of a Peatestrian signal indication
rnay tend to create a false sense of security and may

cause many pedestrians to have the nlstaken impres-
sion that they are fully protected and have no
reason to use caution. The absence of a pedestrian
indication at a signalized locatlons sonetines gíves
pedestrians the feeling that they are on their own.
This coul"d cause many pedestrians to exercise ¡nore
caution regarding turníng vehicles.

3. The use of the flashing I{ALK has been shown in
other studies to be ineffective in a¿lequately warn-
lng pedestrians to rvatch for turning vehicles. In
fact' one study found that only 2.5 Percent of the
pedestrians understood the intended meaning of the
ftashing and steady vIALK indications. AIso, many

states have not incorporated the flashing WALK

signal into their state policiesr which has caused
nonuniformity in the use of Pedestrian signal
messages in the United States.

4. sone studies have found that the flashing
DONrT WALK indication (clearance interval) is also
not weLl understood by nany Pedestrians, anCl many
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pedestrians believe that traffic will be released
during the flashing'DONTT WALK interval.

5. Pedestrian-ãctuation devices are used too
infrequently by pedestrians and, therefore, the use
and respect for pedestrian signals nay be mini¡nized
at such locations. One study showed that they are
used by less than 35 percent of the pedestrians in
crossing at nany sites.

The results of this analysis, although they raise
questions about the effectiveness of pedestrian
signalization, arê not believed to justify the
elimination of pedestrian signals. we recommend
that city and state agencies take a closer look
before indiscri¡ninately installing pedestrian sig-
nals at aII traffic signalized locations. Such
pedestrian signals are expensive to install and
¡naintain (for a large number of sítes), and they may
not be justified at many locations. Based on the
findings of this study, further research may be
desirable to further guantify the optinal use of
pedestrian signals, including the following topics:

I. Deter¡nine the effect of intersection type on
pedestrian safety by consídering differences in
functional classifications, lane configurationt
crosswalk length' and special signal phasingt

2. Assess the effect of regional clifferences in
pedestrian behavior, accident reporting, and peiles-
trian enforce¡nent policiesi

3. Investigate further the influence of pe¿les-
trian activities related to accident experlence by
type of pedestrian signal ti¡ning; and

4. Assess the impacts of general pedestrian
compliance and understanding of signal indications
on accident experience.

OnIy after the completion of such additional re-
search can revised polícies and practices be inple-
mented.

Also, further efforts should be made to determine
means to improve the effectiveness of standard
pedestrian signals by naking them nore understand-
able, particularly in terms of the flashing WALK and
the flashlng DONrT WALK intervals. Also, efforts
should be undertaken to determine the appropriate-
ness of the pedestrian signal yrarrants currently
given in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
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Devices 17') to deternine whether ¡nore-realistic
Yrarrants are justified.
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is provided, pedestríans in crosswalks may adversely
affect vehicular capacity and, of course, their o\dn
safety. Various ¡nethods have been propose¿l for
ensuring adequate pedestrian crossing times (l-3).
Three of these methods are discussed below.

The Interin ì{aterials on Highvray Capacity (4r pp.
I15-147) contain a ¡nore-comprehensive procedure for
the analysis of pedestrian requirements at signal-
ized intersections. The procedure provides for the
analysis of space requirements (for queuing and
circulation) on the sidewalk at intersections and
for deternining needed crosswalk widths. Unfortu-
nately, the procedure has some severe shortcomings.
The purpose of this paper is to revierr¡ the above

Pedestrian Flows at Signalized Intersections

MARK VIRKLER

Early techn¡ques for dealing w¡th pedestr¡an flows at signalized ¡ntersections
were concerned with the minimum green t¡me needed for cfossing a street
and often d¡d not treat green t¡me as a function of the number of people who
cross. Recently, new knowledge has been gained about charaeterístics of
pedestrian flow, including relat¡ons âmong speed, flow, and density. ln the
lnterim Mater¡als on Highway Capacity, a method ¡s presented for pedestr¡an
flo¡rs and queues at intersections, Some flaws ¡n the method are examined
here and a different approacìh for analyzing the problem is presented.

The presence of pedestrians can have inportant ef-
fects on the operation of sígnalized intersections.
Pedestrian crossing times can often determine nini-
mlun green tines, and, therefore, minimu¡n cycle
lengths ¡I' p. 810). If insufficient crossing time

¡
I

1'
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procedures critically and to provide insight to the
analysis of the Problen.

EARLIER PROCEDURES

îhe I976 Transportation and Traffic Engineering
Hanclbook (À, P. 810) contains a simple equation for
determining the minirîun green tine needed for pe-
destríans:

G = D/vo

where

G = rninirnum green tíme (s) r
D = length of the longest crosseralk in

ing the phase (ft) ¡ andl

vp = pedestrian walking speeal (ft,/s).

use dur-

The handbook states that â walking speed of 4 ft/s
is a value frequently used.

Pignataro l2l has suggested a somewhat simílar
procedure that can be described by the following
equation:

c+Y=t+(D/vp) (2)

rrhere Y is the vehicle clearance interval (yellow or
yellow plus aII red ti¡ne) in seconds and t is the
pedestrlan starting tiner also ln seconds.

Pígnataro suggeats that the Pedestrian starting
ti¡ne be not less than 5 s. Ylhere pealestrian (YIÀLK-

DoNrT WALK) signals are useal' the starting tíme
would be ? s and the vehicle cLearance interval (Y)

would not be included on the left side of Equation
2. Pignataro doea not explain nhy thls difference
occurs. The 7-s startlng tine is in agreenent ltith
the l97l Manual on uniform Traffic control Devices
(Þ. p. 245). The 1978 edltion of the manual calls
for a walk interval of at least 4-7 s so that PedeÊ-
trians wlll have adequate oPportunicy to leave the
curb (É) before the DON|T t{ÀI.K clearance interval is
shordn. Both the 1971 and 1978 manuals suggest a

pedestrian ealk sPeed of 4.0 ftls¡ Pignataro sug-
gests 3.5-4.0 tE/s.

A common weakness of the above Procedures is that
they ato not explícltly consider the number of people
who cross durlng a particular phase. A Pedestrian
toward the back of a queue ¡nust wait for the Pedes-
trians in front to perceive and react to the signal
change and then wait for then to proceed. The pro-
cedures do not guarantee an a¿lequate starting títîe
for Èhose toward the back of the queue.

The Institute of lraffic Engineers developed a

reco¡nrnendeil Practice, À Progran for School Crossing
Protection, which conslders the nunber of pedestri-
ans that crogs at a given tlme (3). The procedure
to deternine an adequate gaP usea the followíng
equation:

Gaptime=(W3.5)+3+(N-l)2 (3)

where t{ lË the width of roadway to be crogsed, in
feetr and N ls the nunber of five-person rohts cross-
ing the street (rounded up). The 3.5 was the aa-
sumed etalk speed in feet Per aecond, 3 was the as-
6u¡ned percePtÍon or reaction time (in seconds), and
2 was the âssume¿l time interval between rows (in
seconds). Children were assr¡ned to walk in rows of
five, ¡rith a two-second headway between rows. The
obvious weaknesEes of the Proce¿lure lie in use of
the assumed Parameters and the assumed orderliness
of crossing.

INIERIM MATERIALS ON HIGHWAY CAPACITY

Recent knowledge of how pedestrians react to space
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availability and to the presence of other Pe¿lestri-
ans provideCt the impetus for develoPing å rnore-

cornprehensive procecture for analyzing peilestÈian
characteriatics at intersections. Level-of-service
alescriptions allol' one to deternine the quality of
pedestrian flow if volune and r¡alkway character-
lstics are knostn.

Pedestrian Flow Characteristics

Pêdestrian flow has been described ín terns of
speedr flow, density, and Pedestrian space ¡nodule
(the inverse of density). As in highway-traffic-
flow theory, these variables can be related to one
another through the fluid-flow analogy:

9=ku

or

q = u/M (s)

Yrhere

q = pedestrj.an flow volume (Pedestrians,/foot-
width of vtalkway/min) t

k = pedestrians per square foot of walkwayi
u = pedestrian spâce nean sPeed (ft,/nln) t and
¡,1 = pedestrian space module (ft2,/pedestrian).

Various researchers have collected data that relate
these variables to one another. Figure I shows so¡ne

of these findíngs in terms of speed versus density
(7'r. Fruin (8) has also gathered data that relate
the probâbility of a pedestrian being able to freely
choose â path to the space module fsee Figure 2 (8) 1 .

The Interim llaterials on Highway Capacity (4, PP.
115-14?) include a section on Pedestrians that in-
corPorates these findings on Pedestrian flow charâc-
teristics. The inÈeri¡n materials also recom¡nend

definitions for level of service for walkways [Table
I (4, pp. 115-147)l and for queuing areas lsee table
below (4) I .

Àvg PedesbrÍan
Level of Àrea Occupancy Avg Interperson
service (ft2lperson) Spacinq (ft)

>13
lo-r:
7-r0
3-7
2-3
<2

>4

î. s-¿. o

3.0-3.5
2-3
<2
C-lose contact

(r)

(4)

À
B

c
D

E
F

A procedure
tersection
g iven.

for analyzíng the perfor¡nance of an in-
for handlÍng pedestrian flow is then

Intersêctions Analvsis with the Interim
I'laterials Method

The interin materials method (4, pP. 115-147) con-
siders two critical condÍtions for a street corner
at a two-Phase signalized intersection. Each condi-
tion would occur when the signal is changing to a

phase that wiII allow pedestrians at the corner to
begin to crosÊ the street [see Figure 3 (4, Pp. 115-
147) I .

In Figure 3' each approach is designated by the
Ietters A, Br C, and D. A and B are sidewalk ap-
proaches. The subscripts of the volune vectors (V)

identify the move¡nent on each aPproach. The desig-
nation 1 in a subscript indicates Pedestrians walk-
ing toirtard the intersectionr and the alesignation 2

indicates pedestrians leaving the intersection.
Total signal cycle length (Ts), curb radius (r),
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cross tine (CT), and queue tine (QT) for each signal
must be knorrn. AII volumes are for J.5-rnln peaks
onli.

In step I the circulation areas (for pedestrÍans
who are not waiting to cross) are computed for each
condition. Step la lnvolves conversíon of 15-mín
pedestrian volumes for platooning (micropeaks withln
the ls-rnin design period).

Figure 1, Ped*trian speed versus density.

DENSITY(prr3oîr pcr squoru lool)

Figure 2. Croes flow traffic-probability
of conflict.
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In step lb incoming pedestrian volunes V¿, and V¡,
(people that reach the corner after crosèing thË
street) are converte¿l to peak volume. For example,

Vor(p) =Vor x [TS/(CT2 - 3)] (6)

where TS ís the total sÍgnat tlne (cycle length) ín
seconds, and cT2 - 3 is the total cross ti¡ne

o.a
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mcEÏquqr;ræt ñúñtì

o
Ê
É
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u.7

A
¡,6
o

: '4o

o.lE
o.tEo. or

@

Lt

,2

15 20 23 30 55

Àrea in Square Feet per pedestlian

50

Level of Sp4ce
Service (ft"/pedestrian)

Avg Flow Ratea
(pedestrians/min/ft)

Mean Speedb
(ftlmin)

Volume/Capacity
Ratioc

A
B
C
D
E
F

>40
24-40
t6-24
I l-16
6-1 I
<6

<6
I 0-6
t4-10
18- l4
25-18
u25

>250
240-250
224-240
198-224
150-198
0-l 50

<0.24
0.24-0.40
0.40-0.56
0.56-0.72
0.'12-1.00
0.00-1.00

aFlow rate relative to effective walkwav width.
bSpeeds are calculated based on space and flow ¡ate variables.
cAssumed øpacity is 25 pedestri¡nr/min/ft.

so

ll. /mlî.

)o
c

r'¡d./lt?

c

E-
l¡1pcd.

PEDESTRIAN ÎYPES

( RESEARCHERS }

268
267
295
320

7t4
722

655

t 2ao

o.36

o.37

o.35

o.2s

2.77
2.70
2.8t
4.OO

SHOPPERS (Oldcr)

COMMUTERS ( Frutn)

MlxEo URBAN (O.dlng)

,

\\

\
\

a

Table 1. Levels of service on walkways,
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Figure 3, Curb areas for pedestrian

movemonls,

Figure 4. Effect of ¡ncreæ¡ng circulation area.

oo

Arca Rlquirud for Condition 1 Movemenl Vectors
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Area Rcqu¡red lor Condition 2 Movcmcnt vrctort

o

(i.e., green tirne) less 3-s stârt-uP delây.
interim ¡naterials example,

¡nore-appropriãte pedestrian rate tviftpll would be

Vór(p)=vor x [TS/(CTz -3-w)] 0)

where hl is the walk Èime to cross the fntersection.

virrpr : 3gg.,.r:l:(l??";"i,; ü','1

ffith the assunptions used, the equivalent flow rate
woul"d be ¡nore than three ti¡nes that found through
the interim materials method. (A laÉ,er procedure in
the interim ¡naterials for calculating needed cross-
watk width is based on the sa¡ne faulty reasoning.)

In step Ic effective Ìralkhtay widths for circula-
tion on the street corner are determined. In steP
Id the nu¡nber of pedesÈrians in the circulation area
is determined. This information is then misused in
step ler determination of circulation area requlre-
rnents. In Figure 3 (ll, p. I35) the variables xI'
X2, and Y are determined. These define the area
assumed to be available for circulationsr Yl .
(x1 + X2). Thenr the number of People wiÈhin
the circulation area at a given ti¡ne ís found. rn
the interln naterials exâmPle (g), Xl, X2, and
Y1 all equal 5 ft. Therefore 50 ft2 are avail-
able ln the defined circulation area. The number of
people found to be in the area is 6.8. To have a
probability of conflict equal to 0.5, 24 ft¿ Per
pedestrian are needed. The interim naterials then
calculate the needed circulation area, A circl:

A circl = 6.8 pedestrlans x 24 ft2,/Pe¿lestrian
= 163 ft2.

This would lndicate that the area available of 50

ft2 is not sufficient (with 7.35 ft2,/pedestrian,
the probabllíty of conflict equals 1.0). Instead of
recognizing this' the interin naterial's teII one to
see whether 163 ft¿ are available (!) (e.9.r could
the circulation area be 16.3 ft x 10). Thfs lgnores
that, if the bounilarles of the circulation area âre
increased, the nunber of people withln the area is
increased (see Flgure 4). The remaining steps of
Èhe proce¿lure lnvolve determlnation of the holding
(queuing) area required for peoP1e waiting to cross,
then conParison of the total space requirements }¡ith
the total space available at the corner.

ÀNOTHER APPROACI{ FOR ANALYZING PEDESTRIAN

FLOW AT INTERSECTIONS

The purpose of this section is to (a) analyze how

Circulation Area = 50 ft2

xt = 5 ft'
Xz=5tt'
Yl=5tt'

Q = Person

Circulation Area = ì63 ft2

Note: lncreas¡ng the boundari6 of what hâs
b€en brmed the c¡rculat¡on area d6
nol neæssarily ¡ncre6e the area per
person.

In the

vot(p) = 400 x [80/(32 - 3)l

A flovr of 400 pedestrians,/Is min is converted to an
equivalent II00 pedestrians,/l5 nln. The lnpliclt
assutnption is that the pedestrian flow wiII be uni-
form for 29 s Per 80-s cycle. For this to be true,
the tine required to cross the street ltould have to
be zero and queued pedestrianÊ would have to spread
thernselves out to achleve the uniform flow rate.
The interi¡n materials exâ¡nPle does no! include
street width¡ but if one were to assune a hridlth of
?O ft and a walk speed of 3.5 fL/s' it would take 20

s for a pedestrian to cross. l9lth the 3-s start-uP
delay, a tine band of only 9 s would be available
for crossing (anyone waiting would have to leave the
curb at between 3 and 12 s after the lnitial green
indlcation in order to reach the opPoslte curb be-

o oo
XOn

o"o,Qõo

gã 3"-

fore the signal turneil). Perhaps a
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Figure 5. Time required for herd to cross street at various levels of service.

2468
Persons Crossing durinq Phase, persons/ft

Cross-wal k wi dth

Figure 6. Time requi¡ed for herd to croûs street at optimal levels of service.
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people are capable of crossing intersections and (b)
shed some J.ight on how one night determine space
requirenents on a street corner. À basic considera-
tion is that a herd (or group) of people will be
already queued up waiting to use a crosswalk. The
herd will walk across at sone average speed and sone
average density. If one knew the average speed and
average density, then deterrnination of the green
time reguired rvould be a simple task.

T=t+(L/vo)+P

where

T = cross tirTìe, from when signal allows pedes-
trians to begin crossing until the last per-
son clears the intersection,

¡ = pedestrian starting tine,
L = length of the crosswalk¡

vD = pedestrian walking speed, and
Þ = tine headway fro¡n front to back of herd.

Note that

ab=NM

or

a = NM/b

where

a = Iength of herd,
b = width of herd (effective walkway width),
N = nurnber of people in herd, and
¡ = pedestrian module in herd.

À1so,

P = alvo

Therefore,

r = t + (Livo) + [(NM/b)/vo]

(9a)

(eb)

(1 0)

(11)

One night assume that people grould select to walk
at a combinatlon of speed and density that one could
expect to find on a nornal walkway. Then, the pe-
destrian eralk speed and ¡nodule would be related to
pedestrian level of service, as in Table 1. À
graphical representation of crossing ti¡ne versus
number of people crossing per effective crosswalk
wÍdth is given in Figure 5. The co¡nbinations of
speed and module nere taken fro¡n TabLe I.

One would have to know the level of servÍce to
determine the appropriate crossÍng time. However,
one might nake a further assumption: The herd witl
select a combination of speed and denslty (that
could exist on a nor¡nal walkway) in order to min-
i¡nize the ti¡ne it takes for the last person to cross
the intersection. À graphical representation of
this is given in Figure 6.

The relation between speed and density in Figure
I can be used with Equation I1 to develop an expres-
sfon for pedestrian module in the herd to ¡ninlmize
crossing time.

r'¿ = tc * Vc2 * soä (u/NI /so

where 36 is the free-flow speed and C is the neg-
atíve of the slope in Figure 1r sPeed versus den-
sity. Equation 11 can then be used to flnd crossing
t íme.

As the number of persons per foot of width of
crossvralk increasesr the lower level of service be-
cones more attractive for nini¡nizing crossing tine.

o

ts

I

o
!

o
!

o

!

o

o
É
ts

street width = 64 ft.
startingtime=3sec.

L = width of street, ft.
startingtime=3sec.

Persons Crossing during Phase, persons/ft
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One night say that, for a large nunber of people
crossing¡ the benefit of the high density (Iow
¡nodul,e) of â poorer level of service more than out-
weighs the benefit of higher speed associated with a
better level of service. As the length of the
crosswalk increases, the break-even points (the
points at which Èhe poorer levels of service provide
the lower cross time) nove to the right, due to the
greater inportance of walk speed.

So¡ne obvious problens with the above approach are
as follows:

1. People nay not choose to walk at a combina-
tion of speed and density that they would on a
normal walkr.¡ay,

2. PeopLe ¡nay not choose to walk at the optimum
co¡nbinatíon of speed and density, and

3. the presence of turning vehicles may disrupt
pedestrian flow.

The lack of an optirnurn combínation would tend to
make Figure 5 overly optinistic. on the other hând,
people nay be willing to walk at a higher densÍty
for a given speêd in a crossyralk than they would on
a ¡nuch longer walkvray. This condition would be
similar Èo the experience observed near highway
on-ramps, where a particular lane can carry a volume
higher than its expected capacity, apparently be-
cause People are willing to put up with a higher
combinâtion of spee¿l and density for a short period
of tine. Further, the herd consists of a relatively
small number of people. The people in front wiLl
not have their speed constrained by others. This
may tend to reduce the tine required for crossing.

The interi¡n materials procedure (4, pp. 115-147)
inplicitly assumes that people would desire the best
leve1 of service possible. However, over a rela-
tively short distance (e.9., 20-100 ft), pedestrian
level of service might not be as relatively impor-
tant to the pedestrian as would level of service
over a nuch longer walkway. Furtherr some reÊearch-
ers (!rf!.) have reported higher average walk speeds
at intersections and in the mÍddle of city blocks
than is indicated in Table L for level of service À.

Figure 6 ís a coarse representation of how a herd
is capable of negotiating a crosswalk. It shoul-d be
thought of as a starting point for further investi-
gat ion.

A related problen is providing a sufficÍent cir-
culation ârea at a corner. The nost-critical condi-
tion $¡ou1d occur when vre have a herd of people just
leaving a crosswalk and reaching the corner, some
people seeking to use the same circulation area as
will be used by the herd, and a queue waiting to use
an adjacent crosswalk (e.9., VCI, VA, and YO2
in Figure 3). If the herd (vg1) were at level of
service E, then anyone wishing to cross the herd
(for instance, someone frorn V¡) would be unable to
do so. This problem night be slightly improved by
increasÍng the effective width of the herdrs path on
reaching the corner. AIso, since the herd v¡ould be
using the space for a relatlveLy short period of
tíme, anyone wishing lo cross the herdrs path could
r.rait until the herd has passed. If the herd y¡ere at
a level of service better than E, the people wishing
to cross the path might be able to weave their way
through the herd. The nost-severe problens would,
of course, occur if one large group of people needed
to cross the path of another large group.

Another related problem is providing a sufficient
crosswalk width so that two herds that pass each
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other ín the middle of the street would have suffi-
cient space to avoid delay. If the effective cross-
vralk width is not increased, the assu¡ned crosswalk
width would not be âppropriate when two relatively
large herds pass. To deal with this problen, one
would have to determine the needed reduction in
effective crosswalk width due to the presence of the
opposing herd. This night. be done in proportion to
the expected size of each herd. OÈherwiser herds
would be forced to hralk outside of the crosswalk in
order to reach the opposfte curb hrlthln the slgnal
phase.

SIJUMARY

Recent studies of pedestrian movement can provide
aid for dealing with pe¿lestrian movement at sígnal-
ized intersections. The procedure given in the
Interim Þlaterials on Highway Capacity (3.r pp. 115-
]-47) uses this relatively new knowLedge of pedes-
trian move¡nent, but faults within the procedure ¡nake
it inappropriate for use. A different application
of the principles of pedestrian flow v¡as presented
to provide a more-realistic starting point for the
ânalysiE of pedestrian fLoh's at intersections anil
for ways to determine required walkway widths and
Iengths of signal phase. StilI, sone assumptions
used might need to be modified $hen new information
becomes available.
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Effects of Pedestrian Signals on Safety, Operations, and

Pedestrian Behavior-Literature Review

SNEHAMAY KHASNABIS, CHARLES V. ZEGEER, AND MICHAEL J. CYNECKI

During the pãst 20 years, cities throughout tñe United States and Europe have
installed d¡fferent typos of pedestrian signals in an effort to improve the ssfety
and operat¡onal aspects of urban intersect¡ons. The purpose of this paper ¡s to
summar¡ze the state of the art of psdestr¡an s¡gnals ¡n terms of the¡r effect on
safety, operational impaas, and the behav¡oral aspects of pedestr¡ans. Of the
s¡x stud¡os rsv¡ewsd on pedestrian signals and safety. only one attempted to
ânalyze pedestrian accident data, but the small sample size and infrequency of
pedestr¡an accidents proyented the researehers from making statistically sound
conclusions. Other stud¡es used compliance as a safety msasure and generally
conduded that pedestr¡an signals result in increased compliance and thus con-
tr¡bute to inc*eased safety, although there was no conclusive proof of in-
creased safety benefits. The five papers reviewed on operational ¡mpasts

çnerally ind¡cated that pedestrian signals will almost always increase pedes-

trian delay, and, at locations that have heavy vehicular volume, overall ve-
hicular delay is also l¡kely to ¡ncrease. Several authors noted that pedestr¡ans
often jump the gun, regardless of the presence or absence of pedestr¡an sig-
nals. Concerning pedestrian signals and behâvior, the literature generally
ind¡cated that (al flashing signals were found to be no mo¡e or less effective
than steady signals and (bl the presence of a clearance ¡nterval with a pedes-
trian signal tends to increase compliance rates. The stud¡es also ¡nd¡cated
that pedestrians are likely to ignore signals unde¡ low vehicular volume
conditions, particularly when clearance intervals exceed the minimum.

Recent research in the area of pedestrian safety has
uncovered a number of problems regarcling pedestrian
signalization alternatives. In some cases, signals
installed have failed to command adequate attention
of pedestrians. In other cases, they have failed to
convey a clear neaning¡ and yet in others, the
intent of the signal has been totally misinter-
preted. As a reeult, questions have been raised by
traffic experts regardÍng the effectiveness of
signals in inproving the safety and operational
featurês of the intersection.

The current verslon of the Manual of Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) provides general
guidelines on the installation of pedeetrian signals
(I). According to IIUTCD, pedestrian signals ¡nây be
installed under the following clrcumstances:

1. The crossing is at an established school
c rossing ,

2. The pedestrian cannot see the traffic signal,
3. An exclusive pedestrian crossing interval or

phase ls provided at one or more crossings,
4. Àny volu¡ne of peilestrian actívity requires

the use of a pedestrian clearance indication to
¡ninimize peilestrian-vehicle conflícts and assist
pedestrlans in naking a safe crossing,

5. I{ultiphase intersections cause confusion to
pedestrians, and

6. Pedestrians cross part of a street to an
island during an ínterval and will not have suffi-
cient ti¡ne to cross another part of the streeÈ.

UUTCD describes a total of eight signal vrarrants,
four of whlch have direct or lndirect pedestrian
implications. These are the pedestrian volume
warrant, the school crosslng v¡ârrant, the accident
vtarrant, and the co¡nbination of vlarrants. However,
conslderation of pedestrian factors in actual slgnal
inEtallation is not very contnon. For example¡ a
study conducted for the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) found that, out of a sample
survey, only 21.2 percent of the traffic signals
were installed based on warrants that consider

peflestrian factors and only 1.3 percent of the
traffic signals were instatled based on the pedes-
trian volu¡ne warrant (2).

The basic types of signal tlning for pedestrlan
signals include (as provided in UUTCD)

1. Concurrent or standard tining (where the
pedestrians walk concurrently r{ith moving traffic),

2. Eârly release (where pedestrians are allowed
to leave the curb before traffic is allowed to turn),

3. Lâte release (which holds pedestrians until a
portion of Èhe phase is given Èo turníng vehicleÊ),
and

4. Exclusive pedestrian interval, where pedes-
trians have a protected crossing interval.

Scra¡nble or Barnes dance timing is a form of exclu-
sive tining where pedestrians are allowed to cross
diagonally across an intersection.

fn order to justify the installation and use of
pedestrian signals¡ it is important to know thelr
effects on safety¡ operations, and behavior. The
use of accident data is considereal the most desír-
able nethod of rneasuring the safety effectiveness of
countermeasures. However, when accident data are
inadequate or not available, indirect neasures must
be used. One promising method of assesslng the
safety benefits of pedestrian countermeasures is the
use of behavioral observations. Nonaccident behav-
ioral analysis has been used in the past for identi-
fying unsafe pedestrian actions and for evaluating
the effectiveness of pedestrian countermeasures
(3). In a few other studies, researchers have
attemPted to evaluate the operational effects of
pedestrian signals and have used ¿lifferent types of
delay neasures to deter¡nine whether pedestrian
signals or different pedestrian signal-tining
schemes $rill result in operationâI inprove¡nents.

The purpose of this paper 1s to review research
studies on pedestrlan signals to obtain a better
understanding of (a) vrhether pedestrians signals
improve pedestrian safety, (b) whether any opera-
tional improvenents result fro¡n these signals, and
(c) whether or not pedestrian signals result in
better conpliance.

Several criteria were used to revÍew the artlcles
related to peilestrian signals, including

1. Approprlateness of the analysis nethods,
2. Adequacy of the data base used,
3. Validity of the concluslons reached, and
4. Overall applicability of the study results.

SAFETY IIIîPACTS OF PEDESTRIAN SIGNAI,S

A number of technical articles were revÍe¡ved in the
general area of pedestrian safety and signals.

Fleiq and Duffy

Fleig and Duffyr in a study in New York City during
the early 1960s, exarnined behavioral data at a given
intersection and li¡nited accident data aÈ a number
of urban intersections before and after the instal-
lation of pedestrian signals (4). Pedestrian
behavior, rathêr than accidents, yras used as a
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primary neasure of effectiveness of signals because
of the problem of sarnple size and necessary lead
t ime.

The authors identified a number of pedestrian
actions or víolations as unsafe acts and deternined
the trends ín these unsafe acts before and after the
installation of a pedestrian eignal with a Barne8
dance (scramble) phasing. For the accident study,
they analyzed the pedestriân accident data ât a
total of Ll intersections one year before and one
year åfter the installation of the pedestrian
signals f6ee table below (4)1.

Nô. of Pedêstriån Accidents
I Year Prior 1 Year After

Intersection to Signal Signal
No. Installation Installation
r74
224
310
421
53I
624
730
813
911

1033
TI 24
Total 27 25

They found no significant reduction in the propor-
tion of unsafe acts before and after the installa-
tion of pedestrían signals. Based on Èhis evldence,
the authors concluded that pedestrian signals are
not an effective ¡nethod for reducing pedestrian
accidents.

The number of pedestrian accidents at the lL
intersections studied were reduced slightly (27
versus 25') after installation of the pedestrian
signals. However, the sna11 sa¡nple of intersections
and the low number of accidents in the sanple did
not allo¡r for a conclusive statistical analysis.
This 1i¡nitation was also recognized by the authors.

The use of several years of åccident data, a
Iarge nunber of sites, and a better experitnental
design (i.e., use of randomized control sites,
conparison sites, or trend anâlysis) would have
greatly enhanced the experlnental plan and could
hâve resulted in some important findings relative to
pedestrían signâls and their effect on safety.
Another way to have enhanced the study nould have
been to review each accident report carefully to
ornit any pedeÊtrian accidents that are totally
unrelated to the pedestrian signals. For exanple,
accidents that are attributable to unrelated fâctors
such as vehicle failure or drunk drivinq should be
screened out in such an analysis. The authors clo
not report on any such screeníng effort. This
study, however, ís one of the few that attenpted to
analyze actuaL pedestrian accident data to assess
the effectiveness of pedestrian signals. The stuily
¿loes not show any conclusive evidence about either a
positive or a negative effect of pedestrian signals
vrith respect to accidents.

l,!ortimer

!{orti¡nêr conpared the compliance rates of pedestrian
crossÍngs at intersections with and without pedes-
trians signals (5). His nethodology consisted of
(a) identifying si¡nilar signal-controLled intersec-
tions with and without pedestrian signal (WALK and
DONrT WALK) indications, (b) cotlecting data at
these intersections on pedestrian compliance as well
as on the incidence of successful cotnpletion of
crossing, and (c) developing tr.ro types of hazard
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indices and other statistic6 on pedestrian cross-
ings. ¡rlortimer found that

I. Better signal cornpliance was found at inter-
sections with peilestrian signals than at those
wíthout thent

2. Fewer illegal starts and ¡nore successful
crossings were made at intersections with peclestrian
signals than at those wÍthout Pedestrian signals¡

3. Hazard-index values calculated for intersec-
tions rrith pedestrian 6ignal6 eere slightly lower
than those calculated for intersections without
pedestrian signalst

4. Potentially serious pedestrian-vehicLe con-
flicts were reduced substantÍally at intersections
with pêdestrian signals; and

5. The use of pedestrian crossings was instru-
nental in inproving conpliance and in Providing more
inforrnation to pedestrians, which resulted in more
comfortabLe crossings and fewer crossing hazards.

This study provides sorne useful infornation
regarding pedestrian cotÍpliance' specifically ln
comparíng intersections with ancl without pe¿lestrian
signals. However, without any known quantifiable
relation between pedestrian conpliance and acci-
clentsr Èhe true effects of pedestrian signals on
safety (i.e. 

' pedestrian accldents) cannot be
determine¿!.

Skelton, Bruce, and Trenchard

skelton, Bruce, and Trenchard, in a study related to
the effectiveness of pelican crossings, conducted
surveys at a number of sites in the city of New-
castle-upon-ryne and in a town in rural Northumber-
Iand, England (6). Pelican crossings are pedes-
trian-actuated crossings, used extensively in
England, Australia' and so¡ne European countriesr in
which the pedestrian phase is initiated by a pedes-
trian push button. zebra crossings are crossings
that have alternate black and white stripes ancl are
occasÍonally marked with flashing beacons. The
study did not analyze any accident, operational, or
compliance data but mainly focusetl on an opinion
survey anong pedestrians on the understanding and
effectiveness of pelican crossings. The study
concluded that the general public (pedestrians as
well as drivers) tacked understandlng of the way in
which pelican crossings were designed to function.
The study recomnended that, if the potential of the
crossing devices are to be fully realized, signifi-
cant operâtional and clesÍgn improvements must be
made.

The above study cannot necessarily be categorized
as a safety study, since it does not ¿leal wíth any
accident or compliance data. However, it provides
infor¡nation relative to the effectiveness of new or
innovative control devices and public accePtabil-
ity. The sÈudy suggests that adequate publicity and
appropriate pLacement are necessary prerequisites to
the successful use of any new control device. The
message of these devices must be properly received
and understood by the motorists and pedestrians if
the intended purpose is to be achieved.

Abrams and snith

Abrams and smith (Z), in their effort to address the
safety (and deLay) aspects of pedestrian signals,
analyzed three types of signal phasing (i.e., early
release, late release, an¿l scranble ti¡ning) [Figure
I (7)1. The authors performe¿l conpliance studies in
Sioux City, Io¡ra, and concluded that

1. The early release of Pedestrlans ¡nay provide
a rneasure of additional safety, but the benefits
nere not Precisely determined;
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Based on these findlngs, I{iIliarns suggests that
it is not possible to ilefinltely conclude that
pelican crossings signiflcantly increase pedestrian
safety. He nentions that, in most of the sites
vrhere positive safety benefits eere indicatedr the
results aPPear to be masked by the presence of other
factors. A number of other countermeasureg lrere
installed at these sites (e.9., antiskld surfacing
and guardrails), and the effects of these treatments
are very difficult to isolate from the overall
safety effect of the pellcans. Although thê stu¿liês
reported by lrlilllams ilo not provide conclusive
evídence of the positive safety benefits of pelican
crossings, there was âIso no indication of any
adverse effect of the devices.

Inwood anil Grayson

Inwood and Grayson, in a study conductedl for the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory, England¡
anâlyzed injury accident data, pedestrian counts,
and vehicle flows for lengths of road on and near
pedestrían crossings (-9.1. The prime objective of
this study was to compare pedestrian accident rates
at zebra and pelican crossings. The cancliclate
crossings erere locaÈed in si¡nilar conditíons at
sites throughout England and were selected on the
basis of good visibility ând not being too close to
busy intersections. The study showed no evidence of
a difference in pedestrian accident rates bet$reen
pelican and zebra crosslngs. However, pelican
crossings tended to have a lower total injury acci-
dent rate than zebras when the road length in the
vicÍnity of the crossings ís taken into account.

It appears that push-button signals (pelicans)
are not any more effective than pavement narkings
with flashing beacons (zebras) in reducing pedes-
trian accidents. However, when injury accidents are
considered, pedestrian-actuated signal crossings are
¡nore effective than zebra crossings.

OPERÀTIONAL IMPACTS OF PEDESTRIAN SIGNÀLS

The i¡npact of pedestrian signals on traffic opera-
tion at or near urban intersections has been studied
by a number of researchers. Traffic engineers, in
Particular, have been concerned about thê possible
effect of pedestrian signals on delay to pedestrians
and notorists and on intersection câpacity.

Abrams ånd Snith

Abrams and Smlth evaluated the delay effects of
three types of peilestrian signals--earIy release,
late release, and scramble timing--relative Èo
standard (concurrent) co¡nbined vehicle-pedestrÍan
interval U.). They used time-Iapse photography to
record events and computea¡ delay fron the recordeal
data. For this study, delay was defined as nthe
difference betereen the tine required for a right-
turning novement with pedestrianË in the crosswalk
and the tlne required for a rlght-turning movement
without pedestrlans ln the crossvralk.r

The study showed that the standard (concurrent)
pedestrian-vehicle interval wiII almost aLways
result in lower overall pedestrian and vehicle delay
than will other pedestrian signal-timing schemes
(i.e., scramble¡ early releaser or late rel,ease).
The only exception to this occurs in cases of long
queues of vehicles in a right-turn lane (or left-
turn lane of a one-yray street) caused by pedestrian-
vehicle conflicts. The specific conclusions were
that the early-release technique always increases
total intersection delay. The late-release tech-
nique may result ln a reduction of total intersec-
tion delay only under certain combinations of volume

Figure 1. ïming used in the analyses of early and late release of pedestr¡ans.

2. Higher cornpliance rates associated wíth the
late-release technique are indícative of íncreased
pedestrian safety; and

3. Scramble tinring has the capability of in-
creasing pedestrlan safety by completely eliminating
pedestrian-vehlcular conflict¡ however, violatíon
rates for scramble timing were found to be higher,
particularly at narroer streets.

The authorsr postulated assoclation between
safety and conpliance appears to be based prinarily
on judgnentaL factors as opposed to any specific
data analysis. The higher violation rates at
scrarnble-timed intersections (i.e., where an exclu-
sive pedestrian phase exlsts with diagonal crossings
permitted) is indicative of the higher pedestrian
delay generâ1ly associated with these locations.
This study provides useful lnforrnation regarding
pedestrian behavior and conpliance relative to
varÍous pedestrian sígnal-Èimlng schernes (i.e.,
early releaser late releaser standard, and scranble
ti¡ning), grhich may or mäy not be indicative of
pedestrian safety.

tililliams

trlillia¡ns discussed the evolution of the pelican
concept in England and in Australia and su¡nmarlzed
the findings and experiences of dlfferent research-
ers about safety. operation, and behavior (!). The
discussion is primarily oriented toward a conparison
with its predecêssor, the zebra crosslng. the
author mentions that uncontrolled zebra crossings,
origlnally introcluced in 1951, were reported to
cause delay and congestion ln heavy vehicle and
pedestrian flows. Pellcan crossings appeared to
present considerable advantages over zebra cross-
lngs. Willia¡ns also nentions that at least one
study in Australia found that âccidents decreased by
60 percent at a sample of pelican crossings that
were originall"y zebra crossings.
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Figure 2, Signal phasing diagram used by Wilson,
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and geonetrics. Scramble tining always increases
pedestrian delay.

Prettv

Pretty analyzed the relative delays to pedestrlans
and vehicles with tno methods of signal-tining
schemes: (a) exclusive pedesÈrian phase (scramble
tining) and (b) shared-phase (concurrenÈ) with rnotor
vehicles (19). He used a deter¡nlnistic numerical
technique [developed by trtit].er (11)1 that is com-
monly used in Australia to compute bicycle crossing
intervalsr signal settings, and delays. He esti-
rnated pedestrian and vehicle delays for varying
cycle lengths that corresponded to the two types of
signal control timing schemes. pretty also assumed
that pedestríans arrive at a uniform rate throughout
each cycle ånd that the number of pedestrians desir-
ing to cross both streets is twice the nunber that
cross one street. His assumption of pedestrian
arrivals contradicts assu¡nptions made by some
researchers in the United States.

The numerical examples presented by pretty do not
lend themselves to a direct conparison betrreen the
trro types of control. It appears from the results
presented that Bcra¡nble timing increases both pedes-
trian and vehicular delay significantly although the
signal pararneters (e.g.r cycle length) analyzed in
the thro cases are different. The author does not
address the guestion of erhether the dlfferences in
the total int.ersection delay are due to the types of
control or to the signal parameters. pretty also
shor.rs that pedestrians are always likely to benefit
fron shorter cycle lengths (due to reduced pedes-
trian delay) and that increased pedestrian volume
significantly increases pedestrian delay.
S¡nith

Smith discusses problems associated with the lack of
conslstency in the tlrning of pedestrian clearance
intervals as well as different phasing schemes
(Ia). He computed both the vehicle right-Èurn
delays and pedestrian ilelays for two hypothesized
tining schemes: (a) ¡nlni¡num clearance alternative
(i.e.' the clearance interval is only long enough to
cross the street that provides a longer WALK inter-
vâl) and (b) minimum WALK alternative (i.e., the
llÀLK interval is only a few seconds long and a
Ionger flashing DONIT !ÌALK interval exlsts) (12).

Vehicular right-turn delay was conputed by using
a relation that was developed from data collected
for 68 h of tirne-Iapse photogråphy at lntersection
approaches in $lashington, D.C.; Phoenix, Àrizonai
Akron, Ohiot and Ca¡nbridge, Irlassachusetts. Pedes-
trian delay vras calculate¿l by using a bileveL
ârrival rate with the assu¡nptlon that such arrivals
are highest during and just prlor to the ¡{ALK inter-
val and approxi¡nately haJ.f that rate following the
WALK interval.
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Smithrs study showed that the ninitnun IVALK aI-
ternative reduces vehícIe rlght-turn delay because
of no interference bet¡reen pedestrians antl vehicleg
after the initial platoon of vehiclee ha8 crossed
the street. Snith also conclualed that the increase
in pedestrian delay of the minimum ¡{ALK aLternative
over the others was significantly greater than the
decrease Ín vehlcle right-turn aletay. He concluded
that clearance lntervals longer than the minimum
generally increase overall intersectlon delay.

Wilson

wilson, in his study conducted at the lransport and
Road Research Laboratory, England¡ assessed the
operational and behavioral effects of lnstaLllng an
audible signal for pedestrians at intersections that
have pedestrian indicatlons (13). The concept of an
audible pedestrian signal has been introduced in
recent years as a possible åid to blind or visually
inpaired pedestrians. A speaker, attåched to the
pedestrian signal, emits a beeping, buzzing, or
chirping noise during certain slgnal phases to sup-
plenent the visual pe¿lestrian display. The slgnal
phasing diagrarn used by Wilson is shown in Figure 2
(13). He used tine-lapse photography to record
ådult pedestrian crossings at a signatized intersec-
tion before and after the installation of the åudi-
b1e signal. hlilsonr s rnajor concluslons are as
follows:

1. Pedestrian delay at the curb was not affected
by the installation of the auilible signalt

2. Time taken Èo cross the road by pedestrians
crossing during the igreen man' phase decreased by 5
percent i

3. For those pedestrians who stalted to cross
during the green nan phase, a signiflcant reduction
v¡as obtained in the proportion who failed to com-
plete their crosging before the vehlcle green signal
began; anil

4. Signíficant differences in pedestrian behav-
ior and delay were observed betereen the before anal
after data that seemed to be indicative of positive
safety effects of audible signals.

Audible signals might be particularly beneficial
to visually handicapped pedestrians. On the other
hand, these slgnals may also cause potentlal con-
fusion to pedestrians regarding which direction to
cross. One argument âgâinst the use of audibLe
pedestrian signals for handicapped pedestrians is
that, unless they are used everywhere. they may
cause more probLems than they solve, slnce the blind
cannot always count on having the audible nessage at
every intersection. The paper by $lilson points out
sma1l but statistically slgnificant reductlons ln
delay to nonhandicapped pedestrlans.

2s

3s

I 3s
I
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PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS AND BEHAVIOR

The possible effects of pedestrian signals on the
behavior of pedestriåns and motorists have been a
topic of research â¡nong traffic engineers and
psychologists for a numb€r of years. the aspect of
such behavioral studies is of importance to ¡nany
safety anâlysts because, in the absence of suffi-
cient accident data¡ behavioral changes associåted
vrith pedeEtriân signalE tnay often be regarded as
indicative of safety benefits or disbenefits.

willians

hlilliarns discussed pedestrían behavior relative to
pelican crossings in England (8). His paper in-
cluded a review of numerous papers on the subject.
Based on his findings, williârns makes the general
conclusion thaÈ pedestrians tend to accept naturål
gaps in traffic rather than wait for the signal to
provide â protected crossing interval. This behav-
ior nay not be har¡nful if pedestrians accept only
safe gaps. However, unneceÊsary rnotorist delays
(and unnecessary risks to pedestrians) tnay be caused
by pedestrians who cross on red signals after
activating the pelican signal.

S¡nith

S¡nith discussed the inportance of compliance to
signal inilications by pedestrians and suggests that
the purpose of a pedestrian clearance interval is
likely to be defeated íf such clearance intervals
are longer than the rnínimun required íntervals
(f2). Studies were performed at trdo intersections
each in the cities of Washington, D.C.; Phoenix,
Arizonat and Buffalo, Nehr York, to deternine pedes-
trian compliance to a flashing DON|T WALK interval
that !¡as longer than the minÍmum clearance. At each
intersection several tirnlng schemes were instâIIe¿|,
which ranged from the minimun clearånce interval to
long clearance intervals, and compliance data were
collected.

The data showed a trênd of lower compliance
(lowest percentage begins to walk during the IÌALK
interval) for those tining alternatíves that have
the least anount of time allocated to the IYALK
interval (longer clearance inÈervals). Pedestrians
appeared to show a higher degree of disregard for
flashing DONrT tilALK clearance intervals Èhat are
l-onger than the nini¡nurn. The author states that the
reason for the decrease in conpliance for clearance
intervals longer than the ¡ninimurn appears to be that
average pedestrians are not fooled into thinking
they have less tine to cross the street before vehi-
cles in the cross street are released.

Based on these results, pedestrian signals should
generally be set with the ninimu¡n clearance interval
and the lilALK interval should not be less than sone
míni¡nu¡n period. Of courser when setting any clear-
ance interval, care should be taken to alloy¡
adequate time for slower-than-average walkers (i.e.,
elderly and handicapped pedestrians) .

Robertson

Robertson, in a paper that wâs developed as a part
of a Federal Highway Administratíon (FIIvlA) study on
pedestrian safety, reported on user preference and
unclerstanding of synbol displays (as opposed to vrord
messages) and on the field testing anil evaluation of
these displays (f,!. Five preference surveys were
conducted: t\do of traffic engineers and safety
experts, tero of pedestrians in 12 cities, and one of
school children.

The author discusses different conceptual forms
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of sy¡nbolic signäI displays and presents the result
of each preference survey with appropriate details.
The data show a great deal of difference in opinion
and response to symbols and colors anong engineers¡
adult pedestrians' and school children. OveraLl,
the walking man sl¡nbol (9¡ÀLK phase) message and the
hand signal (DONTT WÀLK interval) were recorunended.

Kyle

KyIe attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of
dynanic pedestrian signals in controlling pedestrian
¡nove¡nents (15). A major difference betneen a con-
ventional signal and the dynanic signal is that â
conventional signal is likely to change to DONrT
WALK whlle pedestrians are in the crosswalk. The
dyna¡nic signal allows the pedestrian to see the WALK

indication the entire time he or she is crossing.
In his stu¿ly, Kyle used a before-after experi-

mental design in which pedestrian observation data
were collected at two experirnental and two control
intersections. Tine-Iâpse photography and manual
counting ¡nethods were used to record pedestrian
tnovements at the candldate locations in the Chan-
paign, Illinois, urban area. Kylers study showed
that the dynanic pedestrlan signal tended to reduce
the nu¡nber of illegal peilestrian tnovernents in the
intersection areâ. A greater percentage of pedes-
trians crosseil during the clearance interval in the
after phase when the dynanic signal was in operation
than during the before phase. Hovrever, other prob-
lerns encountered with the mechanics of dynanlc
signals hanpered their use (15).

stoddard

Stoddard also conducted a study' si¡nilar to that of
KyLe, to assess the effectiveness of dynamic pedes-
trian signâIs in controLling pedestrian traffic
(l-q). TÌ{o types of analyses were conducted. First,
a cornparison of before and after reactions was
conducted by using a peclestrian compliance count at
a specified intersection. Seconal' pedestrians were
interviewed to deternine pedestrian reaction to the
new type of signal. A total of 558 pedestrian
interviews were conducted two months âfter the nest
signals were installed.

The study showed that a significant nurnber of
pedestrians were cleared fron the crossyralk that had
the dynanic signal, and the author reco¡n¡nended that
this type of pedestrian control would be approprlate
for intersections nhere the pedestrian interval is
short or the crosgwalk distances are relatively
long. The interviews showed that only a small per-
centage of the pedestrians are likely to be confused
by the new signal (16).

Retzko and Androsch

Retzko and Androsch stu¿lied pedestrian behavlor at
signalized intersections in Dusseldorf and a few
other cities in the Fealeral Republic of Germany
(17.). The authors investigated pedestrlan behavior
at a nu¡nber of signalized intersectlons with and
without an amber phase in the pedestrian signals.
Data were collected on pedestrian walking patterns
and at 24 crosswalks of similar geo¡netrics for a
total of 5000 cycles during L972-L973. The authors
found that the presence of an amber phase generally
resulted in better pedestrian compliance. Further-
more, in the absence of an amber phase, pedestrians
tended to walk against the red. Based on this
finclingr the authors recommended the installation of
an amber phase (clearance interval) for pedestrian
signals.
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Figure 3. Sdrool trip pedestrian accident involvement, rate of strdents by ago.
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Sterlinq

Sterling attenpted to quantify pedestrian reaction
to flashing IIALK as well as the steady wAf,K indica-
tions (18). He describes two measurable aspects of
pedestriân attributes as reflectíve of pedestrian
behavior:

1. Observation rate--the percentage of legal
crossings and

2. Conflict rate--the percentage of crossings
with specif ically defined interruptions.

The quantification of these variables was used to
develop conclusions with respect to Pe¿lestrian
reaction regarding the flashing wÀLK an¿l steady WALK

intervals.
sterllng collecte¿l pedestrían behavior data at

locations that have a high concentration of pedes-
trian and vehicular volume during tvrelve I-h
periods. In virtually all comparlsons, the reaction
to flashing WALK was less favorablê than that to
steady WALK. Àtthough the percentage difference in
conffict rate is not so drastic as in the conpliance
rate, the effectiveness of flashing WALK signals
appears questionable from these results. The
specific conclusions of this study are that a sig-
nificantly higher percentage of legal crossings
occurred with the steady WALK as cornpared with the
flashlng WÀLK. A signifícantly higher percentage of
illega1 conflict crossings occurred with the fLash-
ing WALK thãn with the steady WÀLK.

The results of this study point out the general
rnisunderstanding of the flashing WALK (or flashing
man) indication as a warning to peclesÈrians to wåtch
for turning vehicles. t¡tany states still do not use
the flashing walk concept either because they have
reservations about its vaLue or because some of
their signal harilware is not easily adaptable to a
flashing node.

ilenninqs and Others

Jenníngs and others studied pedestrian behavior at a
nu¡nber of signalized locations that had experienced
a large number of pedestrian accidents in the City
of Portland (19). The authors used viileo recording
techniques to observe pedestrian behavior at sÍgnal-
ized intersections. They found that pedestrian
behavior could be describecl in terms of its unsafe
aspects:

Numerous pedestrians do not obey the DON|T WALK

signal. Nu¡nerous pedestrians do not Look ín the
presence of either a $IALK or DONrT WALK signal
before crossing the street. lloreover, the pedes-
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trians who do not stop also do not look. In
short, there are a reasonable nunber of pedes-
trians who do not appeår to assess the traffíc
situation before crossing the street.

This study did not directly address the question
of bel¡avioral changes associated wíth the addition
of pedestrian signals, but it provides useful infor-
mâtion. The study indicates that unsafe behavior is
associated nith intersections that exPerience high
frequencies of pedestrlan accidents. Hoe¡ever, the
above ínference can be questionedr since the authors
did not report on any effort to coflect similar
behavioral data at intersections with little or no
history of pedestrlan åccidents and did not test how
pealestrian behavior at these intersections compared
with behavior at the original intersections studied.

Reiss

Reiss dliscussed the behavior of young pedestrians
(ages 5-14) during street crossíngs for tyPicâl
school trips (29,2L'1. students in the eastern
United states were observed walking to school and
were then surveyed regarding their behavior and the
underlying knowledge associated s¡ith their habits as
pedestríans. By using accident and age distribution
data collected by the American Automobile Associa-
tion, Reiss shorùed that (20' 2!) "there is a near-
monotonic relationship betereen age and accident
involvenent rate for the 5 to 14 year olil popula-
tion.n The youngest students are considerably over-
represented in the school trip accident datar as
illustrated in Figure 3 (20).

Reissr study shoers that, with an increase in aget
a greater proportion of the students will cross with
the green signal. This increased knowledge of
traffic control devíces with student age closely
matche6 the decreasing rate of student involvement
in accidents. Furtherr studentsr ProPensity toivard
taking risks may increase with age. Howeverr as the
accident data indicate' this may be offset by irr
proved knowledge and ability to interPret the signal
indication with increasing age and by an increased
ability of the mâtured pedestrians to take evasive
actions in cases of an approaching vehlcle.

Robertson

Robertson analyzed pedestrian behavior, conpliance.
and undlerstanding for cllfferent types of word
messages (22). The author reports on three experÍ-
nents conducted that included (a) comparison of
steady DONrT wAIrK to flashlng DONrT WALK, (b)
co¡nparison of DONiT START with DoNrT wÀLK, an¿l (c)
conparison of steady wÀLK with flashing wÀLK

messages. All three experinents vJere conducted
simultaneously in Buffalo, New York, and Phoenix. A
before and after study design t{as emPloyed to
conduct the exPerinents. It was found that

I. A Eteady DONiT WALK clearance display aPpears
to have the same effectiveness as a flashing DONiT
I{ALK clearance display. Evidence is not sufficient
to conclude that a steâdy clearancê is better than â
flashing clearance.

2. The DON|T START message offers little or no
improvement over the current DoNrT IIALK message.

3. À flashing WALK is not an effective means of
warning pedestrians about turning vehicles.

CONCLUSIONS

Research in the area of pealestrian safety has gained
considerâb1e prominence over the last decade.
Pedestrians have historically accounted for a large
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Table 1. Summary of pede3tr¡an s¡gmal

siudies in tñs rafety aÞa,
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Autho¡s Loætion of Study

Use of
Accident
Data

Use of
Compliance
Data General Conclusion

Abrams and Smith

Mortimer

Fleig and Duffy

Sioux City, Iowa

Eastern Michigan
University

New York

No

No

Yes

Yes, limited Yes

Yes

Improve compliance obærved since
installation of pedestdan signals

Decrease in conflict, illegal starts,
and hazard-index values since the
installation of pedestrian signals

A small reduction in pedestrian ac-
cidents at I I intersections does
not provide statistically reliable
conclusions; no significant reduc-
tion in unsafe acts noticed

No significant diffe¡ence in pedes-
t¡ian accidents between zebra
and pelican intersctions

Opi¡ion survey indicated a lack
of understanding of operating
characte¡istic of pelican crossings

General ¡eduction in pedesttian
accidents observed with installa-
tion of pelican signals; however,
presence of other countermea-
su¡es make it difficult to isolate
the effect of pelican signals

Yes

Yes

Inwood and Grayson England

Skelton and Trenchard England

Williams England and
Australia

No

No

No

number of hlghway fatalitles. The occurrence of
most of theEe pedestrfan fatalities at or near urban
intersectlons has led traffic experts to believe
that the use of pedestrian signals would improvepedestriân safety. À number of cities have experí-
mented wlth this concept and håve installed dif-
ferent types of pedestrian signals that have in-
cluded word ¡nessages, sl¡mbolic mesÊages, flashing
and steady slgnaI indicationE, and even audible
messages for pedestrians.

The overall purpose of thís paper vras to ascer-
taln exactly lrhat is known regarding the effects of
pedestrlan signal8 on (a) safety, (b) operation, and(c) behavioral aspects of pedestrians.

PedestrÍan Siqnals and Sâfetv

Six papers were revierùed that addressed the question
of the relation bethreen safety and pedestrian sig-
nåIs. Three of these ryere related to experiences in
the United States, and the other three hrere on the
experience of pelican crosslngs in England andÀustralia. Critical features of these studies are
su¡nmarized in Table 1. This table shows thât only
one atudy attempted to analyze accident data [F1elg
and Duffy (4) l, but data limitations prevented the
researchers fron obtaining ståtistically sound
resulta. If pedestrlan conpliance is indeed a true
neasure of safety (as postulãted by nany reseârch-
ers), then pedestrian signals could possibly con-
tribute to increased pedestrian safety. Hosever,
none of the studies in the llterature developed aquantifiable relation betneen pedestrian accident
experience and pedestrian behavior and conpliance.

To Eotîe extent, experiences irith pelican cross-
ings in EngJ.and and Australia reveal sirnilar
trends. Again¡ tt¡e nonavailabÍ1ity of accident data
posed najor problems for the researchers. None of
Èhe studles showed lndications of adverse safety
effects of pelican crossings. Hosever, in cases
nhere definlte posltlve effects were discerned(after the instållatlon of pelican crossings), it
was dlfficult to lsolåte the singular effect ofpellcan crosslngs fro¡n other countermeasures ln-
stalled. The overall general conclusion that can be
nade frorn these studles are that, although there are
indlcatlons from conpliance and behavlor data thatpedeEtrian signals could be beneficial in sone
instances¡ there is no conclusive evidence from the
literature to support the contentlon that pedestrían

signals increase pedestrian safety. The lack of
understanding and unifornlty of pe¿lestrian signals
may be one of the reasons for the apparant lack of
thelr effectiveness.

Pedestrian siqnals and Traffic Operation

Five papers were reviewed that related to the effect
of pedestrian signals on traffíc operations, of
which tero were based on studies conducted in the
United States, tero in England¡ and one in Aus-
tralia. The conÈent and coverage of these papers
were¡ however, somewhat varied in nature.

These revie¡vs showed that pedestrian signats are
almost allrays likely to increase pedestrian deLay,
ând in some instances, depending on the vehicuLar
volume and the signal, parameters, overall vehicular
delay ls also lÍkely to increase. Little effort isindicated in the Iiterature regardlng equitable
allocation of delay anong pedestrians and ¡notor-
ists. In particular, the queEtion of how to treât
pedeEtrÍan delay (relative to notorists who are more
comfortâbly seated within the enclosed environs of
the automobile) has received insufflcient research
attention.

À number of the authors indicated that pedes_
trians often attetnpt to get a head atart by crosslng
against a red signalr â ![â-ìêüV€r that is associated
with higher risk. Thus, the general conclusion to
be drawn is that pedestriån delay is likely to
increase with the instatlation of pedestrian sig-
nalsi and in ¡nany cases, vehicular delay is also
Iikely to increase.

Pedestrian Slqnals and Behavior

The question of behâvioral changes is a toplc of
considerable interest to psychologlsts and safetyresearchers. Traffic experts have been interesteã
in this topic primarily because of a possible rela-
tion betrreen pedestrian behavior and Eafety. Atotal of 10 papers were reviewed on thfs toplc, of
nhich 7 reLated to experiences in the United States,
I in England, 1 in cernany, and I in Australia. The
followlng conclusions can be drawn:

1. Under low vehlcul,ar volu¡ne conditions, pedes-
trians are likely to ignore signal indications,
particularly when the clearance lnterval is longer
than the minimum. pedestrians have a general ten-
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dency Èo âccept nâtural gaps in traffic.
2. The conPliance rate for steady WAI,K signals

is higher than that for flashing WALK. Overall' the
conpliance rate for flashing signals aPpears to be
loner than that for steådy signals.

3. Studentsr propensity toward risk (in crossing
streetE) increaEes vrlth aget ho$èver, Èhelr greater
ability to interpret signal indicatlons and to Èake
protective neasures in unsafe siÈuatlons rnay offset
the effect of risk. Àccident experiences are lower
betneen about 14 and 60 years of age.

4. The presence of a clearance interval in a
pedestrlan signal tends to increase cornPliance rates.

Reco¡n¡nendatlon for Further Studies

Further reaearch efforts are necessary to provlde a
tnore cotnPlete ansr,er to the rnany questions on peiles-
trian signals.

create comprehensive Pedestrian Accident Data Base
to Study EffectE of Pedestrlan IndicatÍons

Limited information 1a reported in the literature
regardlng actuåI pedestrian accident data to answer
safety-related questions. Sone studies have
analyzed accldent dåta at individual intersectionsr
but the data base used in these studies is too small
to perrnit the developnent of any generâl conclu-
sions. Àt the leve1 of individual intersections'
pedestrian accidents are rare events, notwithstand-
ing that these accidents consÈítute alar¡nÍng pro-
portions in the context of all urbanized intersec-
C ions.

Creatlon of a larger Pedestrian ãccident data
bage fro¡n different cities that have different types
of pedestrian signals and dlfferent geonetric,
operational, and traffic characteristics ís con-
sidered to be the flret critlcal step Ín addressing
safety-related questions. Next, an analysis should
be conducted to extract the effect of various
extraneoua factors, followlng appropriate experí-
¡nental design procedures' so that the net effect of
dífferent types of signals can be aEcertained.

Establish Relation Between Conpl"iance and Safety

Irlost researchers have postulated that lncreased
conpliance is indicative of inproved safety. A1-
though the above hypothesis appears reasonable and
logicalr further studies are necesaary to establish
(in quantitative Èerms) a specific relation between
these two factors. Such relations, once develoPedr
nay be used effectively by traffic exPerta and
reaearchers to evaluate tnore accurately the safety
effects of different pedestrian signal modifications
and other possible pedestrían sâfety tneasures.

Establish Relation Between Pedestrian Behavior
and Safety

several studles have used pedestrian behavior aE a
neasure of safety effectlveness. These studies have
used various definitions of unsafe behavlor. HorF
êvêlr no reEearch has in¿lícated Ìrhether any relatlon
exists betrreen pedestrlan accidents and pedestrian
behâvior measures.

Allocate Delay Anong Pedestrlans and l¡lotorísts

The llterature review lndicates that pedestrian
signals vriII generally result ín lncreased pedes-
trian delay and ofÈen also in increased vehicular
de1ay. If a delay-based signal warrant is to be
developed' a prerequisite to this step rrould be the
development of a procedure to allocate delay eqult-
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âb1y a¡nong pedestrians and ¡notorists. This alloca-
tion must alÊo be sensitive to the differential
exposure consideration of these two grouPs (i.e.,
pedestrians exposed to vteather and motorisÈs within
the enclosed environ¡nent of the autonobile).

Define Tolerable Delay

It is not known what constitutes tolerable delay to
the average pedestrians (i.e.r the naximu¡n waitÍng
Èirne príor to the crossing of the Êtreet) before
pedestrians night accept unsafe gaPs in the main
traffic stream. Again, such information wiIl be
helpful in the developnent of a delay-based warrant,
particularly at nonsignalized intersections or at
midblock crossings.

Develop Optirnum Clearance Interval for Pedestrians

The Iiterature
trends:

review revealed two interesting

I. clearance intervals generally increase co¡n-
pliance rates and

2. Uncler lorvolurne conditions pedestrians are
likely to ignore signal indications when clearance
intervals are exceedingly 1on9.

Thus, there is a threshold value of clearance inter-
val beyond which pedestrians wifl accePt natural
gaps in the traffic atream. If the concept of
clearance interval is to be used effectively, one
must define thiÊ optimun value and develop signal-
timing påtterns around this optimum value.

Identify Best signaL lndicatlon

currently, different tlrpes of pedestrian signal
indications are useil in the United States (e.9. r
word messages and symbols) in different operating
modes (e.9., flashing or steady) . The literature
review did not indicate clearly which conbination of
peilestrian slgnals is the noEt effective in co¡nrnand-
lng attention of the pedestrlans and ln lncreasing
their compliance råtes. llany studies have indicate¿l
a general nlsunderstanding on the Part of pe¿les-
trians about the neaning of Pedestrian indications.
Further studies are needed to answer this questíon
so that local traffic agencies can imPle¡nent a more
uniform signal indicatlon.

Develop Inproved IndÍcåtions to 9larn of Potential
Conflicts to Pedestrians and ¡rtotorists

so¡ne research has been conPleted in the ârea of
warning of potential conflicts betneen pedestrlans
and motorlstE, but little success has been achieved
in developlng a clear and effective device to warn
pedestrians and ¡notorlsts of potential conflicts.
The flashing t{ÀLK lndication is currently used ln
sorne jurlsdictions to warn peilestrians of Èurning
vehicles, but it is not used everynhere. Studies
have Ehown a general ¡nisunderstanding of the meaning
of the flashfng !{ALK indication.

Possible äIternatives to nini¡nize this problem
nay include ¡nore uniforrnlty in signal use' better
educâtlon of the neanlng of the signal inclications,
and actlve warnfng devices for pedestrians, notor-
ists, or others.
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Bicycle facilities are one of the transportation
control measures (TCl4s) identified by the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1977 for evaluation as a technique
to decrease dependence on autoÍrobiles and thereby
improve air quality. The Clean Air Act of 1970 re-
quires that each TCM be evaluâteil for its feasibil-
ity for use by regions that have air quality prob-
Ie¡ns. The corunon measure of feasibility used in
northeastern Illinois (a six-county area that sur-
rounds and includes Chicago) is the cost per ton of
pollutant elinínated by a TCM. This report evalu-
ates the cost-effectiveness for air guality improve-
rnent of bicycle facilíties for comnuters at transit
stations. In addition, a socioecononic inpacts as-
sessrnent required for all TCMs is included.

The analysis of air quality benefits potential-Iy
attributabl-ê to bicycling depends on estimates of
existing and potential bicycling patterns in the re-
gion. Bicycle trips neither cause nor decrease air
pollution--only when bicycle trips divert trips from
other modes, prinarily automobiles, can air quality

Transportation Control Measure Analysis: Bicycle Facilities

SUZAN A. PINSOF

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 require that areas that have air quality
problems examine the¡r ttansportat¡on system and implement measures to re-
duce automobile emissions. One of these measures is the ¡mprovement of
bicycle fac¡lit¡es. The purpose of th¡s paper is to determine the air qual¡ty ¡m-
pact and cost+ffect¡veness of b¡cycle fac¡l¡ties as a transportat¡on control mea-
sure (TCM) for air quality in northeastern lllinois. A case study, based on a
survey of the users of commuter bicycle parking at a commuter railroad station
and a rapid transit stat¡on ¡n a Chicago suburb has been used to determine these
impacts. ln addit¡on to the air quality benefits and associated costs of current
levels of commuter bicycling ¡nWilmette, some theoretical benefits and costs
are calculated by extrapolation from the survey data and application of avail-
able ridership information for one of the stat¡ons. From the current level of
bicycle trips to the stat¡on and the theoretical lim¡t of potent¡al trips, a ranqe
of possible emission reduct¡ons and costs are calculated. Actual potent¡al a¡r
quality benef¡ts and costs lie somewhere w¡thin th¡s range. Bicycle facilities
are ¡mplemented locally and bicycling act¡vity var¡es cohsiderably from one
commun¡ty to another. For these reasons, the impacts of b¡cycling are best
considered at the locâl scale. Fo¡ compârison to other TCMS, cost+ffective.
ness figures can be used. Even fairly expensive bicycle support facilities are
found to be very cost effective for air quality improvement in relation to other
measures. Each TCM must be evaluated for its socioeconomic as well as its
a¡r qual¡ty impact. Th¡s evaluation ¡s also presented. Bicycle facilities are
found to have few socioeconomic drawbacks.
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improvements be credited to then. Buses cause pollu-
tion too, but an increase in bicycle use would have
to be great before it caused a reduction of bus ser-
vices. Therefore, it is the shift from automobiles
to bicycles that must be quantified.

Transportation surveys hâve generally neglected
to collect infor¡nation on bicycle travel in this re-
gion, as h'e1l as el-sewhere (1r p. 10). ¡4ore spe-
cifically, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agencyrs (EPA) Bicycling and À1r Quality Inforrnatlon
Docunent, notes only one study (of a bicycle bridge
in Eugene, Oregon) in which the modal shift fro¡n car
to bicycle associated with a bicycle ¡neasure was
quantifieil (1' p. 70). one other example is the
Chicago Area Transportation Studyrs (CÀTS) analysis
of new storage facilities inslalled by the lllinois
Department of Transportation at corùnutêr rail sta-
tions (2).

These studies represent the ¡nost direct way to
forecast potential demand for bicycle facilities and
resulting air quality improvements. The ideal study
to forecast potential dènand for bicycle facilities
would combine the measurement of actual changes in
use in response to new facilities v¡ith surveys that
question users about mode change. If controlled for
other variablesr this information could then be
generalized to similar locations wherè facilities
are being planned.

In northeastern IlIinois, general information on
bicycte use was calculated in 1978 by the North-
eastern Illinois Planning Conrnission (3). This
study provides an estimate of regional bicycle use
and potentia.l" modal shifts. By using a method de-
veloped by CarI Ohrn for Barton-Aschman Associates,
ít was deternineal that 10.4 percent of all home-
based trips could be attracted to the bicycle if a
complete grid of bikeways and appropriate suPport
facilities were provided. By applyíng regional data
developed by CATS, an estimate can be mâde of auto-
mobile vehicle niles of travel (WlT) that could be
diverted to bicycles.

There are two najor problens with this approach.
Firstr ohrn's percentages assigned to potential bi-
cycle use are based on a comprehensive grid system
of class I ãnd 2 bikeways in the region. Such a sys-
Èem vrould bê technically infeasible as weÌI as eco-
nomically and politically inpossible in many parts
of the region. Also' the idea that bikeway construc-
tion is generally the best way to encourage bicycl-
ing is a subject of controversy. Second, the costs
associated wíth this regional estimate are impos-
sible to determine. since cost-effectiveness fig-
ures are needed to compare one TCll with another, a
different approach is needed to establish air qual--
ity benefits attributable to bicycle facilities.

For thís study, a demonstration project was not
possible and a review of the l-iterature did not un-
cover a reasonable model for estinating modal shift
from cars to bicycles. rnsÈead' an existing facil-
ity in the region is analyzed by observing the bi-
cycle use and by surveying bicyclists about their
modes of transportation when they are not bicycling.
This type of survey reveals the existing use pat-
terns associated with this facility. Results of the
survey are used to calculate VltT and associated pol-
Iution diverted by Èhe users of this facility. The
costs associated with this systen and the cost per
ton of emissions diverted are then cal-cul-ated.

The survey results, however, do not indicate what
the use pattern was before the present facilities
were instaLled nor what further use could be stimu-
Iated by other facilities. One approach to the
problem of èstinating future use is to calculate a

denand range. A demand range defines the lowest and
highest possible bicycle use for a given purpose or
facility (!). A reasonable ,estimate of the potential
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use that night be stimulåted by measures to increase
bicycle use Iies somewhere between these extrèmes.

In this study, a demand range is used to identify
these extrènes and a range of enissions reductions
and costs that are associated with bicycle use are
then calculated. Potential. de¡nand is not identified
because to do so would require as complete an analy-
sis as possible of the many factors known to in-
fluence bicycle users. AIso, a de¡nand range can be
generalized with greater conficlence than can a po-
tential level of use estimated for a specific com-
nunity.

Trdenty-seven factors associated vrith bicycle use
have been identified by EPA (1' p. 16). One factor,
climate, is relatively quantifiable and generally
consistent throughout the northeastern Illinois re-
gion. Previous estimates of potential bicycle use
for this region have not atte¡npted to take account
of weather. Since climate deterrnines the number of
cycling days for rnost bicyclists, it is an important
factor in calculating use and therefore has been
taken into account in calculations of the emissions
saved in this case study. CJ-imate is especially sig-
nificant in relation to air quality. For example,
although bicycling occurs primarily within just a
seven-month period from April through October, this
period coincides ¡¿ith the season of highest ozone
read ings ,

we coul-d argue that the air quality impact of a
shift from cars to bicycles should be weighted to
reflect this coincidence. This operation is beyond
the scope of this reportt however' note that the
overall air quality benefits attributable to bicycl-
ing might be greater than those calculated due to
the coincidence of the bicycling and ozone seasons.

METHODOLOGY

This report analyzes the air quality benefits at-
tributable to bicycling by conmuters who park their
bicycles at the two commuter stations in wilmetter a
suburb of Chicago--the Chicago North !{estern Rail--
road (CN!,¡) and the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA).
The trip from home to transit station has good po-
Èential for diversi{n from automobiles to bicycles
since it often involves a reasonable distance to bi-
cycle by people yrho are carrying a light load.

The community of Wilnette v¿âs chosen because it
has relatively better facilities than other communi-
ties for bicycle and transit commuters. Bicyclists
were surveyed at both locations and enissions reduc-
tions attributable to bicycle use are calculated for
trips to both. A demand range is calculated for only
the CNW station because the necessary residential
information was available for that station alone.

The bicycì-ists were surveyed at the two stations
on Þlay 7, 1980' during the morning-rush Perioil
(6:15-9:30 a.¡n.). Each cyclist answered three ques-
tions concerning bicycling !o the transit stations:

l-. How far does he or she cycle to get Èo the
stat ion?

2. How often does he or she cycle to the sta-
tion? and

3. How does he or she get there when not bicycl-
Íng--wa1k, bus¡ drive' autonobile passenger, or
drive to the city?

Virtually every cyclist was approached and out of a
total of 96 bicycles parked at the two locations, 88
cycl-ists responded to t,hese questions.

For those respondents who use a car for some or
all of their trips (when not cyclíng) the V'lvlT not
traveled by car when the person cycled is cal-
culated. Sone of these trips involve automobile
drivers (park-and-ride), sorne automobile passengers
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(kiss-and-ride), and some who drive to the city e¡hen
not cycling to the station. The kiss-and-ride trips
are assigned tvrice the VMT as the park-and-ride
trips. Those who always bicycle and those who walk
or take the bus yrhen not cycling are not counted as
having diverted automobile v¡¡tT when bicycling.

hlilmette has a large transit ridership and a good
bus system. The bus service in some communlties is
not as good äs in ¡{ilmette. In Wilmette, even a
very high level of bicycling would probably not af-
fect bus ridership enough to cause a reduction of
bus service. Therefore, diversions from bus to bi-
cycle are not expected to have any air quality in-
pact. In co¡n¡nunities that have poor or nonexistent
bus service, bicycle-support facilitíes rnlght have a
greater air quality impact because nore trips per
capita are currentl-y being made by car that could be
diverted to bicycles. For this reâson, the vlitT
diversions and the air quality inpacts for Wilmette
as the bransportation ¡nix now exists and as it might
be vrithout ä bus syste¡n are calculated. The automo-
bile vl4T that vrould be diverted by bicycling if no
bus service existed is calcuLated by dividing the
bus trips betvreen park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride in
the proportion represented by the survey responses.

CLIMATE

Weather was mentioned by many of the survey respon-
dent.s, often spontaneously, when asked about the
frequency of cycling to the station. The number of
cycling days on which bicycle use could reasonably
be expected are caLculated and the yearly calcula-
tions of actual and potential e¡nission reduction are
based on that number of days.

Àpril through October has been chosen as a rea-
sonable bicycling season in the Chicago area. At
least half of the days in these months have low tem-
peratures no colder than 40oF. Low temperatures are
usually late night or early morning readings so the
daytime temperature on a day when the Iow is 40oF
will usually be between 45o and 80oF. In addition
to cold weather, precipitation is a deterrent to bi-
cycle riding. Since this study deals with conmuters,
the probable ¡nonthly bicycling days based on 5 days
per week, or an average of 21 days per month, are
caLculated.

The nurnber of cycling days per year are deter-
nined by subtracting the number of days with ¡neasur-
able precipitation from these months. This nurnber
represents the minimun number of cycle days; a nun-
ber of respondents indicated that they also cycle in
inclement greather. À Boston survey found that cycl-
ing activity decreases when the tenperature is bel,ow
40oF¡ however, the effect of temperature may be
overestimated. The Boston survey found that 10 per-
cent of the student population bicycled for 10-I2
¡nonths of the year, and 22 percent bicycled for 6 to
9 nonths (!, p. 18).

PrecipiÈation is probably more inhibiting than
temperature (1, p. 18). The average number of days
that have neasurable precipitatlon for the seven-
tnonth bicycling season is 9.5 days/month. Therefore,
the average number of cycling days per 217-day sea-
son is

3l - 9.5 = 2L.5 x 7 months = 150.5 cycling days,/year.

If this number is facÈored for a five-day workweek
(2l-day work nonth and 147-day season), the comrnuter
cycling days can be determined as follows:

9.5 + 31 = 0.306 x 21 = 6.43 rain days

2I - 6.43 = 14.57 x 7 months = I02 commuter cycle
days/year.
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The vl,tT per day diverted were multiplied by the
number of corunuter cycling days and the emissíons
diverted erere calculated according to EPA Mobile 1
model for 1982 emissions. The same calculations were
done for the without bus service scenario with the
report€d bus trips divid€d between the tero Èypes of
auto¡nobile trips according to their actual distribu-
tion among those surveyed. These calcuLations are
done for the CNW and CTA stations.

A detnand range is calculated for the CN!{ statiori
ãIone. The actual use observed and enissions eli¡ni-
nated by the present facilities serve as the low end
of the demand range. The high end (or theoretical
límit) for bicycle demand for this trip is calculat-
ed by using infortnation on the percentâge of cNW
riders who live within average bicycling distance of
the station (4). Emissions reductions and costs are
calculated for the low and high ends of the de¡nand
range. The costs attributed to the lonest (current)
level of bicycling to the station are those of the
current parking facilities. Assigned to the highest
level (theoretical li¡nit) of bicycling are the costs
of improved parking faciliÈies and a rules-of-the-
road enforcetnent progran that, although not y¿hotly
attributable to cotilnuter activity¡ would be neces-
sary if bicycling increased greatly durÍng the tnorn-
ing rush hour. The lowest level of bicycle demand
(present actual use) and the theoretical linit for
demand thereby define a range of potent,ial demand,
associated emissions reductions, and costs per ton
of pollutant eliminated.

RESUI,TS

The number of bicycles in the racks at the end of
the survey period was 75 at the CNW station and 21
at the CTA station. These numbers are consÍstent
with the numbers counted on Èlay 6 and are probably
typicâl for a fair day at thís time of year. The 75
cyclÍsts at the Cli¡W station represent 5.3 percent of
the regular conmuter riders at that station based on
a daiì.y average ridership of I42I (5). The 2I cy-
clists parked at the LÍnden CTA station represent
0.85 percent of the morning rush-hour ridership (6).
The average trips of the bicycJ.ists surveyed $rere
1.33 ¡ni1es at the CNW station and 1.7 nlles at the
CTA station. The longest trip to the CNW station was
3 miles and to the CTA station, 5 ¡niles.

The survey answers also indicate that mosÈ of
those commuters who bicycle to the station do so
daily during the bicycling season. This fíndlng in-
dicates that bicycles are being used as a regular
transport alternative.
Emissions Calculations

Most bicycle trips to conmuter stations are less
than 2 miles. Cold-start enissions, at an average
speed of LB mph, last for 505 s, in which time the
car would travel approxirnately 2.5 niles. Therefore,
nost bicycle trips to conmuter stations that replace
automobile trips are replâcing trips nade in the
cold-start phase. The calculations for diverted
e¡nissions are based on EPA 1982, 100 percent cold-
start enission factors (7).

Calculations are made for the three do¡ninant pol-
Lutants associated with automobile use: hydrocarbons
(HC), carbon monoxide (Co), and nitrogen oxide
(NOx). The calcuLations for the actual auto¡nobile
VMT diverted (with and e¡ithout bus service) by cur-
rent bicycle trips to the tvro stations are sum-
¡narized in Table 1. These calculations represent the
air quality benefits attributable to the 1ow end of
the demand range. They are based on the number of
autonobile trips being diverted by the current bi-
cycle trips to the commuter stations.
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Table 1. Low estimate of demand range,

acalculated by ûuttiplying estimated hydrocarbon emissioûs (5.83 g/mile) by
estimated VMT/day dive¡ted f¡om automobile travel by number of commuter
cycling days/year (l 02).

bcalculâled by multiplying carbon moûoxide emissions (??.S? g/mile) by esti-
mâted VMT/day dive¡ted from âutomobile travel by number of commuter
cycling days/year (l 02).

ccalculated by multiplying nitrogen oxide emissions (2.54 Elmile) by estimated
VMT/day diverted froñ automobile travel by number of commuter cycliûg
days/year (102).

Reductions in automobile emissíons due to bicycle
use depend on the level of bicycle use and how many
bicycle trip6 are replacing autornobile trips. Esti-
mates of potential reductions in emissions depend,
in turn, on estimates of potential bicycle use or
demand. walsh (4) has suggested that a demand range
be calculated by using a low estimate based on
actual use and a high estirnate based on the number
of trips that could be rnade by bicycle. The length
of the trips in the high estimate would be that of
the average current trip made by bicycle.

The emissions diverted by the l¡ilmette bicycle
trips represent the smallest benefit potentially at-
tributable to that facility, the low estimate. The
quantity of emissions diverted by aII possible trips
within the average trip-generating radius represents
the highest benefit theoretically possible for that
facility, the high estimate. Potential benefits lie
somewhere in between.

A de¡nand range can be calcul-ated for the CN$l bi-
cycle commutèrs by using information on the resi-
dential distribution of cNw comnuters. The average
length of a one-way bicycle trip to the CNW station
is I.33 ¡niIes. Twenty-one percent of the regular
co[unuters live within approxirnateJ.y 0.5 mile of the
CNw station (8). These riders are ¡nost likely to
walk to lhe station. [Seven of our respondents bi-
cycled only 0.5 mile' but this nust be compared with
the 49 bicyclists within the l- to 1.5-mile radius.
ohrn and others also identified 0.5 mile as a walk-
ing radius (9).1 Almost 41 percent of the ridership
Live withín the quarter-sections adjacent to the cNw
station, vrhich places then within the 0.5- to I.5-
mile radius associated with cycling by thls survey
and other studies (l' p. 17; 9). Daily ridership at
the wilnette station is 142I; 40.8 percent of this
ridership (580 riders) would Iive within the average
bicycling radius. Thus, the demand range varies be-
tween a l-ow of 75 riders (71 surveyed plus 4 bi-
cycles already parked) or 5.2 percent and a high of
580 riders or 40.8 percent ridership. Potential de-
mand lies sonevrhere within the demand range. walsh
suggests that 50 percent of potenlial short-distancê
trips could be diverted to bicycles (4); in this
case, 20.4 pêrcent of the ridership. This is by
other estimates a high figure. Bikeways in North-
eastern IIlinois suggests that 7.5 percent of t.rips
to transit stations could potentially be diverted to
bicycles (3, p. 39). In Madison' Wisconsin' 13 per-
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cent of aII vehicle trips are made by bicycle (!r p.
10).

For the purposes of this analysis, the enissions
that could be diverted at the high end of the demand
range are calculated and, together with the 1ow end
calculations, serve as a range of emissions divert-
ed. Some of the costs assocíated with approaching
that limit are also compute¿l and annualízed. MÍni-
mum improvements needed for ¡naximu¡n bicycling activ-
ity would inelude increased storage facitities and a
bicycle rules-of-the-road enforcement program.

r.f 5.2 percent of the CNW ridership diverts 54.08
niles of automobile Eraf.fic/day, then 40.8 percent
of the CNW ridership would divert approximately
418.2 miles of autonobile traffic,/day with bus ser-
vice. Were there no bus service, 155.3 ¡niles would
be diverted by current bicycling; 40.8 percent of
the CNvl boardings would dívert approximately 1218
¡niles of automobile traffic/day without bus ser-
vice. The high range of emissions associated with
these VMT are sum¡narized in the calculations below.
These figures represent. a theoretical limit rather
than a potential estinate.

For the Wilmette CNW Station with bus service,

HC emissions = 5.8 S,/nile x 418.2 nile = 2425.56
g/day x I02 days = 247 407.12 g/year = 0.273
tons/year.

co emissions = 97.57 g/mile x 418.2 mile = 32 439.77
g/day x 102 days = 3 308 856.9 g/year = 3.65
tons/year.

NO* emissions = 2.54 g/níLe x 418.2 mile = I 062.23
g/day x 102 days = I08 347.3 g/yeat = 0.119
tons/year.

For a si¡nilar com:munity without bus service,

HC emissions = 5.8 g,/rníIe x 1218 mile = 7064.4
g/day x I02 days = 720 568.8 g/year = 0.794
tons/year.

co emissions = 77.57 g/mile x I2I8 mil-e = 94 480,26
g/day x 102 days = 9 636 986.5 g/year = L0.62
tons/year

NO* emissions = 2.54 g/n|Le x 1218 mile = 3093.72
g/day x 102 days = 3I5 559.44 g/year = 0.348
tons/year.

The range of emissions that can be saved by bicycl-
ing to the wilrnette CNW station and a similar sta-
t.ion not served by bus are sumrnarized in the list
below.

The range of emissions eliminated in Wilmette
with bus service is as follows:

HC, from 0.035 tons/year to 0.273 Eons/year¡
CO, from 0,472 Eons/year to 3.76 tons/yeari and
NOx, from 0.015 tons/year to 0.119 tons/year.

For a similâr conmunity without bus service, the
following range of e¡nissions would be eliminated:

HC, from 0.102 tons/year to 0.794 tons,/year;
CO, frorn I.35 tons,/year to 10.62 tons/yeart and
NOx, from 0.044 tons,/year to 0.348 tons/year.

Cost-Effect iveness

I'lany costs and benefits can be attributed to bicycl-
ing. If the proportion of all bicycling for dif-
ferent purposes is known' then a portion of the
costs of the entire bicycle support system (e.9. 

'bicycle routes, automobÍIe, parking, education, and
promotion) can be assigned to eâch purpose. The
amenities of the entire Wilmette bicycle system--on-
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ltem
CNW Station
(n = 71)

CTA Station
(n = 17)

VMT/day by bicycle
VMT/day diverted from automobile
VMT/day that would be diverted from
automobile if no bus service available

Air quality benefits with bus service
(tons/year)

HCa
cob
No*"

Air quality benefits for similar
community without bus senice
(tons/year)

HCa
cob
Nor "

18 1.4
54.08
l5 5.3

0.035
0.472
0.015

0.102
1.35
0.044

0.031
0.41 5

0.014

0.057
0.762
0.02 s

5l .8
41.6
87.4
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street routes, signing and improvenents, parking
facíIities, and a nodest prornotíon and education
progra¡n--serve commuters, but the cost of these
facilities cannot be sotely attributed to commuter
bicycling. The costs of parking facilities at the
tyro conmuter stations are the main costs attribut-
able to commuter bicyclinq.

Item Cost ($)
CNhl station parking

Shelter for bicycle racks 14 000
Bicycle racks, tyro locations I 200

15 200
CTA station parkín9

Bicycle racks
Total

600
15 800

If we assurne a lo-year life for these facilities,
the costs are annualized by using a 12 percent dis-
count rate and a capital recovery rate of O.L77z

CNW: $I5 200 x 0.177 = 92690.4/yeat.
CTA: $600 x O.I77 = $106.2,/year.

The costs of eliminating air pollution with co¡n-
muter bicycling to Wilnetters commuter rail and pub-
lic transit stations are summarized in Table 2.

The ¡ninimum costs associated with provision for
the 580 bicycles associated with the high end of the
demand range Ìroul-d include 430 nev¡ parking spaces
and a bicycle rules-of-the-road enforce¡nent program
such as was implemented in Niles, Illinoisr to help
alleviate so¡ne of the traffic conflicts that might
occur with a large increase in bícycling (1, p. 48).

Niles adopted an enforcement program in which
sunmer wardens stopped 6000 cyclists and issued
warnings and instructions about proper bicycting
techniques. Bicycle-related accidents in the town
went from 17 to 3 during the summer of 1925. The
cost of this program was the salary of the officer
in charge of the progra¡n and approximately tI4 000
for sum¡ner wardens and their uniforns. The $14 000
(inflatetl for 1980 dollars) can be solely attributed
to bicycling improvement. An inflated cost of
922 400 for enforcenent could justifiably be ât-

Table 2. Costs of eliminating air pollution with commuter bicyding facilities,

Low Cost Bstimate ($/ton)

Pollutanl
Amount/Year
(tons)
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tributed to the high end of the demancl range, but
the police officerrs time woul-d probably be used in
some other way were there no enforcement program.
That salary \di11 not be attributable to bicycling
irnprovenents.

ff we assune that the new parking was comprised
of 30 bicycle lockers and sheltered rack spaces for
400 bicycles, the costs of the high end of the de-
mand range would be as folloers:

ftem
30 bicycle lockers at

$300/bicycle
400 bicycle rack spaces at

$r4 000,/I00
Enforcement program at

û22 400/yeat
Total

Cost (S)
9 000

56 000

224 000

289 000

Again, assuming a I0-year tife for these facili-
ties and a capital recovery factor of 0.I77, the
cost-effectiveness figures would be based on a cost
of $53 843.40/year. These costs would be added to
the costs already incurred at thè CNW facility in
wilmetÈe to determine the cost*effectiveness of the
high end of the range3

$289 000 + ls 200 = $304 200.

The costs of eliminating one ton of each pol-
lutant at the high end of the demand range are sum-
marized in comparison to the low-end figures in
Table 3.

Socioecononic Impacts

The socioeconomic impacts for all of TCM evaluations
for this region were prepared by James Jarzab of the
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission (10) .

Improved bicycle facilities have few negative
socioecono¡nic impacts associated with them. fmprove-
ments may entail the provision of racks and lockers,
bicycle paths, and safety education programst horù-
ever, few of these activities can be considered
drawbacks to the TCM. The two important factors
that must be considered r,rhen cont.empLatÍng improved
bicycJ-e facilit.ies are safety and traffic opera-
tions. Increased bicycle use may cause additional
safety problems and traffic night be disrupted if
auto¡nobil-e and bicycle operators do not obey state
vehicle operating procedures. A bicycle rules en-
force¡nent program and improved drivers' education
about the bicyclist's rights and responsibilities
are appropríaÈe complements to improved facil-ities.

Positive impacts include greater amenities to
residents in terms of reduced air pollution, in-
creased recreational potential, Èhe availability of
an alternative ¡node of transportation, inproved
motorist awareness of bicycle users, and relateal
social benefits (fq). Little capital expendiÈure
need be Ínvolved in the provision of bicyclê facili-
ties, and aggregåte benefits appear to far outweigh
project costs.

CNWA CTAb

With bus senice
HC
co
No*

Without bus sewice
HC
CO
No*

0.03 l2
0.415
0.0 l 36

0.057
0.7 62
0.025

86 230.77 3425.80
6 482.89 255.90

197 823.53 7273.9',7

47 200.00 1863.15
3 530.70 139.37

107 616.00 4248.00

lcalculatíon based on cost of $2690.4o/yeâr.
bCalculation bâ*d or cosl of $1O6.20lyear.

Table 3. Facilities for bicyde commuters
to CNW rtation in Wilmette: summary of
demand ranç, Cost-Effectiveness Range

($/ton)
Demand
Range

Automobile
Range
(vMr/
year
diverted)

Emission Range
(tons/year diverted)

No*CONO,COHC

Cost
Range
(g/year)

Iilith bus seroice
Low estimate
Potential high estim¿te

rrVithout bus sewice
Low estimate
Potential high estimate

5 s16.06 0.035 0.4'12 0.015 2 690
42 656.4 0.273 3.65 0.119 53 843

15 840.6 0.102 1.35 0.044 2 690
t24 236 0.794 10.62 0.348 53 843

86 231 6 483 197 824
197 229 14 752 452 466

107 616
154 722

47 200 3 531
67 al3 5 070
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Table 4. D¡fect loc¡oeconom¡c ¡mpaeB due to implementation'
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Secto¡
Affected Impact

Unit
of
Measurement

Preliminary
Impact
Asesmenta

Desc¡iption of
Change from
Existing Conditions

Residenti¿l

Business

Parking

Employment

Goods movement

Municipal services

I¿nd use

I,and Yalues

Taxes

Taxi servic€

On no. of dwelling units

On no. of households
On existing residences

On no. of businesæs

On existing businesses

On availability of off-
street palking

On availability of on-
stleet parking

On no. of temporary jobs

On no. of permaûent jobs
On efficiency of goods
movement

On de[very of municipal
setrices

On sensitive lmd uses

On land use

On surroundhg land values

On local assessed valuation

On service availability and
safety

Dwelling units demolished; potential
for new units

Households added or dislocated
Positive or negative effects on use and

enjoyment of residences

No. of businesses dislocated or potettial
for additional businesses

Potential inc¡ease or dec¡ease in business
activity

Gail or loss of parking spaces

Gain or loss of parking

Gain or loss of temporary jobs

Gain or loss of pemanent jobs
Positive or negative impact

Positive or negative impact

Incfease or dectease in
number of acres of sensitive
land uss

Change in land use from a higler-
value use to a lower-value use or
from a lower-value use to a higher-
value one

Increase or dec¡ease in land values

Increâse or decreâe il assessed
valuation due to property added
to or removed from tax rolls and
change in land us pâttems

Positive or negative impact

0

0

+

This TCM is expected to roqufue neither the
taking of nor the development of dwelling
units

Same as above
Provision of bicycle faciJities should reduce the

amount of vehicle noise and air pollution on
and around residential areas, and thereby im-
prove conditions in areas of implementation

No significant impacts are anticipated

No signific¿nt impacts are anticþated

Some off-street parking space availability should
result because of decreased automobile uæ

Some on-street parking may be lost due to cu¡b
lane dedicâtion to bicycle use; however, also
possible is that other spaces would be freed by
bicycle users diverted from automobiles

Some temporary jobs may be created for the
purpose of public information, marking and
installation of facilities, and bicycle safety
promotion

No impacts arc anticipated
Goods movement will be affected to the extent
that automobile traffic is reduced (positive
impact) or truck traffic will be delayed (nega-

tive impact); in any case, the impact is expect-
ed to be small

Same factors that affect goods movement may
affect delivery of municipal services

Bicycle use is consistent with a policy of road
improvement mther than road and highway
expansion; use of bicycles as an alternative to
automobile use might, therefore, contribute to
land presenation

Bicycle facilities inc¡ease value of land by in-
creasing its usefulness for recreation and trans-
portation

Additional amenities like bikeway facilities can
influence land values by making property more
attractive

Areas that have bicycle facilities will be more
attractive to home buyers; this should be re-
flected in i¡creased property value and subse-
quently assessed valuation

Taxi serice may be affected somewhat because
of the avâilabiüty of bicycle f¿cilities for short
trips il good weather; however, this diversion
is expected to be small; traffic movements will
be affected as any other vehicle would be
affected

+
0

0
+
0

+
0

+

a+ = positive, - = negative, and 0 = no impact,

As a lCI'l tneasure' improved bicycle facilities
have few socioeconomic drâvrbacks and, for the most
part, are supportive of regional socioecono¡ìic poli-
cies, goals, and objectives. The socioecono¡nic irn-
pacts of bicycle facilities are su¡nmarized in Tables
4 and 5 (¡lI, pp. 35-44).

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The high end of the demand range serves as a theo-
retical limit to the air quality benefits obÈaÍnâble
through the prornotion of bicycling to transit sta-
tions in wilnette. The value of the de¡nand range is
that the low end of the range illustrates that fea-
sible bicycle support facilities can produce air
quality benefits at a 1or.¡ cost. The high end of the
demand range demonstrates the li¡niÈ withín which
bicycte use for a given purpose can be expected to
produce air quality inprovements.

Given our assumption about costs associated with
bicycling, air quality improvements appear to become
nore expensive as bicycle use increases. The najor

reasons for this are (a) the addition of an enforce-
ment program (as Ín Niles) because of the increased
need to integrate bicycle and autonobile traffic and
(b) the addition of storage lockers that are roughly
twice as expensivê as the sheltered racks at the cli¡w

station. The higher cost per ton of the more-exten-
sive syste¡n stilt represents a cost efficiency well
above that of nany other TCMS evaluated. The emis-
sion reduction cost-effectiveness varies fron
$13 319 to $985 349,/ton for Pub1ic transPortation
i¡nprovements and fron S98 918 to $731 250/Eon for
park-and-ride 1ot6 (!Ð. At the high end of the de-
mand range the cost-effectiveness of co¡nmuter bi-
cycle facilities as a measure to reduce hydrocarbons
vâries from $67 813 to SL97 229/ton. As bicycling
increases for purposeful Èrips, various road and
traffic improvements, such as si9ns, special sig-
nalization, storage facilities, Iane markings, and
enforcement personnel, ¡nay becotne necessary. At the
same timer money might be saved by having to provide
fewer parking spaces for autonobiles. The use of
the bicycle as a transportation vehicle necessitates
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Table 5. lndirect socioeconomic impacts due to ¡mplomentation,
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Variable Impact

Unit
of
Measurement

PrelÌminary
Impact
Asessmenta

Description of
Change from
Existing Conditions

Land use

Safety

On long-term land use
patterns

On vehicular and pedes-
t¡ian safety

On susceptible popula-
tion groups

On accessibility for mo-
bility-limited persons

On neighborhood accessi-
bility

On amount of traffic in
sensitive areâs

On buildings in vicinity
of TCM

Change in land use, from a higher-
value use to a lower-value use,
or from a lower-value use to a
higher-value one

Potential inc¡ease or decrease in
vehicle and pedestrian accidents

Positive or negative impact due to
improvement or dete¡ioration of
air quality

Increased or decreased accessibility

Increased or decreased accessibility
to adjacent neighborhoods

Increase or decrease in traffic i¡
sensitive areas

Positive or negative impact on
building maintenance due to
air quality changes ând building
vibrations

Bicycle facilities inc¡ease value of land by
increasing its useful¡ess for recreation and
transportation

Increased bicycling on public highways may
result in an increase in automotive-bicycle
ând pedest¡ian-bicycle accidents; accidents
may, however, be decreased by implementa-
tion of appropriate education programs ¿nd
traffic management

Automobile trips diverted to bicycle trips wiI
reduce emissions and thereby improve com-
munity health

Accessibility for the mobility-limited will not
be affected

Inc¡eased bicycle trips should be generated
both intra- and inter-community due to
increased bicycle facilities

Positive impact would be expected from the
diversion of some automobile trips to bicycles

Reduced emissions should result i¡ reduced
building mailtenance costs

Health

Accessibility

Traffic

Buildings

â+ = positive, -=negative, and 0 =no impact.

and justifies costs rnore consistent with the costs
of other rnodes.

It is possible to speculate on some of the rea-
sons for the large difference ín the nu¡nber of bi-
cycle riders at the CTA and CNW stations. OnIy 21
bicycles were parked at the CTA station, 75 were
parked at the CNW. The survey responses shoi., that
cyclists to the Linden CTA ride longer distances
than those at the CN!.¡ stations (CTA average hras 1.2
milest the longest trip was 5 miles; CNW average was
I.33 nilesr the longest trip was 3 miles). The
Linden CTA stop is the end of the line and those
North Shore riders who wish to take the CTA rather
than the CNW come to the Linden or Evanston stâ_
tions. The North Shore corridor is, on the other
hand, served by many CNW stations. The longer trips
to the Linden station míght discourage bicycle use.
Another, and more probable contributory factor to
the difference ín bicycle ridership is that theparking facilites at the CNW station are superior
and more numerous. The CNW station has I00 spaces
covered by a roofed structure and 50 additional
spaces south of the station. The CTA has conven_
tionaL unprotected racks that provide parking for up
to 40 or 50 bicycles.

The case study can be generalized to other com-
munities with comnuter rail stations. ff each of
these communities were to provide parking facilities
like 19ílmette's, then the percentage of con¡nuters
who ride their bicycles to the station ¡night be ex-
pected to be the 5 percent observed at $¡ilmette. In-
ducements and deterrents other than t.hese facilities
would, of course, affect ridership. It is probably
fair to suggest t,hat conmunities that have land use
patterns si¡nilar to those in Wilmette i.¡ould gain a
similar bicycle ridership given similar facilities.
This could mean a fairly significant increase for
sotne conmunities where moderate inducements rnight
re¡nind and encourage rèsidents to exercise the bi-
cycling option. The air quality benefits would be
especially significant in conmunities that currently
have poor bus service.

In addition to generalizing the findings at the
Wilmette CNW station, communities coutd reproduce
the survey used in this case study for any trip
generator. To calculate a demand range, sone data

would be nècessary on the residential distribution
for those who travel to the trip generator under
consideration.
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Bicycle Traffic Volumes

CATHY A. BUCKLEY

This paper provides informat¡on on b¡cycle t¡affic volumes ¡n the metropolitan
Boston area. This information allows a better understanding of factors füat af-
fect th¡s mode and their relat¡ve importance to the bicycl¡st, The data reported
here were collected between 1974 and 1 981, All bicycle counts were done
nunually, ma¡nly during weekday peak periods. The volumes have grown at a
7,5 percent annual rate compounded over the past six years. Volumes varied
s¡gn¡ficantly according to season of the year and weather. These two in-
fluences operated independently of each other to soms extent. Twelve.hour
counts ¡nd¡cated defin¡te peaks in the morning and evening. The morning
peak hours occur¡ed ¡n a narrower time band; the even¡ng-peak-hour volumæ
were an average of 20 percent hígher, B¡cycle traffic increased by 300 percent
on a day when trans¡t was unexpectedly out of operation. DurÍng an evening
peak.period count, half of the cycl¡sts used a bicycle path and half used three
ad¡acent arter¡als. Average daily bicycle traffic volumes in the ¡nner metro-
politan area are presented for 1976. Possible correlat¡ons between vo¡umes
and the number of reported b¡cycle accidents are discussed.

This paper reports on bicycle traffic volumes co1-
Iected ln the metropolitan Boston area since 1974.
Some inplications of the data, including the need
for further research, are discussed.

BICYCLE ÎRAFFIC DATA

A number of bicycle traffic counts have been con-
ducted ln the Boston area sínce 1974, ¡nost of them
by the Central Transportation Planníng staff of the
Boston netropolitan plannlng organization (!tpO).

The najority of the counts have been done in
Boston and Cambridge, just north of Boston. Counts
have also been done in Brookllne and Nehrton, west of
Boston. and ín Somerville¡ Arlington, Belmont,
LexÍngton, and Bedford, north and northirest of
Boston (see Figure I).

The impetus for Èhe collection of bicycte traffic
volunes yras the U.S. Envirorunental. Protection
Agencyrs transportation control plan for Boston.
This I975 document required that encouràgernent of
bicycle use be included in the arears attenpt to
reduce pollution. VirtualLy no information vras
available on actual bicycle traffic volurnes, so sone
yras collected in 1975 and 1976. Data have continued
to be collected since then to irnprove our under-
standing of the issues discussed in this paper.

Bícycle counts have been done at ¡nore than 50
Iocations in the Boston area. lfost of the counts
were on vreekdays, during the tnorning or evening peak
period. The ernphasls was on commuter, not recrea-
tional, traffic. Unless otherwise noted, precipí-
tation neither oceurred on nor was forecast for the
days of the counts.
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11. Effect.íveness of Air QuaLity Related Trans-
portation Control l.teasures and potential for
Implenentation in Northeastern Illinois. Chi-
cago Area Transportation Study, Chicago, sum-
mary rept., Jan. 1981.

Publícation of this paper sponsored by Committee on Bicyclíng and Bicycle
Facilitíes.

A1l counts were done manually, included turning
novements, and were callbrated in 1S-min segments.
À11 of the datå reported here were collected by
staff members or adult vofunteers and are consiilered
to be reliable.

GROTTTH IN BICYCLE TR,AFFIC

Bicycle volu¡nes were collecte(l at 1I intersections
on Thursday, October 9, L975, as part of the trans-
portation control plan work. Bicycle voLunes at 9
of the intersections were collected agaln exactly
five years later, on Thursday¡ October 9, 1980. The
neather was slmilar--temperatures were in the low
50os at 7:00 a.¡n. and the wind was approximately I0
¡nph on both days¡ it was partly cloudy in 1975 and
sunny in 1980.

The volumes for each day âre shown in Figure 2.
The evening-peak-hour volutne was higher at alL nine
intersections in 1980; the increase varied frorn 5 to
60 percent. The total evening-peak-hour volume for
the nine intersectlons tras 1922 bicycles in 1980 40
percent higher than ln 1975.

Volumes are conpared in Figure 3 for four inter-
sections at which counts were done on lrlednestlay, May
5, !916, and five years later on wednesday, I{ay 13,
1981. The hreâther on these two dates wâs iden-
tical--at 7:00 a.m., temperature was 5loF, wind was
15 rnph, and skies were ¡nostly sunny.

The increases in the norning peak-hour volune at
the four intersections varied from 35 to 236 per-
cent. The total norning peak-hour volume for the
four intersectlons wãs 575 bicycles ln 1981, 57 per-
cent higher than it was five years before.

The October 1975 and May l-9?6 volumes addecl
together and conpared with the total for October
1980 and llay 198I yield an average lncrease of 44
percent. This is an average annual conpound in-
crease of 7.5 percent. A 7.5 percent íncrease would
be consldered a high annual increase for auto¡nobile
traffic. Because the bicyclers share of traffic is
lower, a high annual increase is relatively less
signiflcant. For example¡ assune that t,he bicyclers
share of commuter traffic was I percent in 1980. If
a 7.5 percent annual conpounded growth rate hrere to
continue for 20 years, the bicyclers share would
only be 4.2 percent by 2000. A 7.5 percent ânnua1
increase does suggestr hoerever, that the bicycle is
not just holding its share of the conmuting ¡narket
but steadily lncreasing it.
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Figure 1. B¡crycle count locat¡ons.
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Figure 3. Growth in b¡cycle traffic, 1976-1981.

I

EFFECT OF OTHER ¡4ODES

Bicycle commuters Prefer their ¡noile for a variety of
reasons. Some may cycle for health or simply be-
cause it is enjoyable. Others may cycle because it
costs Iittle or is convenient conpared with the
alternatives.

In the five-year period frorn October I975 to
October 1980, for examPle, the Price of a gallon of
regularr leaded gasoline rose from $0.59 to $I.19.
The basic bus fare remainecl at $0.25 but the râPid-
transit fare doubled in JuIy 1980 to $0.50. These
changes probabJ-y contributed to the 40 percent in-
crease ín peak-hour bicycle traffic during those
five years.

ÀIthough cost is an inPortant criterion in ¡node

selection¡ availability is even more crucial. The
disruption in fuel supplies in 1973 has received a
great deal of the credít for the bicycle boo¡n of
that year.

An interruption of public transportaÈion in
Boston on Thursdayr JuIy 6, L978, Presented an
opportunity to measure the effect of the unavail-
ability of trânsit on bicycle use. Transit workers
called a one-day wildcat strike, vthich co¡npletely
shut down the syste¡n. onty the users who listened
to the radio before heading to their buses or trains
were aware of the strike.

Because the strike was unexpected, the bicycle
count of Charles Circle that day had not been
planned in advance and ¿lid not start until 8:45
a.m., well into the nor¡nal Peak hour there. (Of

nine norning peak-Perioil counts at Charles Circle in
1980, five peak hours began at 8:00 a.m. and the
other four at 8:15 a.rn.) It is possible that the
bicycle volumes prior to 8:45 a.n. eJere close to
nornal levels; mâny of those vtho improvised their
bicycle trips because of the transit interruption
probabfy got off to a late start.

Figure 4 conpares bicycte volu¡nes on the day of
thê strike with those of one week later. The 8:45-
9:45 a.¡n. volume ldas more than 300 percent higher on
the day of the strike. (on July 6 at 7:00 a.n. the
ternperature vras 63oF, winds were 10 rnph, and skies
were partly cloudy. On July 13 at 7:00 a.¡n.r the
temperature was 70oFr winds were 7 mPh, and skies
were sunny. )

The most-striking aspect of these data is that a

Iarge nu¡nber of conmuters own bicycles' have quick

IIEDI¡ESDAY, I1AY 5, 1976

tlEDiltSDAY, tlAY 13, 1981

LOCATI ON

access to them, and use the¡n when their regular
modes are unavailable. The counts also indicate
that nost of these one-day cyclists returned to
their regular ¡node when service resumed. Finally,
the data support inclusion of the bicycle in energy
contingency planning.

SEASONAL VARIATIONS

Morning peak-hour volumes recorded throughout the
year at one location are shown in Figure 5. The
average volume for the three counts in l¡tarch \das 60
bicycles. The average of the teto June counts was
198, which is 230 percent higher than the March
average. The average of the two July counts was 235
bicycles, which is 290 percent higher than the ltarch
average. The volumes from the solitary counts in
August, septenber, and october âf,êr on the average,
25 percent l-ower than the iluly volumes.

Two I2-h counts were done at Coolidqe Corner in
Brookliner one in March 1974 and the other two
months later. The total. 12-h volu¡ne of May 8, L974,
was 100 percent higher than that of l,larch 5r I974
(959 bicycles were counted in May, 479 in March).

Although the above dâta are not sufficient to
define seasonal factors, they demonstrate that most
Boston bicycle comtnuters choose alternative ¡nodes in
the winter. This is understandable, considering the
colder tenperatures anil fewer daylíght hours during
late fall and winter. other cold-weather circum-
stances that ¡nay discourage bicycle use are snorJ or
ice, which make roadways sIiPPery' and snowbanks,
which decrease road space and visibility.

EFFECT OF VIEATHER

Details of the three March 1980 counts cited in
Figure 5 are Presented in the table below. Thís
information suggests the effect of weather within a
given season.

Conditions ât 7:30 a.m-
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Figure 4. Effect of transit str¡kô.
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À snall fraction of cycllsts conmute yêår-roundi
however, only a portion of those do so when the 7:30
a.tn. tenperature ie 23oF and the wlncl is 25 ¡nph, as
occurred on l¡larch 12. The mornlng Peak-hour volu¡ne
was 140 percent higher two weeks later on l¡larch 26,
a erarner and less windY daY.

The lrtarch 27th volune is 30 percent lower than
the March 26th volune. This is probably too large a
dlfference to be due to daily varíations. The only
notable dif,ference in weather between the two days
is that the sky was clear on the 26th and overcast
on the 27th. Àlthough it was not ralning on the
morning of t¡larch 27 and no rain was forecast, the
clouds nlght have discouraged sorne cyclists.

BicycJ.e counts at gix intersections ttere arranged
for tiledneEalay, May 61 198I. Because of fog and a
light raln, only tno intersections were monitored
that mornlng, and the fulL-scale count vtas PostPoned
untll the following llednesday. Figure 6 indicates
the effect of fog and rain on bicycle volumes at the
tno intersections that were nonitored twice. The
morning peak-hour volume at Charles Circler Boston,
was 39 pèrcent lower in the fog and drizzle than on
the partly sunny day one neek later. Àt Coolidge
Corner, Brooklfne, the volune was 52 percent lower
ln the rain.

When conparing volumea on different days' not
only the tl¡ne of yearr but also ereather conditions
nust be conalalereal. Weather varlatlons within a
season are important. Nevertheless, seasonal varl-
atlons In bicycle volunes seen to occur regardless
of the hreather. For example, a6 cited in the pre-
ceding section, a 12-h volu¡ne in May 1974 eras twice
as high aE one in March 1974. Yet the 7:00 a.¡n.
tenperature was 56oF on the trlarch dayr 10o hlgher
than on the r4ay day. The overcast sky and winds of
25 nph in March rnust be taken into considerâtion--
the üay count occurred on a sunny day with winds of
J.6 mph. However, the large difference in volu¡nes
suggests tbat some people simply do not cycle durlng
what they consider to be the off-season, even when
good weather condÍtions prevail.

OCCURR3NCE OF PEAK HOURS

Forty-nine locatíons have been counted during
norning peak periods and 52 during evening peak
periods since 1974. Note the tlrne at which the
rnorning and evening peak hours occurred. The
temporal dlstrlbution of those peak hours ls shown
in Flgure 7.

As can be seen, the morning peak hours are nore
clustered in titne than are the evening hours.
Eighty-slx percent of the 49 morning peak houra
begån at either 8:00 or 8:15 a.m. Eight percent
started at 7:45 a.n.¡ { percent at 8:30 a.n., and 2
percent at 8:45 a.¡n.

The evening peak-hour tlietribution is ¡nore spread
out--63 percent occurred at either 4t45 or 5:00
p.m. One began as early aE 3!45 p.n. and two as
late as 5:30 p.m.

Counts from 7:30 to 10:00 a.m. would have cap-
tured all norning peak hours wlth 15-¡nln margins on
each end. To capture â11 of the evening peak hours
would require a counting period of 3:30 to 6!45 p.n.

A cyclist night stop or visit on the way hone
from work, Ieave early for an appointment, or 6tay
late to fÍnish a task. In the morning¡ such diver-
slons are probably less likely. Evening peak-period
traffic would also be nore likely than rnorning
traffic to include cyclists on shopping or recrea-
tional trips. These considerations rnight explain
nhy the norning peak hours occur wlthin a narro$rer
tine band than do the evening peak hours.
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1'IiEI,VE-HOUR COIJNÎS

Tlro intersections, Coolidge Corner and Charles
Circler were monitored for l2-h periodsr fro¡n 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 P.m. Coolidge Corner' Brookline' ls a
co¡nnerclal area at the intersection of Beacon and

Figure 6. Effest of rain,
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Figure 7, Occunence of peak-hour bicrycle yolumes.
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Harvard streets (see Figure I). Beacon Street is a
popular commuting route to Eoston fron polnts west.
Boston Universíty is a mile northeâst of Coolidge
Corner.

Counts at Charles Circle, Boston, include traffic
both from the IþngfelLow Bridge, used by coÍunuters
frorn Cambridge antl other conmunities west and north
of Boston, and from the bicycle path along the
Charles River. Traffic generators close to Charles
Circle include the llassachusetts General. Hospital
and Government Center (see Figure 1).

TÞrelve-hour counts were done at Coolidge Corner
on l.tarch 5, 1974, May 8, 1974, and Mây 13, lgBJ_, and
at Charles Circle on Måy 5, !976, and May 13, I9BI.

Às shown in Figures I and 9, the five l2-h counts
follor{ si¡nilar patterns. There is a definite morn-

Figure 8. Twelve-hour volumes, Coolidç
Corne¡.

Figure 9. Twelve-hour volumes, Charles
Circle.
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ing peak, which begins around 8:00 a.m. The volunes
then drop by l0:00 a.m. and stay relatÍveLy low
until noon or early afternoon. A gradual increase
in volume usually begins around 1:00 p.m. and con-
tlnues until the evening peak hour¡ which is from
about 5:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Table I presents information on the 12-h counts,
including data on the peak hours. The ratio of the
morning peak-hour volume to the totat l2-h volu¡ne
varied fron 0.1.I to 0.14 and averaged 0.12. .The
same ratio for the evening peâk hour varied from
0.13 to 0.18 and averaged 0.15. On the average, the
evenÍng peak-hour volumes were 20 percent higher
than the morning peak-hour volunes.

Traffic during the rnorning and evening peak
periods probably is predominantly corrunuters and
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TaHe 1, B¡cTde traffic counts, T:ü) a.m.-7:(X) p.m.
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Coolidge Comer Charles Circle

Item
Tuesday, Wednesday,
March 5, 1974 May 8,19"14

Wednesday, Wednesday, Wednesday,
May 13, l98l May 5, 1976 May 13, 1981 Avg

Weather conditions at 7 a.m.
Temperature ('F)
\{ind velocity (mph)
skv

Volumes
1 2-h total
Morning peak hour

Volume
Time
Ratio to I 2-h total (%)

Evening peak hour
Volume
Time
Ratio to I 2-h total (%)

Ratio of evening to
moming peak-hour
volume

56
25
Overcâst

479

62
8:0G9:00 a.m.
t3

86
5:00-6:00 p.m
l8
1.39

46
l6
Sunny

959

106
8:00-9:00 a.m.
11

\27
5:00-6:00 p.m.
l3
t.20

50
14
Partly sunny

l3t'l

184
8:15-9:15 a.m.
14

215
5:00-6:00 p.m.
l6
Ll7

5l
l5
Sunny

685

78
8:00-9:00 a.m.
ll
96
5:00-6:00 p.m.
14
1.23

50
l4
Partly sunny

1110

t4l
8:15-9: l5 a.m.
l3 12

t44
4:45-5:45 p.m.
13 15

l.o2 1.20

stualents. The direction of traffic flows during
those periods suggests this. The nidday trip ¡Bight
be utilitarian trips (shoppingr going to lunch or
meetín9s, making deliveries) or school trlps (stu-
dents attending late classes).

That the evening peak-períod volumes are higher
than those in the norning could be explained by the
convergence of a greater variety of trip purPoses
later in the day. That is, commuters and full-tirfle
students are more or less alone in the morning but,
in the late afternoon, they are joined by recrea-
tional cyclists and cyclists 9oin9 shopping or to
restaurants, night school, or meetings. In addi-
tion' some full-time students leave for school after
the morning peak period but return hone during the
evening peak Period.

NIGHT VOLUI'iES

No bicycle counts have been done in the Boston area
between 7:00 p.m. and 7s00 a.m. we hoped that es-
Èinates of night volunes could be derived from the
frequency of reported blcycle accidents by tine of
day. Therefore, the correlation of acci¿lent fre-
quency an¿l volurnes i{as tested by using daytime
bicycle volu¡nes.

Bicycle accidents, as shown in Figure 10r do not
correlate closely with bicycle voLunes during the
evening peak period, as shown ín Figures I and 9.
ÀIthough the 12-h bicycle counts indicate that
evening peak-hour volurnes are approxÍmately 20
percent higher than morníng peak-hour volumes, the
accident reports suggest an evening accident rate
300 percent higher. There are several possible
explanations for this. First, 35 percent of thê
accidents sholrn in Figure 10 involved bicyclists 14
years of age or younger. They presumably do nuch of
their cycling after school and, thereforer are
probably nore likely to be involvecl in accidents
duríng the afternoon and evening. At the same time,
they presumably ride less often than does the aver-
age cyclist on ¡najor arterial streets, $rhere the
12-h counts r.¡ere done ârldr thereforer were not
reflected in the volune figures being compared with
the accident figures. Another explanation of the
higher accident rate in the afternoon and early
evening is the higher autonobile volurnes, also shov¡n
in Figure 10. In addition, darkness sets in before
7:00 p.m. during nost of the year in Boston.

Bicycle voLumes fron 7:00 p.n. to 7:00 â.rn. are
probably lower than the number of reportêd bicycle
accidents might suggest. Darkness lrould be one

reason, especiaLly because many cycLists are not
well illuninated. Þlore accidents that involve drunk
drivers occur in the evening and early morning
hours. Finally, because fewer cyclists are out at
night, rnotorists nay be less likely to expect then.

ÀVER,AGE DATLY TRÀFFIC

Peak-period bicycle counts done in 1975 and 1976
erere used to develop average daíly traffic (ADT)

volumes for 1976. The counts were done on arterials
hrhere najor bicycle traffic flows were judged to
occur. The counts were spread out geographically so
that volu¡nes throughout the inner metropolitan area
could be compared (see Figure I). The peak-perio¿l
counts rrere expanded by using accident records by
hour of the day, day of the week, and month of the
year.

Just as bicycle accident frequency and bicycle
volumes did not correlate closely by tine of day'
they may not correlate by day of the week and month
of the year eitber. However, accident data can be
used to develop an apProximate estirnate of ADT. The
errors inherent in this nethod are applied to all
locations, so comparisons between locations should
be valid.

It is lmpossible to deter¡nlne fro¡n the dâta
available how rnuch error results from assu¡ning a
correlation betyreen accident frequency and volu¡nes
by day of the week and ¡nonth of the year. Às shown
in Figure 1I' the weekday acci¿lent rates do not vary
a great deal; ùtonday and Friday have the tno highest
ratea. The Saturday rate ís slightly lower than the
weekday average but Èwice that of Sunday.

The proportion of inexperienced cyclists nay be
Iârger on weekends, and they may suffer higher
accident rates. This may distort the correlation
between accident frequency and volunes. Àny such
distortion tnay not be reflected in the data¡ how-
ever. These cyclists rnay stay arrtay from motor
vehicles' anil accidents that do not involve ¡notor
vehicles are less likely to be reported.

AIso shown in Figure 11 are accidents by nonth of
the year. The general outline of the graph seems
vâIidt it suggests that volumes increase from l¡larch
through the surnúner and then decrease through Feb-
ruary. The hazards associâted with winter cyclíng
suggest that the number of accidents mlght be higher
in proportion to volumes then. On the other hand,
only experienced cyclistsr those presumably fess
Iikely to have accidents' are likely to be out in
the off-season.
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The 1976 ADTS estÍnated for Eelected routes in
the inner rnetropolitan area are shown Ín Figure 12.
the largest volurnes occur near najor schools: I2O0
near Boston University, lI50 near UaEsachusetts
InstituÈe of Technology (see Figure I for assistance
in identifying locales). There are also large
volunes near Harvard Square, Canbridge, a com¡nercial
and office area adjacent to Hârvard UnÍversity.
Several arterials that lead to the downtown Boston
area have ADTS of around 400.

Remember that only selected arterials trere
counted, so not all bicycle volumes are sho¡,n. Also
remenber t.hat t.hese are average daily volumes. The
volumes are therefore ¡¡uch higher than those in
January and much lower than those in June.

USE OF A BICYCLE PÀTH

Counts ¡vere done on Thursday, Irlay 2!, 199I, to
ascertain the relatlve use of three arterials and a

Figure 10, Automobile volumec
and biryde ðcc¡dentr yer¡us timo of
day.

Figure 11. Beported bicycle
accidents in metopol¡tan Bcton.
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nearby bicycle path. The path is in Boston, on the
south side of the Charles River. The arteríals are
further south and pårallel to the path. The
eveníng-peak-perlod counta r¡ere done at Èhe inter-
sections of the path and the arterlalE nith !{asEâ-
chusetts Ave¡uer which pasaes over the path but lE
ât grade with the streets.

The l2-ft-wide path is toÈally separated from
motor vehicle traffic for about I ¡nile east and 2milee weet of !{àssâchusetts Àvenue. On éach ar-terlalr there are seven lntersections betrreen !lås-
sachusetts Àvenue and a point I ¡nl1e east. The grld
Etreet system doea not continue west of ttassachu-
setts Avenue, so the three arterlals have different
nurnbers of intersections in that dlrectlon. AI1 of
the arterials have parklng.

Figure 13 shows nestbound, evenlng-peak-perlod
counts for the path and arterials. Only westbound
volunes are shoren because the predominant evening
Iîove¡nent is westbound and because tr¡o of the årte-
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Figure 13. Relative use of path and arter¡als.
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rlals, Newbury and Beacon, are one-way westbound.
corìnonÌrealth Avenue is two-way.

Of all the westbound bicycle traffic approaching
Massachusetts Avenue, 47 percent $tas on the path and
53 percent on the three arterials co¡nbinedl. The
rlght-hand colunn in Figure 13 indlcates the per-
centage of the westbound cyclistE who proceeded
straight at l{assachusettg Àvenue. of all westbound
cyclisÈs who dld not turn at llassachusetts Àvenue,
57 percent used the bicycle Path and 43 percent used
one of the three arterlaLs. Cyclists on the path
who wish to reach Þlassachusetts Àvenue must carry
their bicycles up a long flight of stairs. Thls
helps to explain why, of all the westbound cyclistg
nho turn at lilassachusettE Avenuer only 25 percent
used the path.

10I

Figure 12. Average daily bicycle
rraffic, 1976,

J
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cyclists must use ranps or staírs to get to the
bicycle path, which is separated from the city by
the Ii¡nited-access' high-speed StorroYt Drive. That
virtualty half of the cycLists counted did this
suggests a preference to share the path with roller
skaters anil joggers than to share the arterials with
parked ancl noving motor vehicLes. If access to the
path were ¡nore convenientr particularly ãt lrlassa-
chusetta Avenue, its use would probably be narkedLy
higher.

It shouldl not be forgottenr however, that
sllghtly nore than half of the cyclists did not use
the path. A survey would be necessary to find out
r¡hy. Two reaaons are probable: The arterials are
rnore direct anil the path is not designed for high
speeds.

Blcycle volumes on the path on a holiday' pre-
sumably co¡nposed mainly of recreatlonal cyclists,
erere even higher. A count was done on l¡lemorial Dây
(Monday, May 25, I98I) ' four days after thê count
cited above. At the intersectlon of the bicycle
path and Massachusetts Avenue, 675 cyclists were
counted between 2:30 and 3!30 p.¡n. Thís volume is
60 percent higher thân the evening peak-hour volume
neasured on the hrorkday four days earlier.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Thís paper has presented informatíon on bicycle
traffic volunes in Boston. ¡4ore infor¡natlon is
needed¡ both to corroborate these findings and to
ascertain how universal they are. The degree of use
of å path or roadway, for exanple, is influenced by

Traffic Proceeding
Strâight Through

I ntersection

2H;ñ'ffiru

ø
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design standards and accessibility: Hov, nuch do
volumes actually vary with variations in these
characteristics? How much do they vary rcith
climate? Are the effects of weather sinilar ln
different regions? Are cyclists in Seattle as
discourageil by tight rain as those in Boston? Is
the rate of increase of cotn¡nuter cycling in Boston
appl.icable nationally or dependent on auch local
factors as present cycling volumes, transit fares,
and highway congestion?

À particular and important question is, What are
the relationships betvreen bicycle volunes and
accident frequency by time of day, day of the hreek,
and ¡nonth of the year? Information on this would
both inprove our understanding of the causeg of
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accidents and expand the usefulness of the data on
bicycle-traffic volu¡nes that have been and wlll be
collected.
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Acceptance of Policies to Encourage Cycling
WERNER BRöG

Research in the Federal Republic of Germany has rarely dealt with nonmotor_
ized traffic. This applies to the collect¡on of reliable behavio¡al data as well as
to the applicat¡on of these data in suitable planning models to forecast poss¡bls
behavioral changes. Too little is known about the population,s accep_
tance of such planning pol¡c¡es. Due to th¡s lack of information. we can only
guess about the effect of specif¡c polic¡es. But more important, since so little
informat¡on is available, ¡t is ¡mposs¡ble to gear such polic¡ss to the needs,
wishes, and ¡nterosts of the persons affected by the policies, Thus, in order to
encourâge bicycle use ¡n communit¡ês that have a medium or small population,
mâny ¡ntegrated measures must be used, and there are major differences of
opinion concerning the concrete individual parts of such a bundle of measures
and the effest of eadr specific measurs, Frequently, attempts to solve this
problem apply those instruments used by public opinion researchers. This
paper wishes to demonstrate that this demoscopic approach is not su¡table to
deal with the topic d¡scussed here. The paper presents an alternative approadr
to solve the problem-an approach that has the advantage of combinini model
des¡gn w¡th est¡mates regard¡ng the acceptance of d¡fferent measures and deafs
w¡th both in one concept-the situat¡onal approach. lt can bé shown that a
whole 3eries of measures must be ¡ntegrated in planning if we wísh that poli-
cies that encourage cycling be accepted so that moÌe persons change to bi-
cycles. Construction or extension of the bicycle infrastructure is of secondary
importance, although ¡mportant to stabilize those persons who have changed
to the use of bicycles.

The bicycle is the heatthiest and nost ecologically
oriented mode of transportat,ion. However, although
a number of cities in the Federal Republic of Ger-
nany have taken steps to encourage bicycle travel,
the sítuation for cyclists is generally not partic-
ularly favorable. Therefore, the Federal Environ-
mental Office decided to sponsor a rnodel project
called À Tohrn for cyclÍsts (À) for tonns that have a
population of 30 000-100 000.

The model project wlll be concerned with the
construction of a cycling infrastructure for all_
travel with person-powered vehicles (2). AI1 cities
included in the project wiII be lnvotved in an
intensive exchange of infornaeion. planning semi-
nars will be hetd to pass on knotúledge and to share
experiences wlth other particÍpants. When theproject is completedr the results will be evaluated
and guidellnes for planning will be made available
to other cities (3).

Information concerning the quantity and quality
of nonmotorized travel and rneasures to encourage
such travel can be greatly irnproved by this mo¿telproject; however, present knowledge concerning the
acceptance of such meaEures by the popuLace is still

limited. A nore-precise analysis of a study
potential that has just been co¡npleted (4) can be
help here.

CONCEPT OF THE STUDY ON POTENTIAL

The study on potential was done in co¡nmunities that
had a population of g0 OOO or less. Data were
colLected for three areas in the Federal Repubtic of
Germany--one had â good, one a nedium, and one apoor cycling infrastructure (5). The survey i{asdone in two steps. In the flrst step, present
travel behavior vras deternined on a specífic san_pling day in the spring of 1980 for the population
surveyed. of all trips made on this duyr 16.4
percent were by bicycle. The percentage of individ_
ualized modes of transportatíon, which $ras 55 per_
cent in the survey on potential, was extraordinarity
high. As a result, the percentage of persons who
use public transit was only 6 percent. This was dueto the size of the communities selected to be in_
cluded in the survey. Àlso noÈe that, in selectingpersons for inclusion in the survey, rniddle-ageá
persons were given preference and im¡nobile persons
were partly excluded. This survey was a pilot study
and deaLt prirnariJ.y with persons who mÍght us;
bicycles rather than with persons (e.g., elderly or
immobile persons) who are unlÍkely to use bícycles.
The second part of the survey dealt with the 8Apercent of the trips that had not been made by
bicycle on the day of sampling. The reasons why
bicycles were not used were studied in intensive
interviews in which all of the household members
were present. fnteractive measurement methods were
used (g) .

Às a first step in the analysisn all those trips
made r¡ith other rnodes were excluded if the one-way
distance to the destination nas more than 15 krn.
For these trips (a total of 24 percent), cycling
would be a feasible alternative only in borderline
cases. Given the conditions on the day of sampling,
only 3 percent of the trips made could have been
made by bicycle. Two-thirds of the trips made on
the sanpling day were restricted to the mode ac-
tuâ1ly used on that dayt due to constraints, it
erould have been impossible to use a bicycle (7).

The size of this group that has the option of

on
of
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using a bicycle on the sanpllng day increases fro¡n 3
to 30 percent ¡rhen the restrictions on the day of
sa¡npling are eli¡ninated. But, for the status quo
conditions, this shows certain Iinits that should
put a damper on too optiÍristic expectations.

If potential is thus deter¡nined, the results of
denoscopic surveys will be viewed h'ith scepticís¡n.
Dernoscopic surveys assu¡ne a direct relation between
stated opínions and actual behavior. HoeJever,
generally, thís Ís not so (9). Ninety-five percent
of the intervlewed mobile persons claimed, for
instance, that they would be happy if their towns
were to partlclpate 1n a town for cyclists so that
the bicycle network might be extended (44 percent).
Honever, only 66 percent of the persong intervierúed
thought that riding bicycles had certain advantages.

on the other hand, a nore in-tlepth analysis
showed that only 49 percent of the persons inter-
vierved trho do not ride bicycles are honestly probi-
cycle; the rest si¡np1y claimed to be in favor of
bicycles. The present ¡naxinu¡n potential for persons
to change their modes in favor of bicycles isr as
has already been mentionedr 30 percent--a resPecta-
ble fígure but considerably less than the tlemoscopi-
cally determined values.

In the project quoted above, the likelihood that
persons lrould change from public transportation to
the bicycle was the greatest and leasÈ likely was
thât persons xrould change from the use of cars to
the use of bicycles. This insight is i¡nf¡ortantr for
if one assumes that townE are probably not Particu-
Iarly eager to lose their public transit passengers
and if one remembers that one reason for encouraging
cycling is to reduce congestion caused by cars, then
it is obvious that, if potential is not reliably
deternined, the use of bicycles might rúeIl rapldly
Íncrease but the increase might be at the cost of
the rlrong node.

This ¡neans that lmportant ¡neasures to increase
bicycle use rnight possibly, in 1ight of traffic
congestion caused by cars, apply restrictive mea-
sures to car use. Because such restrictive neasures
¡rere Probably not considered by the persons ínter-
viewed¡ they mlght lead to a rapid change in public
oplnion. However, a senslbly executed sinultaneous
study could identify these negatlve processes before
it is too late and counteract them with appropriate
neasureg.

Therefore, when attemptíng to determine the
acceptance of such measures, it is of ut¡nost lmpor-
tance not to simply reLy on stated opinions.
Rather, the esti¡nate of likely behavloral reactlons
is a much more reliable way to identify the âccep-
tance of planning policies.

PROBLEIITS OF EMPIRICALLY UEASURING POSSIBLE CITANGES

IN BEHAVIOR

The use of demoscopic neasure¡nent methods ís prob-
lematical when estimating posslble changes in beha-
vior. Àlternatíve research concepts have been
developed in the rneântlrne and their application has
already been tested. So-called situational analysis
(9) is an alternative of thls sort.

Beside a new model philosophy (lq), such an
approach requires enpirical data of â Particular
quality. In order to acquire such datar a combina-
tion of different rneasuretnent ¡nethods ¡nust be used,
whereby the qualitative methods, esPecially, must
fulfiLl certain requirenents. However, new nethodo-
logical advances have been nade in this area--the
so-called interactlve neasurernent nethods.

By using these neasurement methods, the âreas of
inforrnation that are important here can be covered
and the necessary data can be collected:

I03

Data Description
Basic descriptive SociodernograPhic character-

istics of individuaLs and
their householdsr co¡nPLete
description of all trans-
portation modes available
ln the householdsr detaíled
infornation on all bicycles
Present within household

Behavior descriptive conplete activity Patterns of
all household rnembers for
specific, clefined Periods
of tírne (includÍng choice
of routes); general activ-
ity budget of household
menbers for specific
periods of timei general
action radii of household
members

Division of chores and duties
within household and Possi-
bility of changíng the in-
ternal household organiza-
E ion, objective and

Explanatory

subjective availability of
vehicles ín general and for
those activities that have
actually taken place,
options and constraints
thât allow for or exclude
use of bicycles

Behavior can be exPlained as
the result of individual's
subjective interpretation
of experience, perceptiont
orientationr attitude, and
reaction

Basic experiences with alter-
native modesr concrete
experience with alternative
nodes for activities that
have already taken place,
specific experiences with
bicycle for different
actívities and destinations

Perception of individual situ-
ation, cycling infrastruc-
turer bicyclets character-
istics, and ricling bicycles

Influence of general values on
behavior, influence of Peer
group, do¡ninance of
particular household members

subjective willingness to use
bicycle in general and for
particular activities, sub-
jective experiences with
bicycles, prestige value of
riding bicycles

Possibility of reorganization
of indiviclual activity
patterns so that bicycles
can be increasingly used
given present conditionst
workíng out ways of in-
creasing extent to which
activities can be thus
reorganized, reorganization
of individual activity
patterns when external
conditions have been thus
changed

Experiential

By usÍng these types of data (after the data have
been adequately coded), one can estimate how large

Contextual

Perceptive

or ientational

Attitudinal

Reâctional
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the present potential for bicycle use is relatively
accurately and with which measures this potential
can or cannot be attained. The rnuch nore co¡nmon
variatíon of the (demoscopic) what if... questions,
however, cannot attain this goal.

However, thi6 comprehensive data requirement plan
and its relatively complicated survey technology may
leave one with the inpresslon that it is exag-
gerated. This inpression would not do justice to a
major aspect of such research concepts. If alterna-
tive transport planning wÍshes to adapt itself
better to the wishes and needs of the affected
population, then it must also use those research
methods that. have the same goal (tl). nReality
exists for enpirical science only in the empirical
world, can only be Bought there, and can only be
verified there' (ll).

This goal, however, cannot be attained with
e¡npirical concepts that interpret surveys as a
stÍmulus-reaction mechanísm. Rather, explorative
and interactive measure¡nent methods must be used in
addition to quantitative ¡neasurement nethods. Such
a "qualitative methodology favors an approach to
study t.he enpirical social erorld that demands that
the researcher int.erpret the real world from the
perspective of the subject being studied' Gl).

USE OF SITUÀTIONÀL ÀPPROACH TO DETERMINE POÎENTIAL
FOR CHÀNGE

The najority of mobile persons are basically free to
use bicycles if they wish. That they do not do so
is causedr to a l-ârge extent, by theír personal
attitu¿les toward the use of bicycles. This insight
clearly shovrs the limitätions of forecasting rnode
split r.rith conventional methods. Forecasting nodels
that have been used in transport planning up until
noi{ are not able to depict subjective attitudes and
possible changes adequately.

An approach is needed that is oriented to the
individual and in whích specific out-of-house activ-
ities are grouped into activity patterns. These
activity patterns are reflected in the situatíonaI
context of the given households. Combined with the
household-oriented activity pattern, substitution,
reorganization, and flexibility can broaden the
approach considerably G4). when this approach ís
used¡ travel behavíor can be better understood and
expla ined.

Because transportation planners need information
that deals with trips' the basic unit of a moclel for
mode choice ¡nust be the specific trip made by the
individual. These trips should not be viewed in
isolation but should always be seen in their rela-
tion to trip chains, activity patterns, and the
activity prograns of the individuals and their
households (!f). The trips are not nade in a vac-
uu¡n. Environ¡nental conditions influence the reali-
zation of the trips, the trips chains, activity
patterns, and activity prograns. However' if out-
of-house mobility is viewed as a derived demand,
then the activity programs also limit the situa-
tional context for this mobility, which must be
included in a pertínent nodel-like depiction. If
one wíshes to understand nobility in relation to the
above, then aII the fâctors must be identifíed that
deter¡nine behavior in these situational contexts. A
simple use of sociodemographic variables is insuffi-
cient even íf these variables are seen in relation
to sorne châracteristics of the existing infrastruc-
ture (!fl.

Note that persons do not perceive their situa-
tional contexts as they objectively exist (lQ. But,
since subjectively experienced situations detêrnine
behavior, a realistic ¡nodel must also include
subjectively perceived variables. This means that'
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in every single instance¡ one rnust investigate hovt
the given macrostructure is reflected in the
microstructure of the pertinent individuals.
Thereforer perception is one of the keys to relate
macrost.ructure bo microstructure. However, these
rnechanisms of perception have not yet been studied
conprehensively enough to explain them sufficiently.

If one wishes to explain observed (mobility)
behavior, it is necessary to classify the given
subjective behavioral situations into di¡nensions
that deter¡nine behavior. Hovrever, since the reasons
that cause out-of-house nobility are highly complex
(IL), different dímensions must be selected to take
the feasibility of their application into considera-
tion. It see¡ns that five dÍmensions are sufficient
to determinê bicycle potential (7):

Dinension
option of using

bicycle
ConËtraints against

using bicycle or
requiring use of
specific mode

Perception of route

Perception of riding
bicycle and ti¡¡e
required

Subjective nllling-
ness

Descrlption
Bicycle available, trlp

<15 k¡n

Transport of baggage,
weather conditions, health,
car needed at work

No bicycle paths' too ¡nany
hills, dangerous inter-
sections

Too slosr, too tiring, clothes
get dirty

willing to use bicycle rnode

General behavior, as nel1 a6 decisiorunaking
pertaining to ¡noda1 choÍce, are not constant. This
means that behavior observed on one day wilI not
necessarily be repeated on the next day. The solu-
tion usually used for this problem (i.e., to collect
information on relevant variables over a period of
time) is costly and nethodologically very difficult.
If the latter problem ís perhâps even more inportant
than the Prlor, it is rarely considered. SensitÍza-
tion (17), which was developed for use in the situa-
tional approach, offers an alternative that is of
almost equal value. By defining threshhold groups,
those trips in each dimension can be identified for
t{hich the factors that determine mode choice are
tenporally variable: Observed behavior is general-
ized.

An aggregate evaluåtion of these di¡nensions for
all trips that were not nade by bicycle (in the
study on potential) results in the observed behavior
on the dây of sampling an¿l the generalizåtion of
this behavior that is depicted in Table 1.

Such an approach is only possible if each case is
considered individually and re¡nains an independent
unit of action in rnodeling. This is important
because the individual interrelation of the differ-
ent categories and threshhold values are what make
possible identification of those options that are
actually open to persons. An individualized ap-
proach of this sort also makes it possible to lden-
tify persons who have comparable decisionmaking
situations. These decisionmaking situations are the
first key to aggregåtion, which is naturãIly also
necessary in this type of model approach.

Situational groups are the basis for this type of
aggregation. Note that situational groups and
situational contexts are cornParablei they classify
trip categories not persons. Situational groups are
deterministic (i.e., behavior of persons in these
groups is predeterrnined) if they do not permit
certain types of behavÍor due to specific condi-
tions, whether or not individuals in the groups wish
to realize a particular behavior for their trips.
In the area of mode choicer most of the situational
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Table 1. Dimensions perta¡n¡ng to use of b¡cyde.

Note: Only trips of less than 1 5 km ¡ot mâde by blcycle were @fsidered,

groups are deterrnineCl either by objective reasons
(no alternative), personal reasons (car needed at
work), or by subjective reasons (persons are insuf-
ficiently informed or have subjective averslons to
certain ¡nodes). But usually, a smaller nu¡nber of
trips remains for which use of an aLternative ¡node
ís subjectively as well as objectively posslble.
This situaÈional group (9roup with optíons) defines
the maxinum potentíaL for changed behavior given
status quo conditions.

Fron an aggregate point of view, one could have
assune¿l that alrnost every other trip previously not
made by bicycle could be a potentiåI bicycle trip
due to the positive attitude of the respondents
(this is similar to the dernoscopíc approach that is
criticized in this paper), an indivldualization of
general options shovrs that the present potential

Figure 1, General optioris of using bicyde.

Objective
Þtions

Contraints
agaj¡st usj¡g
bicycle

Perception of

Perception of ridirg bicycle
and tijrÉ needed

Subjective willi.rlgness
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(i.e., without the irnplenentation of any netr poli-
cies) is actually nuch smaller (Figure l).

Àccording to this categorization, which results
from the individual combination of the five dinen-
sions, one can differentlate six sltuatlonal groups,
which are châracterlzed by Roman numerals. Groups
I-V have a deterninistlc character given the (gen-
erâIized) status quo condltionst only sltuaÈional
group VI hag the unlimited option of using bicycles
g iven exlstlng conditions.

In this approach, lnilividual (behavioral) situå-
tions are aeen as factors that influence individual
options and constraints. This approach is ålEo
based on the insight' however, that individual node
choice followE a unigue, subjectlve logic that is
frequently at odds with the researcherrs, pJ.anneris,
or politicianrs more or less externally imposed
rationality. This does not mean that the indlvid-
ualrs choice of node ls not rational but that lt is
subjectively rational. The regulariÈies of thls
subjective rationality are naturalty rnanifold and
have not yet b€en studied conprehensivety (fg).

If one analyzes node split by uslng the situa-
tional approachr then one can differentiate bet$reen
three types of mode use:

1. Persons who cannot change to an alternatíve
¡node due to objective conditions or due to con-
stralnts that can be changed only with great díffi-
culty (situational groups I and II);

2. Persons who are basically able to use ånother
node but do not do so due to inadequate information
about the mode, poor perception of, or a negative
attitude toward the ¡node; thus, the mode is not
subjectively an option open to them (sítuational
groups III, IV, and V); and

Behavior Ob-
served on Day
of Sampling (%)

General
Behavior
(v")

Dimension YesNoYesNo

Option of using a bicycle
Constraints make bicycle use possible
Due to perception of route, bicycle

is acceptable
Due to perception of cha¡acteris-
tics of bicycle itself and time
needed to travel by bicycle, bi-
cycle is acceptable

Subjective willingness to use
bicycle

89
59
86

'7t

\4 86
70 30
20 80

43 57

ll
4l
t4

29

5l 49l98l

(for trins uD to 15 kn)

Pedestrian trips,
trips made with pub-
fic Lransportåtion
and with i.ndivi-dual-
ized forms of trans-
Portation =
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3. Persons who view the alternâtive as subjec-
tively possible yet do not use it (situâtlonal group
vr) .

The sizes of these groups vary greatly according
to node and to the speciflc spatial and infrastruc-
tural con¿litions. Ilowever, the potentials presented
in thj.s paper give one an idea of the accepÈance of
neasures to encourage the use of bicycles.

ESIII,IATING DEGRSE TO ¡IHICH DIFFER¡NT UEÀSURXS TO
ENCOUR,AGE CYCIJING ARE ACCEPTED

The situational groups also gÍve a structural base
with which to work out planning rneasures and to
estimate the effects of Èhese ¡neasures. This ís
possible because the value of all of the di¡nensions
is determÍned for each trip. If, for exanple, the
use of the bicycle ls not possible for a specific
trip that has been nade by car becâuse the houeehold
did not have a bicycJ.e, an additlonal check nas mäde
to see Íf there were other constraints that âlso
necessitated use of the car. This nakes lt possible
to identify those car drivers whose transportation
optlons would not have been increased even if bl-
cycles had been available.

l¡leasures directly affect only the external sltua-
tion and can affect the resulting behavior only
indirectly. An approach of this sort ¡nakes it
possible to identify those situations for $rhich a
change is theoreticalty possible if certain measures
are impl.emented--or to put it more concretely, which
of the trips made by a specific situationâI group
whose ¡node choice is of a determinlstic character
can be included in the group that has options. The
step reguired here, the so-called dynamization (!),
tells one the sÍze of the naxinum potential for
reaction to a planning ¡neasure that is to be studied.

The inclusion of a trip in the group that has
oPtions only means, however, that a change of mode
is possible, not that it will actuâlly occur. In
order to estimate the likely reactions to a measure,
iÈ is necessary to deter¡nine the given responsive-
ness for the trips included in the group that has
options. This step of the study combines probabi-
1ístic elements ln the basic model structure with
the deterministic elements that have already been
discussed. Hoi{ever, the probabíllty that certain
reactions will occur, which are determined with this
approach, are based on the subjective rationality of
the actors and cannot be conpared with the utility
function of an econonetric approach, for instance.

The structuralization of the individual (deci-
sionnaking) situations offers one the possibility to
deter¡nine the 1ikely potentiãIs for different areas
of ¡neasures and thus, the acceptance of measures in
these areas. The different areas of rneasures are
identical with the five ilimensions and¡ Ín relation
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to possible neasurea, they can be roughly fornulated
as follows:

I. Objective option--baËic availability of bi-
cycles (e.9., making it ¡rossibLe to rent bicycles) ¡

2. ConsÈraints--only constraintE that pertâin to
the bicycle itself (baggage transport needed,
weather conditions) are referred to here, since
other constraints (passengers, car needed at work,
complex trip chains) cannot be dealt wièh by the
measures discussed in this papert

3. Routes--improvement of the bicycle lnfrastruc-
ture i

4. Riding bicycles--public relationa nork geared
to clarifying misconceptions and incorrect percep-
tions; and

5. Subjective willingness--lncrease the nu¡nber of
persons willing to change to use of bicycles by
creating a clinate of opinion in the com¡nunity that
is favorably dlsposed to bicycles.

For each of these areas of neasures, we can
determine the naximun potential for change, whlch is
the upper limit for possible reactions when all of
the necesEary neaaures have been adapted (from the
point of vlew of the individuals affected) in thls
area (Table 21. However, this upper limit is a
theoretical value that will rìêvêEr in fact, be
attained. Those reactions thât are actually to be
expected can be estimated by using the responsive-
ness coefficients that are deterrnineal interactively.
This coefficient shows hon high the percentage of
likely mode change is fro¡n the given potential.

Iihen deter¡nining the number of persons who react,
we should not forget that the values in percentages
of the given potentials only pertain to a ll¡nited
group of travelers (i.e., nonbicycle trips of 15 k¡n
or less). For this reason¡ the potentials in TabLe
2 ate also calcuLated for all trips (including
bicycle trips) r with the help of the responslveneas
coefficientsr the behavloral changes were deternined
(as a percentage of aII trips).

This calculation, r*hich is of great value for
forecasting, serves here, however, as the basis for
estinating the acceptance of neasures. An accep-
tance índex was established for this purpose. It
relates the bicycle use that can be expected when a
policy has been introduced to the present share of
bicycle trips. The present share of 16.4 percent
yras set equal to 1.00. Àn acceptance index of 2.00
reould then mean that twice as ¡nany persons }rould use
bicycles, ând an acceptance index of 1.00 would
indieate that no change had taken ptace (Table 2).

The different acceptance indexes shotù that, even
if no new tneasures are adapted, an íncrease in
cycling woultl still occur. This is because the
current climate of opinion i.n Germany is probicycle.
Due to further developnents since the study nas done

Table 2, Maximum potent¡d and
acceptance of different measures. Potential A Potential B

Areas of Measure

In Relâtion to All
Other Modes < l5 Responsiveness
km(%) Coefficientâ

In Relation to All Likely
Trips With All Reâctions Acceptance
Modes (%) g,\ Indexb

Status quoc
Bicycle availability
Bicycle constraints
Infrastructure
Public relations work to
clarify misconceptions

Community climâte'

l8
t9
20
20
20

30
32
34
34
JJ

38

0.03
0.13
o.2t
0.r4
0.16

0.l4

0.5
2.5
4.2
2.8
3.1

3.2

I .03
1. l5
t.26
L1',l
1 .t9

1.20

â Percentage of likely responss from potentiat A,
ol-ikely reactions to potential B in relation lo present bicycle share (16.4 pelcent = l.OO),
cstatus quo included iû the following Âreas of measu¡e.
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Table 3. Maximum potential and
acceptance of different measures when
climate of opinion in community is
positive.

Table 4. Maximum potential and
acceptance of different measures when
úeir effec-ls are viewed cumulat¡velv,

Areas of Measure
in Combination with
Positive Climate
of Opiniona

In Relation to All
Other Modes < l5 Responsive¡ess
km (%\ Coefficientb

Potential A Potential B

In Relation to All Likely
Trips With All Reactions Acceptance
Modes (%) (Y") Indexc

Bicycle availability
Bicycle constraints

(baggage, weather)
Infrastructure
Public relations work to

clarify misconceptions

42
56

43
46

0.27
0.25

0.23
0.30

¿)
33

6.7
8.3

5.9
8.2

l.4l
l.5l

¿ô
27

0.5
3.2

l8
23

30
38

l .36
1.50

¿Measues assume that a positive cliñate of opinion exists. Status quo conditions a¡e assumed in measures.
DPercentage of likely responses from poten¿ial A.
clikely reactions to potential B iû relâtion to the present bicycle share (16.4 pe¡cent = 1.00).

Potential A Potential B

Areas of Measurea

In Relation to All
Other l\4odes < l5 Responsiveness
km (%\ Coefficientn

In Relation ro All Likely
Trips With All Reactions Acceptance
Modes (7o) (%) Indexc

Status quo
Climate of opinion in

community
Public relations work to
clarify misconceptions

Infrastructure
Bicycle constraints
Availability of bicycle
Long-term effects
on all other persons

46

52
64
73

100

0.03
0. l4

0.30

0.3 5
0.3 3
0.32
0.24

27

3l
38
43
60

8.2

10.8
t2.6
13.9
14.3

I .03
L20

1.50

L66
L77
1.85
I .87

lEach measure is cumulative and assumes the use of all p¡ecedi¡g meâsu¡es,
bPercentage of likely responses from potential A.
clikely teactioûs to potential B in relation to the present bicycle shâre (16.4 pe¡cent = l.OO).

(especially since lhe price of gasoline keeps going
up), onê can assune that the current general accep-
tance of Èhe bicycle will increase even nore in the
future.

The goal of rdeIl-considered community planning
can no longer be to implenent specific policies in
isolation. Thus, the goal of the town for cyclists
project is also to inprove the clinate of opinion in
the corn¡nunities in favor of cycling in order to
increase the effectiveness of other measures. This
concept can be de¡nonstrated by using the figures
available. If one yrishes to pinpoint t,he acceptance
of specific types of measures when combining them
i{ith positively influencing the clinate of opinion
within communities, then the potential grows consid-
erably and the responsiveness, and thus the accep-
tance indexes, 9rov, cumulatively (Table 3). !lea-
sures that deal with the bicycle itself (e.9.,
baggage-loading facilities and weather protection)
and public relations work (clarification of miscon-
ceptions and correcÈion of negative perceptions) are
nore inportant than improvements to the infrastruc-
ture.

Honever, one should be careful not to cone to a
false concl-usion here. The responsiveness and
acceptance of measures presented here deal with the
possible use of the bicycle (i.e., with rnode
change). Irrespective of the fact that other as-
pects are not taken into consideration here (e.9.,
improvenent of neighborhood quality), this does not
mean that an inprovement in the bicycle infrastruc-
ture does not also play an importantr if not deci-
sive, role in stabilizing the new potential of those
persons who change mode. This beco¡nes clear if one
considers the cumulative effect of aII of the dif-
ferent areas of measures (Table 4). This evaluation
also shows that, in the towns studied (whose popula-
tions range from 50 000 to 80 000), al¡nost three-
fourths of all trips made by the mobile population
(for the most part between 20 and 60 years of age)

could possibly be made by bicycle. The share of
trips made by bicycle could, at. Ieast in the long
run¡ alnost double. These upper linits, of course,
cannot be attained or can only be attained over a
longer period of tirne, given conditions as they are
now. Previous experiences wi!h comparable studies
(1Q) show t,hât almost half of this ¡naximum potent.ial
can be attained, when appropriate measure are taken,
in the not too distant future. Eor a tohrn for
cyclists project, this neans that the acceptance
index will be approximately 1.40. This acceptance
index only pertains to the willingness to change
mode if neasurês are taken to encourage cycting. A
number of studies, however, have shown that a co¡npa-
rable effect could result (perhaps even more
quickly) if restrictive neasures pertaining to car
use are taken. In this case, even in larger cities
that have good public transportation¡ the number of
car drivers who would change over to bicycles ís
about twice as large as the number of car drivers
who would change over to public transportation (f5).
CONCLUSIONS

The results of the situatÍonal- analysis, the deter-
nination of potential, and the estimate of accep-
tance lead to the following conclusions:

1. A potential for the increased use of the
bicycle can be recognized. This potential can be
attained by implementation of specific measures.

2. This potential exists for all five of the
different areas of measures. The spectrum of those
neasures thât can achieve success is thus Iarger
than has frequently been assu¡ned.

3. Bicycles can frequently not be used due to
several si¡nultaneous constraintsi thus, cornbined
measures are pårticularly effective.

4. Bicycles are rarely not used only because
persons perceive the bicycle infrastructure to be
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inferior. Thus, when the infrastructure is improved
but no other ¡neasures are institutedr the effect is
minimal. Honever, when other measures are taken and
the bicycle network is also improved, a considerable
potential can be attained.

5. For ¡nany trips, bicycles cannot be used due to
constraints. I¡nprovementar esPeclally weather
protection and baggage-transport facilities, could
make it possible for nore Persons to use blcycles.
Thus, it would be vrorthwhile to work on improving
the bicycles themselves.

6. Options are rarely solely affected by the fact
that persons are unwilling to use bicycles. This
neans that a public relations ca¡nPaign, in itself,
will be of only li¡nited value. only when conbined
with other neasures nill a public relations canpaign
prove to be effective.

7. The largest potential can be found among those
persons eubjectively willing to use bicycles given
status quo conditions. This group is subjectlvely
and objectively in favor of bicycles but does not
use then. Arnong this group, measures that restríct
car use would be ¡nore effective than rneasures to
encourage bicycle use.

All in all, the approach described above to
determine the potential for reactions also offers
one a usable, understandabler and ¡nethodologically
valid approach to estimate the acceptance of ¡nea-
sures to encourage bicycle use. This naturally also
pertains to sinilar toplcs, especially those mea-
sures to reduce traffic (such as auto¡nobile-re-
stricted lanes, pedestrian areas, and other simllar
efforts) that are currenÈ1y so popular ln the Fed-
eral Republic of Gernany.
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